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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

As an Egyptologist and historian I have tried to partner in this dissertation
Egyptological and historical methods used on the topic of the uses of the past and on the issue
of the presence of uses of the past in the Egyptian culture. There is a large discussion on these
enquiries in both disciplines. I have focused on sources originating in the Egyptian New
Kingdom (around 1540 to 1080 BC) and tried to analyse some issues related to the social
memory and presumed historical awareness of this period. There is a specific material - a
group of inscriptions called the "visitors' inscriptions" (Besucherinschriften). These texts are
well-known to Egyptology but in my opinion deserve even more attention, being an
attestation to the culture of a period literate stratum - the scribes.
The thesis is divided into three major parts:
11 the uses of the past - theoretical approaches, giving also the reasons for carrying out
the analysis of the uses of the past of the ancient cultures, especially Egypt;
2/ the New Kingdom and presumed uses of the past in the Egyptian society of that
time;
3/ the visitors' graffiti, including:
•

state of research, the graffiti database project;

•

the description of the graffiti in a statistical overview;

•

interpretations and conclusions, attempting also to insert the graffiti into
the sub-elite culture of the New Kingdom Egypt;

•

a catalogue of the Abusir and Saqqara graffiti.

The visitors' graffiti are the core of the work. The area chosen is that of Abusir and
Saqqara, in the period of 18th dynasty to the Ramesside period, mainly 19th dynasty.
The research has taken a period of altogether five years, from 2001 to 2006, and it
cannot be considered as concluded. The fascinating world of the education, career, ideas and
mentality of the Egyptian scribe 1 in the New Kingdom has many expressions and the graffiti
are but one of its aspects.

1

See also Loprieno, A., La Pensee et l'ecriture. Pour une analyse semiotique de Ia culture egyptienne (Paris
2001), 89-128.
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"THE SHADOW OF THE PAST"

Johann Huizinga defined history as " ... the intellectual form in which a
civilization renders account to itself of its past". 1 Indeed, we are nowadays used to call
our dealings with the past a history; however, defining what does the rendering account

of the past mean for us,2 and what has it meant in the past thousands of years to our
predecessors is a question of no less importance. The perception of the past can be
perceived as at least twofold - the past as a time dimension and the past as a part of our
culture. 3 The aspects of the first are undoubtedly linked to the aspects of the second. A
culture with a dominant cyclic perception of time may have different views on history if
compared to a culture with predominant linear time perception. 4
As regards the past as a part of culture, it has been suggested that "Geschichte ist
eine universelle kulturelle Praxis"- "History is a universal cultural practice,"5 chiefly

1
An overview by Hoffmeier, The Problem of' History', 291 ff. He opened also the question of various
forms of"history" in various civilizations (p. 294), but did not develop it further, for the time being, and
he dealt with two basic points- with the proofs of reliability of ancient sources (p. 293-294), which is a
question of sources for the modem historian mainly, and with the forms the ancient understanding of
historiography took (p. 294 fl). Still, his opinions are an inspiring contribution to Egyptological
discussion, as he dealt (p. 294) with the acceptance of various forms of"history" in different cultural
views and with its role in different concepts.
2
Compare the variability of opinions in Layton, Introduction: Who needs the past?, 1-5.
3
Culture has many definitions; compare Barnard- J. Spencer, Culture, 136-143; the culture can be
understood semiotically as a network of meanings, with specific codes. C. Geertz used the term "webs of
significance" and defined a semiotic model, which I would like to apply: " ... man is an animal suspended
in webs of significance he has himself spun, I take culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be
therefore not an experimental science in search oflaw but an interpretative one in search of meaning."
(Geertz, Interpretation of Cultures, 5).
4
Compare also J. Assmann, Personlichkeitsbegriffund-bewusstsein, !.A' IV, 963-978. The linear
perception of time (which allows for explicable changes and genetic connections) versus the cyclic
repetition of pre-modelled activities (bringing the same results again and again).
5
Riisen, Kampf der ldentitiiten, 22-23.
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due to the fact that we presume the past has its role in the identity formation of most
different cultures in most different forms. 6 Is it then actually so?
Modem audience is used to the expression "history" as that what we can know
and study in the past. History today is now a specialised craft with its proper utensils
and its proper ways of transmitting knowledge. One could, if following Foucault, 7
define "history" as a specific discourse about past events. Now this discourse has an
established, although sometimes challenged, position; it has a network of texts and
references, and, as this text itself proves, any new contribution is already inserted into
the reference system of the discourse. This discourse has been institutionalised
especially during the 191h century as an authoritative version of the narrative of past
events. 8 Its authority has been supported with the academic community and often also
with canonised versions of national histories, which either served processes creating or
supporting the identity of the nations or enabled the nations' claims on superiority and
greatness. 9
Over the past two centuries Europeans in particular have paid a lot of attention
to history and historiography perhaps because of the idea of history as a science, rather
than an art form. 10 However, not even modem historians can touch the past, no matter
what tasks he may try to perform in order to do that. 11 What he can do is something
different, something that, in opinions of modem historians still offers a compromise for

6

See Riisen, Kampf der Identitaten, 22-23; further Riisen "Die historische Erinnerung ist ein
Lebenselixier". Zeit und Sinn, 12; Burke, Geschichte als soziales Gedachtnis, pp. 289ff., with opinions of
Halbwachs, Bloch, further Iggers, Deutsche Geschichtswissenschaft, Iggers, Historiography, lggers,
Historicism; Bentley, Companion, 151; The interdisciplinary approach opening new methodologies was
summed up especially by J. Riisen. He started on comparison of various stages of"modem Western"
history (Geschichte) and historical though (Geschichtsdenken), and historical consciousness
(Geschichtsbewusstsein). Moreover, Riisen continues by looking for common criteria for establishing
functional roots of history in a society. Although he follows a lot of material proper to modern history, his
theses are inspiring in general sense of following generally any questioning after a sense of the past. This
is true especially of Riisen, Theoretische Zugange zurn interkulturellen Vergleich historischen Denkens in
Riisen ed., Vie/fait der Kulturen, 37 -73 " ... wenn man sich einige fundamentale mentale Prozeduren
ansieht, die das Geschichtsbewusstsein konstituieren, dann ist es moglich, sie las universal zu
identifizieren. Urn diese mentalen Prozeduren zu explizieren, bedarf es einer allgemeinen Theorie des
kulturellen Gedachtnises, op. cit., 44.
7
M. Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge (1 51 ed. New York 1972, numerous reeditions).
8
Compare Riisen, Konfigurationen des Historismus, Riisen, Vie(falt der Kulturen, 68-70.
9
See also E. Hobsbawm, On history.
10
See E. Schulin, ed.,Geschichtsdiskurs 2.
11
These include discussing, refuting, inventing, accepting, modifying and remodelling methodologies,
choosing, reading, and re-reading the sources. The range of opinions is then as very wide because it has to
include both the dogmatic Historia Magistra Vitae and more recent claims including that history may be a
sort of necrophilia (M. Oakeshott). These questions are better treated elsewhere.
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2

their metier. 12 A historian is specialised in the work of mediating between the past and
present. Historians observe certain rules while doing so, as is better explained
elsewhere. To express these rules shortly, we may note what Eric Hobsbawm wrote
concerning the narration of history, while defending the background of history as such,
as a scholarly discipline that is studying a real thing. He pointed out that an historian
should not be so easily compared to a novel writer. The past, however directly
inaccessible, is something that existed, and it is different from any fiction about the
past. 13 So, one can agree with Hobsbawm, that "without the distinction between what is

and what is not, there can be no history." 14 The past itself is being an untransmittable
experience, inaccessible to the historian or anyone else unless it is tasted through the
media of sources, remnants and fragments, legends and myths. The historian is bound to
his sources, and although he cannot be utterly objective and free from any inherent
value measures of his own, he tries to be at least free enough to be able to see the
limitations of his own, while reading the sources. 15 What he finds in them, depends both
on the actual character of these sources and on the individuality of the historian, his
abilities and his interpretative (or capabilities. He is often pressed to the reading that
would be clear to his contemporaries, but which introduces to the old texts and
testimonies something that is not proper for their era. This happens, e.g. when he has to
use modern names, or words borrowed from a modern language, to describe an ancient
reality, which did not always name its own phenomena. Almost unnecessary to say,
historian also introduces to his interpretation of the past events himself, his opinions, his
background, experiences, in short, his personality. 16 These issues must be only touched
here, because they suggest what dangers surround historians, especially if they embark
upon journeys that describe the mental structures of the past. 17 These dangers are by no

12

See Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century., or classical M. Bloch, Apologie de /'histoire.
More can be added -Hobsbawm, On history. Discussion continuing on ethics and objectivity questions
e.g. in Storia della Storiografia and History and Theory- the latter has its abstracts accessible on
www .historyandthcory.org.
13
In spite of this, the fictions are useful for studying the past too, for they were made round the studied
events almost in the very moment that these events happened.. This issue, however, concerns the
historical consciousness and the role of history in identity and culture building, which cannot be discussed
in this place.
14
Hobsbawm, On history, ix.
15
Morley, Theories, Models and Concepts.
16
The impact of personality of historians upon historiography is often noted, and a nice summary, dealing
with 50 interesting historians is offered by Hughes-Warrington, Fifty Key Thinkers on History.
17
Morley, Theories, Models and Concepts, passim; Hodder, Reading the Past, 80-89. 98-99.
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means limited to historians; they affect archaeologists and other "readers of the past" as
well. 18
Modern history may well be a systematic attempt to deal with the past, but there
are other dealings with the past, unsystemised as they may be. The building of state and
national identities brought history to the centre of a social and cultural stage of the
whole communities. The outcome of the process of the 191h century historicism 19 has
also contributed to the fact that we are often able to meet with history in novels, theatre
plays, even movies. There are people, moving, breathing, living, in strange costumes, on
a stage set amid pieces of architecture and furniture or social situations more colourful,
or more sinister than that our own. They represent, they act out a story, or give a
narration, which we perceive as belonging to the past, although it seems often to us they
are like us, and thus we think human beings could have not changed much throughout
the ages.
History fulfills in those moments an additional role also, it is not just a
foundation for our collective identity, it is a storage of individual stories as Jaroslav
Marek put it - that history presents an individual opportunity for identification:
"History presents the man, whom his lifespan limits to several short decades, with a
magnificent panorama of human destinies, with which he may identify himself "20
Maybe we also feel attracted by the immense abyss of time we are diving into. The
general public results attracted by the past, or what we call so, we like to believe we can
encounter the past in ruins of castles and temples, revive it in cunningly done museum
exhibitions, feel it while we read authentic ancient texts or even fiction set in past
centuries. 21
In addition, it is psychologically stimulating, indeed intriguing, to see history
playing an important part even in stories and books, the plot of which is set into a
distant future. Historical titles, costumes, even practices, creatively mixed into a
science-fiction, attract considerable attention - let us mention here a sole example,

18

See Hodder, Reading the past, passim.
The expression ,historicism" can also be used more generally. Compare also Riisen, Konfigurationen
des Historismus.
20
Marek, 0 historismu a dejepisectvi, 62.
21
The level of interest varies depending on the period, audience and available representations. Compare
e.g. Stone, ,Interpretations and uses of the past in modern Britain and Europe. Why are people interested
in the past? Do the experts know or care? A plea for further study." In: R. Layton, ed., Who Needs the
Past?, 194--206.
19
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noteworthy for its puns on Egyptian history and the desert environment- the Duni

2

•

Almost needless to say, history occupies a dominant position in fantasy literature, and a
major quality that is often ascribed to leading titles in this genre is that of their creating
a world with a distinct and credible "history", using elements of "real", often ancient,
history that are often well-known to us. A prime example here is The Lord of the Rings
trilogy by J R R Tolkien. 23 This story seems to occupy a fourth dimension, but it has not
only echoes of ideas and objects familiar to us, but it is in fact based on the solid ground
of Germanic and Anglo-Saxon beliefs and literature. The significance of the Ring itself
is such an example, being based on the Nibelungen Ring and its concept of power and
domination that bring also destructive properties.
Thus some sort of strong and almost emotional impact of the past and history is
to be detected here. It is like having a past- and still more- knowing one's historywere a dimension of existence which still brings a certain unquestionable quality. The
process of such multiple dealings with the past - i.e. "official" state use, scholarship,
literature, art, popular stories, mythologies - is by no means limited to modern era.
There have been always many ways in which we can insert the past into the
present,24 like memory, traditions, or ritualised customs that are part of the historical
matrix. These aspects have been called cultural memory and they include almost any
use of historical motives? 5 Some historians opine that the cultural memory and history
are two ends of one stick, and the stick does not fulfil its role unless it has both ends.
According to Assmann, "Memory26 and history are poles of the same range of activities,
some of which are closer to one pole than to the other. It is important to keep the two
poles apart in order not to lose sight of their constant interaction. Memory tends to
inhabit the past and to furnish it with images of its own making, whereas history in its
22

Reflected both in the text and in the art works, motion pictures etc. inspired by the Dune and its sequels
by Frank Herbert. Egypt is conspicuous especially in the TV series version, costumes by Theodor Pistek.
Cf. h Up:/Icncyklopcdic.dunc .cz/Dum:art/pi stek/p2. htm.
23
Once more, these facts are common to the books and to their interpretation, and confirmed both by the
author himself and by the authors of these interpretations; cf. Letters ofJ R R To/kien, (ed. by H.
Carpenter; various editions such as Houghton Mifflin, 1996 etc.). And compare the official site's
commentary "Each culture has its own rich way of life, its own customs, myths, and ways of dress and
even style of fighting. Each is fully developed in The Lord of the Rings, creating the essence of a living,
breathing world just beyond our own history." (http://www.lordofthcrings.net/indcx tlat film.html). See
also H. Navratilova, ArOr 71, 4/2003, 467-178.
24
See Riisen, Vie/fait der Kulturen, 60 ff.
25
Assmann, J., Das ku/ture//e Gediichtnis.
26
Memory as a category is understood in many different ways. J. Assmann turns here, similarly as in his
work Das ku/turelle Gediichtnis, although with reservations, to the opinions of the French sociologist M.
Halbwachs on the different character of memory and history. History (and historiography) can, however,
also be understood as part of social memory, with Burke in Assmann- Harth, Mnemosyne. 289ff.
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radical form of positivism tends to neutralise the past and to make it speak in its own
27
.
votces,
strange as th ey may sound,
.

History can also be viewed as a specific activity, which operates within a
framework of cultural memory. 28 History supports in some cases memory, but it has a
more authoritative position in the modem scheme of historical culture.

29

However, there

is among some modem historians an idea that a perception of the past - as definitely
"past" and as such analysed through history - is favoured while the past is clearly
detached from the present and not perceived as its part, but as something external,
which may be consulted and indeed veneered, but not felt and lived any more. There are
even opinions which ascribe this fact again to the process of an endless interaction, this
time rather a struggle, of "history and memory". History and memory might have had
coincided in parts, now they are split.
Pierre Nora opines: "This conquest and eradication of memory by history has

had the effect of a revelation, as if an ancient bond of identity had been broken and
something had ended that we had experienced as self-evident - the equation of memory
and history. ... Memory and history, far from being synonymous, appear now to be in
fondamental opposition. Memory is life, borne by living societies, founded in its name.
It remains in permanent evolution, open to the dialectic of remembering and forgetting,
unconscious of its successive deformations,

vulnerable to manipulation and

27

Assmann, Moses the Egyptian, 21. Compare also Miloslav Hroch writing about a bipolar scale. Hroch.
M., ,Nektere metodologicke pozmimky ke studiu ulohy historickeho vedomi v mirodnim hnuti 19. stol."
(Some methodological notes to the study of the role of historical consciousness in the national movement
of the 19th century) in Historicke vedomi v ceskem umeni 19. stol (Historical consciousness in Czech art
of the 19th century) Prague 1981; 62. He returns to the definition also in the essay "Nekolik pozmimek k
problemu: historicke vedomi a zajem rodiciho se naroda" (Some notes to the problem: historical
consciousness and the interest of the nascent nation) in HusitskY tabor, 8, 1985. pp. 185fT.
27
Z. Benes, HistorickY text a historickd kultura ("Historical text and historical culture"), 170-177,
passim.
28
Compare Assmann, Moses der Agypter, 40fT., Assmann, Das kulturel/e Gediichtnis, 66-76.
29
On the other hand already Classical authors stressed the fact that history itself is memory (Cicerohistoria vita memoriae, cited in Burke in: Assmann- Harth, Mnemosyne, 289. ), which would in the light
of the modem definition of memory mean, that just as memory, also history constructs itself in
relationship to the present, for which it is constructed. The relevant literature concerned with the role of
the historian and his individuality in historical work should be mentioned here. For an overview of some
attitudes to the theme, see also Horsky, J. In Horsky, J. (ed.), Kulturni a socialni skuteenost v dejezpytnem
mysleni (Culture and social reality in historiographical thought). Usti nad Labem 1999. History thus also
creates memory, on the other hand there, where memory reaches too far out into the spehere of historical
mythology, it corrrects and even deletes it (this is true above all in those cases when historical science
assumed its central place in the field of historical culture.) According to for example Peter Burke (Burke
in: Assmann,- Harth, Mnemosyne, 290, an analysis of the opinion ofHalbwachs, who draws a dividing
lie between the two concepts and thus stands close to the conception of Assmann. Burke believes, that
history itself is a social memory, and suffers from the same subjectivity as Halbwachs concept of
memory.), this interaction of memory and history is so extensive that it is actually not too precise to
separate one from the other.
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appropriation, susceptible to being long dormant and periodically revived. History, on
the other hand, is the reconstruction, always problematic and incomplete, of what is no
longer. Memory is a perpetually actual phenomenon, a bond tying us to the eternal
.
. a representatiOn
. oif th e pas t.... 30
present; h zstory
zs

This hypothesis is applied conditions of modern Europe, which does not
practise historicism of the 19th century in its socially and politically engaged form any
more, but describes and venerates history, and stores it into archives. In fact, a history
taken ad absurdum might destroy memory as a living sociocultural act, suggests Nora.

31

Similarly, Michael Oakeshott considers a past to be "historical" only if we do not insert
into it links to the present - in other words, when we do not use the past:
"Wherever the past is merely that which preceded the present, that from which
the present has grown, wherever the significance of the past lies in the fact that it has
been influential in deciding the present and future fortunes of man, wherever the
present is sought in the past, and wherever the past is regarded as merely a refuge from
the present- the past involved is practical and not an historical past."32 However, if we

were to consider as history only such completely detached past, the name of history
would be mostly denied to a number of modern scholarly works usually counted as
historical. Nonetheless, we must admit the definition of the practical use of the past,
which Oakeshott pointed out. The uses of the past might also be, as we can see later, a
more widespread phenomenon than history in our modern form.
Thus on the one hand we have history as a science, politicised and engaged in
national fights of historicism, which connect it to the present. In the same moment, on
the other hand, history, academic and scientific, claims its authoritative position in order
to remove or replace "myths". However, as the history of European nationalism has
proved, history and historicism of the 19th century have built up "myths" of its own
(therefore, seen from Oakeshott point of view, being very "practical"). History, written
during last decades, tries to serve not such political purposes but has not ceased to be
surrounded by a whole historical culture (has not ceased to be "practical"). Historical
culture is a term for the whole dealing with the past within a period mentality. The
actual process, which makes historical culture, can be termed historical thought.
However, historical culture and historical thought (see the diagram at the end of this
30

Nora, P., Representations 26, 1989, 8.
Nora, Representations 26, 1989,8-9.
32
Oakeshott, M., Experience and its Modes, (Cambridge, 1933, 1986, 103), quoted after Hughes
Warrington, Fifty Key Thinkers on History, 244.
31
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chapter) again can be said to encompass memory as well, thus the aforementioned
Norian opposition results of less absolute validity.

The expression "historical" is often considered impregnated with a distinctly
modem and European sense, connected with the enlightenment-till-today version of the
dealings with the past. If we want to avoid terms such as "historical", or even "history",
not to speak about "historiography", still one debate remains open. If there are cultures,
to which historians with education resulting from a modem scholarly concept of
Westemised type of history are prone to deny a presence of "history" in their cultural
pattem33 , what can we say about their "uses of the past"? It is, however, rather a wordplay, since the difficulty does not lie within the chosen terminology, but within our
understanding of it. Eric Hobsbawm characterised the phenomenon of multiple
histories, or multiple perceptions of past, with understanding the individual features and
yet also without circumventing the traditional name of history. He is also drawn to the
almost emotional feeling of the past as a human universal. "In the broadest sense all

societies have myths of creation and development, which imply temporal succession:
first things were thus, then they were changed thus. Conversely, a providential
conception of the universe also implies some kind of succession of events, for teleology
(even if its objects have already been achieved) is a kind of history. ... It is hardly worth
mentioning that even for a variety of economic, legal, bureaucratic, political and ritual
purposes, at least in literate societies, which can keep a record of them, including of
course, the invention of favourable and ancient precedents for political purposes ....
History, the unity of past, present and future, may be something that is universally
apprehended, however deficient the human capacity to recall and record it ... where are
demarcation lines drawn between the coexisting non-chronological and chronological
past ... the answers are by no means clear. Perhaps it might throw light not only on the
sense of the past of earlier societies, but on our own, in which the hegemony of one
form ... does not exclude the persistence, in different milieux and circumstances, of other
forms of the sense of the past." 34
History can be thus understood as a sort of a common shared cultural feature,
not limited to one culture, a common seed, which, nonetheless, bears a fruit different in
33

This has often been the case of Egypt. For example Ludlow Bull made the conclusion, that the
Egyptians had no idea of philosophy of history (see below). Compare also Assmann, J., Zeitkonstruktion
und Gediichtnis, In: Rtisen, Westliches Geschichtsdenken. 89f, 95 etc.
34
Hobsbawn, On history, 30--31.
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shape and taste according to which culture and time are cultivating it. 35 The past, while
it may be well inaccessible directly, is our identity, it is our source; it helps if not to take
examples and precise models, then to orientate us within our world. It offers us an
expanse of time, which should enrich our lives by new experience, by dimensions
unknown to the present, by horizons, which put our life-world36 into doubts, and on the
other hand which can reaffirm our values of humanity. Like a shadow, the past can cast
doubts and engender fears, but like the shadow of a familiar shape, it can reaffirm our
confidence and our attitudes. In either case, it can help us to find a way through the
variances and discrepancies of our own world- "history is for human self-knowledge",
as put by Collingwood. 37 And it can be supposed- at least until the opposite is proven,
that history has served this purpose in many cultures, although the outer appearance,
and even some inner conditions of this function may vary considerably. We must,
nevertheless, still bear in mind, that any encounter with history of another culture is
filtered for us by the screen erected by our own history.
There is no reason to deny that when looking for a history of others, we use our
own system and structure as a guide or measure, which does not imply we are not aware
of it, or that we despise the other systems and structures38 • On the contrary, there is a
necessity to start from some point, and current studies on historical thought of Europe
and her neighbours offer a wide range of possibilities to start from and to test the theses
of Riisen and Hobsbawm as put above.
Therefore, we shall start with rather hypothetical claims and eventually correct
them later. We presume that: there exists a past that is in itself not accessible to our
direct perception. An individual possesses an individual past, and a culture possesses a
complex common past. A human individual has to cope with the past, using his/her
memory, and eventually produces, dealing with the past as a time space and a cultural
dimension, some sort of historical thought, coherent within given cultural network. The
historical thought of an individual has to insert itself into the structure of cultural
patterns, proper to a given period and a given culture? 9 Its conception can be one of
dominant features of a cultural pattern, for it includes e.g. perception of time, and it
35

Riisen, Der Kampf der Identitiiten, 22-23.
The Routledge Encyclopedia. of Cultural Theory, London 2000, entry "life-world".
37
Collingwood, R. G., The Idea of History, I 0, in addition cf. Hobsbawm, On history, 49fT.
38
Compare a vivid discussion about the cultural patterns of Europe and the Orient, and about the concept
of so-called Oriental ism, that opens up a question of viewing the Other. Cf. Said, Orienta/ism, Macfie,
Orienta/ism. A Reader. It is worth to read through a few articles there naming theses, antitheses and
solutions for Orientalism, for they could serve as a model situation.
39
See Assmann, Das kulture//e Gediichtnis, "Theoretische Grundlagen".
36
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seems to contribute to the cultural identity in no insignificant way. 40 There are moreover
special psychological questions, as regards the concept of memory as a social issue and
as an individual issue; in both roles memory contributes to the historical thought.

41

Historical thought is a process subject to mutability in time and space. The
historical thought is understood here as a general denomination of any intellectual
activity dealing with the past,42 not as a term for one precise system for thinking about
history. Uses of the past are the results of the given period historical thought.
The ancient Egyptians, whose culture has been popularly characterised as a sort
of gateway to the learning and wisdom of later ages and they have been "appropriated"
by the European (and American) historical thought in many ways43 , have been
considered "... appreciative of history, but we cannot say that they were great
.
.
hers. ,,44
hzstorzograp
Egyptian uses of the past have started to be questioned and even though they as can be seen further- did not produce texts of the kind we usually label with the name
of historiography, the Egyptian appreciation of the past is no less important in the
history of the uses of the past. What is even more interesting, we may inquire about the
importance of appreciating the past for the Egyptians themselves.

40

Assmann, op. cit.
Can, however, this concept of individual consciousness be applied to collective consciousness? First of
all, are the terms ,collective consciousness" and ,collective memory" justified at all, or were the
adjectives just mechanically added without any adequately defined content ofthe term being present?
This question was asked already by Marc Bloch, when the sociologist Maurice Halbwachs began to use
the terms memoire collective and conscience collective. Bloch himself, however, applied the term
memoire collective, cf. Burke, in: Assmann - Harth, Mnemosyne, 289fT.
The existence of a similar bond as that existing between the memory of an individual and his identity has
even been postulated in the case of cultural complexes. Cf. Schmidt, S. J., Gedlichtnis-Erzlihlen-Identitiit,
in: Assmann- Harth, Mnemosyne, 378fT.- analysing the biological and psychological aspect of the
problem, she reaches the conclusion, that in a similar way as a narrative plays an important part in our
r:ersonal memory, it does so too in the memory of a society, 393.
2
"Because one can think and contemplate about history even outside historical science, we call that
phenomenon when a man is occupied with the past (all that happened) and with history (the accessible
past) historical thinking. This phenomenon is to be found everywhere where a thinking man approaches
the past, it includes records, simple memories, but also works of art, contemplations ofphilosophers or
speeches ofpublicists." Kutnar, F.- Marek, J., Pfeh/edne dejiny ceskeho a slovenskeho dejepisectvi
("Comprehensive history of Czech and Slovak historiography") Prague 1997; 2nd ed., introduction.
43
Reid, D. M., JAOS, 105.2, 1985, 233-246.
44
Bull, L., in: Den tan, R., The Idea of History, 20.
41
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THE USES OF THE PAST

Ancient Egyptians did not use terms like historical culture or thought; it is also
disputable if we can find an expression for history itself5. However, this does not affect
the possibility of the existence ofthese phenomena in the Egyptian culture. A few issues
can be distinguished:
a. Egyptian historiography itself (if defined as such), or alternatively, Egyptian
historical texts
b. Modem historiography trying to write Egyptian history
c. Modem historiography trying to write about the sense of the past and about the
Egyptian historiography as an issue in the Egyptian elite strata
d. Modem historiography trying to write about the ancient uses of the past m
general, including awareness of the past in the sub-elite strata of society.
We should distinguish sources useful to modem historian, but not considered by
the Egyptians as an actual deliberate testimony of their past, and sources that might
have been left by the Egyptians as a deliberate testimony. 46 We can also have
difficulties with a definition of historiography, or even, of a historical text, for ancient
Egypt. The question of Egyptian historiography has been dealt extensively and
intensively in the past 100 years. The first attempts to explain Egyptian historiography
are to be found already in works of Eduard Meyer47 (in 1882 to 1904) and Alfred

45

~ ~~

It is possible to translate so the term
!Jprwt, as that what ,is past, has happened" etc. See Urk IV,
1074-8. Compare also Wb Ill, 263N and HWb, 595.
46
Den tan, The Idea ofHistory; van Seeters, R., In the Search ofHistory.
47
E. Meyer (1855-1930) as the author of Geschichte des Alterthums (1884-1902) and Aegyptische
Chronologie (1904, Nachtriige 1907-8), studied under Maspero and Breasted- which enabled him to
develop his specialisation of a historian of ancient Near East, making an attempt for a concise chronology
of the area (see Who as who in Egyptology, 3rd ed., p. 285). This proves the relevant use of positivistic
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Wiedemann48 (1885), both ofthem as historians ofpositivistic strain looked for genuine
contemporary sources for the periods they studied, including thus sources they
considered as period historiography as well. Eduard Meyer was constructing in his
Geschichte des Alterthums the Egyptian history as any other history written in his time,

but keeping himself in the lines given by available documents - trying to reconstruct
political events and dynastic relations. His basic Que/len are similar to the Urkunden
published by Sethe49 and Breasted's Ancient Records of Egypt, 50 and he proved with his
work that there was in principle the possibility of writing an Egyptian history as any
other history of antiquity or later times. Although Meyer was not dealing with all
methodological questions the historians pose themselves now, in histoire evenementielle
he mastered his material.
The works of Hermann von Ranke 51 in 1930s include remarks on the attitude of
Egyptians towards their own history and summed the materials he considered relevant.
As a chief group of materials Ranke analysed the annals and king-lists. He notices the
developments- RCT registered the divine kings before Menes (historised myth), which
Palermostein did not. Furthermore he studied the difference between the RCT and lists

in temples, which had a cultic background. He tried to explain that the till now used
dividing of Egyptian history into three major periods is based on Egyptian
understanding, which is true in so far that the Egyptians noted as important the first
kings of each period - Menes, Mentuhotep Nebhepetre and Ahmose and had the
historiography in regard of Ancient Egypt. Meyer did a separate Geschichte des a/ten Aegyptens (Berlin
1887), when he continued the work of Duemichen. His Aegyptische Chronologie (Berlin 1904) is a work
comparing Manetho (or better, excerpts) and Egyptian lists as RCT and Abydos, in the usual manner of
critical approach to sources. From the point of view of the study of Egyptian historiography it has to be
said he did a pioneer work when dealing with RCT and other king-lists, although now only the first
named is understood as a part of the Egyptian historiography stricto sensu (see further).
48
Wiedemann,- he defined his work thus- "Die Absicht, welche der Abfassung des vorliegenden Werkes
zugrunde lag, war die, durch Zusammenstellung des aufdie iigyptische Geschichte beziiglichen, in
Monographien verliegenden Materiales und der aus den lnschriften sich we iter ergebenden Thatsachen
ein Bild der iigyptischen Geschichte, soweit dies jetzt moglich ist, zu geben. Eine genaue Anfohrung der
Monumente und der erschienenen Werke soli dabei die Nachpriifimg und Kontrolle der in dem Texte
gegebenen Notizen erleichtern.""-Agyptische Geschichte (1. Band, 1. Abteilung), V- Vorrede. The book
has a special chapter entitled Die Quellen zur agyptische Geschichte with sub-chapters "Nationalagyptische Quellen" with parts "Konigslisten, Annalen, Kleinere Monumente, Monumente von
Privatpersonen, Sagen". Then follows "Asiatisch-semitische Quellen". Furthermore, his collection of
material included a useful list of later- though indirect- sources, i. e. Greek and Latin ones in
"Griechisch-romische Quellen"- see "Inhalt", op. cit.
49
Sethe, K., Urkunden der 18. Dynastie; Sethe, K., Urkunden des A/ten Reiches. Leipzig 1932-1933.
50
Breasted, J. H., Ancient Records of Egypt I-III (Chicago 1906, reprinted 2001 ).
51
Ranke, H., Vom Geschichtsbilde der Alten Aegypter, CdE 611931; Important point is this - Ranke
asked the question ,welchem inneren Bediirfnis der Aegypter entsprach wohl die Abfassung und
Verewigungjener Konigslisten, aus denen wir ihr Verhaltnis zu der eigenen Geschichte abzulesen
vermochten?"- op. cit., 284-285. The reply consists of a thesis of cultic Ahnenreihen in temples and
practical archivist use of RCT, which opinion is subsequently followed by other authors, see further.
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division into dynasties, although not entirely corresponding to Manethonian divisions,
which are more or less still in use. Meyer, Wiedemann and Ranke focused on the uses
of Egyptian sources chiefly for a modem Egyptologist, therefore also contributed to the
issue b/ of the above list.
More recent studies took this aspect into consideration more prominently, and
added the aforementioned issues c/ and d/. 52 Siegfried Schott53 and Laszlo Kakosy
turned their attention to Egyptian uses of the past. Kakosy made general statements
about Egyptian interest in the past - which stricto sensu was for him not the same issue
as history -

followed by the analysis of RCT. Kakosy is interested in the

"Historisierung", which is remarkable for the mythical period before the rule of Menes.
54

Eberhard Otto pointed out the special issue of history writing destined for
conveying a world-view and not exactly the events as such. Otto paid a special attention
to the role of the Egyptian king, and his opinions are of great importance for further
research. Moreover, he pointed out that there is certain phraseology indicative for the
uses of the past. 55
Further on, Erik Homung 56 in the 1960s and 1970s continued the intense studies
on the Egyptian uses of the past and their role in the Egyptian Weltanschauung.
Hornung contributed in 1966 with Geschichte als Fest to the debate on Egyptian
concepts of history; history is in his opinion chiefly destined to the fulfilling of Maat,
which is confirmed through rituals and ritualised actions of kings and individuals. Jan
Assmann later opined that such an idea of a reconfirmed order should be considered as
entirely different from history. Egypt possessed personal histories reconfirming the

52

Bull in: Den tan, The Idea of History, 20; van Seeters, In the Search of History, 3ff., and Redford, D. B.,
Egyptian Historiography in: van Seeters, In the Search ofHistory; further Otto, E., Geschichtsbild und
Geschichtsschreibung in Agypten, 161 ff.; Redford, King-lists, xiv (including comparison with modem
views on history writing); also Assmann, Stein und Zeit, 32ff, and compare Assmann, Zeit und Ewigkeit.
Abhandlungen der Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften, Jr. 1973/ I. Abh., Heidelberg 1975,
passim; different views cf. also Roccati, A., La litterature historique sous /'ancien empire egyptien. Paris
1982; Hornung, E., Geschichte als Fest, Darmstadt 1966.
53
Schott, S., Mythe und Geschichte. Jahrbuch 1954 der Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur.
54
Kakosy, L., Urzeitmythen und Historiographie im alten Agypten, Neue Beitriige zur Geschichte der
a/ten Welt, Bd I- Alter Orient und Griechenland. Berlin 1964; 57 ff. The RCT deals with this mythical
time as with any other, with the same interest, such as giving precise datation of divine kings etc. (op. cit.,
p. 62-63). This historical perspective of divine reigns is further enhanced in the Late Period- op. cit., 64
in inscriptions of Edfu and naos of El-Arish, according to him. The historicization of gods is also
mentioned by Eberhard Otto- cf. below.
55
Otto, E., Geschichtsbild und Geschichtsschreibung in Agypten, 161-176.
56
Hornung, Geschichte als Fest.
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order (i.e. autobiographies, where one was consequently following maat), including
many a wish for perpetuating of personal memory, but Assmann tries to separate these
personal memories from history ( Geschichte). He names similar concepts as "antihistory" (Anti-Geschichte). 57 As regards other suggestions by Jan Assmann, an
interesting point for the study of the uses of the past is his theory about history entering
the Egyptian cultural pattern during the New Kingdom 58 , especially under the
Ramessides. The new moment in the pattern is given by the new situation as Egypt
enters "Weltgeschichte". 59
But history (Geschichte), or at least uses of the past, could be also different from
a change, development, progress (Wandel, Veriinderung, Fortschritt), through which
Assmann defines history. Egyptian sources offered different readings as well, which
would not limit history to the Ramesside and post-Ramesside period. Assmann himself
prompted very aptly the question of an alliance of memory and power - suggesting that
the centralised organisation of the state is very active in building of its image with the
help of memory. 60 This concept is in my opinion another expression of the alliance of
the state/nation identity and the uses of the past, as mentioned above in a more recent
context.
As regards an even more recent discussion on the ancient Egyptian
historiography and uses of the past, D. B. Redford61 collected together evidence in order
to prove the interest of the Egyptians to leave a memory of their deeds on the one side,
and on the other hand the general interest of kings to commemorate their reign. Redford
is furthermore clear about many questions regarding Egyptian historiography, tries to
define an interwoven pattern of historical and mythological62 in the Egyptian texts. The

57

Assmann, J., Zeitkonstruktion und Gediichtnis, 89f, 95 etc.
Assmann, Stein und Zeit, 289.
59
Asmann, Stein und Zeit, 290. "FUr Agypten bedeutet das in gewisser Weise den Einbruch von
Geschichte iiberhaupt. Damit mochte ich sagen, daB die Agypter bis dahin mit der Geschichte als einer
Sinndimension menschlichen Daseins nicht vie! anfagen konnten, ja im Gegenteil alles darangesetzt
haben, sich gegen die Geschichte im Sinne von Wandel, Veriinderung, Fortschritt usw. abzuschotten.
Hornung (1966) hat flir diese Einstellung die Forme! 'Geschichte als Fest' gepriigt. Aber das ist ein
Paradox: Fest ist das Gegenteil von Geschichte. Jetzt brechen diese Diimme. Die 'Weltgeschichte' liiBt
sich nicht aussperren."
60
Assmann, Stein und Zeit, 28-29. This is further followed by various authors in Riisen, Vie/fait der
Kulturen, esp. Riisen himself, 70f., and Burke in Assmann-Hart, Mnemosyne.
61
Redford, Egyptian Historiography, 127-187.
62
On the other hand, he states with equal clearness "Myths as represented in the cult are not history." And
moreover, "A good deal of fuzzy thinking and unnecessary confusion has been introduced by blurring the
line between myth and history." (Redford, King-lists, xix, footnote 31 ). My question is then, whether we
should not, instead of blurring the line, speak about the interlacing of both components. Which in fact is
what Redford says later, refusing the stemming of one from the other, namely history as successsor of
58
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presumed Egyptian historiography would correspond to the confirmation of ritual role
of an individual (or king) in maat, but would point out individual traits of the fulfillment
of any such role. Further studies in this respect are presented by Pascal Vemus. 63
V emus considers the historical consciousness as confirmed by the claims on uniqueness
of deeds, either by privates or by royalty. His study "L'ideologie pharaonique et la
singularite historique" is especially valuable in this respect. He provides there a whole
receptacle of phraseology, expressing comparison with the past, surpassing the past and
uniqueness in respect of the past.
Furthermore, Redford also agreed that history in Egypt is more than
historiography- " ... we find our inquiry suddenly deflected into an exercise concerned
more with what might be called 'the form, transmission and use of national
traditions"' 64 ; these issues can be also subsumed under the heading of the uses of the
past.
Our enumeration of studies and opinions could also continue with studies on the
Egyptian perception of time65 or on the particular documents linked to the uses of the
past and used and quoted also by the aforementioned authors: annals 66 , king-lists 67 ,
royal inscriptions68 , military bulletins69 , stelae 70 and non-royal autobiographies 71 . There
are also genealogies, a special genre. 72 The past requires also an explanation on the
perception of time, as aforementioned; however, this point will not be discussed here in
extenso.
mythology. With this there is undoubtedly a right point- The annalistic tradition in Egypt is very old, and
the recent discussion about the Palermo-Stone, and its composing, seems to corroborate it. Thus, an idea
of subsequent development is not in place. See also Redford, King-lists, xxi. As for historical
"mythology", its meaning can be viewed as at least double. We still possess a historical mythology today.
It flourished in the 19th century nationalism. It has been extended into political manipulation.
63
Vemus, P., L 'essai sur Ia coscience de /'Histoire dans /'Egypte pharaonique.
64
Redford, King-lists, xv.
65
Compare Assmann, Zeit und Ewigkeit.
66
Bibliography- introductory --on annals is as follows: Barta, W., zA's I08 (1981), 11-23; Borchardt,
L., Die Annalen und die zeit/iche Festlegung des A/ten Reiches der aegyptischen Geschichte (Berlin
1917); Dobrev, V., -Baud, M., Les annales royales de Ia Vie dynastie recemment identifiees au musee du
Caire, Comptes rendues de /'Academie des inscriptions et belles lettres 1995, 415-426.; Heick, W.,
MDAIK 30, 1974, 31-35; Heick, W., Untersuchungen zur Thinitenzeit. (Wiesbaden 1967); O'Mara, P.,
Palermo Stone. 2 vols., (La Canada., Calif., 1979-1980); Redford, D. B., The Meaning and the Use of the
Term gnwt, 'Annals', 327- 342; Redford, King-lists,; Redford, D. B., Annals, OEAE l, 94-96;
Wilkinson, T. H., Royal Annals ofAncient Egypt (London 2001).
67
Extant literature from Heick, W., Untersuchungen zu Manetho und den iigyptischen Konigslisten
(Leipzig 1956) to Redford, King-lists.
68
E.g. see Altenmiiller, H.- Moussa, A.M., SAK 18, 1991, 1-48
69
See now e.g. Redford, D. B., The Wars in Syria and Palestine ofThutmose Ill ( Leiden 2003).
70
See below.
71
See Lichtheim, M., Ancient Egyptian Autobiographies; Lichtheim, M., Autobiography as SelfExploration, in: Atti VI Congresso. l, 409-414.; Coulon, L., BIFAO 97, 1997, 109-138.
72
See Brunner, H., Abstammung, Lrf I, 13-18. Fitzenreiter, M., ed., IBAES V.
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Generally speaking, a more significant concurrence of opinions has been found
as regards more complex definitions - tradition, memory, in short, uses of the past.
Egyptians may be denied historiography or may be denied attitudes to history, which
would be close to our own. However, with no offence to the many opinions on what
historiography or history is, the Egyptians cannot be denied of having relations to their
own past. It may be therefore of interest to speak not of historiography (a variant on
modern historical science) and in some cases not even of memory or tradition (a variant
on modern historical awareness), but on uses of the past distributed in various forms in
the different strata of the Egyptian society.
We may, however, even prove difficulties in defining uses of the past, since we
should first prove, whether there was present a perception of the past as something
special and different from the present. We can accept the last statement, since the
Egyptian texts provide for almost entire Egyptian history sufficient evidence, that the
Egyptians were aware of the past as a time dimension. Annals and king-lists seem to
have helped, albeit each in a different grade, to perceive the time dimension of their
culture. 73 The past was - more prominently from the Middle Kingdom onwards something to which one could compare oneself and one's deeds. 74 This is especially
visible where the kings are concerned. 75 The concept of the uses of the past in ancient
Egypt may not have been moulded by the Egyptians into some structured theory but it is
perceptible. 76
The New Kingdom, understood as a period of multiple changes in Egyptian
cultural patterns, is considered as a particularly fruitful period in the respect of Egyptian
uses of the past. The New Kingdom era has been described as "revealing the past".

77

However, the opinions vary as regards the actual moment of the past being revealed; 78 it
is also presumable that there was more than just one level and form of the uses of the
past (compare TABLE 1 at the end of this chapter). Methodologically speaking, our
search for the New Kingdom uses of the past is also prompted by a concept of Jorn
73

The annalistic tradition in Egypt is very old, and the recent discussion about the Palermo-Stone, and its
composing, seems to corroborate it. See also Redford, King-lists, xxi.
74
Compare Baines, J., Ancient Egyptian Concepts and Uses of the Past, in: Layton, ed., Who Needs the
Past, 131-149.
75
Blumenthal, E., Untersuchungen zum altiigyptischen Konigtum- I; Vemus, L 'essai sur Ia coscience.
76
Baines, Ancient Egyptian Concepts and Uses ofthe Past, 131-149.
77
Assmann, Entdeckung der Vergangenheit, Stein und Zeit.
78
Compare Baines, J., Classicism and Modernity in the New Kingdom, in: Loprieno, ed., Ancient
Egyptian Literature, 173-174; Verner, M., The Ancient Egypt. Confrontation of Man and Time, in
Soucek, V., Aspects ofAncient Oriental Historiography, 40-55; Loprieno, A., Definining Egyptian
Literature: Ancient texts and Modem Theories, in Loprieno, ed., Ancient Egyptian Literature, 39-58.
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Rlisen. Rlisen suggests a historical comparison of cultural memories and various uses of
the past. He tries, in concordance with the aforementioned theoretical claim on the
universal cultural value of history, to find a methodology to fix these issues in various
sociocultural patterns. 79 He decided to find out among others the social role that
historians keep in society - it is a key for him to decipher the social importance of their

metier. Thus he asks- who are the historians, which rank do they hold in society, who
else than them is an authority for the past, which role has their work in the legitimating
of the rule and the sovereign's activities, etc. 80
These questions are bound to a social composition, where we have strata of
scholars, defined as such, and confided with a privilege of accessing the past according
to precise rules. We do not know about "historians", who would in ancient Egypt define
themselves in such way, but we do not know about "poets" either, and yet we cannot
say that the Egyptians created no songs and poetry. Yet, there are among Rlisen's
questions some that are interesting for Egyptian reality, as they name phenomena
important for Egyptian life-world - that is the ruler in particular. ,.Kingship is so central

to Egyptian culture, so complex and multi-faceted, that no single approach can exhaust
its significance; its meaning can be illuminated from many directions. " 81 The past has
served as a legitimation tool to the power-holders. This is true for the more and less
recent history. However, was it also true for ancient Egypt? The Egyptological version
of the Rlisen questionnaire thus might be:

Riisen

1/ Who are the bearers of the tradition and sense of the past?

Questionnaire

2/ Who uses the past?
3/ Does the Pharaoh serve himself with the uses of the past?
4/ Who else uses the past as a confirmation for his position in
the social pattern?
5/ Does there exist a past as a general confirmatory pattern something has a past; therefore it has a right to existence?

79

80
81

Riisen, Theoretische Zugiinge, 44-57.
Riisen, Theoretische Zugiinge, 57.
Baines, Kingship, 5.
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It is therefore of importance to inquire into the presence of the uses of the past of

the New Kingdom Egyptians, on the elite and sub-elite levels of the society (see further)
as well. The elite uses will be connected with the royalty, which likes in this period the
comparison with the past. 82 The enquiry after the sub-elite uses of the past will touch
the royalty as well 83 •

82

Compare Vemus, Essai sur Ia coscience, and also Schott, ,Die Geschichte ist mythisch gewertet. So
tragen die historischen Denkmiiler der Konige des Neuen Reiches den doppelten Glanz des Ewigen und
des noch nie dagewesenen. Mythe und Geschichte haben in Agypten eigentiimliche Formen entwickelt,
die sich von ihren Anfangen her verfolgen lassen, Schott, Mythe und Geschichte, 249.
83
D. Wildung decided even to use the term "Geschichtsbewusstsein" "Vor allem aber wird eine
systematische Zusammenstellung aller posthumen Que lien iiber eine Herrscherpersonlichkeit ein klares
Bild von den Vorstellungen zeichnen, die sich die Nachwelt vonm ihren koniglichen Vorfahren machte.
Die Konige als Repriisentanten der Vergangenheit werden somit zum Kriterium einer Bewertung des
GeschichtsbewuBtseins des alten Agypters. Die Gegeniiberstellung der Rolle eines Konigs in der
Vorstellungswelt spiiterer Epochen mit dem Bild, das wir und aus zeitgenossischen Quellen von ihm
machen miissen, wird es gestatten festzustellen, ob ftir den Agypter historische Taten iiberhaupt relevant
waren, wenn er sich seiner Ahnen erinnerte, und welche Leistungen einen alten Konig des Andenkens
iiber Jahrhunderte hinweg wiirdigten .... "; Wildung, D., Die Rolle 1., 1-2.
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TABLE 1

Structure
~historical culture--··· ·

Process

~~

historical thought<

"IIf\ \.

modern historical thought -

history writing

I

,
h. ~
.
d ·
7 tsto as a sctence = mo ern ,

~~

L cultural memory/social

~~historiography

t

pistofcal consciousness

memo~~
'',,,,

., historical awareness

The historical culture is a structure, that can be described as made by the historical thought.
The historical culture has many layers, three basic ones are described here as historical
science, consciousness and awareness. The process of historical thought includes modern
historical thought, historical writing as a specific process not identical with the structure of
(modern) historiography, and furthermore includes cultural memory. Some authors prefer to
distinguish cultural (or social) memory as a separate phenomenon.
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The scheme according to Benes (based on Lotman, Meletinski) 84 •

84

Benes, Z., Historick)l text a historickd kultura, 154-155, translation Renata Landgnifova.
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THE ELITE USES OF THE PAST IN THE NEW
KINGDOM
It has been suggested that the challenged royal position at the beginning of the
85

New Kingdom would require new turns in royal presentation and propaganda

.

This

seems to correspond to the rise in number of documents of this period, including a rise
in recording techniques. 86 There are royal and vizierate archives

87

and more types of

documentation, 88 as far as it can be compared to the Middle Kingdom.

89

Archives and office records, however, were the utensils of everyday activity of
ruling power. Other ones must have served as fixing tools in the pattern of royal power
- the texts, which linked "two seemingly incompatible ideas operating side by side,
each king as a manifestation of Osiris or Horus - i.e., part of eternal cycle - and, at the
same time, each monarch is a discrete historical entity eager to be seen by posterity as
an achiever of unique deeds, surpassing his predecessors ... ". 90 Note this tendency for
the uniqueness of deeds as a feature to be included into the uses of the past.

91

85

See the synthetic approaches of Assmann, cf. above, and Assmann, Agypten- eine Sinngeschichte,
225-231,302-305.
86
A term by Redford, Historical sources: textual evidence, OEAE, II, 104--107.
87
See further on "archive" and problems of definition of such "institutions" by Quirke, S. G., Archive, in
Loprieno, ed., Ancient Egyptian literature. 379--40 I.
88
On the other hand, as said by Redford, one cannot be misled by the amount of sources, that New
Kingdom left to us, in comparison with preceding periods. It is in part exactly this massive sources basis,
which makes us so sensitive to a feeling, that the New Kingdom was an innovative period. However,
kingship, just as other patterns in the Egyptian cultural structure, was rooted in previous developments.
See Redford, The concept of Kingship during the Eighteenth Dynasty, in O'Connor, D.,- Silverman, D.,
Ancient Egyptian Kingship, 157ff.
89
However, Middle Kingdom kingship maybe came with more innovations than the New Kingdom, and
in fact, some of the New Kingdom textual sources, as can be seen further, owe a lot to the Middle
Kingdom tradition. Baines, "Kingship, Definition of culture, and legitimation", in O'Connor-Silverman,
Ancient Egyptian Kingship, 19ff., noted that the texts like instructions (for Merikare, for Senusret I) or
tales such as Sinuhe, are to be viewed as such innovations. In fact, these texts appeared for the first time,
and e.g. instruction genre, so far its roots are looked for in the Old Kingdom, would then pass from
nonroyal to royal sphere. On such uses ofnonroyal textual types in royal sphere see further below.
90
See Kadish, G., Historiography, OEAE, II, 109. Cf. similarly on literary tradition examples Loprieno,
A., The 'King's novel' in Loprieno, ed., Ancient Egyptian literature. 283. On the royal legitimation then
in general see J. Baines "Kingship, definition of culture, and legitimation" in O'Connor-Silverman,
Ancient Egyptian Kingship. Baines noted, op. cit., 7, that a legitimation of power "may be explicit within
a society, or the observer may consider that a feature legitimises an institution, whether or not this is the
understanding of the actors". This is very important for Egypt, and generally for a historical study dealing
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Redford92 suggested an innovative source, royal stela, as a sort of memorial,
given also the prominence of this type of monument during the New Kingdom and the
specific commemorative qualities of their texts. 93 The sociocultural setting of the
beginning 18th dynasty, which moulded these texts, is of primary importance for their
understanding. The Egyptian New Kingdom world-view

94

included a whole structure of

patterns that could have mediated archaisms 95 and that could have formed uses of the
past. It has been stated, "The influence of the earlier world-view was then not dependent
solely on an unconscious process of cultural transmission. Rather, ancient precepts and
beliefs were deliberately sought out as guides for current policies and behaviour, while
increasingly in the Third Intermediate Period there were also copies and adaptations of
earlier attempts at rendering the Egyptian world-view in visual terms - in painting,
reliefs, statuary and even architecture. Archaism was partly a style, partly manipulative
propaganda; but it was also a process of ritual and religious significance. When there
were significant changes in historical circumstances their effect was to reinforce the
traditional world-view; partly this was due to the quality of these changes ... , but also to
the inherent flexibility of the world-view and the supernatural strength it embodied. By
repeating ancient formulations of the early world-view, reviving the names of famous
kings and individuals and by copying the style and content of earlier art-forms, the
Egyptians believed they created channels along which the supernatural potency of the
past flowed into the present ensuring the success of the attitudes being emulated."96

The start of the 18th dynasty is connected with processes of establishing a unified
state - and establishing a new royal line97 and likely a new royal ideology as well. By
'new ideology' it is not meant something entirely new; however, the kingship of the 18th

with sociocultural patterns. A similar opinion was pronounced by Roger Chartier. Cf. his works like Die
unvollendete Vergangenheit. Geschichte und die Macht der Weltauslegung. (Berlin 1989).
91
"Thus, from time to time when texts were written, their commemorative potential was exploited and
they were measured against 'antiquity': to the elite they displayed status for the present, recorded the past
and created an absolute, mythical past for the present to emulate or to surpass", Baines, Ancient Egyptian
Concepts and Uses of the Past, 135.
92
Redford, King-lists, 127-129.
93
Compare Beylage, P., Aujbau der koniglichen Stelentexte.
94
See Kemp et al., Social history, 188ff.
95
"Archaisms", especially those of Late Period, have been analysed e.g. by Brunner, H., Zum
Verstiindnis der archaisierenden Tendenzen in der ligyptischen Splitzeit, Saeculum 21, 1970, 151-161 and
systematically studied by Manuelian, P. Der, Living in the Past. They undoubtedly represent an
interesting contribution to the uses of the past - that is, their existence as such is a use of the past;
however, they are not analysed here.
96
Kemp et al., Social history, 189.
97
Not entirely new, being a continuation of the 17th dynasty royal family.
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dynasty can be viewed as an entity on its own compared to kingship of preceding and
following eras of Egyptian history98 . The situation might be perhaps termed better as a
'renewal' of royal ideology, which might have suited the Egyptians as well. In addition
the kingship of the 18'h dynasty itself can be seen as subject to changes and
development. 99
Thus we may view the kingship of a freshly established line of Ahmose as being in
a likely need of building up its own position. 100 How this could have been made? What
was the strongest legitimacy claim for the Egyptians? The king was always expected to
defend and fulfill maat and he was documenting it. He must have documented it even to
the gods! It can be also taken for granted that he must have aimed with various tools at
various groups of his earthly subjects. The texts were aimed at elite and sub-elite

101

,

other forms of public display at the others (festivities, great buildings etc.) While
dealing with texts thus, we deal with royal propaganda involving literate Egyptians,
who should have found there a pattern of fulfilling the maat, which should have been
understandable for them. The king did his royal deeds and enumerated them, as they
enumerated in their autobiographies their offices, skills and virtues modelled on the
ideal of the period.
The

king

currently

"on duty" probably was,

like

commoners

m their

autobiographies, claiming that he had been better than his predecessors would ever have

98

See Redford, The concept of Kingship during the Eighteenth Dynasty, in O'Connor- Silverman,
Ancient Egyptian Kingship.
99
See specal issues of Amenhotep III - Kozloff, A. - Bryan, B., Egypt's Dazzling Sun. Cleveland 1992,
and O'Connor, D.- Cline, E. H., Amenhotep Ill, Perspectives on his reign (Ann Arbor 1998), especially
86ff.
100
,Despite its centrality, the institution of kingship and individual holders of the office needed continual
legitimation in order to maintain its status in the face of development that might devalue it or rob it of
sanctity and efficacy. In Egypt, changes analogous to secularization took a distinctive form- a drawingapart of religion and kingship and a slow desacralization of the latter, rather than secularization in the
modem sense. This pattern might be compared with pluralizing developments in other ancient and more
recent societies. Baines, Kingship, Definition of Culture, and Legitimation. In: O'Connor- Silverman,
Ancient Egyptian Kingship, p. 3-4.
101
The "sub-elite" of scribes, whem compared to "elite" of the power-holders, and especially royalty and
royalty-related persons, if we prefer Baines's term, see further Baines, J.- Eyre, Ch., GM61, 1983,6596, and Baines, J., Man, New Series, Vol. 18, No.3, 193,572-599. The portion of literates in ancient
Egyptian society is another question, and substantially influences the context and perception of any
written material from ancient Egypt, including therefore graffiti as well. An analysis of literacy is and
must rely on hypotheses as well, esp. in Baines- Eyre, GM 6 I, 1983, esp. 65-69, on the Old Kingdom
percentage of literacy. Situation is much better for the New Kingdom- Baines- Eyre, GM 6 I, I 983, 8889, especially for Deir el-Medina. This special milieu of royal tomb-builders is unique, however, and in
this point the analysis of literacy again touches the analysis of graffiti, es. Besucherinschriflen, see further
below - the literate groups of tomb-builders and chiefly tomb-decorators can be expected in other great
necropoleis too, and their supposed presence might have corresponded to the graffiti groups presence (see
also below).
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been. These claims are more and more prominent from the Middle Kingdom onwards,
as is documented by royal texts of the period 102 • The start of the New Kingdom is also
expected to be eloquent in this respect. "Throughout the early 18th dynasty there is

some evidence, increasing as time progresses, of a re-awakened consciousness of the
past". 103 This consciousness has been hitherto connected chiefly with the Thutmoside
rulers. However, it is not entirely accurate to claim that Thutmose I was the first to
realise the lack of precedents for his accomplishments 104 , for Ahmose compares his
deeds and claims their uniqueness as well.
Ahmose himself seems to work with the past also in the ancestor cult. Such name
can be attributed to his activity in Abydos, where he devoted a stela and a memorial to
his (and his sister-wife Ahmose Nefertari's) grandmother Tetisheri. This stela can be
viewed as a multi-level text. Its period impact was of course probably not analysed by
its viewers, but perceived as a complex. It comprises a 'Konigsnovelle', an
enhancement on the uniqueness of what Ahmose did for his grandmother and it was set
into a funerary complex (cenotaph?) of the king in Abydos. This complex included a
pyramid with temple 105 , and a symbolic tomb modelled possibly on the Senusret III's
Abydos cenotaph. So the uses of the past on this spot seems to be a mix of traditional
architectural forms, and ancestor cult, with phraseology that points to the ideological
uses of the past, as the stela says by Ahmose about his works for Tetisheri:
' •
.,
' •
n zp zrJ
nsw.t tpj• .w ('.w mJl.tf
zrJ
n mw.wt=sn.

106

"The previous kings have never done anything similar for their mothers."

The ambition of Ahmose to show his abilities can also be guessed as a motive
behind another stela of his - the famous, and often discussed, "Unwetterstele". 107 The
successor of Ahmose, Amenhotep I, happens to be an interesting object of later tradition
of religious character, and of later uses of the past. 108 Together with his mother Ahmose

102

Blumenthal, E., Untersuchungen zum altiigyptischen Konigtum- I.
Redford, King-lists, 165 ff.
104
Redford, King-lists, 165 ff.
105
Harvey, S., The Cults of King Ahmose at Abydos (dissertation 1994), Ayrton, E., et al, Abydos 111
(London 1904), plate Ll, LII.
106
Line 13-14. Transliteration of this stela after Beylage, Aujbau der koniglichen Stelentexte, 4ff.
107
See Allen, J.P. -Wiener, M. H., JNES 57, 1998, 1-21; also Navnitilova, H., The "Unwetterstele" of
Ahmose as a Historical Text, in Amenta, A. -Luiselli, M. M. -Sordi, M. N., L 'Acqua nell'Antico Egitto.
Vita rigenerazione, incantesimo, medicamento (Roma 2005), 81-88.
108
Cerny, J., BIFAO 27, 1927, 159-203.
103
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Nefertari they formed a divine dyad that was connected with the Deir el-Medina
environment and generally, Western Thebes. His reign left various monuments, but
preserved stelae of his are not so numerous. 109
However, his known and published stelae do not bear any particular trace of
phraseology that would express explicitly the uses of the past. Which is not to say these
were not present in that time, since we find them before that era, and afterwards. The
lacuna in texts of Amenhotep I could have been due to the lack of material that is
preserved to us, too, as this possibility is always an option, when dealing with Egyptian
sources.
The case of his successor, Thutmose I, is a different one. There is preserved a
considerable amount of stelae texts of Thutmose I. His dynastic position, however, was
different too. Thutmose I had probably secured his succession with a marriage to
Ahmose, presumably sister of Amenhotep I and daughter of Ahmose Nefertari and
Ahmose I. He announced his accession to the throne 110 by a sort of circular letter, which
is known e.g. from the text on the stela ofTuri, the Nubian viceroy. 111
The legitimisation and royal succession in the 181h dynasty is in itself a topic for
discussion. 112 The kings could have possibly had more than one succession pattem 113

-

there could have been a strong need of legitimisation via marriage to a princess, if the
chosen successor was not a full blood royal or his position might have been otherwise
doubted. On the other hand, it can be quite complicated to assess, which king would be
the one in the greatest need for legitimisation and self-propaganda to ensure his
. .

posttton.

114

As regards Thutmose I - we can find his "uses of the past" phraseology quite
often - as by Thutmose I, Abydos, CG 34007, 115 line x+ 12 - smnb. w r imj.t -sn /:zJt . -

109

See Schmitz, F.-J., Amenophis /., (Hildesheim 1978), 148f. The same title for an overview on his
reign.
110
According to Redford, there is a possibility that he announced his sole rule, after previous co-regency
with Amenhotep I. See Redford, History and Chronology, 52.
111
See the edition e.g. by Klug, Stelen, 65ff.
112
Cf. Redford, History and Chronology, 70fT.
113
Compare Quirke on the 2"d intermediate period kings- Quirke, S., Royal power in the 131h dynasty. In:
Quirke, S., ed., Middle Kingdom Studies (New Malden 1991), I23-139.
114
Later, under Amenhotep III, the legitimacy claims became strengthened as the king was intertwined in
a structure of power more complex than before (see below).
115
Lacau, Steles, 13-15, Urk. IV, 94.10- I 03.4. Lacau has practically nothing where Klug has a long
reconstruction. She, however, made her own collation of the material.
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"indem /sie/ trefflicher ausgefuhrt wurden als ihre Vorganger", as offered by Klug.
Even more interesting is line x+ 13q ff. 116, which says:
imm. w rn-i m rJ nj /:lm. w-tn
sbJ.w-j br ms.w-tn

"Put my name into mouth of your servants
(let) your children remember me"

Thutmose I on a stela in Tombos, in situ, Urk. IV, 82,3-86 presents a royal eulogy,
potraying himself as a victorious king, his deeds are claimed as unique, but with more
than a conventional phrase type "never had the like occurred", for he writes:

line 14
n bpr mjt.t n kj. w bj.tjw

"Nothing similar happened to other rulers"

line 15:
n mJJ-tw m gn.wut nj.t rjr.tjw
rjr sms.w -/:lr.w 117

"nothing (such) has been seen in the Annals of the ones before, since time of followers
of Horus"
Nothing in Annals of predecessors, and that back till time of followers of Horus;
it is a phrase repeated more often in the 181h dynasty. It expresses the fact that the
Annals were used as a sort of reference. Generally - the past was a sort of measure
against which one could compare one's own deeds 118 • The reference use of the annals
was further documented by Redford, 119 who gathered New Kingdom examples - further
two deal with texts of Hatshepsut:
srw.t rjd.wt r-s n bpr mjt.t rjr rk ntr rjr gn.wt nt imy.w-/:lrt' 20

116

Klug, Stelen, 61--62.
Transcription after Klug, Stelen, 74.
118
This was stated for Middle Kingdom by Blumenthal, Untersuchungen, I. c.
119
Redford, King-lists, 83-84.
120
Urk. IV, 500.
117
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"for that predicted for her, nothing like that happened since the time of God, since the
annals of predecessors!"

Another example comes from the Karnak chapel of Hatshepsut, and speaks
about things not happening to kings before her, and not "in the annals of those who
were aforetime". 121 Queen Hatshepsut left quite often repeated comparison to the past.
Together with her proclaimed divine birth, it might suggest stronger striving for
legitimation. Thus Hatshepsut and Thutmose III on Vatican stela, in Museo Gregoriano
Egizio 22 780, 122 Urk. IV, 311,8-312, say:
line 4:
nfr lwjl sj r sbr.w s tpjJ 123
nn zp ir.t mj.t 4r pJ.t tJ
"It is better than plans [made] before

it was not made anything similar on earth"

The stelae testimony is corroborated by the often quoted text of Hatshepsut in Speos
Artemidos. 124 Following the line, Thutmose III left a stela in Buto, in situ, in the temple
area in Buto for the goddess Wadjet, starting with eulogy on the abilities of the king,
esp. military, and his personal prowess, with which he is of more value than an army
(lines 5-6). 125 In the line 25, there is clear that the king wanted his coronation
remembered- an anniversary of his coronation was a feast- I smw, day 4 is marked as
brj nsw.t n nsw.t bj.t mn-bpr-Rr.w ...

126

Interesting point is also the dealing with the

payment for priests, and explicit destination of the "used" offerings for temple personal.

121

Redford, King-lists, 83. Vernus collected a number ofThutmose III and Hatshepsut examples, Vernus,
Essai sur Ia coscience, passim.
122
Klug, Stelen, 90f. As regards this stela there are other important points as well - there is, for example,
a figure ofWaset, of personified Thebes in fact, in a robe with a belt. Klug said, op. cit, 91/footnote 721,
that there is no known parallel to that dress - it would deserve attention what relation is between this
dress and the girted dress of God's wife, as it is known e.g. from Chapelle rouge ofHatshepsut.
123
Klug, Stelen, 92, ftnote 730- Unwetterstele Rl2- Fl 0, wr wj nJ r bJ.w nj ntr r3 [r] s!Jr.w ntr.w -this
is just a grammatical parallel, see above, better is the other example by Klug, (/.c.), i.e. Hatshepsut,
Karnak chapel and Deir el Bahari- wr wj nn r s!Jr.w /:lm.k- see further Chevrier-Lacau, Hatshepsout I,
(Cairo 1977), 99line 15 for Karnak inscription and 8-9 for Deir el Bahri inscription. Lacau and Chevrier
made parallel comparison of both texts. And see also Vernus, Essai sur Ia coscience.
124
Recently Goedicke, H., The Speos Artemidos Inscription of Hatshepsut and Related Discussions
(Baltimore 2004).
125
Klug, Stelen, 98.
126
Edition Klug, Stelen, 107.
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The temple offerings and their enrichment are present on other Thutmoside stelae
too.
The foundation ritual stela of Thutmose III (CG 34012, JE 15116, JE 27491, Urk. IV
833-838) 127 starts with the commemoration, since the king remarks he himself ordered
to write this text down -line 1-2:

nsw.t tjs-fwtj mdw ir.t m ss.w
!Jft tjd.tw ngw.t-rJ nj.t ssm.t mnw
m }Jr.w tpj.w-n n /:ln.[tj]

"The king himself ordered these words to be written,
as said in the council about the making ofmonuments,{?}
before the face of those on earth for. .. [ever]"

The commemoration, which interests the king, is here clear. Moreover, later, the king
remarks his words are absolute truth -lines 5-6, and ff.:
tjd n /:lmj nn n mrt
r r!J.tj bw-nb.w
Bw.t-j wr.t tjd isft
nn fz n iwms m-m 128

"My Majesty said this in truth, to let it be known to all people, I detest greatly saying
lies, there is no word (in it) without verification."

The kingship was thus slightly reformulating its legitimacy claims. This
reformulation consisted of a stress upon the abilities of the king, who was claiming the
perfection of his work, his being the first and the only to have achieved such things and
his speaking absolute truth in this respect; however, the king was acting not unlike his
Middle Kingdom predecessor129 and not unlike his own subjects 130 •

127

Lacau, Ste/es, 24-25. Klug, Stelen, 90ff., with further bibliography.
Lacau, Ste/es, 25.
129
Blumenthal, Untersuchungen I, passim., Bjorkman, Kings at Karnak, 29-38, 84-90.
13
°Coulon,BIFA097, 1997,109-138.
128
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The kingship faced probably new challenge towards the end of the 18th dynasty
as well, under Amenhotep III and of course his son and successor, Akhenaten. These
changes, although no doubt significant, cannot be treated here in particular details, it has
also been done elsewhere 131 • The 18th dynasty gave rise to a social structure that
included more complex positions of various power holders. There were temples,
nominally full ofking's delegates, but economically more independent, there was army,
strengthened after the imperial policies of the previous Thutmosids brought importance
and riches to the military status. And there was also the question of the rising personal
devotion of the royal subjects - but devotion oriented directly toward the gods, without
involving necessarily the intermediary role of the king. These factors might have
brought other questions than comparisons with the past to the forefront of royal
propaganda, but the comparison with the past was already rooted in the propaganda
system. Interestingly, even foreign princes Amenhotep III entered into relations with
pointed out the history of their relations with Egypt, although this was mostly what is
today termed as Zeitgeschichte. And Amenhotep III used the past as a handy argument
in his diplomatic correspondence too - "From old, no daughter of an Egyptian king is
given to anyone" (Amama Letter EA 4). However, these details might deserve a
separate attention to decide their significance in the context of all past-related texts of
the reign of Amenhotep III and of the international correspondence of the time.
Generally - and trivially - taken, the past continued to be used.

To sum up, the kings of the 18th dynasty were producing:
1/ uses of the past in form of ancestor cult, and additional reverence for ancestors
(including also upgraded titles for the royal ancestors 132);
21 uses of the past in the phraseology - comparison to the past, surpassing the past in

various forms, and comparison to registered past - annals, where the interested reader
could eventually have verified the statement, albeit this possibility was for most of the
Egyptians of the day purely theoretical; 133
131

O'Connor, D. -Cline, E. H., eds., Amenhotep Ill. Perspectives on His Reign. Ann Arbor 1998. The
following paragraph relies mostly on the studies presented in this volume.
132
A famous example is Queen Ahhotep, mother of Ahmose I, being given the title bmt n!r posthumously
compare Gitton, M. -Leclant, J., Gottesgemahlin, LA. II, 792-812 and Gitton, M., Les divines epouses de
Ia XV!lie dynastie (Paris 1984). Another example is Eset, mother of Thutmose III, given the title of god's
wife only in her son's mortuary temple, to emphasize her position as the mother of the king. Cf. Troy, L.,
Patterns ofQueenship in Ancient Egyptian Myth and History (Uppsala 1986) register A, no 18.17.
133
Even though someone might have read or quoted to the illiterate an inscription or a stela, he might
have probably not looked up the "references" for them.
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3/ projecting into posterity, wish for deeds being recorded, read and remembered;
4/ various records, which can be considered uses of the past only if their registering and
commemorative function is supposed, such as annals of Thutmose III.
5/ the presence of king-lists (hypothetic) and the temple cultic assemblage, the list of
ancestors of Thutmose III.

134

The past became a source respected by the members of the elite - dignitaries
show the knowledge of history, such as the Vizier Rekhmire does. 135 The copying of a
royal pattern can be expected, since the focus of the elite was their king. People were
evidently proud at their close relationship to the court and their successful fulfilment of
duties requested by the royalty. 136 The identity of the Egyptian literate elite (and
possibly also sub-elite) is thus implied as king-centred, and having the presence of an
historical awareness. The sub-elite sources of the 18th dynasty cannot be declared as
fully mapped.
The end of the 18th dynasty brought a disruption for royal ideology and for the
Egyptian cultural identity as well - the Amarna period. The Ramessides were again in a
need of reformulated kingship and with a necessity to strengthen the legitimacy of their
rule. In addition, the changes and reconstruction the Amarna intermezzo and its
aftermath brought affected the cultural identity of Egypt. Jan Assmann suggested that
this period must have been a watershed and Egyptians were afterwards in position of
looking up their past as a classical source, but not a lived past. This brought, according
to Assmann, the "true" awareness of the past and thus also historical thought into being
(see above).
In Egypt, a very distant parallel may be suspected to the Norian concept of
memory and history (see above). What if the 18th dynasty Egyptians had lived through
an actualised past, re-enacted by their kings, studied in Annals and felt as something
one can compete with? One could have thus entered into a relevant discourse with past,
compare and refer to it. On the other hand, the 19th dynasty Egyptians or their
immediate ancestors have lived through a watershed, and felt detached from the past,
they even wrote in a different language and in the same moment they were seeking a
134

The 18th dynasty cultic attention to ancestors and to comparison with them again Redford, King-lists,
168-178. See also Wildung, D., GM, 9, 1974, 41-48; although the Karnak list probably can be a list of
cultic statues or other monements left by kings at Karnak, and therefore "der damit streng historische
Motive fremd sind" (Wildung, op. cit. 48), the motives connected to the uses of the past should not be
denied.
135
Urk. I, 1074-2-9, Urk IV, 1084-8, Redford, King-lists, 166.
136
Compare e.g. Guksch, H., Konigsdienst. Zur Se/bstdarstellung der Beamten in der 18. Dynastie.
(Heidelberg 1994).
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reassurance through the past, "classical" age. Thus, they produced new cultic
assemblages of kings and wise men 137 , and were claiming reconstruction of old
monuments even more prominently than the 18th dynasty did. There is also the archival
king-list, the RCT, which might point to a desiccated "history" in the archive. However,
the 19th dynasty produced also numerous cultic assemblages. If we suspect the Amama
intermezzo to cause a detachment and a creation of the Egyptian version of history, the
Ramesside veneration of the past should have theoretically taken a sign of more
accuracy, knowledge and objectivity about the past. Interestingly, what it definitely
showed was a sign of an enhanced cultic veneration, in growing number of cultic
assemblages both in royal and non-royal context. The royal uses also continued the
ancestor veneration tradition, as is also confirmed by the Stela of 400 years.
However, the Egyptian uses of the past in both pre-Ramesside and Ramesside
periods often respect the Norian definition of memory: namely that "Memory, insofar as
it is affective and magical, only accomodates those facts that suit it; it nourishes
recollections that may be out offocus or telescopic, global or detached, particular or
symbolic- responsive to each avenue of conveyance or phenomenal screen, to every
censorship or projection. History, because it is an intellectual and secular production,
calls for analysis and criticism. " 138 It is, nevertheless, again worth mentioning that the
RCT, for example, was registering "unsuitable" foreign kings as well. Despite this, the
differences of the pre-Ramesside and Ramesside uses of the past probably cannot be
judged so strictly on the Norian scale, but there are presumable differences as well as
concordances. The amount of cultic assemblages surviving from the Ramesside period
is significant if compared to the previous age, and there shall be more sources, which
will show differences between the two periods.
There shall be also presumably concordances in the uses of the past of the New
Kingdom Egyptians before and after the Amama period. The language of comparison
with the past has not subsided and the cultic veneration of the ancestors in the royal
circle was, as said, even increased. We can ascertain that both the 18th and 19th
dynasties' uses of the past were connected to the legitimation of power and legitimation
of the sociocultural network that was operated by the elite and sub-elite of the country.
We may therefore provide a preliminary reply for some questions put above by
Riisen:
137
138

Compare Redford, King-lists, 164-201.
Nora, Between History and Memory, 8.
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2/ Who uses the past? - The power-holders and all who would like to claim a

certain quality to their deeds and activities.
3/ Does the Pharaoh serve himself with the uses of the past? - Yes,

significantly.
4/ Who else uses the past as a confirmation for his position in the social
pattern? -The elite and sub-elite. Not all the ways they operated for the uses of the

past are clear yet.

The nonroyal subjects of the 19th dynasty of course were - as they were before,
interested in their personal commemoration as well. It could also be expected they
interacted with the official royal uses of the past. Their personal commemoration
(autobiographical inscriptions) will be now left aside. We shall focus on the interaction
with the royal uses of the past.
D. Wildung, while suggesting sources useful for the mapping of the perception
of sovereigns by their posterity, 139 included Annals and the RCT. Other Konigslisten (i.
e. Abydos, Ramesseum, Medinet Habu) were by Redford and Wildung considered
being an expression of piety, not a reverence to the past. In both cases, the lists deal
with the royal uses of the past, whichever direction (pious or "historical") these might
have had. Here we might ask how did nonroyal (obviously mainly literate) Egyptians
react to such enhanced tradition of king-lists in the New Kingdom (otherwise than by
copying them or their emulations in their tombs)? Furthermore, there is the scheme ntr n
NN- where NN is often a king,

Abusir.

141

140

good example for that is the Sakhmet of Sahure in

The king should be, according to Wildung, here fully understood as a divine

personage, as seems to be proven by the fact that the royal name has no cartouche. 142
Wildung added further varia with religious context - priestly titles, etc. 143 He
included also the graffiti - Besucherinschriften - left in and around the royal tombs,
especially the Memphite pyramid complexes. Wildung connects graffiti mainly with
139

Wildung, Die Rolle, passim.
Wildung, Die Rolle, 13.
141
Usually locally bound cult place, in the case ofSahure, his pyramid complex. Interesting case is in
Wildung, Die Rolle, 14-15, a palette from Ramesseum, which has Meni as a the referred king, but
Wildung sees it is due to the fact, that the Meni is in Ramesseum as the ancestor-king (op. cit., 15). See
also for Sakhmet, Hoenes, Sachmet, I 11-115, the Sakhmet ofSahure may have been one of the places in
Memphis where the cult ofths goddess is presumable. The dating, however, is uncertain. See below.
142
Wildung, Die Rolle, 15, and Anm. 2. Which is not entirely precise, as subsequently published graffiti
p,roved, see further.
43
Wildung, Die Rolle, passim.
140
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veneration and piety aspects. This source requires further attention, because it may help
to answer a few other questions. First of all, the question how did Egyptians operate
within cemeteries and towns already crowded with remains of ancient buildings? They
did note them, and they left a suspicious kind of inscriptions upon the ancient walls the aforesaid visitors' graffiti. The graffiti in addition contain information on ancient
kings, including their names and titles.
Furthermore, the graffiti cover both the pre-Ramesside and the Ramesside
periods, thus, if a theory claiming difference between the pre-Ramesside and Ramesside
uses of the past be correct, it also may be reflected in the graffiti. It is perhaps not
entirely incorrect to presume that these graffiti can help us in unravelling a strain of the
New Kingdom sub-elite uses of the past, and to them are devoted the following
chapters.
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EXCURSUS: THE SCHOOLING OF SCRIBES 144
We are going to deal with the Egyptian sub-elite, the Egyptian literate strata, i.e.
people who mostly defined themselves as scribes. We shall see further that numerous
authors of the graffiti, which especially interest us here directly, named themselves as
scribes 145 . The production of graffiti did not manifest literacy only - the inscriptions
contain other information as well. The scribes knew the owner, identified to some extent
the tomb or a temple (see further). Therefore we should now try to find the educational
basis for knowledge that is afterwards displayed in the graffiti texts. "The level of
literate culture was surprisingly high. 146", opined Baines and Eyre. If we start to
presume that the Egyptian sub-elite might have used the past, which were the venues of
knowledge about the past?
Redford noted that the knowledge of the past things seems to have been praised
and therefore culturally and socially acknowledged during the New Kingdom, or at least
in certain eras. The king (Thutmose Ill in this case) is praised as follows: ist, }Jm.f rtz

lzpr. wt - "Behold, His Majesty knew what happened" (= history). 147 The text of
Rekhmire, from where this quote is taken, presents another example, which might be
considered a proof of acknowledgement for people who were well-versed in the matters
ofthe past:

~nr

m [n(inifl rtz tz.wt pw nb{.wt} s(im.tj.jj (i.tt n tpj.w ... "The wise one is

knowledgeable of all such things that he was hearing said by the ancestors ... "

148

The Rekhmire quotation also points at the source- "said by the ancestors". We
also have already noticed the kings comparing their deeds to that what was registered in
the annals, therefore the knowledge of the past was renowned to be passed on through
such special venues. So far it is trivial, but what about the presumed archival king-lists?
There we have more hypotheses than evidence.

144

This overview is contextualised as regards the graffiti and the milieu of the necropoleis, general
overviews Piacentini, P., Scribe, OEAE Ill, 187-191, Schenkel, W., Schreiber, LA. V, 698-700, with
further references.
145
It is a different question to decide which was the real influence of taught tradition upon the people, and
even which degree of literacy the graffiti authors really attained (note the possible differences in
mastering different scripts, see Baines, J., Schreiben, in LA. V, 693--698).
146
For Deir ei-Medina Baines- Eyre, GM 61, 1983, 89.
147
Urk. IV, 1074,2, compare Redford, King-lists, 166.
148
Urk. IV, I 084, 6-7, and Redford, King-lists, 166.
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The knowledge of the scribal community must have been supported by the
archival king-lists as well. There were undoubtedly more king-lists of archival use than
we know - otherwise the tradition of cultic assemblages, and later even private
genealogies with ancestors grouped under their kings,

149

is hardly imaginable. So a

perception of royal line going back into the past was present, at least in some social
strata. One might also suspect the role of the scribal schools in the transmitting of the
knowledge of the past. There were schools for scribes, where scribes taught the
children, and chose later apprentices, probably from Middle Kingdom onwards. In the
New Kingdom the curriculum included the book of Kemit, Weisheitslehren, and various
miscellanies. The character of texts indicates also that the youngsters were not only
taught to write and read but also they were taught the basis of Egyptian cultural code
and ideal of behaviour. 150 This must have therefore also included their relationship
towards the king and the royal ideology.
Helmut Brunner, in his classical text on Egyptian education, provides a rather
complicated explanation on the im/possible presence of history in the school
curriculum. "Von vorherein ist angesichts des geschichtslosen Denkens der Agypter
nicht zu erwarten, dass es ein eigenes Unterrichtsfach 'Geschichte' gegeben habe ..." 151
But this is not compatible with the said annals, king-lists and things "said by the
ancestors", not to speak about the royal ideology using comparisons with the past which sense these comparisons would have had if meeting an unresponsive public?
Thus the Egyptian thought cannot be supposed to be so "geschichtslos". The
scribes must certainly have had schooling, which allowed for the knowledge of a part of
the Egyptian historical tradition since their training contained classical texts (copied at
by the scribes at the apprentice stage and even earlier 152 ). The apprentice scribes were in
addition in a contact with amounts and amounts of written material mentioning kings

149

Borchardt, L., Geschlechterfolgen in Borchardt, L.,, Die Mittel zur zeit/ichen Fest/egung von Punkten
der aegyptischen Geschichte und ihre Anwendung (Kairo 1935) 92-114, compare overview on Wadi
Hammamat, LA. VI, II 09, on Khnumibre.
150
See Brunner, H., Schule, LA·v, 741-743. On the schooling and its various aspects Brunner, H.,
Altiigyptische Erziehung (Wiesbaden 1957); however some of his conclusions must be taken with caution.
His overview of New Kingdom (i.e. to the graffiti herein related) material is factual. There were scribal
groups - schools, and later youngsters trained as apprentices to their father or an elder scribe, a special
tutor was apointed to royal children etc. (pp. 17-26); in general there are solid reasons to suppose a sort
of organised education in Egypt, although the teachers drew heavily from their own experience and not
from some completely universal academic standard. See also Baines, Schreiben, in LA·v, 693-698.
151
Brunner, Altiigyptische Erziehung, 105.
152
McDowell, A., Teachers and Students at Deir el-Medina. In: D. J. Demaree- A. Egberts, Deir eiMedina in the Third Millenium AD, Leiden 2000, 219-233.
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like e.g. Amenemhet and others - in Instructions, in the texts like Sinuhe etc. The texts
therefore introduced before students' eyes the names of the kings of old.
Brunner himself names a New Kingdom student who wrote a name of Pepi, son
of Kheti (the author of a standard school instruction) as a name of King Pepi. Brunner
supposes that the student could not have picked the fact of any Pepi being a king outside
the school. However, in this particular instance he could, it depends on whether and
where e.g. he met with the gossipy tradition on the King Pepi and his general Sisene.
This might have been equally well in a school miscellany or in other context, the school
miscellany is certainly not to be ruled out. 153
The Chester Beatty or Ramesseum (11) 154 papyri - an example of texts, which
might have been accessed by the scribal community - show various texts in a range
covering hymns, literary texts as well as scholarly treatises and trainings. 155 • The papyri
represent a substantial coverage of texts, some of which are related to the building up of
historical memory 156 . An example is pChester Beatty IV, which is also showing the
network of meanings the past gained for Egyptians. Papyrus Chester Beatty IV (P. BM
EA 10684) contains on its verso in lines 2,5 to 3,11 the well-known eulogy on ancient
writers (Lichtheim named it "The Immortality of Writers" 157). It is also known that the
authors mentioned there were listed in lists that formally resemble king-lists, but they
are lists of famous scribes and scholars (like those portrayed on so-called Fragment
Daressy). 158

153 The text is preserved on two fragmentary tablets dated to 18./19. and 20. dynasty- Oriental Institute
Chicago 13539, IF AO 1214). See Richter- IEme, E., Sisenet und Phiops II, LA.' V, 957. A later copy is on
PChassinat I, 25. dynasty.
154
See L-f IV, c. 726, 728.
155
However, the users of the recto and verso if the papyri might have been different, and the papyri
collections oftoday do not correspond to papyri collections in ancient Egyptian libraries. Sometimes a
provenance could have been fixed for The ban zone. Compare the example of Chester Beatty I -Gardiner,
A. H., The Library ofA. Chester Beatty - The Chester Beatty Papyri No. 1. (London 1931) I.
156
The cultural memory, which included historical memory, mzust have been transmitted through cultural
texts- cf. Morenz, L. D., Literature as a Construction of the Past. In: Tait, J., ed., Never Had the Like
Occurred 101-113; also Assmann, J., Literatur zwischen Kult und Politik. In: Assmann, J.- Blumenthal,
E., Literatur und Politik im pharaonischen und ptolemiiischen .4'gypten (Le Caire 1997), 3-22); Cf. also
Baines, J., Ancient Egyptian concepts and uses of the past, 131-149; and also above, in the introduction.
157
Lichtheim, M., Ancient Egyptian Literature. Vol. II- The New Kingdom (Berkeley 1976), 175-178.
158
Fischer-Elfert noted the particular stress laid upon the fact that not only these persons were
remembered because of their literary efforts lasted better than already ruined monuments, but in addition
they were powerful in magic. This quality ascribed to the ancient authors is corroborated by the Athens
library papyrus roll containing a list of "able spirits and eminent officials" - including Imhotep and
Djedefhor, sages present in Chester Beatty IV as well - having the power to protect human beings and
animals alike. Cf. H.-W. Fischer-Elfert, "Representations of the Past", 128-129. Fischer-Elfert dates the
Athens scroll to the same period as P. Chester Beatty IV. It is known from Demotic sources - Setna
Khaemwase - that an ancient sage was subsequently transformed into a powerful magician, but Imhotep
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However, modem society with European - conformed historical scholarship, as
it has risen from the 19th century developments, reflects the levels of historical
knowledge and awareness differently. 159 The Egyptians had first of all a different
perception of history, and their perception of various levels of historical knowledge
must have been therefore different too. They probably created a sort of popular
historical awareness and of historical memory. The rulers and dignitaries of the past
might have been less or more popular figures in the scribal classes. In addition, the
official history of recent rulers, those whose stelae and inscriptions with comparative
phrases caught the eye, as the scribe went to a temple or through a stela-guarded pass,
entered, maybe not as a curriculum, but as a practical knowledge. The transmission of
king-lists must also have passed through scribes 160•
But such things left no hitherto known "Botschaft", but left only "Spuren"

161

•

Such "Spuren" may include the Besucherinschriften.

and Djedefhor were sages and magical persons in the same moment, if Fischer-Elfert's dating of the
Athens scroll is right.
159
More details see CorneliBen, Ch. eta!., Geschichtswissenschaften. Eine Ein.fiihnmg (Frankfurt 2000);
12 ff; cf. also J. Riisen, Konfigurationen des Historismus, 22. ,,Zum Metier von Fachleuten geworden,
erhob die Geschichtswissenschaft aber zugleich einen allgemeinen, iiberflachlichen Bildungsanspruch:
Das von ihr produzierte historische Wissen wurde als Orientierungswissen ftir die Gessellschaftliche
Praxis ihrer Zeit zu Geltung gebracht"; and Blanke, H. W., Die Rolle der Historik im EntstehungsprozeB
modernen historischen Denkens. In Schul in, ed., Geschichtsdiskurs Bd 2. 282ff.
160
Redford King-lists, 1-2.
161
J. Assmann, Stein und Zeit, passim.
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INTRODUCTION TO VISITORS' GRAFFITI

The inscriptions called graffiti today are mostly an unofficial remembrance, or
even self-presentation of most various kinds, more often connected with vandalism than
with art or socially generally respected self-expression 162 • Nevertheless, their history
and context is rich, and reaches far back, even to rock paintings and prehistoric
decorated caves. Egyptian graffiti is a common term used for short inscriptions,
scratched or written with ink or other media, on the rocks and walls; in this they are
little different from modem graffiti examples.
We find ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic, hieratic and demotic graffiti; in addition
there are Coptic graffiti. Visitors of less ancient lineage left Greek, Latin, and Arabic
graffiti, often next to those from Pharaonic times. To these layers of human presence we
must add modem tourist graffiti, starting with the 16th century onwards, and reaching
the peak of their use (in obvious connection with number of visitors) in 19th century.
These are in a number of modem European languages, mainly English, German, Italian
and French. The focus of the present work, however, is that of ancient Egyptian graffiti,
although the modem travellers' graffiti have their own intrinsic interest 163 •

162

Compare Lachmann, R., Graffiti as Career and Ideology, The American Journal of Sociology. Vol.
94/No. 2 1988, 229-250. Although Lachmann presents a sample only, graffiti are generally viewed as a
principally illegal social activity; however, the graffiti writers have an organisation and a subculture of
their own, therefore their creations are not aimless and without a code of evaluation and audience; on the
contrary, they have an evaluation system, and defined objectives and "audience". The material on modern
graffiti is published in various studies and a couple of monographs, including dissertations. See
http://www.graftitiforschung.tk for an overview. The Prague and Czech graffiti have been recently
mapped by Overstreet, M., Ve/k.O kniha o graffiti- Czech 1988-2005 (Prague 2006), the volume has an
informative English summary.
163
Compare Goyon, G., Les inscriptions et graffiti des voyageurs sur Ia grande pyramide (Le Caire 1944)
or de Keersmaecker, R., Travellers' Graffiti from Egypt and the Sudan. I-III, see http://www.egyptsudan-graffiti.be/Travellers.htm.
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The graffiti are a specific phenomenon, given their role of "informal" writings,
and also their importance when we try to study the Egyptian mental world. The essential
definition of graffiti is their being informal which does here mean that they are not
composed inscriptions of official character. 164 It is, however, necessary to clear a little
the term "informal" within the typologies of written evidence. They are informal in
so far, as they do not represent- or most of them do not represent - any inscription with
more or less clearly defined form and function - stela, autobiography, offering formula,
tomb inscription or temple text. Their use is most varied too. On the other hand they are
not informal in so far, as they cannot be straightaway supposed to show an "alternative"
cultural view, as they were often made by members of the scribal elite/sub-elite or at
least by literate strata of the society, educated with the aim of representing sociocultural
tradition (see above). They are "official" as long as they were created by the elite/subelite for a certain purpose; their spontaneity is a question of its own - inviting a research
with very sparse sources. However, the sociocultural terms like formal and informal or
even collective and individual have still an unsatisfactory sound in ancient Egyptian
setting. 165 Still, what speaks in favour of considering them a separate and special sort of
Egyptian written evidence, a sort, which stands apart from other testimonies, is the
following:
We can find graffiti in a certain sense literally everywhere 166

-

it can be said

even, that their presence is a mark to follow, when we would like to put over the
physical map of Egypt a map of human presence in the landscape. Quarries, mines,
164

Desroches- Noblecourt, Ch., La Quete des graffiti in: Hommages Champollion II, 164; as inscription
rupestre - rock inscription, she defines the pre-planned, composed texts subsequently noted on a rock
surface, which is therefore different from a graffito, see further also Franke, D., Graffiti, OEAE II, 38-41.
165
See Assmann, bifurcating culture of ancient Egypt in his Stein und Zeit, further compare Baines, J.,
JARCE, vol. XXVII, 1990, 1-25. Loprieno, A., Defining Egyptian Literature: Ancient Texts and Modem
Theories, in Loprieno, ed., Ancient Egyptian Literature, 39-58; esp. on pp. 46-47, " ... In Egypt, punctual
'innovation' rarely became generalized 'inauguration', and the rules of decorum allowed for individual
leeway only within the frame of a formal adherence to sociopolitical context ... "; questions of literacy
and reception of various cultural traditions and by various social strata and various social units - compare
Parkinson, R. B., Individual and Society in Middle Kingdom Literature in Loprieno, ed., Ancient
Egyptian Literature, 137-155; esp. 137; Baines- Eyre,, GM61, 1983. These Egyptological analyses
point at the problem of following different social strata and different variants any culture has, such as
regional, social or individual, etc.; I have made this rather far-fetched overview of opinions and works
with the aim of indicating that Egyptology registers fully the fact that Egyptian society cannot be treated
as a seamless homogenous compact unit with cast attitudes and totally unified perceptions of their given
Weltanschauung. However, distinguishing these nuances in the sources is a long-termed process.
166
Peden, A. J., Graffiti tries to draw from this a conclusion on literacy (Graffiti, Conclusions, 293), and
in addition remarked " ... But why should we study graffiti in the first instance? Because it is in practice
the study ofhuman beings using a form ofwritten communication that is invariably free of social
restraints ... Besides the very pervasiveness of graffiti inscriptions throughout the Nile Valley surely
entitles them to as much scrutiny as any other record of man's activities in this part of the world.", Peden,
Graffiti, xxi. The wide presence of graffiti could have also indicated the level of literacy.
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desert roads and their stops, temples and necropoleis, every one of these places carries a
trace of human presence left in the form of graffiti. There are military (given the
supposed social stratum of their authors, not some strategic information) graffiti in the
Nubian fortresses' neighbourhood, graffiti left by members of mining and quarrying
expeditions, we can follow by graffiti the outline of desert tracks. 167 The content is most
varied - some are lengthy inscriptions noting an expedition, and thus they border on an
official inscription. 168 Others are just a short scratching noting a name and a date. They
surely were not always planned and composed beforehand; their spontaneity is another
important characteristic.
They are a personal testimony, mainly that part of them, which is not mentioning
a mining expedition or a military activity. In this area, there is a conspicuous group visitors' graffiti, Besucherinschriften. These can be viewed as something belonging to
the sphere of personal impression, or personal piety, as we shall see later. Their
connection with official duties, and activities can be only presumed 169 , in some cases it
is more or less likely, e.g. on a model like: a scribe visited a necropolis on behalf of an
official duty, and left in addition a visitors' graffito on a building neighbouring to the
place of his work.
The graffiti 170 have been known to Egyptologists since the very beginnings of
Egyptology, although at first under no specific name. It seems that Champollion during
his voyage noted a number of graffiti, and noted that they cover most probably the
activities of visitors, Egyptians, Greeks and even Coptic visitors. 171 Champollion did
not use the term graffiti, though, but described them aptly: 172
" ... Je do is cependant ajouter que plusieurs de ces tombes royals portent sur
leurs parois le temoignage ecrit qu'elles etaient, il y a bien de siecles, abandonees et
seulement visitees, comme de nos jours, par beaucoup de curieux desoeuvres, lesquels,
comme ceux de nos jours encore, croyaient s 'illustrer a jamais en griffonant leurs noms
sur les peintures et les bas-reliefs, qu'il ont ainsi defigures. Les sots de tous les siecles y
167

Cf. Darnell and Darnell, Orienta/Institute Annual Reports from 1994 to 1996, now Darnell, J. C., The
Theban Desert Road Survey in the Egyptian Western Desert I. (Chicago 2002).
168
Cf. Quarries and mines, like Wadi Hammamat, LA' VI, II 00- 1113, Peden, Graffiti, passim.
169
It makes a difference in respect of e.g. graffiti in the temple of Khonsu, where the priests were on duty,
compare Jacquet--Gordon, H., The Graffiti on the Khonsu Temple roof at Karnak. A manifestation of
personal piety. OIP 123, Temple of Khonsu vol. 3 (Chicago 2003).
170
See Peden, Graffiti, "Introduction" and also Franke, Graffiti, 38-41.
171
Desroches- Noblecourt, La Quete des graffiti, 152.
172
Desroches- Noblecourt, op. cit., 151-152, quoting Lettres ecrites d'Egypte et de Nubie en 1828-29.
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eurent de nombreux representants ... Egyptiens ... qui se sont inscrits, les plus anciens
en hieratique, les plus modemes en demotique; ... des Grecs de tres ancienne date ... ;
de vieux Romains de Ia Republique; ... une foule d'inconnus du Bas Empire ... ; des
noms de Coptes ... enfin, des noms de voyageurs europeens ... "
He was also the first to make a still valid division - graffiti by Egyptians, in
hieratic and demotic, Coptic graffiti, and later Greek, Latin and modem European
languages graffiti.
The graffiti as such were noted by visitors and researchers, and eventually were
named by Auguste Mariette in 1850s, in particular. Mariette lived in a period, when
visitors' graffiti - but made by modem tourists - were immensely in vogue and he made
.
If, on a spec1a
. I occasiOn.
. 173
some h1mse
The history of beginnings and development of graffiti research and their
mapping has been undertaken by Christiane Desroches-Noblecourt 174 , who dedicated
her study mainly to the Upper Egyptian and Nubian border sites- understandably, since
the state of research in Lower Egypt had lagged behind in those years. The main
analysed groups of graffiti and rock inscriptions (these terms were not at first clearly
defined 175 ) - studied till II World War- were to be found in Middle and Upper Egypt
and in Nubia and on Sinai. Later, graffiti in the oases were added and the research in
wadis of the Eastern desert, especially when connected with mines and quarries,
continued, as well as the survey of desert roads both in Eastern and Western desert.
Special attention was turned to Nubia in the 1900s and again in the 1960s, as the Aswan
dams were built and rescue archaeological operations were undertaken.
Lower Egypt was represented chiefly by visitors' graffiti in pyramid complexes
of ancient rulers in the Memphite area, whose evidence was rich but their exploration,
as can be seen further, left some unanswered questions. There are graffiti registered in a
number of other publications regarding singular sites or monuments, more recently, the
registered graffiti have been often the quarry marks and masons' inscriptions, which
help in establishing the building history of a monument, and often add to our knowledge
about its owner. 176

173

Desroches-Noblecourt, op. cit., 154 -footnote 2.
Desroches-Noblecourt, op. cit., 151-183.
175
See Desroches-Noblecourt, op. cit., 163-164.
176
Cf. the use of masons' marks in studying some monuments on the Abusir royal necropolis- in Verner,
M., Abusir li- Baugraffiti der Ptahschepses Mastaba (Prague 1992).
174
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The main attempt in research on the affluent Theban zone of graffiti is the
Spiegelberg, Sadek and Cerny work, which resulted in the monumental opus of Graffiti

de Ia Montagne thebaine. 177 History of study of the Theban region graffiti shows the
range of uses for the other graffiti material too. There are numerous New Kingdom
graffiti to be found, in accordance with the history of the site. Their character varies
from short notes left by the workers from Deir el Medina, to the inscriptions left by
curious or pious visitors in tombs and temples. The Deir el Medina workers are often
portrayed with the help of these graffiti to a very lively degree. 178
The current overview of the graffiti exploration has been made by A. J.
Peden

179

,

which is a survey of graffiti in general, without highlighting any period, site or

text type.

The tomb visitors' graffiti - a special category - Theban or Memphite or
otherwise, are often published in books dealing with respective tombs. Some of more
recent publications in this respect comply with high standards of graffiti publications. 180
These texts are to be grouped under an already mentioned German term,

Besucherinschriften, and their testimony is most intriguing. 181
Why should we actually pay more attention to visitors' graffiti? Visitors' graffiti
are an important historical source, dated mainly to the New Kingdom. Their
geographical distribution covers, although not exclusively 182 , important necropoleis,
such as the Theban and the Memphite ones. We shall systemise our knowledge of them,
as they are interwoven with the history of important archaeological sites. 183 Other

177
See also Cerny, J., Graffiti hieroglyphiques et hieratiques de Ia necropo/e thebaine. Nos 1060 a 1405.
DFIFAO (Le Caire I956) and of course Cerny, J., Sadek, A. A., and others, Graffiti de Ia montagne
thebaine (Le Caire I969-I97 4).
178
See Cerny, Community of Workmen in Deir el-Medina (Cairo 1993), passim, or Valbelle, Les ouvriers
de Ia Tombe, passim.
179
Peden, Graffiti.
180
Hornung, E., Zwei Ramessidische Konigsgriiber: Ramses !Vund Ramses VI. Theben XI. (Mainz
I990), 132-I33. See further also de Garis Davies.N.- Gardiner, A. H., Tomb ofAntefoker, TT 60, or
Dziobek, E. eta!., Das Grab des User-amun (Mainz 1994), with contribution by E. Hornung on p. I OOf..
For Theban necropolis see also Kampp, F., Die Thebanische Nekropo/e 1-11, (Mainz I996).
181
Cf. Heick, W., Besucherinschriften, ZDMG, 102/27, I952, 4If., and Wildung, D., Besucherinschriften,
LA I, 766-767.
182
Compare material from Beni Hasan, which presents parallels to known Memphite examples. Cf.
Griffith, ,Inscriptions" in Petrie, Medum, 40-4I; Peden, Graffiti, I 02, following Champollion, Notices
descriptives /1, 430, and Lloyd, in Lloyd, A. B., ed., Studies in Pharaonic Religion and Society in Honour
ofJ. Gl-!Yn Griffiths, (London 1992), 32- note 13.
183
See Malek, J., A Meeting of the Old and New. Saqqara during the New Kingdom. In: Lloyd, A. B.,
(ed.), Studies in Pharaonic Religion and Society in honour ofJ. G. Griffiths, (London 1992), 57-76.
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examples of known graffiti of similar character

184

,

recently published, yielded

interesting results - new information about their authors, and their cultural and
historical milieu. In addition, the visitors' graffiti are rousing constant interest in
Egyptology - were they results of antiquarian or religious interest, or just leftovers of
scribal presence at the necropolis, whose primary reasons were completely different and
mostly practical? 185 Their current interpretation is ambiguous 186 . They can be seen as a
source for confirming the religious sense of Egyptians, of their pious visits and
pilgrimages, or they can be judged as testifying the historical consciousness of New
Kingdom Egyptians face to face with ancient monuments. The present work shall focus
on the comparison of these two moments in graffiti interpretation on the basis of the
Memphite corpus of New Kingdom graffiti. These graffiti can be considered as one of
the groups of sources for the study of Egyptian uses of the past, and the historical
tradition ofkings 187 • However, to verify this hypothesis, we should work with a feasible
corpus of visitors' graffiti, and evaluate their occurrence, contents and context.

MAP 1: Map of Egypt with indicated presence of the New Kingdom graffiti

184

In this case a temple's visitors' graffiti, by Jacquet-Gordon, The Graffiti on the Khonsu Temple roof,
and further see section Interpretations.
185
Compare Franke, Graffiti; Malek, A meeting of the Old and New., 57-76; Fischer-Elfert, H.,
Representations of the Past in New Kingdom Literature. In: J. Tait, Never Had the like occurred, 131133.
186
Compare Wildung, Besucherinschriften, 766-767, Heick, Besucherinschriften in ZDMG, 1952, 41f.,
Fischer-Elfert, Representations of the Past in New Kingdom Literature.
187
Compare Fischer-Eifert, Representations of the Past in New Kingdom Literature, 131-133, and
Wildung, D., Die Rolle.
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Generally speaking, although there are handy and reasonable works on graffiti,
both in general (recently by A. J. Peden 188 ) and in site related corpora (classical Graffiti

de Ia montagne thebaine), and, in addition, the visitors' graffiti are quoted in many
contexts, there hasn't been yet taken a complex attitude in respect of the visitors'
graffiti. Nonetheless, these graffiti present a special sort of written evidence, and have
to be studied in period and site relations, and eventually compared to other sorts of

IRR

Peden, Graffiti.
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informal and formal written material. They belong in general to a prolific sort of written
material, but they deserve to be treated separately from other graffiti.
The Memphite corpus, presented here, is at the current stage covering Abusir,
Saqqara, Dahshur and Medum. This corpus includes published and publicly accessible
archived graffiti chiefly of the 18th and 19th to the 20th dynasty. Other known graffiti of
the zone are included as well, but these three dynasties result as the most prolific.
The chosen time and place relate to the hitherto known peaks of importance and
building activity of New Kingdom Memphis and development of Memphite
necropoleis. There are four major published groups of Besucherinschriften, placed in
various parts of Saqqara necropolis: 11 in the pyramid complex of Djoser; 2/ in the tomb
chapel of Horernheb; 3/ by the pyramid of Pepi II - area of his pyramid temple; 4/ by
the pyramid complex of Khendjer. There is in addition a large group of graffiti at
Abusir both in context of royal necropolis and solar temples and another large group in
the pyramid temple of Snofru at Medum and in the pyramid complex of Senusret III at
Dahshur. The material from tomb chapel of Horemheb is omitted from the present
corpus. It is different in respect to other groups, by which there was a considerably
longer time span between the making of the monument and of the graffito.
However, a major part of the graffiti is published incompletely and some
material is not published at all (see further below). The complexity of the presence of
graffiti, dating and authors requires in my view the planning of a corpus, preferably
structured as a database, which would collect a rather dispersed documentation.
This corpus can be enlarged to cover all known visitors' graffiti in the Memphite
area (including e.g. Giza as well). Graffiti can be thus seen in context of monuments
and archaeological situation of the site.
Their interpretations can cover statistics of:
-

when the graffiti were written and which period was most prolific

-

authors of the graffiti

-

how much did the authors know as regards the site

-

with whom the ancient monuments in question were connected.

In addition, we can follow differences - visitors' graffiti are not a series of stereotyped
texts, they can have variations or different text types 189 • Which text types can we
encounter, and which text types are proper to which period?

189

Compare Wildung, "Besucherinschriften", LA." I.
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Graph 1 - datatlon of the monuments and datatlon of respective graffiti, preliminary result.
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Graphs 2-5, datation of graffiti on respective sites
Sites included: Abusir, Dahshur, Saqqara, Medum.
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These questions can be asked at the present state of knowledge. 190 In addition, at
a more advanced stage of the database, we can inquire if there is a trace of general
cultural pattern in behind of the graffiti and if their occurrence resulted as a
sociocultural phenomenon proper to a given period. Which will take us back to our
original statement - graffiti can be considered as one of the key groups of sources for
the study of Egyptian uses of the past, and the historical tradition of kings. Indeed, but

190

Our limit, however, and a cause for precautions, is the fact that our corpus is certainly not complete.
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how did the historical tradition or a "use of the past" actually work? Are we right in
replacing "can" in the sentence with "are to be"?
Since the database is still in a preliminary form, answers cannot be provided to
all aforementioned questions and they cannot be provided for all of them with the same
degree of reliability. The present work aims therefore at presenting the conceptual
framework of the graffiti database as a means of study of one specific source, which can
help us unravel relations of ancient Egyptians toward their past.
Following chapters will deal at first with the state of research and documentation
of the Memphite Besucherinschriften and with the current views on the graffiti (section

State of Research). Then the evidence of the graffiti themselves - their description will be provided and, in addition, the language and texts of the graffiti will be analysed
(section Evidence and Context). Tentative answers regarding the graffiti authors,
occurrence and purpose, and eventually the expressions of the uses of the past, either
present or absent in the graffiti, will be analysed in the section Interpretations. The
corpus of Besucherinschriften itself then forms the third of the present volume, the
Catalogue; there are also included tables, summing up the whole corpus. The catalogue
covers the Abusir and Saqqara part of the corpus.
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STATE OF RESEARCH

The state of research of the visitors' graffiti can be described according to:
11 general observations on documentation
2/ epigraphic methods
3/ the exploration of individual sites
41 the interpretations of visitors' graffiti

1/ GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
The visitors' graffiti have to be studied in their archaeological settings. Their
availability and possibility to verify the state in situ is highly variable. Only some of
them can be still found in situ actually. 191 In many cases, however, the only remaining
reliable source is a tracing or a photograph made by a previous researcher. The graffiti
are documented in published works on the respective necropoleis monuments.
Nonetheless, they are sometimes published in a very incomplete way, lacking
hieroglyphic or hieratic originals, or vice versa transcription and translation. 192 The
tracings of original inscriptions were often registered during archaeological campaigns,
191

Visible traces are e.g. in Djoser's pyramid complex at Saqqara, or in the pyramid temple ofSnofru at
Medum. The erosion of inscriptions left exposed proceeds at a rapid pace. In Firth, C. M. - Quibell, J. E.,
Step pyramid I, 78f, Cerny noted that he was not able to read signs that Gunn was still able to copy a short
time ago.
192
For example Firth -Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 78f.; Morgan, J. de, Foui/les Dahchour /,Pl. 193, 195;
Jequier, G., Deux Pyramides du Moyen Empire, 10-15; Jequier, G., Pepi II, T. II, 66 and T. III, 44.

a
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but remain, as it is e.g. the case of the pyramid complex of Djoser, in the archives (see
further). This situation is true for most of the Memphite necropoleis area, as long as it
regards older excavations of the pyramid complexes.
Djoser pyramid graffiti are moreover, fortunate, since they were carefully traced
and their documentation archived, so that we can, besides the publication which does
not give originals of all graffiti, find tracings made by B. Gunn, and transcriptions of J.
Cerny made from them. 193 Some graffiti were no less carefully documented, but their
documentation is currently unavailable or missing, such as it is the case of the graffiti in
the pyramid complex ofSahure, documented by G. Moller. 194
In other, not numerous, cases, single graffiti have been published with their
hieratic original, hieroglyphic rendering, and transliteration + translation. These
publications, however, do not form any site-specific corpus, since they mostly deal with
one monument, or even one or two graffiti. 195 A large part of the graffiti, if they should
be collected considering a site, or a period, thus have to be further sought in archive
sources- being often left unpublished, and their original in situ may be (and often it is)
lost. Or, on the other hand another large group, documented in hieratic originals can be
taken from publications, but has to be complemented with translations and discussion
on the text and on the archaeological situation as well, since original publications give
sometimes sparse information on both. 196 In addition, in all cases the available hieratic
tracings, published or archived, are already excavators' interpretations.
We shall now proceed through a short view of the epigraphic study of graffiti
and continue with an overview of the aforementioned sites on the Memphite necropolis
and their state of research as regards the visitors' graffiti.

193

See further part "Saqqara".
See Moller, G., Hieratische Paliiographie 11- Neuhieratisch. Von der Zeit des Thutmosis 111 bis zum
Ende der zweiundzwanzigsten Dynastie. Leipzig 1909, 1-2, and Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des
Koenigs S'a3-hu-rec. 120f.
195
Heick, W., Die Besucherinschriften. In H. Ricke, ed., Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf, II.
115-121; Megally, M., CdE 56, Fasc. 112 (1981), 218-240.
196
Compare de Morgan, Fouilles aDahchour /,77-78, and recent revision by Arnold, Di., et al., The
Pyramid Complex ofSenusret III at Dahshur, 46 and 100, Arnold's team provided much more complex
information, cf. below.
194
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2/ EPIGRAPHY
The study of the graffiti from the epigraphic point of view has been sketched by
R. Caminos 197 in general terms - as they appear so numerous among the inscriptions
studied, their publication is often incomplete in the sense, that what is documented and
published is just a selection of what has actually been found. This all is in spite of the
fact that graffiti are rich source of information 198 and a very vulnerable sort of
epigraphic evidence. 199 (see below section "The pyramid complex ofDjoser").
Moreover, as can be already noticed,

200

the state of documentation and

publication of the visitors' graffiti is not always complying with epigraphic standards. If
epigraphic records shall fulfil following objectives - " ... records must be able to stand

as substitutes for them (monuments, HN) in every respect, both in meeting the scholarly
needs of today and anticipating those of tomorrow. The goal is a permanent record of
the monument, complete and reliable, self-contained to the extent possible, without
necessitating subsequent reference to the building itself or supplementary external
documentation." 201 - then a number of the visitors' graffiti publications fail in this
respect, 202 most often because there is more external documentation needed in addition
to published information, or because information, even when present in the published
volume, is dispersed and must be fished out in various parts of the publication, or in
subsequent publications of the same monument. 203

197

Caminos, R. A., In: Caminos, R. A.- Fischer, H. J., Ancient Egyptian Paleography and Epigraphy, 20
fT., and Caminos, R. A., Epigraphy in the field. In: Assmann, J., ed., Problems and priorities in Egyptian
archaeology (London 1987), 57-67.
198

See Thissen, H. J., Graffiti, LA. II, 880-882, "Die Graffiti bilden eine Nachrichtenquelle, deren
Informationswert oft im Gegensatz zu ihrer iiusseren Form steht", 881.
199
Epigraphy and its standards in general see further an overview by Peter Dorman, Epigraphy, OEAE I,
471--477, with short bibliography.
200
See above "General observations".
201
Bell, L., The Epigraphic survey: the Philosophy of Egyptian Epigraphy after sixty years' practical
experience. In: Assmann, J., ed., Problems and priorities, 44. On the purpose and history of the Chicago
Epigrahic and Architectural Survey see The Orienta/Institute of the University of Chicago. HandbookFourth Edition (September 1935).
202
Compare the chapter "Sites" by which monument you can find all necessary information in one
~ublication.
03

Compare Firth- Quibell, Step pyramid/, Graffiti, and "The Princesses Northern and Southern
Building", and p. 15 and later Drioton, E.- Lauer P., Sakkarah. Les Monuments de Zoser (Le Caire
1939), 16, fig 43; Lauer, P., The Pyramids ofSakkara,(Le Caire 1972); 9-10, fig. 28- in both cases they
deal with the graffio of the scribe Hednakht.
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For graffiti, as for any other epigraphic material, such a documentation is
needed, which would enable easy accessibility to the material, with full accuracy. 204 If
such a documentation does not exist, or it does but remains dispersed, then a revised
research should be undertaken. Although much that should not have been left exposed
and undocumented, is lost, numerous graffiti can still be collated from archive
documentation (photographic if available, or tracings), helped with in situ observations,
according to standard epigraphic practice. 205 Ink-written graffiti have often that
significant advantage over reliefs that they are not reduced in the epigraphic record from
three dimensions to two. 206 Therefore, no three-dimensional facsimile is necessary. 207 A
different situation, however, is by scratched or "relief' graffiti.
Model epigraphic surveys can be taken as reference while following the task of
the graffiti documentation. The Chicago house method, working with photographs and
collations in situ, has the advantage of great accuracy, especially when nowadays
helped with the possibility of digitalising the epigraphic record. 208
In the case of graffiti the work would consist chiefly of analysing the existing
documentation. This requires caution, since tracings of other authors represent already
an interpretation and photographs are not always available or suitable. This is true
especially of the 19th and early 20th century excavations and surveys. Graffiti have
various traditions of recording, as following examples can show. The classical one for
the Theban graffiti was that of making tracings on translucent material or polyethylene
foil, 209 Gunn's tracings of the Djoser complex graffiti are made on transparent paper
foi1. 210 The use of "flexible and completely transparent copying surface was necessary"
also at more recent works of the Epigraphic Survey in the Western Desert. 211
Sometimes the photograph-based ink drawing of the inscription is preferable. The
collation on the site on the rock face (or the wall) is - whichever method is chosen 204

Compare Bell, The Epigraphic survey, 45.
Again, Bell, The Epigraphic survey, passim for the system, Traunecker, C., Les Techniques
d'Epigraphie de Terrain: Principes et Pratique. In: Assmann, ed., Problems and Priorities, for the general
outline and structuring of the work and Caminos, Epigraphy in the field, in idem, passim, as regards the
urgency of the task and thoroughness needed to fulfil it.
206
Compare Bell, The Epigraphic survey, 47.
207
Compare Traunecker, Epigraphie de Terrain, 267-269. This problem addressed by Bell more
pregnantly, cf. Bell, The Epigraphic survey, 47.
208
Compare Bell, The Epigraphic survey, passim and Der Manuelian, P., JARCE XXV, 1998, 97-113.
209
Traunecker, Epigraphie de Terrain, 279 after Cerny, J. - Desroches-Noblecourt, Ch. - Kurz, M., Les
lf(affiti de Ia montagne thebaine, I, 1.
10
For example Gunn MSS tracings series B.l and B.2.
211
Darnell, J. C. eta!., Theban Desert Road Survey in the Egyptian Western Desert I, 0/P 119 (Chicago
2002), 8.
205
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always necessary, provided it is still possible. As regards the revised research of the
graffiti, this possibility is expected to be limited.
The photography and drawing, if possible, as two ways of presenting the
documentation are a common practice and have to be considered necessary in view of
the current epigraphic practice and experience. They are also making mutually
complementing evidence, when published. 212
This takes us from the practice of recording of graffiti to practice of publishing
them. In this short overview, especially more recent and more complex examples of
publication are presented, since their methods synthesise the state of the art. A sort of
model description can be taken as reference from the Oriental Institute publications. I
refer here especially to Helen Jacquet-Gordon's The graffiti on the Khonsu Temple Roof
and John C. Darnell's Theban Desert Road Survey.
Both these works present very useful style of graffiti publications. The
description of the rock inscription or graffito must contain its positioning, its photo, 213
line

drawing,

hieroglyphic

transcription,

transliteration

and

translation,

plus

commentary and additional information. Hieroglyphic transcription is highly preferable,
as is a discussion on variants of reading and translation.Z 14 This is an ideal publication
state for the graffiti as well.
However, from what has been said about visitors' graffiti and their time and
state of discovery and publication we can deduce that this style will be difficult to adopt
in all cases. Every piece of information has to be therefore gathered for each visitors'
graffito and collated in the framework of the database corpus, in an attempt fill in
missing links or to gather dispersed information (cf. below, "The graffiti database
project", where the single steps are described as regards the structure of the description
of graffiti and as regards the structure of data sets).

212

See Darnell, Theban Desert Road Survey, passim, and Jacquet-Gordon, Graffiti on the Khonsu Temple
Roof, I.
213
Compare the necessity of multiple ways of documenting and publishing the material demonstrated by
the problems with photos mentioned by J. Darnell, Theban Desert Road Survey, xx. Cf. also older
publication of graffiti such as Cerny, Graffiti hieroglyphiques et hieratiques the original text and its
transcription are divided in different parts of the book and the position on a plan is also not at immediate
disposal.
214
The model description is both by Jacquet-Gordon, Graffiti on the Khonsu Temple Roof, 1-9 and
catalogue, with the plan of the temple roof, 9, with positioning of the graffiti, and by Darnell, Theban
Desert Road Survey, with plans of the rock shelves, passim. The hieroglyphic transcription was used in
the Graffiti de Ia Montagne Thebaine and Marciniak, M., Les inscriptions hieratiques du temple de
Thoutmosis Ill. Deir el-Bahari I. Varsovie 1974.
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The database corpus at the present state does not include graffiti mapped with
such a thorough epigraphic survey. For the full-fledged corpus, however, this mapping
is necessary and represents a future research phase.
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3/ SITES
The sites, whose state of research as regards visitors' graffiti is given below,
include:
Four major published groups of Besucherinschriften, placed in various parts of
Saqqara necropolis:
in the pyramid complex of Djoser;
by the pyramid of Pepi II- area of his pyramid temple;
by the pyramid complex of Khencijer.
-

a large group of graffiti at Abusir both in context of royal necropolis and
solar temples

-

another large group in the pyramid temple of Snofru at Meidum
the group in the pyramid complex ofSenusret III at Dahshur. 215

The material from tomb chapel of Horemheb is omitted from the present corpus.
The sites will be dealt with in their geographical sequence from North to South,
i.e. starting at Abusir and finishing at Medum.

The visitors' graffiti, as said, are not published in extenso, so any attempted
division of material is influenced by the fact that there are unrecorded and recorded
graffiti, and the last group is further divided into published and unpublished section.
The major published groups are not the only recorded groups. As for the graffiti, which
are going to be treated below, the Giza graffiti are put apart, as a chapter of a certain
specific character, given e.g. by the Sphinx-related cult. Attention is paid, on the other
hand, to the Meidum and Dahshur graffiti in so far they can complement our view of the
Saqqara graffiti. Abusir is treated as a northern part of Saqqara.
Further, it was not possible to study the Ramesside graffiti as a group
completely separated from those of the 18th dynasty, because we meet parallel
phraseologies in both periods (albeit its not recommedable to treat these two periods as
a seamless continuum either). The 18th dynasty graffiti in the Memphite necropolis
215

The corpus at first included only de Morgan's graffiti. Subsequently, Prof. J.P. Allen has kindly
consented to the present writer to use his materials on the new group of more than 40 graffiti from the
pyramid complex of Senusret III. These are added as a special table in part III and are mentioned as
special statistical numbers throughout the text.
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region include those in Abusir, in Saqqara - pyramid complex of Djoser, and of Pepi
II, 2 16 those in Dahshur in complex of Senusret III

217

(

Snofru complexes- so far as it is

known, remain an open question), and Medum 218 . The Ramesside graffiti repeat the
same pattern of the graffiti distribution - Saqqara, Abusir, Dahshur and Medum. 219 The
character of these inscriptions varies. Their description and interpretation is treated
below in the appropriate chapters.

ABU SIR

The New Kingdom graffiti at Abusir concentrate in the Sun Temple of Userkaf
and in the pyramid complex of Sahure, particularly in Sahure's funerary temple. More
New Kingdom graffiti are to be found in the mastaba ofPtahshepses.
There were visitors' graffiti of uncertain age and origin in the Sun temple of
Niuserre, but they are not documented, or the state and location of their documentation
is not known. They were only mentioned by Borchardt in the publication of this temple,
together with a restoration inscription. 220

~)'

MAP 2 - The map of the
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Jequier, Pepi If, ll, 66; Ibid, lll, 44.
Allen, J. P., GM 14011994, there are several graffiti as Allen, op. cit, 7, states, but he pointed out this
sole one, as a source for Amenhotep IIVAmenhotep JV corregency discussion. Jacques de Morgan,
Fouilles aDahchour I, Pl. 193, 195.
218
See, for Meidum, see Petrie, Medum, 40, plate 34/viii, Peden, Graffiti, 63-67. The Meidum graffiti are
connected with the solving of question of Arnenhotep lii & IV coregencies. See too Redford, History and
Chronology, chapter 5 - "The Alleged Coregency of Amenhotpe lii and Akhenaten".
219
See Peden, Graffiti, 95 ff.
220
Bissing, F. W von, Das Re-Heiligtum des Konigs Ne-Woser-Re (Rathures), Band 1- Der Bau von L.
Borchardt (Berlin 1905), 72- 74. They were overlooked by Peden.

21 7
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The Sun Temple of Userkaf
There are 18 1h dynasty graffiti m the Sun-temple of Userkaf. The chief
publication is Heick, "Besucherinschriften" in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Koenigs
Userkqf II, 115-121. 221 The graffiti were in the upper part of the temple, presumably on

the inner walls of a part identified by the excavator as the third building phase. The
blocks with visitors' graffiti were found scattered on the site of the piedestal for the
temple obelisk. They might have belonged to the rooms within the structure of the
piedesta1. 222 The inscriptions are made with ink. They were identified according to
single fragments with the abbreviation "US". Heick provides photographs of those
blocks, albeit the quality of these photographs is not always allowing their further use as
documentation. Drawings provided as an accompaniment to his text are much clearer;
however, they already represent an interpretation. Texts are transcribed into hieroglyphs
and translated. The graffiti of the Sun Temple ofUserkafbelong to those with well done
documentation of their texts. However, a plan or a sketch next to the relevant chapter
would help in quick establishing which graffito belongs where. It is not easy to decide
whether the blocks formed a compact wall or already had been scattered around the
place in times when the graffiti were written. For a conclusive study of these graffiti it
would be preferable to consult the papers of their excavator, W. Heick.
The graffiti are as varied as their authors. They came first in the period of
Thutmose III, and were put there by officials and scribes who were active m
Memphis. 223 Moreover, one graffito is interpreted as being the testimony of a visit by a
schoolmaster and his scribal class. 224

The pyramid complex of Sahure
Another group of hieratic graffiti from the New Kingdom in Abusir can be
found in the pyramid complex of Sahure. There were several Thutmoside
Besucherinschriften there, but their state of research is not clear. 225 They can be noted in

221

See. Heick, Bcsucherinschriften. In: Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Koenigs Userkaf/l, 115-121.
See also Heick, ZDMG I 02, 1952; 39--46.
222
Heick, Besucherinschrifte" in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Koenigs Userkaf IJ, 115 and Ricke, H.,
"Dritte Bauperiode", Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf, Band I. Kairo 1965, 19-28.
223
Peden, Graffiti, 58, footnote 2.
224
cf. Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Koenigs Userkaf lJ, fragment US 74, see below.
225
Cf. Peden, Graffiti, 59, Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Koenigs S'a3-hu-rec. 120f., PM Ill, 75.
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the Hieratische Palaographie by G. Moller226 , where there are single signs taken from
them, which allows us to say that these graffiti were written with ink and not scratched.
Documentation on some of these 18th dynasty graffiti is kept in the Griffith
Institute Archives. Of these, there are two published by Mounir Megall/27 and both
speak about scribal visits to the temple of Sahure. M. Megally published hieratic
originals, hieroglyphic transcriptions and translations of these graffiti. Megally is also
informative as regards the context of the graffiti. He tried to map Moller's graffiti
activities in the temple of Sahure, which was rather a difficulty. Megally also introduced
an analysis of graffiti text types, he noted specific formulae of the graffiti and pointed
out a comparison with other period texts. 228
Megally also noted that there was a third graffito sketched over the second but
of this third hardly anything is left. 229
None of these graffiti mentions a trace of the cult of the Sakhmet of Sahure.
Nonetheless, the worship of Sakhmet of Sahure was an important cultic activity in the
place that covers the discussed period of 18th and 19th dynasty. Its presence in the zone
could have been a reason for frequent visits, and thus could have fostered the

Besucherinschrifien too, depriving them of a certain level of independent antiquarian
interest, which might otherwise have been supposed to be there.
Material culture evidence, known since Borchardt's excavation, is rich for both
dynasties in question. The preservation of the cult of Sakhmet of Sahure is maybe the
reason why Sahure's temple remained in a relatively well-preserved state. 230 Sakhmet
(Hathor) as portrayed in its decoration attracted pilgrims - or visitors - who then made
the ancient royal temple a place of worship of the deity, which was at that time rooted

226

Moller, G., Hieratische Paliiographie, 1-2. Unpublished graffiti from the temple ofSahure mentioned
as additional sources for the palaeography, and single signs can be found throughout the palaeography.
227
Megally, CdE 56, 1981. They were mentioned as early as in 1973 by Baines,, GM 4, 1973, 12,
precisely these two, as coming from the Griffith Institute Archives, Gardiner MSS, AHG/29.60 A-B,
where then Megally took them from. Megally worked with tracings of Moeller, and he added these were
found in Gardiner's papers without further details and there could have been more of such tracings in
Moeller's papers.
228
He deserves a further attention as his ideas of comparing graffiti to other graffiti and to other period
texts (school exercises, which would correspond very well to the apprentice scribes who signed some of
the graffiti in Djoser's complex, and with presupposed "school excursion" in the Sun Temple ofUserkaf,
cf. above) can be very fruitful. In addition, he tried to indicate possible varying views on kings of old, as
expressed in various visitors' graffiti. Compare Megally, CdE 56, 1981, 218, 225, 234, 240.
229
Megally, CdE 56, 1981, 234.
23
°Cf. discussion by Baines, G M 4, 1973, 9ff.
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within the cultic service in Memphis, for Sakhmet231 was the divine wife of Ptah, the
tutelary god of Memphis.
However, the graffiti in the Sun temple of Userkaf are not immediately adjacent
to Sahure's cultic structures
Abusir has so far yielded two 19th dynasty published longer graffiti texts, but
there are surely more to be expected. In fact, it seems more of them were visible and
recorded at one time. 232 The 19th dynasty monuments include even restoration
inscription of Sethi I and a fragment of a text by Ramesses II (actually by
Khaemwaset). 233
The first published 19th dynasty graffito - or in fact, an engraved inscription,
comes from the area of the cult of Sakhmet of Sahure234 . Its author is the royal scribe
Djehutiherhesef of the Ramesseum, and the short text - or its preserved parts, contains
no hints on the monument or the Sakhmet cult. The inscription was photographed and
text published by Borchardt and its hieroglyphic transcription is available in Kitchen's

Ramesside Inscriptions. 235 The Ramesside officials were assiduous in their attentions
the Sakhmet cult, as the finds and smaller fragments indicate, which come from the area
of the Sakhmet worship place. 236

231

Hathor, originally. And there was Hathor in the Sahure's temple decorations. See also, Hoenes,
Sachmet, 114-115. About Sahure veneration, Ibid., and also Sadek, Popular Religion in Egypt, 29-34.
The goddess possessed thus a place of worship, active at least from the times of Thutmose III onwards,
throughout the 18th dynasty. The south part of the funerary temple of Sahure was lined with stelae
dedicated to Sakhmet, and even rebuilding must have occurred, as Borchardt discovered e.g. parts of
architectural elements dated under Horernheb (See Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Koenigs S'a3-hure", I, 10 I). There are further an inscription of Tutankhamun, and a stela of Ay. (Borchardt, Das
Grabdenkmal des Koenigs S'a3-hu-rec. I, 121-122) This does pass well to the development of Memphis
and its necropolis in that period. The cult of Sakhmet had further developments under 19th dynasty - cf.
below. Another reason- but possibly for later visits to the area could have been equally well quarrying,
or better re-using of stones, as it is known from the complex of Niuserre (see Borchardt, Das
Grabdenkmal des Koenigs Ne-user-rec, 160-161. A 191h or 20th dynasty stone working group - or a small
workshop seems to be active in the temple of this king). The stoneworkers were probably active inside the
mastava of Ptahsepses itself (Charvat, P., Czechoslovak Excavations at Abusir. The mastaba of
Ptahshepses. The pottery. Praha 1981)
As we shall sec later, this could be in no contradiction to the pious reverence for some of the ancient royal
monuments. In addition, the archaeological setting of the re-use of the temple of Sahure will be soon seen
in new light of the discoveries ofSCA in the area. The work of the SCA team is still in progress. I am
very grateful to Mr Tarek el-Awadi for information on his work.
232
See Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Koenigs S 'a3-hu-rec, I, 120.
233
See Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Koenigs S'a3-hu-rec. l, 104. Further uses of the temple included
copying its reliefs, as it is visible plaster models taken from reliefs, and a net over one scene. These things
can be of a later date, Borchardt suggested Late Period.
234
The cult of this goddess is treated in detail by Hoencs, Sachmet, for the Mcmphite zone 113-115 and
Sadek, Popular Religion in Egypt, 29-34.
235
Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Koenigs S'a3-hu-rec, 124, and Abb. 170, plus KRI Ill, 378.
236
Borchardt, Das Grahdenkmal des Koenigs S'a3-hu-rec, 120, 124 etc.
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The mastaba of Ptahshepses
Another 191h dynasty Abusir graffito comes from the mastaba of Ptahshepses
and refers to the pyramid of Sahure and to the cult of Sakhmet. The graffito has been
published by Daress/ 37 (who transcribed wrongly the name of the scribe Ptahemwia)
,

238

then Spiegelberg (hieroglyphic transcription), photographed by Cemy239 and also

transcribed again by Cemy. 240 This grafito was found on the east wall of the second
room discovered by de Morgan (i.e. in the passage toward the chapel with three niches).
The mastaba of Ptahshepses 241 as such hosted more than this graffito,
Spiegelberg- after Daressy, noted there a cartouche ofRamesses 11,
further Besucherinschriften, such as

ss bsyw

m

bw. t

n[?

43

242

and fragments of

Spiegelberg made

hieroglyphic transcriptions of these graffiti.
The more recent works in the mastaba of Ptahshepses noted other fragments of
hieratic inscriptions, which can be found registered by Zbynek Zaba.Z

44

Some of them

may be rests of other graffiti, but it is not always possible to detect the age and origin of
these fragmentary inscriptions.

Abusir has yielded more New Kingdom material than just grafiti and the sources
for the cult of Sakhmet. There were restoration inscriprions of Khaemwaset (see further
below) and the portrait of New Kingdom Abusir may have included various other
activities such as burials as well. However, our knowledge is still in progress.

245

237

Daressy, M. G, Bulletin d'lnstitut d'Egypte 5, 1894; 107-113.
m Daressy, BIE, 5, 1894, 109.
239
Photographs arc in his Mss in Griffith Institute archives, Cerny MSS, 2.95-6 and 6.3.
240
Hieroglyphic transposition in KR/lll, 437, See PM lll 2 , 342/8,9; further Spiegelberg, W., Rec. de
Trav., 26, 1904, 152-154, Cerny MSS, 2.95-6 and Cerny, notebook 118, 21, 15, 20 verso (transcription),
collated with original I st of March 1942. The graffito has been in a significantly precarious state. Not
even Cerny was able to contribute "no significant new readings" (Baines, GM 4, 1973, 12), but many
readings of Spiegelberg were uncertain. This fact again confirms the vulnerability of the graffiti and the
need for their documentation
241
Compare PM 111 1, 340-342.
242
Spiegelberg, Rec. de Trav., 26, 1904, 154.
243
Spiegelberg, op. cit.
244
Notebooks of Z. Zaba, Ptahshcpses, Archives of the Czech Institute of Egyptology, Prague.
245
See Mynarova, J., Abusir in the New Kingdom. Current Research by the Czech Institute of
Egyptology, 112-117.
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SAQQARA

The pyramid complex of Djoser
Further New Kingdom hieratic graffiti are to be sought a short way to the South,
in the Saqqara pyramid complex of Djoser. In contrast to Medum 246 , where there are
also Middle Kingdom graffiti of possible Besucherinschriften character, and in
accordance with Abusir and possibly also Dahshur247 , the first graffiti of this type in
North Saqqara in Djoser's complex seem to originate in New Kingdom, namely in 18th
dynast/ 48 . Therefore the visitors' history of the place, at least when measured by means
of graffiti, seems to start in the New Kingdom, which is in correspondence to the use of
the neighbouring necropolis as the New Kingdom burial ground. The 19th dynasty
presence on the site is of the same character as that of the 18t\ i.e. graffiti and
neighbouring tombs, and Khaemwaset's inscription was found in the pyramid complex
of Djoser as well. 249
From Djoser's huge complex, visitors' graffiti are chiefly known from the North
and South Chapel (or Building or Pavillion, or Maison du Nord et du Sud). 250 These
graffiti belong to the most often quoted examples of Besucherinschriften and follow the
pattern of combined "mixture of antiquarianism and piety"251 character. Yet not all of
them have to necessarily include both aspects. The graffiti in the pyramid complex of
Djoser were first published in a more complex way in the volume Step pyramid I by
Firth and Quibell. The tracings and most of translations of these graffiti were made by
Gunn, but their later published hieroglyphic transcription by Cerny. In the publication,
however, appeared only some ofthem in the full state, i.e. hieratic original, hieroglyphic
transcription and translation. Mostly, there are translations only. The authors stated their
attitude to publication as follows:
246

Wildung, Die Rolle, 117-118, and Peden, Graffiti, 27.
Compare Peden, Graffiti, 63-64, and Allen, GM 140, I 994, 8.
248
Although there was a Middle Kingdom coffin in the South building of Djoser, see Firth- Quibell, Step
pyramid I, 75, note I.
249
See PM II1 2, 400, and Gomaa, F., Chaemwese, I 03-106. Lauer, La Pyramide adegres, Ill, 52. The
coincidence of presence of both Khaemwasct's "restoration" inscription and visitors' graffiti at Dashur,
Saqqara, Abusir and Giza may have been meant more than just an accidental fact. However, there are
complexes with known Khaemwaset' presence and without known (or published) corpus of visitors'
graffiti. Sec further section Interpretations.
250
The publication followed here is that ofGunn and Cerny, as made in Firth and Quibell, Step Pyramid,
I, 78 ff. However, Gunn Mss. State that in some cases the blocks were believed to be from one building or
the other. Sec Gunn Mss. Notebook 31, p. 45.
251
Peden, Graffiti, 61.
247
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"The graffiti were copied by Battiscombe Gunn immediately after they were
found, and his translations were left with us ... They are printed below.
Much later it occurred to us that the transcriptions of some of them ought also to
appear in this report, and as Philadelphia is far away and time pressed, we begged for
CernY's help. He kindly consented and the hieroglyphic texts that follow are due to him.
He requested that, when printing, we should take care to state: II that he worked with
Gunn's translations before him; 2/ that the graffiti appear to have suffered since Gunn
copied them as he was sometimes unable to distinguish signs which Gunn saw clearly
and in these places has had to leave lacunae; 3/ that he was asked by us to make these
transcripts though the right of publication seems to him to be Gunn's. All of which is
hereby duly stated .... " 252
The complex had been excavated through 1920s and 1930s253 . If Gunn made his
tracings of the graffiti in 1920s254 , then Cerny made his observations not even a decade
(the book was published in 1935) after the discovery and yet he noticed damage to the
graffiti, undoubtedly fostered by their exposure. The state of publication cannot be
considered as the final one, since the original tracings by Gunn remain in the Griffith
archives. 255 Moreover, Cerny revised his copies once more in 1939, and his unpublished
notebooks may yield further information. 256
In addition, we speak here generally on the positions of the graffiti in the South
and the North Chapel. These are conventional attributions, following so far the
indications of Firth and Quibell, based allegedly on Gunn and Cerny. However, if we
see the notebooks and tracings of Battiscombe Gunn, he has traced and described single
blocks, to which he added notes like "said to be in South Chapel" etc. Thus the accuracy
of some placements has to be believed.

252

Firth- Quibcll, Step pyramid I, 77-78.
See Firth - Quibell, Step pyramid I, Introduction, notes on graffiti in the buildings, 16, on the context
of other finds in these two objects 72--76.
254
Compare Firth, C. M., ASAE xxv, 1925, 149-159, on graffiti 152, footnote I, xxvi,, and PM Ill 2, 412414.
255
South Chapel/Building: Gunn MSS. Xii.l-4, B.2.S; xiii, 4; xiii, 4.8,; xii, 7, 8; Gunn Notebook, 31, pp.
45-50,72-9, with sketch-plan; B.2.N; B.2 (tracings); Cerny, Notebook 13/3,4, 5, 7. North
Chapel/Building: Gunn MSS. B.l.A; Gunn MSS xii, 23, 25; Gunn MSS xiii, 5.2; Gunn MSS B.l.B-H
(tracings), 24, Gunn Notebook 31, pp. 51/4; Gunn MSS xiii, 5.1,2; Cerny, Notebook 13/1, 2. See also
PM lll 2, 412 to 414.
256
Cf. Wildung, Die Rolle, 65, Anm. 9, 66, Anm. I. One graffito, Hednakht, [M.2.3.P.l9.3] further
appeared in Drioton- Lauer, Les monuments de Zoser, 16, Fig. 43 and Lauer, P., Pyramids ofSakkarah,
9-10, fig. 28.
253
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Map 3 - the pyramid complex of Djoser with Indicated hubs of graffiti, found on blocks of the North
and South Chapel - House of the North & South.
The plan of the pyramid complex of Netjerlkhet Djoser, after M. Lehner, Complete Pyramids, p. 85.

North Chapel hosts few examples of 18th dynasty graffiti in ink along with
various scratched figures 257 . Again, like at Abusir, a schoolmaster and an apprentice
scribe appear here. Richer evidence of 18th dynasty graffiti is to be found in the South
Chapel, including the passage into it. Since the graffiti in the complex Djoser are
among those most often quoted as examples in various interpretations of the graffiti (see
below), we shall mention here very briefly their published contents.
Interestingly enough, some of these graffiti mention the reigning king and events
that were taking place at about the time of writing. 258 Their standard composition is as
follows :

Date, name of the king, name of the scribe, "came to see the temple ", found it
beautiful and imposing and implored the heaven to rain myrrh and incense. Some, of
course deviated from it, and added a prayer, or mentioned what their king was currently
doing. Some of these deserve to be studied in detail. 259 There were whole groups of
scribes visiting the place - at least one such group is attested by a graffito dated to the
reign of Hatshepsut and Thutmose III - seeing the place and putting down their
names.

260

257

Firth - Qui bell, Step pyramid I, 74. " ... some figures carelessly scratched by people who had taken
refuge here from the sun - one of Ptah, one of a lion with a very large head surmounted by double
feathers, one of a man walking, another possible representing some building with a mast above it, a little
~haraoh seated in a chair and two or three boats ... "
58
Cf. Peden, Graffiti, 62-63.
259
These are translated by Gunn, without their hieroglyphic or hieratic rendering in Firth - Quibell's
work. See Firth - Quibell, Step Pyramid I, 79fT.
260
Ibid., 80, graffito F. Translation Gunn, as text is not provided there.
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One Khaemmennefer under Amenhotep II went to "see the wonder", and while
describing the visited monument he named it as a pyramid, and not as a temple as most
other graffiti do, but his text is lacunose. 261 Most other graffiti are stereotyped, with a
few examples. Generally speaking, the pyramid complex of Djoser hosts an eloquent
collection of the 18th dynasty graffiti. This fact explains also the dominance of this
material in the visitors' graffiti interpretations. Other factor might be their accessibility
in a publication, especially if we compare them to the publication status of other graffiti
(see further).
The Ramesside graffiti are present in the pyramid complex of Djoser as well.
There are graffiti from North Chapel that can be dated to the Ramesside period. We can
find there even a hieroglyphic graffito, including the offering formula htp-di-nsw.

262

Other texts have either a character of a prayer or wish - many of them are just a short
invocation. Of course, there are also very simple signatures on the walls - dated
generally into the Ramesside period, and consisting merely of name and titles, or
accompanying persons can be mentioned as well, such as a certain Harmose, came with
his brother. 263 The variety of styles of graffiti in the complex of Djoser is also in behind
of their common use for interpretation purposes- as can be seen further below.
The tradition of graffiti in complex ofDjoser went deep into the Late Period- or
maybe it was a renewed exercise. The last graffiti known so far are dated to the 26th
dynasty (graffito M.2.3.P.26.1 ).

The pyramid complex of Pepi II
A way to the South, in the pyramid complex of Pepi II, are further hieratic
graffiti of New Kingdom origin. 264 The pyramid complex of Pepi II lies in South
Saqqara, and its graffiti are found in the area of the funerary temple and its adjacent
mud brick structures.
The graffiti, however, are not the only testimony of the New Kingdom presence
on the site and, in addition the New Kingdom is not the only era of re-use of this
pyramid complex. There are small stelae found in the temple 265 . Excavations brought to
light stelae from various periods, starting with the Old Kingdom proper, and continuing

261

Firth - Quibell, Step Pyramid l, 80 graffito G, translation Gunn.
Gunn, Firth- Quibell, Step pyramid. I, 79, F.
263
Gunn, trans!. in Firth - Quibell, Step pyramid, l, 85,. graffito Z.
264
See PM ue1211: 393-574. p. 428.
265
Jequier, Pepi 11, III, 42.
262
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with the Middle Kingdom, when there might have been a cultic renewal in the temple of
Pepi II.

266

The uses of the temple could have been quite complex, and Saqqara was

both a burial place and a place of cultic activities in the Middle Kingdom. 267
There were New Kingdom burials that might have indicated the re-use of the
temple - Jequier noted some of them 268 • In this case it would be a re-use of a royal
complex, not of a private tomb, as was the case with the Teti Pyramid cemeteries269 •
There were for example simple burials, a number of them has been dated to the 181h
dynasty. 270 Nonetheless, the number of New Kingdom stelae and burials noted by
Jequier is small, especially as compared to Teti Pyramid cemeteries, which were
covered with New Kingdom burials. Generally speaking it seems that the New
Kingdom uses and re-uses of the Saqqara necropolis seem to have both favourites and
less favoured places, or maybe more or less accessible places. The final map of New
Kingdom Saqqara is far from being realised.
The Ramesside offering stelae, also found on this site, display often a simple
offering scene, in Ramesside style. They can pass into the scheme of Ramesside
activities in other places at South Saqqara. These included restoration work - or at least
an inscriptional recording of it- of Khaemwaset in the Mastabat Faraun271 .
As for the graffiti themselves, there are graffiti, which deserve further attention
in regard to their dating, and they deserve (as far as they can be still retrieved on the
spot or in the excavation documentation, provided it is still to be found) a revised
publication. It remains to be decided whether there have been further graffiti datable to
the 18th dynasty, as the presence of contemporary burials could indicate. Jequier limited
himself to facsimile a few, and mention several of them, dated them generically to the
New Kingdom. 272 The facsimiled graffito by Jequier starts with a datation, and seems to
be a Besucherinschr~ft datable in the 18th dynasty. 273
In the sanctuary proper there are short inscriptions only, one may be dated to the
18th dynasty and mentions Amenemheb, an artisan, and the other is only a date line,
266

Jequier, Pepi II., III, 41 f.
See Firth- Gunn, Teti Pyramid Cemeteries, I. section dedicated to the Middle Kingdom burials.
268
Jequicr, Pepi II, T. Ill, 43 and facsimile on 44.
269
See Firth- Gunn, Teti Pyramid Cemeteries I. passim.
270
Jequier, Pepi II, Ill, 44.
271
See PM 11e, 2, 421, Gomaa, Chaemwese, 77, compare Drioton- Lauer in ASAE XXXVII, 1937,201211, the inscription of Khaemwaset on the south side of the Unas pyramid. The inscription has its parallels
in the complexes of Sahure, Niuserre and Shepseskaf. Lauer and Drioton collated the restoration
inscription, comparing materials from all these sites with their Unas inscriptions. Cf. below.
272
Cf. Jequier, Pepi II, Ill, 43.
273
Cf. Jequicr, Pepi II, Ill, 44.
267
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probably from the l9 1h dynasty. 274 A further graffito that is to be found in the sanctuary
the first excavator designed it as contemporary to the structure. 275

The pyramid complex of Veserkare Khendjer
The pyramid complex of this ruler is to be found in Saqqara South, and it is
accompanied by a second pyramid dated to the Middle or Late Middle Kingdom. The
funerary complex ofVeserkare Khendjer suffered re-use in later periods, including New
Kingdom. 276 The complex also seems to be a source for re-used stone, the temple in
front ofthe eastern side of the pyramid seems to be razed to the ground. 277
The graffiti were found (or those recorded and published were found) on the
temple complex wall, and are quite numerous (the facsimiles by Jequier number 22). 278
Jequier dated some of them to the Middle Kingdom - the palaeo graphical verification of
that dating may help to confirm or refute this statement. Only two of the 22 were dated
to the New Kingdom. These two are different both in structure and the inherent
ideological implications of their authors. The longer one belongs to the scribe Nashuy,
and its transcription was provided by Cerny, original with translation published in
Jequier's publication of the complex. 279 The second one was registered by a scribe
named Harmose and mentions bringing men to the necropolis. 280
The context od the south Saqqara graffiti would not be complete without
mentioning two more factors- the second pyramid next to Khendjer's one and the New
Kingdom cemeteries in the neighbourhood of these Middle Kingdom pyramids. As
regards the second pyramid, no New Kingdom graffiti were published281 • The New
Kingdom context is represented with numerous poorer burials, accompanied with
amulets and imported and Egyptian New Kingdom pottery. 282
Still further to the South, our graffiti evidence of the New Kingdom continues
until Dahshur and Medum. The graffiti at these locations are better known as disputed

274

Jcquicr, Pepi II, II, 66. Figs. 7 and 8.
Jequier, Pepi II, II, 69. Which is not probable, since the graffiti mention a burial. So this was a later
~ractice, pursued in Saqqara in Middle and New Kingdom.
76
•
Publications by Jequicr, G., Deux Pyramides.
277
See Jequier, Deux Pyramides, 3.
m See Jequicr, Deux Pyramides, 10-15. figs, 12, 13.
279
Jequier, Deux Pyramides, fig. 12, pp. 14-15, PM 111 2,434.
2
xo Jequier, Deux Pyramides, 15, fig. 13.
2 1
x Jequier, Deux Pyramides, 62, fig. 46 notes Middle Kingdom graffiti.
2 2
x Jequier, Deux Pyramides, 43--48, 68-69.
275
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proofs of Amenhotep III/IV coregencies, but they can claim an importance of their own.
283

ZRJ See Allen, J.P., GM 140, 1994, 7-8. Previous discussions on coregencies see e.g. Redford, History
and Chronology, 88-169.
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Map 4- the necropolis of Saqqara with Indicated New Kingdom activities, based on the map by G.T.
Martin.
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DAHSHUR

Dahshur has been for a long time viewed chiefly as a place of Old and Middle
Kingdom activities 284 . The royal and subsequently non-royal necropoleis of these eras
have been of undoubted importance. The graffiti in the enclosure of Senusret Ill were
for a long time almost the only written proof of New Kingdom presence in the area.
However, the situation changed with the recent excavations of the Waseda University
team.

The funerary temple and pyramids of Snofru
In Dahshur, given the prominence of finds in the funerary temple of Snofru285 ,

one would expect a flow of graffiti, but till now here is not much known about this class
of material in this place. m Snofru, however, is interesting for his position as a
historically important, and (therefore?) 287 deified ruler, and has a nice and in many a
sense unique title

~

Fakhry in Dahshur.

ntr r; nswt hjty, in one of Middle Kingdom materials, found by

288

The presence of New Kingdom material should be considered for

the time being as an open question. The dating of the graffiti found in and at the South
(Bent) Pyramid of Snofru is also to be reconsidered. 289

The pyramid complex of Sen us ret III

Dahshur has rich evidence for re-use of the complex of Senusret III, there are
even Late Period burials. 290 The New Kingdom graffiti were found both by Jacques de

284

PM lii 1, 1931, 229-240, compare R. Stadel mann, In: Redford, D. B., OEAE I, ad vocem.
See Fakhry, A., Monuments o[Sneferu at Dahshur II.
286
Cerny notebooks, entry of 19'h of December 1939, now at my disposal only as a copy of single leaf
from the Archives of the Czech Institute of Egyptology, so far not known to me as being published, the
entry has one graffito which is photographed while Cerny was on the pyramid (?). He did not indicate
where the graffito actually was. It is, however, a Besucherinschrift [M.3.4.P.NK.I ], presenting a typical
[iw pw ir.n X] r m:;:; in the first line.
287
See Habachi, Features of Deification, 46.
288
See Fakhry, Monuments o[Sneferu at Dahshur II, Chapter XI, this particular object is a family stela, p.
79, compare also Wildung, Die Rolle, 104-152. The falcon motives ofthe New Kingdom graffiti present
later in Medum, so far not knowm from Dahshur arc connected with this Middle Kingdom tradition.
289
Compare Petrie, W. M. F., A Season in Egypt 1887 (London 1888), PL. XIX.
290
See de Morgan, Fouilles aDahchour 1, 78.
285
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Morgan 291 and by the Metropolitan Museum Expedition under the direction of Dieter
Amold 292 .
Unfortunately, de Morgan's style of recording them is far from precise, thus we
can, while using his publication 293 , see only fragments, by which it is not clear which
pieces belong together, if any. De Morgan found two groups of graffiti, one is situated
in the temple situated to the South of the pyramid, the other is on the pyramid's eastern
side. He defined it as follows:
"Pres !'angle du nord-est, j'ai rencontre des futs de collones simplement
degrossis, mais de tres grande taile et qui, suivant toutes probabilities, devaient etre
transportes dans les temples de Memphis. . . . Le debris portent parfois des graffiti en
hieratique (fig. 183-187) ... 294" and " ... La cour de sud-est, elle-meme encombree de
debris, avant ete autrefois dallee dans son entier; quatre rangs de briques superposees
supportaient jadies de large pierres plates de Tourah soigneusement appareilles. Ca et Ia
ouvriers rencontrerent des fragments de steles, de bas-reliefs et de graffiti (fig. 190 195): .. "295

See de Morgan, Fouilles aDahchour 1, 77-78.
Arnold, D., et al., Pyramid Complex ofSenwosret ill, 46, 100.
293
A forthcoming result of Metropolitan Museum Expedition is expected, some of them, the
"coregencies" ones were published by Allen, GM 140, 1994, 7-8. Dr. James Allen has kindly informed
the present writer as follows: Our Dahshur expedition has found some 45 visitors' graffiti, mostly from
the ruined south temple of the Senwosret 111 complex. 1 am preparing these for publication in one of the
volumes of our Dahshur series, hut it is not yet certain when the volume will appear.
The dated graffiti are Thutmose lll (.years 20+x- 30+x), one that 1 think records the accession of
Thutmose IV, and one dated to Year 8 ofa king whose name is lost. Most of the graffiti seem to be from
this time. Some may be Ramesside, but probably no later than the first Sed Festival of Ramesses 11. at
which time the temple seems to have been dismantled by Khaemwaset (to build structures for Ramesses
11 's festival). 1 will probably include some attempted readings ofand comments on de Morgan's graffiti,
but 1 can't improve on the facsimiles he has published, because we did not rediscover any of these.
Personal communication Wednesday 29112/2004.
294
Morgan, Fouil/es aDahchour 1, 77.
295
Morgan, Fouilles aDahchour 1., 78.
291

292
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The plan of the pyramid complex of Senusret Ill at Dahshur (the plan of D. Arnold, loose-leaf enclosed
maps to The Pyramid Complex of Senwosret Ill) with positioning of the two groups of graffiti, as found by de
Morgan's and Arnold's expeditions.

Arnold and his expedition found more Ramesside graffiti in the South temple. In
the South temple there were columns, which must have been visible in times of
Ramesses II - since there are visitors' graffiti with similar chararacteristics of those
found by de Morgan. 296 The graffiti mentioned by de Morgan are quite numerous, and
interesting, since they name Senusret III by his throne name Khakaure 297 (in a
fragment), and some of them are of classical Besucherinschrifien type. Some of them
possess every characteristic of a visitors' graffiti, including the formula iw pw ir s! (r
m33). It is almost unnecesessary to say that the recording and the preparation of

publication by the Arnold expedition are sufficiently informative. Texts were
transcribed and translated by J. P. Allen. 298
The reason why exactly Senusret III was known and how, is no less important.
There exists a hint of cui tic reverence for him in period of Thutmose III in Nubia in the
. semna. 299
temp Ies m

296

Arnold, Pyramid Complex of Senwosret Ill, I 00, and I 00, notes 327.
See Morgan, Fouilles aDahchour I, fig. 192. The graffito can be of a second half of 18th or of 19th
dynasty date. It is possible that even another fragmentary graffito on fig. 191 , which deserves further
attention speaks about a scribal visit to the temple of Khakaure. See, Morgan, op. cit., 79, fig. 191 .
298
In addition Prof. Allen has provided his database, so that the present writer has had the opportunity to
incorporate the new Dahshur graffiti into the statistics.
299
See Habachi, Features of Deification, 47, PM VII, 145ff., 152ff.

297
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Why any New Kingdom scribes paid attention to Dahshur - could have had
various reasons - including the secondary use of the stone on the site. In addition,
Dahshur has been a New Kingdom necropolis as well. 300 The excavations of the team of
the Waseda University discovered tombs with shafts and a number of rooms. The tombs
are to be dated to the late 18th dynasty, Tutankhamun to Horemheb, the finds were dated
even under Ramesses II. There was discovered a large tomb, of a dignitary named Ipay.
The searched area is in a north-western direction of the pyramid of Senusret III. 301
Various New Kingdom personages, datable to the 181h and 19th dynasty, appear during
the excavations. It will be necessary to compare the names and titles that appear at the
necropolis and in the graffiti.

300

See Yoshimura, S.- Kondo, J.- Hasegawa, S.,- Sakata, T.- Etaya, M.- Nakagawa, T.Nishimoto, S., A preliminary report of the general survey at Dahshur North, Egypt. Annual Report of the
Collegium Mediterranistarum. Mediterraneus xx (1997), 3-24; Yoshimura, S. - Kondo, J. - Hasegawa,
S.- Nakagawa, T.- Nishimoto, S.- Kashiwagi, H.- Sakata, T.- Etaya, M., Mediterraneus xxi (1998),
3-32; Yoshimura, S.- Kondo, J.- Hasegawa, S.- Nakagawa, T.- Nishimoto, S.- Sakata, T.- Etaya,
M., Mediterraneus xxii ( 1999), 3-18; Yoshimura, S.- Kondo, J.- Hasegawa, KMT. A Modern Journal of
Ancient tgypt I 0 [3] (Fall 1999), 36-43; Yoshimura, S.- Hasegawa, S., Egyptian Archaeology !5
(1999), 5-7.
301
See above note 135, csp. Yoshimura, S. -Kondo, J.- Hasegawa, S.- Nakagawa, T.- Nishimoto, S.Kashiwagi, H.- Sakata, T.- Etaya, M., Mediterraneus xxi (1998), 3-32; Yoshimura, S.- Kondo, J.Hasegawa, S.- Nakagawa, T.- Nishimoto, S.- Sakata, T.- Etaya, M., Mediterraneus xxii (1999), 3-18.
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MEIDUM

Meidum is relatively far from the city of Memphis, and the main Saqqara field
(about 60 km), therefore a straightforward connection of local graffiti with other New
Kingdom activities is less prominent. The position of Snofru, however, is that of an
exceptional personage connected with areas of his activities - he was also a sort of
"local saint" for Sinai in the Middle Kingdom. 302 His cult might have been present in
Meidum too, 303 and the reasons might have been exactly those of his being an
exceptional ruler. 304 The cult of Snofru was probably flourishing in the Middle
Kingdom, or so the archaeological material in Dahshur indicates (cf. above). The
Middle Kingdom graffiti at Meidum would correspond to this fact too.
Petrie carefully recorded graffiti, which are visible till today on the walls of
Meidum pyramid temple. He also noticed probable trial signs, as if the scribe first tried
the pen and the writing surface. 305 The location is as follows: 306 scratched graffito (1) on
the north wall of the chamber, other scratched graffiti (2,3) on the east wall " ... All
three of these graffiti are within the light from the courtyard, and shew that that was
open till after the I th dynasty. The other graffiti are all ink-written, facing the front
entrance to the temple on the west wall of the passage, and some on the sides of the
doorway ... On the front of the temple are three very rude graffiti of ships by the door ...
307

"

The graffiti in the temple were in a partition of the wall that was more than 1,3 m

above the original ground and less than 2,28 m under the roof. The early graffiti were in
parts with better lighting conditions. 308
Griffith noticed technical difference m respect of most of New Kingdom
visitors' graffiti -a couple of Meidum records are "true graffiti, having been scratched

302

Sec the "local saint" as a term by Malek, J., Old Kingdom rulers as 'local saints' in the Memphite area,
Abusir and Saqqara 2000, 241-258.
303
Wildung, Die Rolle, I 04-152. The falcon motives of the New Kingdom graffiti present later in
Mcdum, so far not known from Dahshur are connected with the Middle Kingdom tradition of the cult of
Snofru, or falcon-Snofru as a representation of Horus.
304
See Habachi, Features of Deification, 46, and Graefe, E., Die Gute Reputation des Konigs 'Snofru',
in: S. Israelit-Groll, Studies in Egyptology Presented to Miriam Lichtheim, I, (Jerusalem I 990), 257-263;
Graefe points out the different names of Snofru, or attributed to Snofru in the graffiti, see also Wildung,
Die Rolle, 104f.
305
Petrie, Medum, 40-41, plates 33-36, and also Peden, Graffiti, 65. Trial signs on pl. 36, bottom. See
further Interpretations .
306
Petrie, Medum, 9.
307
Petrie, Medum, 9.
308
Observations of D. Wi1dung, Die Rolle, 141, and 141, footnote 6.
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on the stone: the remainder were written in two inks from the very ready palette of the
Egyptian scribe". 309 The scratched inscriptions were dated to the Old and Middle
Kingdoms by Petrie, resp. Griffith, and they bear names and a short formula regarding
Snofru. Longer - and again ink written - graffiti are dated to l8 1h dynasty - from
Thutmose III to Amenhotep III at least, and express usual scribal visits to the site. 310
Medum was an important venue for 19th dynasty graffiti as well. 311 Graffiti of
this period were found not only in the temple, but in the passage entrance of the
pyramid too 312 • Newberry noted the graffiti in the entrance passage -the datation and
transcription used in Topographical Bibliography were afterwards provided by
Cerny 313 •
The pyramid might have been used as a stone quarry, perhaps after a partial
collapse? 14 However, Meidum was still great and imposing a pyramid under
Amenhotep III, when it was admired by scribes of that period, but it might have been
already collapsed under the Ramessides, albeit one should then have favoured the dating
of all the graffiti into the 18th dynasty, since the temple must have been inacessible after
a larger collapse of the outer walls. 315 However, the graffiti in the entrance passage were
dated by Cerny to the 19th dynasty. Either the graffiti must be ascribed to an earlier
period, or the collapse must be considered as a later event, or a less extensive event,
which did not prevent the access to the pyramid entirely.
Was it a collapse, even of minor dimenions, that permitted it to be freely used as
a quarry in those later times? It would mean that a king, that was venerated as a deity
had his funerary complex in the same danger as lesser monarchs, not so favoured.

309

Petrie, Medum, 40.
These graffiti l have used at first in Griffith's rendering, but the published translation displays some
disputable points, when compared with the hieratic originals published in the same volume. The most
problematic is his rendering of Horus Snofru as King Snofru. In addition, the presence of Snofru in at
least one graffito is doubtful. [graffito M.4.4.P.NK.I].
311
Peden, Graffiti, 101, Petrie, Medum, pl. 34/xi and others, Wildung, Die Rolle, 144-145, further
bibliography quoted here. Wildung sees this graffiti hub as a proof for cultic position of deified Snofiu.
The character of texts is in fact similar to these of Djoser, with more numerous accents on prayer.
312
Newberry, P., PSBA 27, 1905, these graffiti contain usual formula iw pw ss X r mn.
313
See PMIV {1934}, 90, quoted also by Peden, Graffiti, 101.
314
Discussion on the collapse of the Medum Pyramid -Lauer, J.-P., CdE 51, 1976,72-89.
315
Lauer, CdE 51, 1976,83.
310
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4/INTERPRETATIONS OF VISITORS' GRAFFITI

The ambiguous interpretative views on the visitors' graffiti were mentioned
already in the introduction, and they showed the necessity of integrating our knowledge
on the graffiti and indeed fostered the interest in them. An overview of works dealing
with Besucherinschr?fien follows. This overview is an attempt to present significant
steps in documentation, methodology and systemisation of knowledge on the visitors'
graffiti. Therefore, it cannot include all works mentioning this type of texts. As can be
observed on the following pages, the authors often treated one or the other of two major
groups- Theban and/or Memphite. Usually, they did not apply a time division, i.e. both
the

18 1h dynasty and the Ramesside graffiti are

included in one corpus.

Methodologically speaking, a more structured and analytical approach has been adopted
by those authors who focused on Besucherinschr?fien and did not sweep the whole
range of graffiti types, or who used the graffiti as a source within a specialised
sociocultural study.
The graffiti of the The ban necropolis were treated by Wilhelm Spiegelberg, who
included in his opus A"gyptische und andere Graffiti (lnschr?fien und Zeichnungen) aus
der thebanischen Nekropolis (1-11, 1921)316 the Besucherinschr?fien as well. His concept

of Besucherinschr?fien is as follows: "Andere Inschriften sind Besucherinschriften und
mel den Inspektionen der Nekropolis durch hohere Beamte wie den Vezier ... " 317 This
is a highly probable description of a number Theban graffiti, and it might be considered
as fitting for some of the visitors' graffiti on other necropoleis as well.
An already classical text on Besucherinschr?fien, this time chiefly the Memphite
ones, is represented by Wolfgang Heick's "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen
Besucherinschriften" (published 1952). 318 Heick provided an overview of the graffiti
presence. His list of published graffiti included: the Step pyramid of Djoser, the

316

A"gyptische und andere Graffiti (Inschriften und Zeichnungen) aus der Thebanischen Nekropolis,
herausgegeben und bearbeitet von Wilhelm Spiegelberg. Mit einem Atlas von 123 Tafeln in Folio
(Heidelberg 1921 ).
317
Spiegelberg, Agyptische und andere Graffiti, I, V.
318
Heick, ZDMG I 02, 1952; 39-46.
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pyramid of Snofru at Medum, The Sun temple of Niuserre, the funerary temple of Pepi
II, the mastaba of Ptahshepses at Abusir, the complex of Senusret III at Dahshur, the
tomb of Khnumhotep at Beni Hassan, the pyramid complex of Khendjer in South
Saqqara, and the Theban tombs and the Osireion at Abydos. He apparently omitted the
funerary temple of Sahure, published by Borchardt. He noticed, however, the precarious
state of publication of the graffiti - " ... Wir finden diese Wandaufschriften in fast alle
bedeutenderen Anlagen, wenn auch Ieider nur ein geringer Teil von ihnen verOffentlicht
ist."319 Heick himself published the graffiti in the temple ofUserkafmore properly.
Heick noted that the graffiti have repeated phrasing and noted also that we
should consider the presence of graffiti as an expression of interest and relationship of
Egyptians toward the monuments, and not as an accidental fact. A necropolis was,
remarked Heick, a place where tomb inscriptions invoked prayers, offerings and
offering-prayers. One would therefore expect, unless some change in perception
occurred, expressions of piety to dominate the necropolis' written material. For Heick,
they are not present there, or at least not in the first place. Heick opined even, that the
graffiti, if they note a prayer at all, make it only second in place, after paying attention
to other things, such as characterizing the building as very nice etc? 20 Our corpus can
corroborate some of the phrase sequences, but Heick's reasoning is not impeccable. His
other notion supported with royal texts of the 181h dynasty, namely, that the Egyptians
of that period showed other examples of interest in their past, is inspiring. 321 Heick tried
to prove the existence of a wawe of historicism in the New Kingdom 322 ; he supposed
the presence of history taught in schools and supported by school excursions to the
monuments of old. 323 He hoped to find proofs for that in graffiti as well, 324 but evidence
of the graffiti is very fragmentary and much less certain than Heick would have liked it
to be.
Jean Y oyotte, in his oeuvre on pilgrimages on the Egyptians (published in 1960)
opined, in spite of his naming the chapter on Besucherinschriften "Visites

319

Heick, ZDMG I 02, 1952, 39.
Heick, ZDMG I 02, 1952, 44.
321
He noted, Heick, ZDMG I 02, 1952, 45, certain expressions, and the fact that Thutmose IV released the
Sphinx from its sandy cover. Sec observations above and Yemus, Essai sur Ia coscience, part II.
322
Later again reinterpreted by the Egyptians themselves, as he considered to be proved by the state to
which is reduced prince Khacmwasct after his chase after old scrolls- it is, after all, only a chase after
magic in the Demotic Setne Khacmwasc texts, Heick, ZDMG I 02, 1952, 45--46.
323
Heick, ZDMG 102, 1952,46.
324
He later tried to prove the same theory on the graffiti in the Sun Temple of Userkaf cf Heick,
Besucherinschriften in: Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Koenigs Userkaf II, 115ff.
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d'intellectuels aux sites archeologiques", mostly that the visitors were guided by
.

piety.

325

Another,

and

a

very

open-minded,

introduction

to

the

theme

of

Besucherinschriften is more than 30 years old - it is the voice "Besucherinschriften" in
Lex ikon der Agyptologie by Dietrich Wildung (1972). 326 Wildung detected differences
in text types and separated a sort of "classical" Besucherinschrift in a necropolis (on the
grounds of phraseology as well) from other similar graffiti, even from graffiti in
temples. He noted the basic moments to be followed in the interpretation of these
graffiti- funerary cult, personal piety, tradition and historical awareness. His theses can
be questioned, but most of his notes and information gathered also in his volume on the
role of Egyptian kings 327 , should be taken into consideration. A look on the table
PHRASEOLOGY OVERVIEW can show that the graffiti indeed present a variety of
phrases; and the noticeable appearance of kings, both past and contemporary in respect
of the graffiti authors.
Wildung's work on Die Rolle der iigyptischen Konige (1969) can be also
regarded as a methodological guide in the study of the visitors' graffiti, since his view
on the graffiti inserts them into wider context of study of traditions and eventually
historical awareness. He considers kings to be key persons in the historical
consciousness 328 , which can be taken as a plausible explanation329 . Therefore he
concentrates on graffiti in royal tombs. We may presume, that the graffiti can be
included in the less official venue of historical consciousness. 330 Wildung also pointed
out that people tended to go to see the monument, because it belonged to a particular
king, not because of the monument itself. 331 The occurrence of the identification (see
Table SUMMARY.) can corroborate this thesis, at least for the Memphite necropolis.

325
Cf. after Wildung, Die Rolle, 71, and 71, Anm. 3. The work of Yoyotte is unfortunately currently not
accessible to me.
326
Wildung, D., Bcsucherinschiften, LA.l, 76&-767.
327
Wildung, D., Die Rolle, on graffiti e.g. 65-74. His overview of kings ends with Shepscskaf, so kings
of later dynasties and their graffiti arc not included.
m "Die Konige als Reprasentanten deVergangenheit wcrden somit zum Kriterium einer Bewertung des
Geschichtsbewul3tscins des altcn Agypters. Die Gegentiberstcllung der Rolle cines Konigs in der
Vorstellungswclt spatcrer Epochen mit dem Bild, das wir uns aus zcitgcnossisehen Quellen von ihm
machen mtisscn, wird es gestalten fcstzustcllcn, ob ftir den Agypter historische Tatcn tiberhaupt relevant
waren, wenn er sich seiner Ahncn erinnerte, und wclche Lcistungen cincn alten Konig des Andenkens
tiber Jahrhundcrte hinweg wtirdigtcn ... !" Wildung, D., Die Rolle, 1-2.
329
Cf. above.
330
See further.
331
Wildung, Die Rolle, 69-70.
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Presence of Kings - Examples from the pyramid complex of Djoser

ideotificatioo

kingowner

title/epithet

other
kings

M.2.3.P.18.4

y

N

y

M.2.3.P.18.5
M.2.3.P.18.6

X
X

X
X

y
y

M.2.3.P.18.7

N

N

y

M.2.3.P.18.8

y

X

y

y

nswt hitj,
y
mn hrw

kDd.e

M.2.3.P.18.9

title/epithet

gods

nswt hitj,
y
rnh dt
nswt hitj,
rnh dt
X
nswt hitj, X

X

nswt hitj,
y
rnh dt
nswt hitj,
rnh dt
N
nswt hitj,
y
rnh dt

dynasty

18
18
18
18
18
18

In addition, Wildung compared vanous graffiti and vanous information a
visitors' graffito can tell 332 - like if the graffito is votive, contains a prayer, is just an enpassant notice, names correctly a tomb owner etc., but he made no statistics of how
much graffiti do tell this or that fact, or whether and how often the functions merge
within one graffito. In addition, he concentrated chiefly on the material in the complex
of Djoser, therefore other groups, such as the graffiti in the temple of Sahure, or the Sun
temple ofUserkafwere not taken into consideration.
Wildung considers the Djoser graffiti as evidence for the religious dimension of
visits to this

3rd

dynasty pyramid complex. The 19 1h dynasty, the majority of which are

in the South chapel, as far as the publication is concerned, 333 have text variants, some of
which clearly point out the dimension mentioned by Wildung. 334
An interesting ancient Egyptian text on Besucherinschriften was published by
Klaus P. Kuhlmann in 1973. 335 Although Kuhlmann did not discuss Besucherinschriften
in detail, he noted a particular inscription in a Saite tomb, invoking the visitors to leave
inscriptions on the blank parts of the tomb walls- lines 14-15 say" ... ss.tn l:zr sw rdj.s

r

n snw.f ws l:zr sw gm. tw im." "Write on the blank (walls) so that it can be repeated to

others what was found there written ... " 336

332

Compare Wildung, Besuchcrinschiften, LA. I, 766.
See Firth- Quibell, Step pyramid I, 79.
334
Wildung, Die Rolle, 69f.
335
Kuhlmann, K. P., MDIK 29,2, 1973, 207-213. The article is recommemded as an important reasoning
behind the graffiti also by Darnell, J. C., JAOS 122,4885-886.
336
The text that was intended here was probably not the graffito itself, but the surrounding original
inscriptions of the tomb. Compare Kuhlmann, MDIK 29,2, 1973,210-213.
333
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The Theban Besucherinschrijten in the Deir el-Bahari temple of Thutmose III
were mapped by Marek Marciniak, who edited his work in 1973-1974. 337 Marciniak
also included a palaeography of the graffiti. 338 His work complies with publication
standards of having together the photo documentation, drawings and explanation on the
texts, including an analysis of their phraseology. This last point must be especially
appreciated, because Marciniak tried to find the models for graffiti texts, systematically
recurrent phrases etc. However, the Deir el-Bahari graffiti corpus is a corpus of "pious
graffiti". Despite this, Marciniak considered the graffiti of Deir el-Bahri group as
relatives of the Memphite necropoleis group. Some phrases might actually empower
this hypothesis (see further chapter "Evidence").
There was another attempt to deal with the Theban graffiti - Deir el-Bahri group
-and to build a corpus of these graffiti. 339 The author A. I. Sadek (1984) tried to map
the authors in a short comment, 340 and noted the religious character dominating these
inscriptions, 341 as well as some typical formulae ((see further chapter "Evidence").
Allan K. Philips ( 1986) has noted a number of useful observations on the
graffiti, and worked on the graffiti from the chapel of Horemheb. His analysis of the
graffiti

m

Deir

el-Bahri,

which

use

the

standardised

formulae

of

the

Besucherinschr(ften, and indeed the notion that Besucherinschrijten have a standardised

set of formulae, which is set broader than by Marciniak, is very valuable. 342 The present
writer is aware that A. K. Philips prepared a dissertation on this topic, unfortunately so
far this has not been accessed. In addition, the same author published an article in 1998,
where he discusses the supposed tourist purpose of the graffiti in the pyramid complex
of Djoser.

343

m Marciniak, Les inscriptions hieratiques.
m Marciniak, Les inscriptions hieratiques, 171 ~266.
339
Sadek, A. 1., GM71, 1984, 67~91 and Sadek, A. 1., GM72, 1984, 65~86.
340
Sadek, GM 71, 1984, 67~69.

Sadek, GM71, 1984, 68~69.
Compare Philips, A. K., GM 89, 1986, 78-80; particularly pp. 78 and 79~80. It must be especially
noted that Philips distinguished the sets of formulae, which" ... can be dissected, and the rendering of
their individual components substantiated by parallel examples." (op. cit., 78).
343
Philips, A. K., Monuments of the past as a tourist attraction in the New Kingdom, Papyrus 17-2,
1997/8 English abstract, published on http:/iwww.d<Jcs.dk/pap/rapyrus 17-2.htm# I I says:"Based on the
physical positions of graffiti in the so-called Houses of the North and South in the pyramid complex of
Djoser the author queries the previously accepted belief that the monument was continuously used as a
setting for the cult of the king by subsequent generations." In fact, the continuous cultic use would stand
for the pious reasoning behind the graffiti and against the antiquarian one. In addition, the continuous use
cannot be presumed for all locations with visitors' graffiti. Therefore the idea of Philips to doubt or at
least to revise continuity of cultic uses is both interesting for the graffiti debate and sound.

341

342
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Since then other optmons and syntheses on graffiti surfaced. Maged Negm
concentrated on the Ramesside graffiti (1998). 344 Negm was straightforward in
supporting the tourist cause of the Besucherinschr(ften, however he opted for religious
tourism, de facto pilgrimages. He also included Ramesside graffiti of Middle Egyptian
location - those in Beni Hasan. His perspective included an overview of the 18th
dynasty graffiti as well. As regards the 18th dynasty, the sites he commented on include:
Thebes, Saqqara (Djoser only), Medum, Beni Hasan. He did not mention Abusir and
Dahshur. Regarding the Ramesside graffiti, he included again Djoser345 , Nashuy's
graffito in the pyramid complex of Khendjer, and one graffito from the mastaba of
Ptahshepses at Abusir [cf. M.l.5.M.l9.1.1].
Despite his limited corpus, Negm attempted a commentary, albeit extremely
brief and lacunose, on the graffiti authors and formulae. He noted the classical formula
of comparison of the temple to heaven, where Re is rising, and noted also the ir nfr
formula in prayers as well as Marciniak did for his Deir el-Bahari corpus. 346 As regards
the authors, however, his statement that "Tourist graffiti are a New Kingdom
phenomenon practised by middle and upper c/asses"347 is rather dubious, since the
upper classes are so far in a minority and, in addition, hitherto attested in Thebes mainly
(vizier Paser etc.).
Negm concluded that these graffiti could be attributed to religious tourism;
therefore, as said, he shifted the antiquarian emphasis to pilgrimage as well, albeit in
different terms. His notion that visitors were expected in tombs - and were warned to
prevent abuse and damage - by threat formulae 348 seems logical, but would deserve
further attention. Visitors were certainly expected later in some Saite tombs (cf. above,
Kuhlmann).
Visitors's graffiti are also included in votce "Graffiti" by Detlef Franke

349

(200 I). Franke claims their informality as essential - indeed any graffito could be
primarily defined as " ... not intended for the eternity - it was just a certain momentary
idea or inspiration. That basic intention changed in the course of time and, perhaps,

344

Negm, M., DE 40, I998, I I5-I23.
He mentioned graffito of the scribe Hednakhte [cf. M.2.3P. I 9.3], with the discussed translation of scj:;
~rafter Philips, GM 89, I 986, 79-80; Negm, DE 40, I 998, 119.
346
He added that this formula is often used in the Theban Deir ei-Bahri graffiti- see above Sadek, "GM
7I, I984, 67-9I and Sadek, GM72, I984, 65-86.
347
Negm, DE 40, I 998, I 20.
34
K Negm, DE 40, I 998, I 23.
349
Franke, Graffiti, Ot"'AE II, 38-4 I.
345
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ancient Egyptian elite culture was the first to leave graffiti for eternity, to perpetuate
individual achievements and names, and to communicate with future generations."
Franke himself precised his definition of graffiti in general on the same page as he
quoted a Middle Kingdom graffito at Kumma and other graffiti from Hatnub, which
claimed for being read and left undamaged 350 . Franke does not pay any special attention
to visitors' graffiti, which is understandable in limits of his voice in an encyclopaedia.
However, it is important that the visitors' graffiti are mentioned at all.
We might add that the visitors' graffiti, since they contain information on their
authors' persons, prayers and invocations, might have contained a strive for eternity
from the very beginning of existence of this peculiar inscription type; however, even in
this case, many graffiti do not explicitly ask for being read and remembered351 (compare
the disputable character of M.1.5.S.l8.3).
More space has been devoted to the interpretation of visitors' graffiti by
Alexander Peden (in 2001), who names interpretative variants for visitors' graffiti,
especially at Saqqara. He opines that some of the graffiti authors in Saqqara may have
been based there on various state building projects. 352 In addition - "To judge by the
graffiti texts they left behind it seems that visitors came to Saqqara for several reasons:
to inspect out of a sense of curiosity and piety, the great monuments of a distant past; to
offer up prayers to the gods of Western Memphis on behalf of themselves and their
families; to honour the memories of famed rulers of the Old Kingdom; and to ask the
latter to intercede with the gods for the benefit of the petitioner. " 353 This description,
aimed at the 18 1h dynasty graffiti covers a wide range of purposes, which can be mixed
in one text or expressed with separate text types, as we can see further.
For Ramesside scribes he notes that they" ... made the effort to visit the Saqqara
cemeteries for more or less the same reasons as their XVIIIth dynasty predecessors; to
inspect the monuments of earlier ages; to offer up prayers ... and to honour the memory
of long-dead monarchs, now ranked as deities, as to ask for their favour." 354

350

In fact, see Franke, Graffiti, 40, names a graffito in Hatnub, which threatens anyone who might
damage it, with death.
351
That they were read~ and commented upon~ is a different story, and mostly these commentaries
might have been made in the same period as the texts they referred to. (Compare written "discussion" on
Djoser's chapel, sec below).
352
Peden, Graffiti, 61. Compare section "State of research~ Sites" and the field "Other contemporary
activities" by each graffito in the database.
353
Peden, Grajjiti, 61.
354
Peden, Graffiti, 96.
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Peden thus preferred to speak about Saqqara on the whole as a place
where graffiti were generated because of mixed religious and antiquarian reasons,
which is then a compromise in respect of the stricter opinion of Wildung (or indeed
Y oyotte ), who preferred to see behind them a separate religious concept of piety
towards a local saint or god (i.e. deified ruleri 55 as a reason for some examples of the
graffiti.
These statements can be in part supported by the sources; however, the
uniformity of reasons for 18th and 19th dynasty, as regards visiting the monuments and
leaving the graffiti, cannot be taken for granted (cf. below).
Hans Fischer-Elfert dedicated to Besucherinschriften a passage in his article on
representations of the past in the New Kingdom literature. 356 He noted some typical
phraseology. The graffiti are viewed in context of:
1/ other documents dealing with monuments, especially P. Chester Beatty IV, which
mentions the ruinous state of other monuments;
21 other texts. The intertextuality indicated by Fischer-Elfert is an important point. 357
However, Fischer-Elfert also opines that the sacred character of the spot where
we find the graffiti influenced strongly their contents. He takes into account chiefly the
graffiti in the complex of Djoser. However, other known graffiti (such as M.l.5.S.l8.3)
do not agree with this opinion. There might have been considerable divergences in
perception.
Another recent reassesment of the graffiti, which hinted their link to the scribal
education and social background is a lecture given by Teresa Moore: History Under the
Microscope: What Egyptian Graffiti Tells Us About the Past. 358 She noted the particular
graffiti recording important regal events.

To sum up, the visitors' graffiti state of research and of interpretation, as
indicated above, should not be considered as a closed and entirely solved Egyptological
problem. The divergences in interpretation are noteworthy and in some cases are based
on divergent sets of evidence, even though the sets of material for evidence are taken
from the same set of graffiti. Therefore we cannot group the previous theories and

355

Cf. Wildung, Die Rolle, passim, and Idem, "Besucherinschriften", LA. l, 766-767. See also further
section "Interpretations".
356
Fischer-Elfert, Representations of the Past, 131-133.
357
Fischer-Elfert, Representations of the Past, 132-133.
35
R Sec http:/ /home .comcasl.nctf.· hcbscd/moorc.htm.
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revise, verify or falsify them, using the same repeatedly re-interpreted selective corpus
of material as the previous authors, since the corpus tailored and used for different and
various theories was always as different and various as the theories themselves. There
emerges a necessity of making of a larger corpus gathering systemised information on
the graffiti.
First of all, it is very apparent that the visitors' graffiti do present themselves as
a group of inscriptions, which is not unified in the sense of having one set of rules, more
or less observed and immutable over a longer span of time; therefore there is not a
unified code of interpretation. This is probably why graffiti incite varied or even
contradictory interpretation.
A single group of texts is capable of providing quotations for supporting a whole
range of opinions (see further chapter "Evidence"). In the same moment, as each group
of the graffiti is specific - some groups, the most often quoted one is Djoser's one have specific composition, which favours one interpretation over another, whereas other
group might favour a divergent interpretation.
The graffiti are a homogeneous group in so far as they appear under a defined
set of circumstances:
1/ the graffiti, which can be called visitors' graffiti (Egyptological, not Egyptian,
terminology), are usually considerably post-dating the building, in which we can find
them;
2/ they are inscriptions seeming much less formal than e.g. stelae, and even than
a number of rock inscriptions;
3/ they often, though not always, comment upon the visited site or monument.
Neither ancient nor modern graffiti have been left purposelessly on the walls,
especially if we take into consideration the fact, that for ancient Egypt writing was not
such a widespread and automatic activity as we are prone to consider it now. While
leaving an inscription behind, one must have felt a reason to do so. 359
Therefore, it can be expected that they contain certain phrases, which are proper
to inscriptions left e.g. in order to commemorate someone, or someone's presence.
359

Compare Baines, J ., Excursus: Decorum and emblematic representations, Fecundity figures, 277-286.
"I usc the term decorum to describe the rules which I believe bar certain types of representations from
associating freely and occurring freely in different contexts. These rules therefore govern distribution and
compatibility, which arc essentially large- and small-scale aspects of the same phenomenon, distribution
relating to the totality of contexts as a system, and compatibility to subsystems within the major system."
(op. cit., 277) Thus, even any written material appeared under given circumstances, and no "scribbling"
was nor is purely accidental. Sec also Baines, Man, New Series, Vol. 18, No. 3, 193, passim.
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These phrases may show changes in time. The attention must be therefore dedicated to
the phraseology in general too - in a special section (cf. below). The grouping of
visitors' graffiti, however, cannot be done on the basis of dating only, neither can it be
done on the basis of formulae only, but must be tested against the basis of their possible
meaning to their authors and their contemporaries in a given period and under given
circumstances.
The analysis should at first take a larger group of graffiti and try to map, along with a
complex description of the graffiti in question 360 , statistically describable features dating, occurrence or absence of certain expressions, etc. The making of a corpus and its
statistical uses is going to be explained in the section, Graffiti Database Project.

360

See section "State of research" for the often incomplete documentation on the graffiti.
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THE GRAFFITI DATABASE PROJECT

CURRENTSTATUSOFTHEDATABASE

In accordance with the four basic goals of the graffiti corpus, i.e. statistics of:
- when the graffiti were written and which period was most prolific
- authors of the graffiti
- how much did the authors know of the site
- with whom the ancient monuments in question were connected;
and with the aim of completion all available information on the visitors'graffiti, and
moreover in accordance with the general inquiry after a cultural pattern, behind the
graffiti, the graffiti database is proposed.

However, the database must start with one site and selected monuments, and
only subsequently it can try to cover a wider area. The pilot project aims therefore at
creating a database of the visitors' graffiti in a chosen area. It will include in first place
a selected number of monuments and map their visitors' graffiti thoroughly. As the
primary studied area, the Memphite necropolis has been chosen, in particular its
selected monuments.
The system of a basic database of one site - starting with a very simple
description of the graffiti - can be further expanded. There are notable systematic
achievements in Egyptology and neighbouring disciplines, which are mapping the
epigraphic sources (on the epigraphic description, see above section Epigraphy), or
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written sources in general 361 , and can therefore support the systemisation of a database
of graffiti, and help to develop it into a sort of"Graffiti Information System". However,
any database, even when provided with a refined search engine, and structured queries,
cannot replace the scholar with combination skills and experience, but it can help to
provide him with as much sources as possible in one query. 362 Egyptology has at its
disposal a vast documentation, and growing amount of data - excavation data, GIS and
linked geophysical surveys. The process of building Egyptological metadata has, m
spite of various disadvantages, already begun. 363 These metadata have a tradition m
Egyptology (their hardcopy predecessor of a sort being e.g. The Topographical
Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Reliefs and Paintings, edited
since 1920s364 ) and can include both digitised and primarily digital data. The graffiti
database has the aim to try to contribute to this trend.
An example is provided e.g. by the "Advanced Papyrological Information
System" in the Tebtunis Papyri On-Line Catalog365 , or by the project Deir el-Medine
On line. 366 However, not all information that is supportive for a papyri or ostraca

361

The categorizing of rock inscriptions, or even rock drawings, and their system of publication could be
helpful when systemizing the publication of graffiti, since these materials prove similarities, and indeed,
both categories overlap. Compare Verner, M., Some Nubian Petroglyphs (Praha 1974), Darnell eta!.,
Theban Desert Road survey, Jacquet-Gordon, The Graffiti on the Khonsu Temple roof
3 2
" Compare concise definitions of Seidl mayer, J. S., Textdatenbanken im Verbund- Konzepte und
Perspektiven. In: Hafemann, 1., ed., Wege zu einem digitalen Corpus, 207-235. He commented on corpus
linguistics use, but he realised the potential for other branches of Egyptology as well. Simultaneously, he
has realised clearly that Egyptology does not lack the will for a cooperative basis in the building of text
corpora in the digital form, rather there is a lack or discord in means. However, one of his aims are texts
that will be capable of being machine-read and machine-analysed, which is not exactly the primary aim of
the graffiti database, which shall supply standardised documentation for human reader in the first place,
although it can be- if the relevance is proved- developed in the machine-readable way. The early
analysis of a digital corpus was resented already by Wolfgang Schenkel, Maschinelle Analyse
Altiigyptischer Texte. Darmstadt 1969.
363
Analysed at the 9'h ICE in Grenoble congress by Diane and Dag Bergman, Abstracts of the 9'h
International Congress of Egyptologists (Grenoble 2004). The use of databases and refined search tools is
established in library sector, and most of cataloguing and description rules and systems can be consulted
there (Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, MARC, ISO norms, etc.- Compare e.g. OAIS- Open
Archival Information System, Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems 650,0--B-1, Blue book,
2002 by Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems). A special category is represented by text
corpora and their linguistical and other (statistical etc.) analysis- see relatively early digitalisation
attempts by Gundlach, R., ZAS I, 102, 1975,37--49 on the word and text analysis on various levels; for an
earlier attempt on statistics of the Egyptian lexicon see Hintze, F., zis 2, I 02, 1975, 100--122; further on
the lexicographical analysis Grunert, S. - Hafemann, 1., eds., Textcorpus und Worterbuch. Aspekte zur
iigyptischen Lexikographie (Lei den 1999); on the recent digital corpora of Egyptian texts and the uses of
such corpora Hafemann, ed., Wege zu einem digitalen Corpus.
364
Currently this corpus has been digitalised in part in the project of the University of Pi sa on risk
assessment of the Saqqara necropolis site, see further
http: i1 \\'W\\ .sagili!.Girisk map.org/cngl ish/cgyptological data. htm.
365
See: ~\v~~ .col u mhia~cdu/cu/1 ihrarics/i nsidc/projccts/apis/herkc lev, specs/ dctln i1ions. html.
366
See Burkard, G., Nicht-literarische Ostraka aus Deir el-Medine, in: Hafemann, 1., ed., Wege zu einem
digitalen Corpus, 22--40 and http:;/obclix.arf.I~Ik 12.uni-mucnchcn.dc!cgi-hinimmcgi2mmhob mho-
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database can be of use for graffiti and vice versa, but these databases are inspiring.
Especially the three main areas- 11 Background & Physical properties, 2/ Contents, and
31 Information on Publications, have been an inspiration for a graffiti info system.
Instead of categories related to papyri or ostraca there are other categories related to the
monuments, and to the specific content questions in the graffiti, such as their relation to
the monument onto which they were written.
There has been an attempt on a graffiti corpus as well, which tried to cover the
numerous group of graffiti in Deir el-Bahri. However, the primary goal was not that of a
corpus with statistics, but of a translation of a conspicuous graffiti material. 367 A. I.
Sadek, author of this corpus, provided a translation and a philological commentary for
each text he dealt with. 368 The hieratic texts themselves are not present there and must
be sought in other publications. There is also an introductory comment, including a note
on authors 369 , but no statistics or overviews are provided.
The graffiti texts are highly variable, and some interesting consequences can be
guessed even at the present state of research, as regards their historical development,
and their importance as a source for archaeological history of the site. Each entry in the
database should help to make a complete picture of the text, with as much information
included as possible.
The database should therefore include:
original text of the graffito, its digitalised verston (e.g. to create a basis for a
palaeography)
-hieroglyphic transcription, if necessary
- transliteration
- translation
-brief analysis (i.e. text type, etc.)

1!guide. The Deir ei-Medina corpus is especially important since it covers the lexicon and authors of the
text as well, cf. Burkard, Nicht-literarische Ostraka, 22-24, 28-37. Especially as the development of the
present graffiti corpus is continuing, the sophistication of the searchable description, used for the Deir elMedina ostraca, is inspiring, and some categories added subsequently to the database are heavily in debt
to the "Nicht-literarische Ostraka", and to the web-published guide of Deir e/ Medine On line, in
particular the amenities for detailed text description, divided into sections, which are more practical for a
corpus than one field with huge narrative description- e.g. columns like "number of lines", "type of
script", etc., instead of a text field saying "A graffito with three lines, written in typical 18th dynasty
hieratic ... " . The "narrative" description, besides, can be generated out of the descriptive lines as well.
367
Sadek, GM 71, 1984, 67-91 and Sadek, GM 72, 1984, 65-86.
368
Texts were made accessible e.g. by Marciniak, Les inscriptions hieratiques.
369
Sadek, GM71, 1984,67-69.
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-relevant further data- dating, position, monument, author, king or personage referred
to in the text and the like. These additional data can have separate entries covering
details on the text, the kings in question and the authors.
-publication, and archive source.
The aforementioned categories were chosen with this aim:

Original text of the graffito, including links to archive tracings, photos etc.m its
digitalised version 370 (e.g. to create a basis for a palaeography) - original graffiti are
usually in hieratic script. The hieratic text should be prepared as a digital epigraphic
record 371 , enabling to work with single hieratic signs as well. This can help in preparing
a tentative palaeography of graffiti and comparison with signs in other hieratic material
of a given period. 372

Hieroglyphic transcription, if necessary - as most of the graffiti are in hieratic, they
should be accompanied with the hieroglyphic version of the text, with variants and a
link to discussion on unclear signs.

Transliteration and translation - with the same precautions as by hieroglyphic
transcription, i.e. with unclear points and variants, the transliteration and translation
should accompany each entry in order to facilitate the work with texts, especially when
looking for text types. 373 However, it will be easy to consult the original, to see in detail
any unclear or ambivalent point. This is one of the chief uses of the database; to collect
hitherto dispersed epigraphic evidence and translations 374 in one corpus.

Brief analysis (i.e. text type, etc.) - the texts of the graffiti are various, and they could
have changed throughout the centuries. The database shall help us to decide when and
where we can find specific texts, if the scribes were usually informed on the visited
monuments or not, etc. We can note content and context of the inscription, prove
whether the scribe had any knowledge on whose monument was he writing, if he had
370

I am indebted to Dr. Dimitri Meeks and Dr. Peter der Manuelian, the knowledge of whose works
helped me in making these categories part of the database.
371
See Ocr Manuel ian, P., JARCE XXV ( 1998), 97-113.
372
. The palaeography of hieratic signs in the visitors' graffiti was attempted by Moller, see above, and
also M. Megally, CdE 56, 1981.
373
Compare transliterated ostraca used in the Deir el Medine On line.
374
Compare the style of publication in aforementioned works of Firth - Quibell, Step pyramid I, and de
Morgan, Fouilles aDahchour I and in general sec above section "Epigraphy".
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identified the owner and the building etc. Eventually, specific phraseology shall be
highlighted.

Relevant further data - dating, position, monument, author, king or personage referred
to in the text and the like - to insert the graffito into the archaeological context of the
site and period there will be location within the monument, material & technique and
graffito description: size, number of lines, notes on preservation. We should name the
site, the monument, its dating, its owner, and eventually filter statistically the data (e.g.
in which period people went or sought to see a particular monument, etc.)

Publication, and archive source - a bibliography and archives sources shall be quoted
by each graffito, when and by whom it has been accessed, copied etc.

Technically, the database starts in the form of tables - naming basic categories, which
can be further expanded and also filtered. Table 1 shows basic overview of a group of
graffiti in the Userkaf Sun Temple in Abusir/Abu Ghurob. Table 2 shows another set of
data, dealing with the contents of each graffito from the same sample - Sun temple of
Userkaf375 . The group of graffiti is relatively homogenous, and thus it does not show
any substantial changes and variations. The "identification code" is a functional
encoding, chosen to describe each graffito.

Table 1
monument
owner name

monument

graffiti author
~raffiti

datation

name

site

rrhe
Userkaf

18th dynasty

Amunedjeh

[Abusir

18th dynasty

Teti

IAbusir

18th dynasty

Abusir

Anonymous
!Anonymous,

Sun

Sun

Sun

Userkaf

18th dynasty

fvfr-}Jhf

Abusir

Userkaf

Userkaf

18th dynasty

~Ujfjj

Abusir

The

375

0

5th dynasty
Temple

0

5th dynasty
Temple

0

Userkaf
The

?

Temple

Userkaf
The

Userkaf

Sun

Userkaf
The

Userkaf

clatation

monument

Sun

?th dynasty
Temple

0

5th dynasty
Temple

o 5th dynasty

These graffiti have been published by Heick, Besucherinschriften. In: Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des

konigs UsekalJ, 115-121. See also Heick, ZDMG, I 02, 1952, 41 f.
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ltJserkaf
~he

Userkaf

18th dynasty

Anonymous

IAbusir

18th dynasty

Anonymous

18th dynasty

~he
~he

18th dynasty

iuserkaf

Anonymous

18th dynasty ?

Anonymous

18th dynasty ?

~nonymous

18th dynasty ?

!Anonymous

0

5th dynasty

Sun

Temple

0

5th dynasty

Sun

Temple

0

5th dynasty

Sun

Temple

0

5th dynasty

Sun

Temple

0

5th dynasty

Userkaf

IAbusir

The
ltJserkaf

Temple

Userkaf

IAbusir

The
iuserkaf

Sun

Userkaf

IAbusir

The
iuserkaf

5th dynasty

iuserkaf

IAbusir

Nfr-bhf

0

iuserkaf

IAbusir

Anonymous,
iuserkaf

Temple

ltJserkaf
~he

ltJserkaf

Sun

Sun

Temple

Userkaf

IAbusir

0

5th dynasty

Table 2

....

:r. .

code

king-owner

itle/epithet

~ther

kings

itle/epithet

jM.I.5.S.l8.1

N

N

~

nswt bitj, rn!J gt

jM.l.5.S.l8.2

N

N

~

N

M.l.5.S.l8.3

N

N

~

N

jM.l.5.S.l8.4

X

X

pc

rx

jM.l.5.S.l8.5

X

X

P<

X

jM.l.5.S.l8.6

X

X

pc

pc

jM.l.5.S.l8.7

X

X

P<

X

jM.l.5.S.l8.8

N

N

~

N

M.l.5.S.l8.9

N

N

~

N

M.l.5.S.l8.10

X

X

~

M.l.5.S.l8.11

X

X

M.l.5.S.18.12

X

X

pc
pc
pc

DC

X

Codes for the identification of graffiti on EXAMPLE ofM.1.5.P.18.1:
"M" - Memphite; in addition subdivided thus:
"1"- Abusir +neighbourhood

"2" - Saqqara
"3"- Dahshur
"4" - Medum
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"5"- number of dynasty, to which belongs the monument, NK for New Kingdom, OK,
MK, Old and Middle Kingdom respectively.
"P"- code for the monument: "P"- pyramid; "S"- solar temple; "M"- mastaba; "0"other.
Last number in the code is the number of graffito, which is arbitrary, and
identifies each graffito. "X" stays for each not clear or unidentifiable sign or word or
part of the inscription, dating or monument, "Y" for "yes", "N" for "no".
However, to find· out relevant categories for description is one question. The
other one is, as can be seen already above, to make not just a descriptive corpus, but
also a corpus, that actually works statistically, and that is able to answer queries as
regards the distribution, dating and text type of the graffiti. Then conclusions can be
drawn, albeit with the necessary precaution of having a corpus that is very far from
complete. Graffiti are quite perishable sort of material, and it can be even of interest to
know how much of the amount of material has disappeared in recent times. Of course
recent conditions cannot be easily compared with the previous millennia, so it could be
still a hard guess to tell, what portion of graffiti on the whole survived to be seen by the
Egyptologists at all.

The collection of the material can be summarized thus:

11 Technical part
- choice of the sites and monuments
-copies, re-drawings or scans of the edited and archive sources
- epigraphic survey
- scannmg of all drawn, or photocopied materials, final digital vers10ns of the
graffiti. 376
- digitalising of the graffiti - signs and whole inscriptions
-hieroglyphic transcription
- transliteration and translation

f

- positioning in the plan the monument and the site

I
376

Probably in Adobe 111ustrator formats; Compare P. der Manuelian, JARCE XXV, 103, and Bell, The
Epigraphic Survey, 43 ff.
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2/ Analysis and formation of the database
- Commented translation
- All data formatted into a database, an entry for each graffito covering its dating,
author, text typology, characteristic of the monument it was found in etc.
- Indexing of the graffiti texts - phraseology, royal names and epithets, titles of the
scribes etc.

3/ Results and synthesis
- The corpus in a digital form
- Complex edition of known and traceable visitors' graffiti in single monuments in
question

An electronic publication would obviously keep the value of a searchable database,
whereas a hardcopy would keep a catalogue form. The applications at the current stage
can be shown, although, as already said, any report or interpretation based on the
database as it is today must be considered an interim one. The choice of descriptive
categories should be now verified by their application in the section Evidence and

Context. Secondly, the characteristics of the graffiti should be interpreted in their
respective period and social context, with the aim to distinguish their possible specific
sociocultural purpose and meaning (section Interpretations).
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EVIDENCE AND CONTEXT

Respecting the precaution of the ad interim status of the Graffiti database the
preliminary results will be described in this chapter. The first part comprises the

description of the graffiti which can be derived from the corpus built according to the
aforementioned guidelines.
The description is a/ physical and b/ of contents and context of the graffiti in

technical terms -i.e. when, where, who and what.
The description will also include the graffiti language - albeit briefly, graffiti

textual characteristics, graffiti phraseology and graffiti relations to other
contemporary texts (intertextuality). A short note must be also devoted to the script
chosen for the graffiti in the context of Egyptian decorum. The intertextuality cannot be,
however, alluded in full detail, since it would take a space of another special chapter.
There are hints that graffiti intertextual 377 relations covered various aspects of Egyptian
literature. 378
Each graffito is described in the database sheets. Part III of this volume contains
in addition a catalogue of the Abusir and Saqqara part of the graffiti corpus. Information
given below in this chapter consists of generalised observations, quoting for evidence
single examples of the graffiti or tables and graphs, according to the question under

377

Compare Loprieno, A., Defining Egyptian Literature: Ancient texts and Modem Theories, in
Loprieno, ed., Ancient tgyptian Literature, 39-58.
378
If the graffiti themselves could be defined as "literature", is another question. They fulfill a role of
cultural texts, or more precisely of a reflection of cultural texts, compare Assmann, J., Cultural and
literary texts, Lingua Aegyptia. Studia Monographica 2 ( 199), 1-15 and cf. further below; Brunner, H.,
Literatur, LA. III, I 067-1072- the limits of literature are difficult to assess, an important factor is also the
audience, which is in many cases equally difficult to assess. For the graffiti audience see further below.
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examination. The sequence of description will be as follows: physical descriptions,
script, language, contents and context.
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Visitors' graffiti in the present corpus are mostly ink-written hieratic 379
(91 out of 97 + 44 out of 44 currently in the corpus 380) or hieroglyphic (2, one ink
written, other relief) inscriptions on walls' surfaces. The ink used is mostly black. A
small portion of

Besucherinschr~ften

(five at present) is scratched; one example [No.

M.1.5. P .19 .1.1 of the corpus] is a hieroglyphic relief inscription. Often, at least in
hitherto known cases in the Memphite area, graffiti do not interfere with the original
decoration of the monument, as far as this could be ascertained.
The chosen script, hieratic, is suitable for hand-writing by a reed-pen. The inkwritten hieratic texts thus correspond well to the standard equipment of a scribe or a
draughtsman. The scratched texts might have been in theory made by any hard piece of
material at hand, the examined relief inscription might have been commissioned, which
is in accordance with its place and its character; it is to be found in the sanctuary of
Sakhmet and it is not a Besucherinschr~ stricto sensu.

SCRIPT

As can be seen the graffiti are in majority hieratic, only exceptionally
hieroglyphic. As they are mostly ink-written, not genuinely scratched, it corresponds to
the chosen hieratic script. Hieratic was during the period in question, the New
Kingdom, mostly used for "business and administrative texts ... literary texts; private
religious texts ... " 3x1• It should be said here that e.g. the Royal Canon of Turin 382 and
other important (archive?) documents on papyrus, such as Papyrus Harris 383 , were of
course written in hieratic, as well as a number of other, and not unimportant texts
written on ostraca.
However, the graffiti are a particular. They are not monumental inscriptions.
Yet, they are positioned in exalted places, where there originally might have been

379

There might be expected other graffiti, scratched, in the Mcmphite zone, but these are not yet mapped.
These might be expected to appear in places where the craftsmen or artisans worked with chiselling
utensils etc., as in places where they were commissioned to do inscriptions like those of Khaemwaset.
380
The numbers added as "+X" arc the "New Dahshur" corpus.
381
Baines, Man, New Series, Vol. 18, No.3, 193, 572-599; p. 582, table 2.
382
Cf. Gardiner, A. H., Royal Canon of Turin.
383
See Grandet, P., Le Papyrus Harris I (Lc Caire 1994-1999).
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monumental inscriptions, and they had often an addressee in the Afterlife, for this or
that reason. They might have been considered to be a mix between an important
inscription and a business or private administrative thing, which may have corresponded
to the fact importance they had for their authors. The scribes, who left them, might have
wanted to make a nice pseudo-letter in a careful hieratic script, destined for an
important addressee or audience. 3 x4

LANGUAGE

The bloom of the visitors' graffiti cover a long period between the l81h and 201h
dynasty; therefore it can be expected that the written language change, which occurred
through the Amama period 385 , should influence this type of texts as well. Middle
Egyptian as the language of written communication should then be expected to be
superseded by the Late Egyptian, even in the graffiti. Besucherinschriften, however, are
not literature on par with either Middle or Late Egyptian texts usually defined in this
way.386
The standard graffiti expressions are very short, often simple sentences, where
there cannot be determined any specifically Middle or Late Egyptian expression. 387
The analysis of Middle to Late Egyptian transition in the graffiti texts is not
treated here in detail, but it is left for a future research. It is also an open question,
whether we should incorporate into the research of the graffiti purpose and meaning a
question regarding their use of "low" or "high" language varieties. First of all, again the
shortness of texts prevents much of the analysis. Furthermore, the actual meaning and

384

1 have not had a chance to consult the paper ofVernus, P. Supports d'ecriture et fonction sacralisante
dans l'Egypte pharaonique. In: R. Lauffer, Le Texte et son inscription. Paris 1989, 23-34, where he
analyses possible different degres of sacrality as related to graffiti and papyri writing- compare FischerEifert, Representations of the Past, 133.
385
Fischer-Elfert, Representations of the Past, 119. Further see Baines, J., Classicism and Modernity in
the Literature of the New Kingdom. In: Loprieno, ed., Ancient Egyptian Literature, 157-174, Baines, J.,
JARCE 27, 1990, 1-23; this discussion on the resctrictions and limitations of knowledge, e.g. religious
knowledge had its disputable points, but in gneral to points out that our perceptions of which layer of
Egyptian sociaty knew what arc far from being entirely clarified.
386
See Baines, Classicism and Modernity, 173-174. The Amarna watershed can be perceived (as
Assmann suggested as well) as a significant era. However, the past in Egyptian society might have started
already with the Hyksos discontinuum (sec also Loprieno, Defining Egyptian Literature, 39-58; 45,
footnotes 50, 53 and 54; one can presume - again due to presence of distinct phraseology in royal texts, to
look for an onset of the past in the Middle Kingdom. See above.
387
The typical graffiti formula (see below)- iw pw ir, iwUt] pw X irU] n- might be connected with use
of the irj as an auxiliary, which is Middle Egyptian, the uses of p; and similar articles are Late Egyptian
and so on.
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use of such language varieties is under discussion and might have been considerably
flexible. 388
However, graffiti do change - if the corpus does not "cheat" by incompleteness
(which it does at least a little) a change is perceptible too. This change occurs roughly
round the Amama/Ramesside threshold, but it is not discernible so much in the
language as in the phraseology.

CONTENTS

When analysing main hypotheses in previous works, and when following the
gathering of necessary evidence, one can summarize as not fully answered the four
major questions around the graffiti again:
-when the graffiti were written and which period was most prolific
-authors of the graffiti
- where and how much the authors knew of the site
- with whom the ancient monuments in question were connected.
These questions, if answered, would give a good chance to tell the purpose of
the graffiti and also to guess the response of the graffiti audience.

Regarding the response to the aforementioned questions, we should sum up four themes
to be followed in the graffiti contents:
AI time
B/ place

C/ authors
D/ texts - d 1I what do they relate on the monuments

d2/ what do they relate on their owner
d3/ if they do not relate either what do they contain?
d4/ what do they say in respect of their authors?
d5/ are there some other particular characteristics of the graffiti texts?

These four subchapters provoke more questions, especially - E/ are there any parallel
texts?

388

Compare Goldwasser, 0., "Low and High" Dialects in Ramesside Egyptian, in: Grunert, S.Hafemann, I., eds., Textcorpus und Worterhuch. 311-328.
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A/time
The majority of known visitors' graffiti at the Memphite necropolis with all its
extensions except Giza come from the New Kingdom. Two dynasties prevail, the 18th
and the 19th or 19th/20th dynasty. The 18th dynasty produced the bigger part of datable
graffiti (compare Graphs 1 to 5 above ). Especially Dahshur shows a boom of 18th
dynasty graffiti (compare Table NEWLY DISCOVERED GRAFFITI).
The corpus does not show any significant activity after the 20th dynasty and later, except
for a slight revival under the 26th dynasty. This is in accordance with hitherto known
activities on the Memphite necropolis in the New Kingdom (see below). The graffiti of
the dynasties 18 and 19/20 show certain identical traits, however, there are differences
as well, see further under D/.

Blplace
The Memphite necropolis, whose graffiti are treated here, is a broad term - the
ancient Egyptian necropolis of the New Kingdom Memphis represented with all
likelihood a continuum from Abusir through Saqqara, with extensions to Dahshur, and
Giza. Although no royal burial of the New Kingdom took place there, those of the
members of the royal family did, and added thus new chapter to the long and rich
history of this burial ground. The 18th dynasty tombs are slowly emerging, with main
group being dated to the late 18th dynasty and even Amama + post-Amama. 389 Yet,
there are new discoveries to be expected, and no definite conclusion can be drawn.
There are Thutmoside tombs in the Userkaf pyramid complex neighbourhood, and it is
logical to expect more and more tombs to emerge. The New Kingdom tombs are to be
expected in far greater number than hitherto excavated because of archaeological reason
too - there is a number of relief blocks of New Kingdom tombs in world museums,
which still do not have their apposite tomb found, as it was the case with Horemheb
tomb for example. As pointed out by Martin390 , the 18th dynasty activities maybe first
used the rock cut tombs - hypogea, and only after using substantially the escarpment,
the "temple-tombs" entered into use more widely. The temple tombs seem to be better

3 9
R
390

Compare the valuable overview by Malek, J., Saqqara, Nekropolen, NR, L,f V, 410--412.
Martin, G. T., Corpus of Reliefs of the New Kingdom from the Memphite Necropolis and Lower Egypt
I, (London 1987), also Martin, G. T., Hidden tombs of Memphis, 39.
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known due to the discoveries by G. T. Martin and Sayyed Tawfik391 A. Zivie's
discoveries in the zone of Bubasteion brought new names to the map of Memphite
necropolis as well and proved the use of Memphite necropolis deep into the pre-Amama
18th dynasty. The line of the New Kingdom tombs might have been protracted from
Bubasteion till Abusir, as the discovery of the tomb ofNakhtmin may suggest. 392
The 18th dynasty necropolis activities are briefly mentioned also by the Japanese
expedition working in North Saqqara, as dated to the reign of Amenhotep II and/or
Thutmose IV 393 . According to a structural overview by M. J. Raven 394 , the "vast
expanses" of Memphite New Kingdom necropolis cover an area from Giza to Dahshur.
Saqqara itself is a place sprayed with New Kingdom tombs, ranging mostly from the
mid 18th dynasty (earliest so far known) to the Ramesside period, mainly Ramesses II.
Later tombs are known down to 20th dynasty (surrounding Teti pyramid cemeteries). So
far, the pattern of tombs' distribution has little to do with chronological order, the
groups of tombs seem to be organised according to a social key. The social stratification
is remarkable in the tomb structure, of course, too. Malek395 , and Raven followed suit
and tried to find a social grouping of the New Kingdom tombs as well, including the
fact, that some tombs of lesser officials were adjacent to the tombs of their superiors,
such as is the case of Iurudef to Tia and Tia. Similarly there seems to be a group of
officials round Horemheb, linked with him even in position of their tombs.
Thus, which tombs and where can we find: There are groups of New Kingdom
tombs near Bubasteion, in the escarpment (rock tombs), in the area between Djoser and
the Monastery of Apa Jeremiah, near the causeway of Unas (possible re-uses) and
further round Teti Pyramid cemeteries. The hub of temple-tombs including
Horemheb 396 , Maya, Tia and Tia and their dignitaries is located between Djoser and
Apa Jeremiah. The temple tomb of Horernheb, built in times of his military career at the
court of last monarchs of the 18th dynasty, was at centre of a whole group of tombs.
New Kingdom evidence goes, as mentioned, as far as to Dahshur, as regards tombs, and
391

Tawfik, S., MDAIK 47, 1991,403--409.
Pinch Brock, L., Nile Current, KMT Fall 1993.
393
Yoshimura- Takamiya, Waseda excavations. In: Barta, M. -Krejci, J., Abusir and Saqqara in the
Year 2000, 162. There were stamped bricks, and small stelae ofThutmose IV, with offering scenes, and
scene described as ,familiar motif of the king smiting a foreign enemy" (op. cit., 164), which would be
similar to what Petrie found in Memphis city- see Petrie, Memphis, 1., pl. VIII, upper row.
394
Raven, M., Twenty-five years of work, 133ff.., further Zivie, A. P., ed., Memphis et ses necropoles au
Nouvel Empire (Paris 1988).
395
Malek, J., SAK 12, 1985, 43 ff.
396
See Martin, G. T., The Memphite Tomb of Horemheb, commander-in-chief ofTutankhamun (London
1991).

392
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as far as Meidum, as regards graffiti. To the north, to North Saqqara and its extension
Abusir, further to Zawiyet ei-Aryan and to Giza, as regards both tombs and graffiti. The
disposition of tombs and graffiti is not always coinciding, as can be seen from
abovementioned distribution pattern (and cf. Map 4 for the distribution pattern of main
groups of graffiti in Saqqara, originating in the New Kingdom). Caution, however, must
be applied, as the bigger tombs are not the only New Kingdom occupants of the
necropolis. The area of Saqqara is sprayed with lesser burials, re-using often older
Middle Kingdom and Old Kingdom structures, in difference to bigger tombs, which
were avoiding previously built structures. These poorer burials are often just a pit,
provided with simple burial equipment, such as a few pieces of pottery, simple personal
adornments and utensils.
These simple burials are well documented on the example on Teti Pyramid Cemeteries,
published by B. Gunn a C. Firth. 397 These burials are dated from Ahmose to Horemheb,
or even later. The burials were either re-using older structures, such as storerooms of
Old Kingdom mastabas, or they were built with a deep shaft cutting the debris,
accumulated between and on older structures. Other use of the necropolis is an
extension of the burial itself - the offering cult. It seems that a veneration of the
deceased, theoretically meant to endure forever, was extended at least a generation after
the passing. 398 In addition, there was another reason that led Egyptians to the fields of
Memphite necropolis - it's a handy source of stone to be recycled and re-used. Even
monumental New Kingdom tombs seem to use stone from neighbouring older tombs. 399
The hitherto known graffiti tend to concentrate in two places at Saqqara - the
pyramid complex of Djoser at Saqqara central field and the pyramid complex of Sahure
at Abusir. However, there is a significant cluster of graffiti at Medum, in the pyramid
complex of Snofru,

400

at Dashur in the pyramid complex of Senusret III, and in the Sun

temple of Userkaf at Abu Ghurob/ Abusir. The graffiti in the Sun temple of Niuserre 401
are a hitherto unidentified factor, as well as graffiti in the pyramid complexes of Snofru
at Dahshur. The graffiti in the temple of Pepi II and in the complex of Khendjer are not
yet sufficiently explored.
397

Firth- Gunn, Teti Pyramid Cemeteries I. 66ff.,Burials of the New Empire.
Raven, Twenty-five years of work, 139.
399
Malek, A meeting of the old a new, passim. Further, cf. Bares, L., The destruction of the monuments at
the necropolis of Abusir, in M. Barta- J. Krejci, Abusir and Saqqara in the Year 2000, Praha 2000, 1-16,
with a short bibliographical overview, focused on Abusir chiefly.
400
Graefe, Gute Reputation des Konigs Snofru, 257-263, and Wildung, Die Rolle, 104f.
401
A short note on them was published by L. Borchardt, cf. von Bissing, Das Re-Heiligtum des Konigs
Ne-Woser-Rc, 74.
398
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The presence of the graffiti in the complexes of Djoser and Snofru may be
connected with the exceptional position of these sovereigns. This exceptional position is
perceptible in some of the graffiti: it is also known from extra-graffiti sources. 402
Djoser was called "The Opener of Stone" (graffito M.2.13.P.19.1). Snofru is
called especially "Horus" (graffito M.4.4.P.l8.1 ). The theory of the kings of old turned
into deities seems to work best on these two kings 403 . Although kings have an altogether
pivotal position in ancient Egyptian world in general, this theory may actually have
worked easier by especially important kings (see further below).
However, other places are not so easily connectible to the deities' tradition.
There are other kings whose character in Egyptian tradition is not so clear and welldocumented or who have less extra-graffiti sources confirming their importance.Sahure
might have been connected to Sakhmet, but not all of the graffiti connected with Sahure
are connected with Sakhmet (see graffiti M.1.5.P.18.1 and M.l.5.P.l8.2). The position
of Senusret III seems more complex as well. 404 The boundary important king of the
past/deity must have been very vacillating or non-existent in Egyptian mind (see further
notes on royal titles & phraseology used in the graffiti). Generally speaking, except for
Horemheb and Ptahshepses the hitherto mapped Memphite Besucherinschriften are in
the royal complexes. However, Horemheb was subsequently a royal person too, and the
graffiti in the mastaba of Ptahshepses do not relate to Ptahshepses directly.

C/ authors

The Memphite graffiti so far present male authors only. The presence and
percentage of literate women in the society, however, cannot be discussed here. The
opinions are most varied, and evidence unclear. One graffito, for example, notes a
critical remark, that the previous visitors' writings are comparable to "insane women's"
(graffito M.2.3.P.18.15). 405

402

Compare Wildung, Die Rolle, passim, and further below.
Compare Peden, Graffiti, 61.
404
See e.g. Habachi, L., Features ofDeification, 47 and PM VII, 145ff., 152f. for the New Kingdom
cultic reverence for Senusret lli in Nubia.
405
Compare Baines- Eyre, GM 61, 1983, passim, also Bryan, B., Bulletin of' the Egyptological Seminar
6, 1984, 17-32.
403
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The authors of the graffiti, where identified, were mostly scribes - ss, ssw; other
titles are exceptional406 (see table TITLES). 407 Therefore they are members of the
literate social stratum, a sort of elite or sub-elite. These particular individuals, however,
did not keep any evident strategic positions of special importance; they were not viziers
or high state officials, very often it is not easy to trace them in the extra-graffiti
material. There are only a handful of people with other titles than simple ss, or people,
of whom it is known that their importance was higher than that of a rank-and-file scribe;
there are only a few who can be with a certain probability identified elsewhere.
One such case is Amunedjeh in M.1.5.S.l8.1.

408

.

This royal herald accompanied

his king, Thutmose III, on several campaigns in Syria. The other might be Hatiay in
M.l.5.S.l8.5. This Hatiay 409 left unfortunately only his name, there is nothing more left
of his graffito. The name Hatiay is known from the Memphite milieu of the 18th
dynasty. A scribe named Hatiay was active in the Memphite temple of Aton, and it has
been hypothesized by Alain Zivie that he might have had a tomb at the Memphite
necropolis near Bubasteion. 410 Thus, this Hatiay might have had a reason and a chance
to visit the Memphite necropolis. Other question is, whether the dignitaries like Hatiay
had seen the Sun Temple of Userkaf especially because of a particular reason. Did
anybody know it was once a Sun temple? Might this have been of interest for people at
the end of the 18th dynasty, in times of the rising solar cult?
The royal scribe (ss nswt) Djehutiherhesef in M.1.5.P.l9.1.1 411 has a title that
might have had a special meaning in the 18th dynasty; during the 191h dynasty the royal
scribes were both high- and middle-ranking officials in various branches of the state and
military organisations. 412

406

There is still the possibility that some used "scribe" as an abbreviated version of their longer titles.
However, if the graffiti were a commemorative inscription, pious or antiquarian as it may be, one could
expect that the authors would like to present themselves with all their titular paraphernalia.
407
Practically the only one with a higher title clearly mentioned in a graffito text is the whm nswt
Amunedjeh in M.l.5.S.l8.1. See further.
40
x Heick, W., Zur Verwaltung des Mittleren und Neuen Reichs (Leiden 1958), 384ff., 496f.
409
As regards the name f:uti:;j see Ranke, PN I, 233,2 and following variations, for New Kingdom
indicated by Ranke as "haufig".
410
Zivie, A., Hatiay, scribe du Templed' A ton a Memphis. In: Knoppers, G. -Hirsch, A., Egypt, Israel
and the Ancient Mediterranean World. Studies in Honor of Donald B. Redford, Lei den 2004, 223-231.
The scribe named Hatiay is identified on a stick from the Leiden Musem, N.I.86. Zivie supposes the
owner of the stick could be the same Hatiay that had a burial with exquisite coffins in Thebes, and he also
makes a hypothesis of this scribe and overseer of granaries being connected to the tomb Bubasteion 1.27.
411
Compare KRI III. 378 and RITA Ill, 274.
412
See Onasch, A. Dcr Titcl 'Schreiber des Konigs'- Ursprung und Funktion. In: Shirun-Grumach, 1.,
ed., Jerusalem Studies in tgyptology. A.AT 40 (Wiesbadcn I 998), 331-343.
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Other authors present themselves as scribes, ss or ssw; they were most probably
clerks, officials. The generic designation ss might have had a connection to other titles,
or stood alone as a designation of a lower ranking official or administrator. It is not
neglectable that there is a chance that some people, who left graffiti, might be identified
in other sources, like Amunedjeh, or possibly Hatiay. The prosopography of the
Memphite necropolis is being made, albeit in small steps413 . However, the problem is,
that people, whose tombs might have been located at the Memphite necropolis, are only
identifible with a substantial portion of guesswork; therefore, such hints on
identifications are of limited validity. For example, there is a "Scribe of the counting of
cattle of the house of the overseer ofthe seal" Ahmose 414 , of the 18th dynasty. There is
an Ahmose in the graffito M.2.3.P.l8.1 as well, but he titles himsef as a scribe only and
there is absolutely no proof that these individuals had anything more in common than a
name, which was often used during the 18th dynasty.
On the other hand it is still an open problem, whether there were people, who,
being literate, could have classified themselves as "scribes" precisely and only in the
sense "literate", without being clerks, officials or any administrators at all. 415
The social position of the people with the simple scribal title could have been
therefore various, but it is not to be expected that in the graffiti there were masked
powerful state officials who indicated this title as their only one. 416 The comparison
with the Besucherinschriften in the temple of Thutmose III gives an indication that the
scribes with higher title would probably note them. 417
The individual efforts and high-ranking fulfilment of duties seem to be chief
moments in an Egyptian's personalitl 18 •Thus the graffiti authors boast traditional
scribal virtues and skills. As regards the particular scribal abilities named in the graffiti,
the scribes often used the traditional epithet about their quick fingers, which can be

Compare Martin, G. T., Memphis: the status,115~120.
Martin, Memphis: the status, 115.
415
Compare Onasch, A., z.fs 113, 1986, 24--44, further, with different opinions, Baines ~Eyre, GM 61,
1983, 65~96 and Baines, Man, New Series, Vol. 18, No.3, 193,584.
416
See also Onasch, ZAS 113, 1986, 31.
417
Onasch, Z.fS 113, 1986, 37, 43; see also Marciniak, Les inscriptions hh?ratiques, 34.
418
Cf. Assmann, J ., Personlichkeitsbegriff und-bewusstsein, LA' IV, 963~978 ~as for the individual, the
social status is characterised as~ in the ethical ideal~ borne with one's own abilities and not e.g. with any
inherited moment or wealth. This is also in favour of the Egyptian concept of the past being considered
filled with unique deeds as an identity-creating moment.
413

414
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found in a number of texts. 419 Graffiti authors also claimed that they came first and left
last (M.2.3.P.I8.9).
Sometimes we meet whole groups of scribes. Some of them are suspicious of
being scribal schools [M.2.3.P.I8.9, M.l.5.S.l8.4].

420

The sociocultural context of scribes as a sub-elite and its possible meaning for
graffiti production and graffiti perception is given in more detail below.

Dl texts- d/1 what do the graffiti relate on the monuments?
Monument Identification

Only a part of the graffiti contains information about the monument (see Table
MONUMENT IDENTIFICATION). The pyramid complexes are identified either as a
pyramid or as a l:zwt nfr421 . The solar temple of Userkaf is once identified as a pyramid
[M.l.5.S.l8.l ], and once as "Two temples" [M.l.5.S.l8.2]. The l:zwt nfr designation
occurs in Saqqara, Dahshur, Abusir and Medum alike.
Some graffiti seem to stand in no direct relation to the building [M.2.13.P.l9.1],
since they do not relate to it, or even name a king, who is not its owner.

Description

Descriptive formulae are common throughout the l8 1h dynasty. As "descriptive"
formulae I would include the following:

gm.njsy mj pt

he found it like heaven

W' l:zr wbn im. s

Ra was rising in it

419

The able fingers arc praised also in PAnastasi I, the parodic letter which, however, enumerates on the
problems of scribe Amenemope, what a scribe should have been able to do. Cf. also Schenkel, W.,
Schreiber, LA." V, 698-700, on the social exceptionality also Baines, Man, New Series, Vol. 18, No.3,
193,585.
420
Wildung pointed out this question, and it is to him that must be thanked for the stress laid upon the
persons and personal motivations sought behind the graffiti, along with Heick. Compare Wildung, Die
Rolle, 69f and Heick, ZDMG 102, 1952, passim.
421
..
See Heick, W., Tempclbcnncnungcn, LA VI, 363-365; and Haeny, G., New Kingdom ,mortuary
temples' and ,mansions of millions of years', in: Shafer, B., ed., Temples ofAncient Egypt, 86--126, and
Bell, L., The New Kingdom ,Divine Temple': The Example of Luxor, in: Shafer, B., (ed.), Temples of
Ancient tgypt, 127-184. l,lwt k; is usually a funerary chapel of smaller dimensions, l,lwt nfr is found as a
name for funerary temples, therefore it is in place in most of the graffiti, which are in the royal funerary
complexes at the Memphitc necropolis.
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~wj pt m r-nriw

422

...

4f 4!-s m sntr423 "myrrh sequence" - may heaven rain myrrh and

drop incense.
We will deal with these descriptive phrases later, while analysing the graffiti
phraseology on the whole. They do not represent, obviously, any "archaeological" or
"objective" description according to modem expectations.

d2/what do they relate on their owner?
First of all, the graffiti, which identify both the monument and its owner, are
more numerous, than monument identifications alone. As far as it could be ascertained
at the present state of the corpus, there were only four instances in which the monument
was identified, and the owner was not, out of a whole of 15 or 16 graffiti, which
identified the monument. Owner-only identifications appear relatively rarely (the
complex of Djoser, M.2.3.P.l8.19).
The graffiti can name the owner, title him, or name him without titles,
sometimes even without a cartouche. It is also interesting how they title the person- the
king- in question. Existing evidence gives a whole range of titling. Graffiti often (a fine
example is Djoser) title him as a nswt bitj. The difference when compared to a
contemporary sovereign is that the deceased king has a m?J brw added behind his
cartouche, and of course, he does not posses the long title string of the New Kingdom
rulers; otherwise, he is a quite "normal" king. 424 The graffiti at Dahshur, in the pyramid
enclosure of Senusret lll, name this king with his throne name Khakaure
[M.3.12.P.NK.l]. Sahure is indicated as nswt bitj too, and his name is within a
cartouche (graffiti M.l.5.P.l8.1, M.l.5.P.18.2). The names ofthe kings of old are often
written within the cartouche. 425 This situation we often meet within the 18th dynasty.
However, this was not an absolute rule for the 19th dynasty. Djoser, for example, is
named without any title or even a cartouche in the graffito of scribe Nashuy in the
pyramid complex of Khendjer [M.2.13.P.19.1]. Snofru in Medum is not termed

422

Cf. Germer, R., Myrrhe, L/f IV, 275-276. Archaeological evidence of the presence of myrrh is hitherto
limited chiefly to the New Kingdom.
423
Cf. Germer, R., Wcihrauch, LA" VI, 116 7-1169. The incense is a standard part of offerings, of the
mummification process, of the perfume production. All these moments might add to a delicious and
ritually correct appearance of the place. Archaeological remains of incense were found in the tomb of
Tutankhamun.
424
On the titles, cf. also Baines, Fecundity figures, 277f.
425
See also Kaplony, P., Konigsring, L·f Ill, 610-622, Kaplony, P., Konigstitulatur, L·f Ill, 641-659.
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explicitl/ 26 as a "king" (nswt bitj), 427 but as J:zr -Horus, which is a royal deity, but not a
direct equivalent of a king. 428 In spite of this, Snofru has a cartouche in some graffiti
[M.4.4.P.l8.1]. It is true that, especially in the later New Kingdom, gods had their
names written within the cartouches and some of them could have possessed titles
paralleling the royal titulary as well. 429 But this does not coincide exactly with the 18th
dynasty use of titles and cartouches.
For the sake of clarity the kings will be now described each with the style of
writing of his name and with available titles. In addition, special table provides an
overview of their names as given in graffiti and in other contemporary sources (see
Table CARTOUCHES)

Snofru
Snofru is a ruler with a special position in the tradition. 430 Snofru in the graffiti

in Medum is not termed explicitl/ 31 as a "king" (nswt hit} or even nswt),432 but as /:lrHorus, which is a royal deity, but not a direct equivalent of a king. The designation
"Horus" is not found with any other kings known in Besucherinschriften so far. In
addition, depictions of falcons accompany the Medum graffiti. The majority of longer
graffiti at Medum is dated in the 18th dynasty; the 19th dynasty graffiti are only a few
short texts. 433
The king may be understood as a Living Horus, and the gods may accept royal
titles, but the question whether naming Snofru as Horus meant understanding him as a
king or as a local variant of Horus, is dubious. Maybe Egyptians did not make a
difference - again, a "Griinderkonig" might have had a divine status which both
enhanced and was enhanced by the historical deeds of the king in question. On the other
426

Griffith used "king" in his translation, but there is no such title (there is no nswt bitj) in the graffiti in
[M.4.4.P.l8.1]; cf. Griffith, Inscriptions, in: Petrie, Medum.
4 7
Similar titles may appear by deities as well.
m The king may be understood as a Living Horus, and the gods may accept royal titles, but the question
whether naming Snofru as Horus meant understanding him as a king or as a local variant of Horus, is
dubious, maybe Egyptians did not make a difference- again, a "Grtinderkonig" might have had a divine
status which both enhanced and was enhanced by the historical deeds of the king in question. On the
other hand, it should be emphasised that he has a cartouche following this "Horus" titling. This problem
has to be left for a further discussion. On Snofru/Horus compare further also Wildung, Die Rolle, I 04f.
429
Kaplony, Konigsring, L;{ Ill, 613, Konigstitulatur, LA' Ill, 645, gods possessed title of nsw bitj since
the Middle Kingdom, but without a cartouche. The problem requires a separate treatment, cf. Navnitilova,
unpublished manuscript.
430
See Graefe, Die Gute Reputation des Konigs 'Snofru', 257-263.
431
Griffith used "king" in his translation, but there is no such title (there is no nswt hitj) in the graffiti in
question; cf. Griffith, "Inscriptions", in Petrie, Medum, 28.
432
Similar titles may appear with deities as well.
433
Newberry, PSBA 27, 1905.
~uestion
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hand, it should be emphasised that he has a cartouche following this "Horus" titling.
This problem has to be left for a further discussion. 434 The divine determinative as such
would also not be exceptional, since it is common behind royal designations elsewhere,
including the Royal Canon of Turin. 435 Snofru's name is written on a way comparable
to, but not identical with, the Royal Canon of Turin (further RCT) version of his
cartouche.
Snofru even penetrated into Theban private tradition of cultic assemblages, and
can be found on a relief from Deir el-Medina. 436 Snofru is also present in the Theban
royal cultic assemblage in Akh menu. The cartouche in Akh menu as well as that in the
Abydos cultic assemblage is not fully compatible with the graffiti versions of Snofru's
name (see Table CARTOUCHES).

Djoser
Most attention was devoted to Djoser and the Step pyramid, as regards the
research of royal tradition and of graffiti as well. The graffiti we find in the South and
North Chapel437 of Djoser pyramid complex at Saqqara. The name of Djoser is
mentioned in these texts considerably often, since nearly 25% (see Table SUMMARY)
of the preserved graffiti in the complex of Djoser identifies the monument and/or its
owner. Some of them are longer texts which identify the date of the visit and the
authors, such as the following texts:

Regnal-year 4, Month I of Peret, Day I 0, under the Majesty of the King of
Upper

and Lower

Egypt,

Akheperre,

God. .... Heliopolis, glorious in Thebes(?), .....
forth of his

M~jesty

Son

of Re

Amenophis,

the

[good}

The scribe Khaemnefer came..... coming

to make the ..... on the desert to see..... the pyramid.

The scribe

Khaemmenfer came to see the wonder... 438 .

Regnal year 14, Month 4 of Peret, Day 2I, the day that scribe Ra ... .............. .
and the scribe Amenemopet and the scribe Huy came that they might see [the temple of
theJ justified Djoser. They ... 439 Here Djoser is only "justified".

434

On Snofru/Horus compare further also Wildung, Die Rolle, 104f.
See the text Gardiner, RCT, Plates, passim.
436
Sec Redford, King-lists, 49, n. 18.
437
Presumably, B. Gunn in the excavation notebook (Griffith Institute Archives, Gunn notebook 31, p.
45) adds that the blocks were brought to the magazine and "said" to be found in the chapel.
m Gunn's translation, Firth- Quibell, Step pyramid I, 80, graffito G, see also Griffith Institute Archives,
B. Gunn tracings group B.2 and below part "Catalogue".
439
Trans!. B. Gunn, Firth- Quibcll, Step pyramid, I, 79, D.
435
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Some of them are on the contrary very short texts, indicating scribe's signature and/or
Djoser's name and titles only. The priest Amenemhet left simple lines saying

11 iw.t pw ir n wrh b1j fzh 1mn-m-fzrt r mJJ fzwt nfr ///////// n
2/ nswt hjty (}sr

"There came the wab- and lector priest Amenemhet to see the temple ... of the
King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Djoser." 440
Most curious is a graffito, dated to the 181h dynasty, that says only:"The King of

Upper and Lower Egypt, Djoser. "441
There is also another type - a votive text that claims divine protection for its
author.
"1/ Regnal year 47, month 2 of Peret, day 25, there came the scribe of the

Treasury Hednakhte, son of Sel, his mother is Tawosre, to make a stroll and
amuse/invigorate himself, in the West of Memphis together with his brother scribe
Panakhte, of the vizier's office
2/ saying: All the Gods of Western Memphis, the Ennead, You who reside in the

sacred land, Osiris, Isis, all the Blessed Souls of the western Ankhtawy, 442 give good
lifetime serving to your kas, and a good burial after a strong old age,
3/ in sight of Western Memphis like the praised ones, like your person, 443 to the

scribe of the Treasury of the Lord of Two Lands, Hednakhte, justified, and the scribe
Panakhte

444

"

This scribe went to a stroll, but accompanied his sightseeing not by a prayer for
Djoser, but claimed a nice old age and good rest for himself, which led to conclusions
of Wildung and other authors about pilgrimage character of visits to ancient pyramid
complexes. See further our discussion on phraseology. 445
The graffiti if including the name of Djoser (the votive ones often do not),
present variants of writing ofhis name and titles. We have the following variants:

440

See the hieroglyphic rendering by Gunn, firth- Quibell, Step Pyramid, l, 81, grafffito N. The
transliteration and translation is based on this text.
441
Ibid., 82, graffito P, transl. Gunn.
442
A suburb of Memphis, Wildung, Die Rolle, 70, explains this as a generic name for all the deceased
kings, who were buried in the Mcmphitc necropolis area. This is for him another proof for the religious
character of visits.
443
Could he have meant Djoser?
444
See too KRllll, 148. Wildung, Die Rolle, 68ff.
445
See also Wildung, Besucherinschiften", LA.l, 766--767; Navnitilova, The Phraseology of Visitors'
Graffiti (in press).
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r~ 0)~+

Actually "gsr-rr>'; this one makes his cartouche resemble the 18th dynasty

. of the aut hor.
ki ngs, contemporanes

446

F urther s1mp
. 1y

r ~ ) Th '

.
IS IS

. 1e vanant
.
a s1mp

of cartouche without any titles, used in both the 18th dynasty and the Ramesside
versions, with "justified" only. Its "titled" version -

! t:[ '::;! )~+

is the one the

most often used during the 18th dynasty447 , in some cases accompanied with

'"~J ,

"Incarnation". For comparison with variants of Djoser's name in the RCT, in the kinglist of Mahu 448 (CG 33258)449 , in the list of Tjenerol 50 , and in the Abydos assemblage
see Table CARTOUCHES). Djoser is not present in the private Theban cultic
assemblages (cf. above, Snofru is). However, he can probably be found in the royal
cultic assemblage (a list of statues?) in Karnak, in Akh-menu of Thutmose III, his
cartouche is however destroyed. 45 1 In all these sources, there is no occurrence of the
Horus name of Djoser, Netjerykhet.
Djoser, however, is one of the very few, actually so far three known, kings, who
were mentioned in graffiti outside their buildings - Djoser, Sahure and Teti. This
happened for Djoser and Teti in the complex of the 13th dynasty ruler Veserkare
Khendjer, and for Sahure in the mastaba ofPtahshepses.
The graffiti in the complex of Veserkare Khendjer were found (or those
recorded and published were found) on the temple complex wall, and are quite
numerous and mostly dated to the Middle Kingdom (the facsimiles by Jequier are

22).452 The relevant New Kingdom graffito belongs to a certain scribe Nashuy. The
personalities he invocated are for us rather surprising on that spot. Nashuy wrote:
llir nfr sp sn tti Mrn-pt/:l ir nfr n

s~ n3~wj p 3?

p3y-k b3k.w ngm m mrw.t

2/ ir nfr sp sn gsr Wp[-inr] ir nfr ir nfr n s~ n3~wyw
3/ ij.t n s~ n 3~wyw r-gs p3 mr n ttj Mr-n-pt/:l /:lnr mr n gsry Wp-inr

446

See Firth - Quibell, Step pyramid l, 80, Gunn notebook 31 , 75 , C:2, Gunn mss. XIII, 4,3; 18th dynasty.
See Firth - Quibell, Step pyramid l, 78 , Gunn mss, tracing. 8 .1.8., Cerny notebook 13,2.
448
See to the difference of cultic assemblages Redford, King-lists , various cultic assemblages compared
cf. Wildung, Die Rolle, 60-61 , 61 footnote I .
449
See PM III 2, 556, Wildung, Die Rolle, pl. V/2.
450
Wildung, Die Rolle, Abb. I ; MaJek, J ., JSSEA, 1982, I, 21 - 28.
451
Urk. IV 608, Wildung, Die Rolle, 61.
452
See Jequier, Deux Pyramides, 10-15.
447
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41 iw-f /:tr gd n453 n3 nfr.w nb.w 1mn[tt] Mn-nfr tw.i r-gs-tn ink p3y-tn b3k
51 /:trt sp 33, 3bdw 4 ~mw, sw 25, rr n /:tb pt/:t rsj inb.w-f nb rnb-t3wj iw-f /:tr /:t3 m

?? Ill stp Ill /:tr itrw r w/:13
61 iw s~ nUwy

1/ Do good, do good, Teti Merenptah, do good to the Scribe Nashuy, [?},your

servant[?} sweet in love 21 do good, do good, Djoser, Opener-[of-Stone} (Discoverer of
Stoneworking) 454, do good, do good, to the scribe Nashuy 31 There came the scribe
Nashuy to the side of the pyramid of Teti, Merenptah, together with the pyramid of
Djoser, Opener of Stone 41 and he said: All the Gods of Western Memphis, Let me be by
the side ofyours, I am your servant 51 In the Regnal year 33, month 4 ofShemu, day 25,
day of the festival of Ptah, who is in South of his wall, the Lord of Ankhtawy, He
appeared .../Ill ... in the evening time. 61 by the scribe Nashuy.

455

In our search for the uses of the past, this graffito of N ashuy seems a peculiarly
complex

source.

First of all,

it

gives

a special form

of Djoser'

name:

It is a Ramesside graffito most probably, and it can thus speak about the same

Nashuy as a graffito in Abusir, which conserves a prayer to Sakhmet of Sahure (see
below), which would indicate activities of one scribe all over the necropolis. Jequier
understood this graffito as a confirmation of widespread activity of Nashuy as the man
who was in charge of quarrying stone in older structures for Ramesside re-use. The text,

in fact, says something completely different, but is positioning in the looted temple of
Khendjer (although we cannot say how much of it was looted in that time) probably
suggested this solution.
Furthermore, Nashuy here left a valuable testimony to the cultic relationship do
Djoser, who possesses, in difference to Teti in this inscription, no cartouche, and no
special determinative - but he has an epithet - he is an "Opener of Stone" - or
"Discoverer of Stoneworking". The missing cartouche and determinative deserve
453

This "n" (dative) is visible in the hieratic text and Cerny opined as well, that it should be read there,
see further in "Catalogue".
454
Alternatives, Peden, Graffiti chapter 6, 7, passim. The epitheton in this line is reconstructed after the
same in line 3, see Jequier, Deux Pyramides, 10- 15.
455
Hieroglyphic rendering by Cerny in Jequier, Deux Pyramides, 14.
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attention, as we have already noticed that Djoser has titles and cartouche in his temple
further North in Saqqara and Nashuy also mentioned that he came to the pyramids of
both kings but for some reason he left his testimony to his visit at another place
(presuming he identified their pyramids correctly).

Sahure
An interesting group of hieratic graffiti from the New Kingdom in Abusir can be

found in the pyramid complex of Sahure. Two published456 and accessible graffiti of the
18th dynasty, both speak about scribal visits to the temple of Sahure. The scribes

indicated Sahure as:
1/ nswt bjty s3/:lw-w· m3r /:trw (first graffito, line 2457 ), that is the King of Upper
and Lower Egypt, Sahure, justified. Sahure - ~ ~+ . The correct Old Kmgdom
0

writing is, however,

('lf.W g. The simplified use of D63 instead of D61 is common to

nearly all New Kingdom sources.
458

2/ /:lm n nswt bjty s3/:lw-rr m3r /:trw (line 3 and 6

),

i.e. the Majesty of the King

of Lower and Upper Egypt, Sahure, justified. Majesty - i.e. Incarnation, is again

indicated with /:lm n.
On both occasions Sahure has his name written m a cartouche, the second
writing is nearer to the Old Kingdom original in sequence of signs (see Table
CARTOUCHES). Contemporary or nearly contemporary New Kingdom king-lists
(cultic assemblage in Karnak459 , Tjeneroy, Abydos) give various versions of Sahure's
cartouche (see Table CARTOUCHES). Regarding the RCT the part where Sahure once
was is destroyed. 460
The context of both aforementioned Abusir graffiti, dated to the 18th dynasty, is
that of a temple visit, expressed by the formula jwt pw ir X r m33. The graffiti mention
specifically the offering, naming the usual composition of beef, fowl and bread for the
deceased king. It is noticeable by both of these graffiti, that they use the titles of nswt

456

Megally, CdE 56, 1981. They were mentioned as early as in 1973 by Baines, GM 4, 1973, 12,
precisely these two, as coming from the Griffith Institute Archives, Gardiner MSS, AHG/29.60 A-8,
where then Megally took them from .
457
Megally, CdE 56, 1981, Fasc. 112, transliterated according to transcription on 229.
458
See Megally, CdE 56, 1981, hieroglyphic text on p. 229, his translation on 227ff. , and Peden, Graffiti,
60.
459
Urk. IV, 608.
460
See Gardiner, RCT, Pl. Ill.
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hit}, and even definition /:zm 461 for a king that was deceased long ago.

462

The king

himself, except for being defined mJ<" !Jrw , bears no divine nominations. Maybe Sahure
was just an important king, without any powers as a local deity? This would make him
different in respect of e.g. Djoser (see above in the graffito Nashuy). On the other hand
- there are too few of Sahure's graffiti known precisely to us, there were more in
original tracings by Moeller, so an invocation, like those addressed to Djoser, is not be
excluded entirely because of lack of material only. Definitely, there is no epithet like
"Opener of Stone" for Sahure in these texts, which might have told us which
achievement of Sahure could have been considered as a remarkable merit.
Later, the Ramesside officials were eager followers of the Sakhmet cult, and this
brought them to the complex of Sahure and its surroundings. One Ramesside graffito
related to Sahure comes from the mastaba of Ptahshepses (sic- again outside the royal
funerary complex) and refers to the pyramid of Sahure and to the cult of Sakhmet.

463

1/ Regnal year 30, month I of Peret, day 16, coming of scribe Ptahemwia and

[his} father Yupa to see all of the powerful pyramids, they came and said praises and
offerings ........ for Sakhmet of Sahure on this day, with scribe Na .... 464 21 Do good, do
good, Sakhmet

(~f Sahure,

do good, do good for the scribe Ptahemwia and scribe Yupa,

let there be brought.... IIIII .. ..Ill we/for us ... , as [?] we are in front of you again,
Terrible One, ///Ill/ 31 May we say "Let her endure like Ref" We are in front of our
Lady, we will 1111. ... script/inscription again wishing reward once more, let us reach 110
years as we please you to give [?] 4/ as we are asking our pleadings, as we are [like}
drunk in front, singing praises, those who are scribes of Ptah, our father, we are saying
this to him, we came to sing praises ...... Ptah [rest is lost]. 465

This graffito confirms visits, which were a sort of worship routine. It seems
there were no exceptional tours to the zone. It is furthermore interesting to compare
phraseology, which these scribes used. The graffito speaks chiefly about - and to 461

See Beckerath, Handbuch, 39.
See even Megally, CdE 56, 1981, 225. No conclusion is drawn from it, only that the scribes were
aware ofcorreet writing ofSahure's name. Which they were not by the inscriptions ofthe cult ofSakhmet
of Sahure, cf. Borchardt, L., Das Grabdenkmal des Koenigs S 'aJ-hu-re' I, 121 f. see on royal titles,
Grima!, N. C., Les lermes de Ia propagande royale egyptiene de Ia X!Xe dynastie a Ia conquete
d 'Alexandre (Paris 1986 ), 564-566.
463
Hieroglyphic transposition in KR/111, 437.
464
Perhaps Nashuy, as filled in by Kitchen, one Nashuy left a graffito by Khendjer, KRI Ill, 436.
465
Translated also by Peden, Graf]iti, 96.

462
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Sakhmet of Sahure. The goddess, the consort to Ptah, to whom the scribes speak to as
well, is asked in the same formulations for doing good, as is King Djoser, or vice versa
(cf. below).
Sahure enters here still within a cartouche, but with simplified name

(1@

and

he has no titles, he is not indicated as m3r brw, or otherwise designated as he was in the
previous 18th dynasty graffiti. His name forms a part of a divinity's epithet.
Further, again under the 19th dynasty the fact that Sahure is a royal name seems
to be forgotten or mistaken, and Sakhmet of Sahure might have been understood simply

~

as a locally defined goddess. The Ramesside stela of Amenernhet names

I J)D 466

Sahure is only an epitheton of the goddess, and not only he has no cartouche or title, but
the writing of the name is completely different. The Ramesside tradition seems thus to
be subsequently more oriented at the goddess than the king.
Teti

Are there any graffiti, unregistered, omitted or unpublished, that belong to Teti's
complex that would indicate more on his position in the Egyptian historical awareness?
This problem cannot be dealt here for the time being, instead we shall focus on the
known source, which is represented by the graffito in the complex of Khendjer, where
Teti as aforementioned, appears alongside Djoser. Neither of them is, so to say "at
home". The scribe Nashuy names two kings in his prayer - the second one is Teti,
called Merenptah467

-

"Beloved of Ptah". 468 He is here in a rank of a divinity or

probably a saint of the Memphite necropolis. 469 Teti is also suspected to be present on a
Serapeum stela dated to the 18th dynasty (or Ramesside?), while offering a bouquet to
Osiris. He is nswt bitj s3

,.r !e[tj].

470

466

See Borchardt, Das Grabdenkma/ des Koenigs S"a3-hu-rec, I, 122- 123, Abb. 167.
Teti could have been remembered due to surviving funerary establishments near his pyramid, such as
Djedesut. See Malek, Old Kingdom rulers as local saints, 247ff, also the presence ofbasiliform names,
such as Tetiemsaf, suggests a survival of a remembrance, cf. Malek, op. cit, 250f.
468
This epitheton of his is to be found also on stela Marseille Chateau Borely 211 which attests his
worship in his Saqqara complex. See Peden, Graffiti, 99, footnote 252.
469
Wildung, Die Rolle, 72- 73. Jequier, Deux Pyramides , 14-15.
470
Malinine, M.- Posener, G.- Vercoutter, J., Catalogue des Sll!ies du Serapeum de Memphis, I, 1- 2; II,
Planche I, no. I.

467
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Surprisingly, Teti in the Nashuy text has a cartouche, but no title, only the said

eptt. h eton:

//~ ~ ~ 4- r P
: ). Teh.has h.1s pyram1.d qmte. near to serapeum, wh.tch

registered a building activity (hitherto the earliest attested) under Amenhotep III, so
some memory of his name can be explained by this fact. This is why he could have been
given his epithet - "Beloved of Ptah", due to the Apis obedience to this deity. In
addition, the cult of Teti, thriving in the Middle Kingdom, is known to survive in the
New Kingdom.

47 1

In the same moment, Teti pyramid cemeteries were used as a New

Kingdom secondary cemetery. 472
As regards his place in the registers of the past rulers, Teti is present in various
New Kingdom cultic assemblages (Akh Menu, Abydos, Tjeneroy, compare Table
CARTOUCHES)

The special case of Djoser and Teti
We shall see more in detail the case of Nashuy's invocation473 of Djoser and
Teti. Both he and uncartouched and untitled Djoser have epitheta, connecting them with
some activity or quality that made them memorable and exceptional, so that the pious
Egyptian asks them for a help in the same words as he did, when asking Sakhmet, a
powerful goddess in Abusir or other deities in Deir el-Bahri, Thebes474 . The scribe
Nashuy asks Djoser and Teti for protection, and help, declares himself their servant (had
he anything to do with the necropolis?), and adds a datation with a typical Memphite
feast. The feast visit to the site is suggestive too. IfNashuy was in any connection with
the administration of the Memphite necropolis, his "servant" status would actually have
had a particular meaning. Otherwise he might have wanted to express his devotion. The
pious devotion would also correspond to a festive visit, which is hinted within the
dating.
On the other hand, why he left the comment on his visit and his pious
pleas to Djoser and Teti in South Saqqara in a complex that is quite a way from them?
Was there an access to the necropolis? That is possible. Had he really been there on
471

Malek, J., The New Kingdom Memphis Newsletter 2 (September 1989), 4-7.
A recent publication of a part of these cemeteries is Sowada, K. - Callaghan, T. - Bentley, P., The Teti
Cemetery at Saqqara IV: Minor Burials and Other Material. Australian Centre for Egyptology Reports
12 (Sydney 1999).
473
Text G. Jequier, Deux pyramides du Moyen Empire (Le Caire 1933), 14, and above.
474
SeeM. Marciniak, Les inscriptions hieratiques du temple de Thoutmosis Ill. Deir el-Bahari I
(Varsovie 1974).

472
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some errand, as Jequier suggested, and left the inscriptions as testimonies to his
thoughts on that place? That might be contradicted by his dating of the visit to the
festive day.
We may also ask ourselves different questions. Why there were precisely Teti
and Djoser, who gained so much in the eyes of posterity475 ? We have noted possible
reasons for Teti's prominence, yet the sources are not eloquent enough for a definite
solution. We can explain Djoser's tradition, since there are various moments that point
to the period knowledge of his name and deeds. Djoser may have gained his place in the
memory of the posterity by his having monumental stone funerary complex, and by his
employing lmhotep, who was numbered among wise men of Egypt.

476

Djoser also must

have been a powerful figure in Egyptian tradition in longue duree 477 , and his figure
stepped out prominently even in Late Period, e.g. in the prominent Sehel inscription.
But still, even here nothing is as clear as it seems to be. The Ramesside
Egyptians are suspected of using freely Saqqara pyramids as a handy quarry and sparing
only the complexes of kings that were somehow religiously exalted. In spite of its
handiness, this theory can be easily misleading- the complexes ofTeti and Djoser, two
kings we see so fervorously invocated, might not have been left left entirely out of the
interest of stoneworkers, as e.g. Teti's funerary temple is in no particular state of
preservation. However, the existece of a New Kingdom personnel of Teti may suggest
that the destruction could have been taken place later, e.g. during the Late Period.

Senusret III
Senusret Ill is present in main New Kingdom king-lists (cultic:

Jb mnw, Abydos,

Tjeneroy; administrative: RCT), as are many other kings. He is not present in all of
them; in those listing recent kings plus ,Grlinderkonige" (Mentuhotep, Ahmose etcf78
only, he is, like a number of other kings, omitted.

475

As for Teti, he was not the only Old Kingdom ruler of that zone, remembered in the Middle Kingdom,
the same can be said, e.g,. for Unas, who as moreover invocated alongside Ptah. See Malek, "Old
Kingdom rulers", I. c.
476
Cf. Wildung, tyyptian Saints (New York 1977), passim.
477
His cult lived during the Middle Kingdom, see Wildung, Die Rolle, 59.
478
See the list by Redford, King-lists, 27-59.
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He is also present on the amulet (?) dated to the Second Intermediate period. Senusret
III is there together with other 1ih dynasty kings.479 His cartouche has the following

form with two ki s in the third row connected:

@.

Senusret III is not present in the Theban private cultic assemblages (actually not
even in Theban royal ones except for Thutmose III's ancestors list). Occasionaly there
is Senusret I, which may be, in accordance with Redford's opinion, considered as a
result of his building activities at Karnak.
However, Senusret III is indicated in administrative list like RCT was and in the
complex cultic assemblages of Abydos od Tjeneroy's tomb. The scribes had therefore
sources, where his cartouches were to be found. Senusret III was in addition very
popular during the New Kingdom and his fame grew well into the classical antiquity.
His cult in Nubia was connected with the temple of Thutmose III in Buhen where he is
treated as a divine king, on reliefs depicted as giving life to Thutmose III. 480 Senusret III

of Upper and Lower Egypt -

+~
o

o

above the cartouche. Caminos reconstructed here the

title of "[the good god (?) and] King of Upper and Lower Egypt ... ". 48 1 The titles of nfr
nfr alternating or combined with nswt bit} are also used by Thutmose III in his list of
ancestors in the Akh menu (Urk. IV, 608f.).
In this context it starts to be much more remarkable that there were so many
scribes of the period of Thutmose III482 , who visited Senusret's pyramid complex at
Dahshur! And the scribes in addition often wrote his name accurately with 3 k3 signs;
examples of the 18th dynasty show:

ruuu ~ cv)

- 18th dynasty graffito (courtesy J.P. Allen)

479

See Petrie, W. M. F. , Historical Scarabs: A Series of Drawings from the Principal Collections
(London 1889), 9- 10, Redford, King-lists, 28.
48
Caminos, R. A., Buhen l, Pl. 91 , Simpson, W. K., Sesostris III, LA. V, 903- 906.
481
Caminos, Buhen l, 78.
482
The access to the corpus of recently uncovered graffiti provided kindly by Prof. James P. Allen.
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r~~ 0 )

- 18th dynasty graffito.483

The graffiti in the complex of Senusret III, both those registered by de Morgan
and by J. P. Allen (The Metropolitan Musem Expedition) include the 18th and 191h
dynasty Besucherinschriften including the formula jwt pw ir.n X r m33. The correct
identification of the monument appears as well considerably often (see Table NEWLY
DISCOVERED GRAFFITI).
The destiny of the complex of Senusret III is in spite of the lively interest of the
graffiti authors not a cheerful one. Albeit Khaemwaset left there his restoration
inscription484 , the pyramid complex was probably serving as a quarry for re-used stone
during the Ramesside period. As such it represents another contribution to the
ambivalent uses of the past during the New Kingdom, especially the Ramesside period.

d3/

if they do not mention neither the monument nor the

king, what do they contain?
Some graffiti mention neither the ruler nor the building - these are often
prayers directed at the gods of the necropolis only,485 or just signatures (offering
formula M.2.3.P.19_20.3 ; signatures M.2.3.P.19_20.4; M.2.3.P.19.9; M.2.3 .P.19.11 ;
M.4.4.P.NK.3). Mostly, however, our texts are fragmentary, so it is not possible to
decide whether some of texts, now preserved just as a signature or a date line, originally
had more to say.
A special case is represented by the graffiti, which contain a prayer addressed at
the royal owner, or even in particular at a king who was not an owner of the building in
question. Again the graffito ofNashuy serves as an example [M.2.13 .P.19.1].

d4/ what do they say in respect of their authors?
The authors present themselves with their titles (cf. above) and sometimes with
their relatives or colleagues; in some cases there are relatives, such as a father
[M.1.5 .P.19.1.2]. The composition of the authors of the "Memphite graffiti group"
partly corresponds in titles - and probably in social position - to the "Theban graffiti
483

See de Morgan, Fouilles a Dahchour I, Fig. 191 .
See Arnold, Senusret IJI, 46, I 00.
485
A special case is the graffito M.2.3.P.I8 . 12, which invocates in an offering prayer "The kings of the
Memphite nome", supporting thus the piety-based explanation of the graffiti.
484
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group". The parallel corresponds also in the respect that both Memphite and Theban
visitors sometimes moved in groups as well (see below).

The occurrence of snJ: 4 x6 which is prominent in the Theban zone, is not so
significant.m The character of the writing itself is a still unanswered question. 488
However, it is possible to distinguish individual scribal hands. 489

d5/ are there some other particular characteristics of the
graffiti texts?
The graffiti texts are not completely uniform or unified. Along with longer
inscriptions, there are the aforementioned simple signatures and date lines, whose
presence alone cannot explain their purpose. However, our texts are often fragmentary,
so it is not always possible to decide whether some of texts, now preserved just as a
signature or a date line, originally had more to say.
A number of texts consist only of a few lines indicating the name and titles of
the author. Longer graffiti suggest discernible purposes of visit and of leaving a
testimony to the visit. The purpose of these graffiti then can be with caution
extrapolated in period circumstances as possible purpose for other Besucherinschriften
in a given place and period in general, including the short ones.
The longer texts repeat sets of phrases or formulae, with variations. Some sets
tend to appear in clusters. The graffiti phraseology can be divided for the Egyptological
use into sets of formulae, similar in their lexical and grammatical formation. 490
The texts repeat certain typical formulae, which might have not been distributed
at random throughout the corpus. The phraseology is obviously decisive for many
interpretative attempts. Basically, the greatest attention was heretofore paid to
descriptive formulae 491 and to prayer492 formulae. Their occurrence throughout the
486

Sometimes it is possible that this might be a snnwf.
The same denomination can be found in the The ban corpus of the necropolis graffiti, cf. Cerny,
Graffiti hh!ratiques et hieroglyphiques, passim, and below.
488
If there were a chance to detect an apprentice scribe by other means than by title (which occurs only
sporadically), the theory of W. Heick of scribal school excursions would gain more support.
489
Compare Janssen, J., JEA 1987, 16 I f.
49
Compare notes on graffiti phraseology by Marciniak, Les inscriptions hieratiques, esp. p. 22-29;
Sadek, GM71, 1984,67-91 and Sadek, GM72, 1984, 65-86; Philips, GM89, 1986, 79-80; Negm, DE
40, 1998, 115-123; Megally, CdE 56, 1981,218,225,234,240.
491
Compare Sadek, GM71, 1984,67-91 and Sadek, GM72, 1984, 65-86; Philips, GM89, 1986, 79-80;
Negm, DE 40, 1998, 115-123; and H. Fischer-Elfert, Representations of the Past,l31-133.
492
Compare Wildung, Bcsuchcrinschiften, L-{1, 766-767, Negm, DE 40, 1998, 115-123.

487
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Memphite corpus has not yet been statistically mapped. In addition, there are authorrelated formulae.
The current divisions of graffiti (pious, antiquarian ... ) are of Egyptological
character, the Egyptians often combined phrase describable as prayer or as an
antiquarian evaluation in one graffito (see further below). Any phraseology division is
only a modem tool of graffiti description, just as any attempt on strict typology.
However, the phraseology can be systematically traced throughout the existence of the
graffiti and hypotheses, which have hitherto been mainly guesswork or have been based
on a restricted corpus, 493 may be precised by statistics. The sets of formulae can be
formally divided as already indicated into several groups. However, their semantic and
pragmatic division is a more complicated task.

We might introduce a following division, based on the database (see Table
PHRASEOLOGY OVERVIEW):
Firstly, informative or descriptive formulae, oriented toward the visited
monument and its owner, secondly formulae related directly to the visit as such, and
eventually prayer and offering formulae focused on the visitors' benefit. This distinction
is approximative and it happens that formulae of various types occur in one graffito or
get altogether. We shall now proceed with the source materials and analysis of these
formulae set.

AI Description

As descriptive formulae I would therefore include the following:
gm. nf sy mj pt

hefound it like heaven
Ra was rising in it

W hr wbn im.s
J:twj pt m ~ntiw

494

...

4f 4[-s m snfr495 "myrrh sequence" - may heaven rain myrrh and

drop incense.

493

Compare otherwise very inspiring Wildung, Die Rolle, 65-74.
Cf. Germer, Myrrhc, LA. IV, 275-276. Archaeological evidence of the presence of myrrh is hitherto
limited chiefly to the New Kingdom.
495
Cf. Germer, W cihrauch, LA" VI, 116 7-1169. The incense is a standard part of offerings, of the
mummification process, of the perfume production. All these moments might add to a delicious and
ritually correct appearance of the place. Archaeological remains of incense were found in the tomb of
Tutankhamun.

494
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The first two sentences describe the temple as it appeared to its visitors, or, as it
should have been perceived by them. The last sentence was rather a wish as to what
should happen on such an extolled and important place.
Notwithstanding these imposing moments of the temple description and of
sophisticated wish, the actual state of the monument might have been considerably
different. Meidum, for example, shows the repeated formula of "raining myrrh and
dripping incense" in a graffito of Aakheperkare-sonb (M.4.4.P.l8.1 ), who came in the
times of Thutmose III, and admired the temple. It might be hoped that the Medum
pyramid had not yet been collapsed at that time. Edwards496 discusses another graffito
describing this pyramid as being very great - had it already collapsed under Amenhotep
III, or was it not? This would say us something more about the eventually so often
pondered precision of Ancient Egyptians' description of monuments.

497

The graffiti in

question is graffito No. XVII (M.4.4.P.l8.3), which says: "Year 30 Under the Majesty
of the king Neb-maat-Ra, son of the Sun, Amenhotep Ill, ruler of Thebes, living for ever
to eternity as king established in this whole land. The scribe Mai came to see the very
great pyramid<~[ Horus?, the soul of king Sneferu."49 R
Another place with remarkably poetic descriptions has been the temple of
Sahure. It is the graffito M.l.5.P.l8.2, which says:

Jl J:t;t sp 2, ;bd 3 ;ljt, [sw] 7, ljr J:tm [n] nswt bjty [11111111111111111111111111111] ("nlj wf};
snb

21 iw.t pw ir.n ss 1mn-m-[J:t("t s; ss NsJn]tj-mntj
31 r m:;; t; J:twt njr nt J:tm n nswt bjty s;J:tw-r m;(" J:trw
41 gm.n-f sy nfr J:tr ib-f r (";t wr sy m J:tr-f

51 mj t; pt ssp i("J:t ("J:t(" n (/d. n-f nfr sy
61 [t; hw.t njr nt k;] J:tm n nswt bjty s;J:tw-R(" m;(" J:trw

71 [II IIIII] n; n b. w ;pd. w t. w

1I Year 2, month 3

<~f Akhet,

day 7, under the Majesty of King of Upper and

Lower Egypt, ...... L. P H.

21 there came the Scribe Amenemhet, [son of Scribe Nes-anti}-menti

496

Edwards, I. E. S., JEA 60, 1974, 251.
Peden accepted Edwards' opinion about Egyptians "being quite willing to describe their buildings as
ruined if required." Idem, Graffiti, 66. Compare Fischer-Elfert, Representations of the Past, 133.
498
Petrie, Medum, 41, trans!. of Griffith.
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3/ to see the temple of the Majesty of the King of Lower and Upper Egypt,

Sahure, just[fied
4/ he found it beaut[ful in his heart, in his eyes [lit.face} [it} was great

51 as heaven lit in white by the Moon. Thus he said: This is beautiful
6/ [the temple ofka of the Majesty} of King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Sahure,

justified
7/ [////////]of bulls, fowl and bread loaves

As can be noted, the description is not an archaeological description or any
precise description. It is constituted of phrases of a rather special character, devoted to
the high religious status of the visited site, but it is related to a particular monument , the
temple (bwt nfr of Sahure). These phrases, as again can be noted in quoted examples,
often accompany the monument identification. Only a part of the graffiti contains
information about the monument (see Table MONUMENT IDENTIFICATION).

B/ Formulae related directly to the fact of a visit
There follows an overview of most often present and typical graffiti formulae

jwt pw ir.n X r mn and the "stroll" formula. There are to be found in the Memphite
corpus repeatedly, and have also paralles in other graffiti groups, such as The ban hills
graffiti.
1/ jwt pw ir.n X r mn

499

The sense of curiosity mixed with piety, as Peden describes it, 500 can be ascribed
to the formula fwt pw ir.n X r m?J, which appears very often in the 181h dynasty graffiti
(compare table PHRASEOLOGY OVERVIEW, graffiti M.l.5.S.l8.1, M.l.5.S.l8.2,
M.l.5.S.l8.5, M.l.5.S.l8.6, M.2.3.P.l8.1, M.2.3.P.l8.2, M.2.3.P.l8.4, M.2.3.P.l8.6,
M.2.3.P.l8.8, M.2.3.P.l8.9, M.2.3.P.18.10, M.2.3.P.l8.16, M.2.3.P.l8.17, etc.). This
sense of curiosity can be also termed as a sense of the past. The element of "seeing" the
temple or pyramid could be a conventionalised expression of a visit that might have had
complex reasons, but the fact that it is not infrequently accompanied by monument and
owner identification points to the knowledge of the past, or at least ability to identify

Cf. Graefe, W., Mittelii[zyplisch, 147~148, Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, srjm pw fry, srjm pw ir.n.f,
par. 392, e.g. Sinuhe B 236, iwt pw iry r b;k im etc.
500
Peden, Graffiti, 61.

499
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correctly ancient building (we cannot presuppose that it might have been always
possible to read owners' names conveniently on a wall.)
The formulajwt pw ir.n X r m?J indeed often figures together with the correctly
identified owner of the monument [M.2.3.P.18.1, M.2.3.P.18.2, M.2.3.P.18.4,
M.2.3.P.18.8, M.2.3.P.18.9, M.2.3.P.18.16, M.2.3.P.18.18, etc.]. The formula is
frequent in the new Dahshur graffiti lot ( 18 cases out of 44) especially in graffiti dated
unequivocally to the 18 1h dynasty (compare Table -

NEWLY DISCOVERED

GRAFFITI Dahshur new lot).
The formula can be found in the Theban corpus as well, and that quite often. It
describes the interest of scribes to see the "mountains". i.e. the necropolis. 501 If the
"seeing" had reasons of duty as well as curiosity, that is another question. The formula
as such has been rightly claimed by Philips to be a typical graffiti formula with many
occurrences. 502

21 A stroll
A. K. Philips has drawn the attention to another particular formula of the

visitors' graffiti 503 , which can be demonstrated on this example of M.2.3.P.l9.3- ij.t

ir.n ss pr
Mn-nfr

~4

~nr

h;d-n!Jt.tw s; sl I snr mwt-f t;-wsr r swtwt swtj;y/stj;y

~r

[?] ~r 1mntt

sn-f ss p;-n!Jt n J;tj- there came the scribe of the Treasury Hednakhte, son

ofSel, his mother is Tawosre, to make a stroll and amuse/invigorate himsel(, in the West
of Memphis together with his brother scribe Panakhte, of the vizier's office.
Cerny had interpreted there -,to make an excursion and amuse himself in the West of

Memphis". 504 Philips reads here st}Jy brand translates ,make good time". 505 The "stroll"
verb itself- swtwt- is not doubted. 506
The Memphite corpus is not very rich in this formula, the Theban contains this
formula considerably more often. A further discussion on this particular formula might
be possible after incorporation of the Theban visitors' graffiti into this corpus.
The "stroll formula" is associated here with a prayer; the text does not relate
anything either on Djoser or on his monument. However, if we accept the translation of

501

Compare Spiegelberg, Agyptische und andere Graffiti, I, 7 .48, 7.5 I, and many others, compare Philips,
, GM89, 1986,82, note 26.
502
Philips, GM 89, 1986, 78-79.
503
Philips, GM 89, 1986, 79-83.
504
Firth- Quibell, Step pyramid I, 83.
505
Phillips, GM 89, I 986, 79-81. note 17.
506
Wb IV/77- 12, 13.
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st)Jy /:zr as that of denoting amusement, the stroll might have been of a casual character,
closer to a curious visit than to a pious pilgrimage.
The other half of the Hednakht graffito, however, changes the balance toward a
pious inscription. At the present moment it is not possible to decide whether the duality
in the inscription is only perceivable to us, or whether the dual purpose of an amusing
walk and subsequently a pious wish related to one's afterlife were perceivable to the
Egyptians as well. Or, in fact, one purpose was not excluding the other. In the latter case
we might term the graffito "antiquarian and pious", since the stroll in Western Memphis
produced amusement, which might have been connected with the sightseeing.

C/ Offering and prayer formulae
As said some graffiti contain a prayer addressed at the royal owner, or
even in particular at a king who was not an owner of the building in question. Some
graffiti thus seem to stand in no direct relation to the building they are written onto
[M.2.13.P.l9.1 ], since they do not relate to it, or they even name a king, who is not its
owner. The same is true of the prayers directed at the gods of the necropolis only, 507
some offering formulae as in graffiti M.2.3.P.l9~20.3. Concerning the signatures
(M.2.3.P.l9 20.4; M.2.3.P.l9.9; M.2.3.P.l9.ll; M.4.4.P.NK.3) interpretation shall be
still open. The religious consideration in behind cannot be ruled out as well.
The graffito of Nashuy [M.2.13.P.l9.1] serves as an example of the graffito
unconnected with the building that bears it, as it is placed in the ruins of the pyramid
complex ofVeserkare Khendjer. And in its text, Nashuy invocates the help of the divine
King Djoser. We shall treat this graffito below under their nfr formula.
Now we shall deal with the respective types of formulae that present more of the
piety factor.

11 Offering formulae

The piety factor, directly expressed in the offering formulae, is present
substantially as well
M.2.3.P.19.1,

~

the corpus in Djoser's complex is very fertile (esp. graffiti

M.2.3.P.19~20.3,

M.2.3.P.19.6). A group of graffiti includes a prayer or

an offering formula such as /:ztp-di-nswt [M.2.3.P.l9~ 20.3] and therefore may suggest
that they should have been read, in favour of the king in whose monument they were
507

A special case is the graffito M.2.3. P.18.12, which invocates in an offering prayer "The kings of the
Memphite nome", supporting thus the piety-based explanation of the graffiti.
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placed, respectively in favour of the person who had left them there. Prayer formulae
may be associated with some "antiquarian" formulae as well as the graffito of
Hednakhte, M.2.3.P.l9.3, proves; however, it is NOT jwt pw ir.n X r mn, there is the
"stroll" formula (see above).

2/ ir nfr

A special prayer formula - ir nfr, "Do good ... " - appears often in connection
with gods [M.2.3.P.l9.7] or with kings viewed as guardians in the Afterlife; the kings in
these formulae are not associated with the monument [M.2.13.P.19.1].
The formula ir nfr is also very frequent in Thebes, 508 as is illustrated on the Deir
el-Bahri corpus. An analysis of ir nfr and neighbouring formulae 509 by Marciniak shows
the variations of the petition and prayer inscriptions. A. I. Sadek 510 used the corpus of
Deir el-Bahri graffiti, where he distinguished, following studies of M. Marciniak,
approximately four models of graffiti: 511
1/ mostly the petitioners (for Deir el-Bahri graffiti are often a petition or prayer),

open the text with ir nfr, 512 and then they indicate their name and position and the
request itself. Sometimes the invocation may be very short; 2/ some indicate their name
and title only; 3/ some do not name a request, but their text contains praise to the god or
similar genre and 4/ curses. Since the Deir el-Bahri texts are specific in their purely
divine orientation, their analysis is for the time being outside our graffiti corpus.
However, they represent a group with an extensive use of ir njr, and this formula is here
illustratively used in context of petitions addressed to divinities. Therefore, this formula
may be understood as a specific petition and prayer formula of "pious" character. This
is underlined also by the context of other formulae, known from the Deir el-Bahri
corpus 513 (these, however, are not to be found in the Memphite corpus, except for some
offering formulae, which are again present in both graffiti genres514 ). It helps us in
establishing the purpose of the graffiti in the Memphite corpus as well, because the texts

508

Compare Sadek, G M 71, 1984, 67-91 and Sadek, GM 72, 1984, 65-86.
Marciniak, Les inscriptions hii?ratiques, 20-29, 30f.
510
Sadek, Popular Religion in Es;ypt during the New Kingdom, 239-240, noting other attestations of the
formula as well.
511
Sadek, Popular Religion in egypt during the New Kingdom, 240.
512
He notes, that the ir nfr graffiti came from the Ramesside period (Sadek, Popular Religion in Egypt
during the New Kingdom, 240), however, one Sakkara example with an almost identical formulaM.2.3.P.l8.2- is dated to the reign ofTutankhamun.
513
Marciniak, Les inscriptions hil?ratiques, 20-29.
514
Marciniak, Les inscriptions hieratiques, 25-26. In the Memphite context compare e.g. M.2.3.P.l8.12.
509
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with the formula ir nfr can be thus summed up as texts which try to communicate with
the deities, and which therefore enhance that aspect of the graffiti, which can be
included in the practical religion or personal piety concept. 515
Only seldom is ir nfr in the Memphite corpus associated in one text withjwt pw

ir.n X r m;; [M.2.3.P.l8.2].
The distribution of graffiti variants
The ad interim results which can be derived from the database, indicate that the
group AI of the graffiti phraseology can be found more often in the 181h dynasty, as well
as correct monument and owner identifications. The group AI and the correct
identifications can be characterised summarily as expressing the relationship of the
visitor to the visited site in specific terms.
The formulae oriented at the prayers and petitions for the graffiti author can be in the hitherto collected examples - on the other hand found considerably often during
the Ramesside period. They have a more abstract relation to the visited monument.

A model Besucherinschrift?
If we accept Besucherinschr~ften as texts 516 of a specific type ("genre"?), then

we can ask for a typology, development and parallels in a systematic overview of
textological character, different even from the changes and development of
sociocultural semiotics. However, such a parallel making is a future task dependent on
collecting variants of words and of expected nuances of sentence composition. 517 For
the time being, we shall keep the focus on the characteristics of a typical
Besucherinschrifi, if, however, a typical Besucherinschr¢ can claim to exist.
Wildungm tried to map a model Besucherinschrift and suggested Dok.XVI.70.a
[graffito M.2.3.P.18.1 ], and the corpus confirms that this composition of phrases is
indeed often used in the cases where the graffito author opted for a longer text. Out of
515

Baines, J., JEA 73, 1987, 86--88, for the trends of practical religion and piety, where the
communication with the dead has a substantial role; Brunner, H., Personliche Frommigkeit, LA. IV,
represents a classical overview; the phenomenon, more recently discussed by Jan Assmann, relates to the
social, cultural and religious development of the 181h and 19th dynasty.
516
Compare Seidlmayer, Textdatenbanken im Verbund. In: Hafemann, 1., ed., Wege zu einem digitalen
Corpus, 207~235; 215~216. This reference is included also because Seidlmayer deals with text corpora.
Besucherinschrifien can be inserted into a Textdatenbank and used in projects of the Worterbuch
charakter, but this is not the aim of the present database.
517
It could be problematic to describe special grammar features on the graffiti, in the same way as it will
be problematic to establish the percentage of Late Egyptian influences as more distinctly or less distinctly
pervading the graffiti. The reason lies mainly the insufficient length of the texts.
IX Wildung, Die Rolle, 70.
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97 graffiti, the first part, iw pw ... , is to be found in approx. 18 cases, the descriptive
"myrrh sequence" and similar ones at least in approx. 6 to 8 cases.
II iw.t pw ir.n

s.~

F/:1-ms sJ lpt/:1 r mJ'

21 (lwt ntr n tjsr gm.n-f sy mj pt m bnw-s R'
31 /:lr whn im-s 'f1' n tjd.w.n-fimm h t.w .. k'w,
41 Jpd.11' b.wt nh.wt nfr.wt wJh.wt n kJ n tjsr mJ' /:lrw
51 /:111y pt m 'ntiw wtj [?]4{ 4{-s m snfr 519
61

ins.~

n 't-m-shJ sthm/:lh in

ss ntjs 1'1;-ms

II There came the Scribe Ahmose, son oflptah, to see

21 the temple of Djoser. He found it as if (there were) heaven in it, Re
31 rising in it. And so he said "Let be given loaves (of bread), bulls,
41fowl, all good and pure thingsfor the ka of Djoser, just(fied
51 may the heaven send down myrrh, and provide incense for it ! "
61 (written) by the scribe, schoolmaster Sethemheb, and the apprentice scribe
Ahmose.

Many people left much shorter, less significant texts. We can only hypothesize if
they saw an already written longer text and added their signature as if expressing their
adherence to what had been previously written.
If we were to find a model for a graffito, this one might fulfil the role but the
statistical number of these inscriptions is not sufficient. Only the first part of the
inscription: iw.t pw ir.n

s.~

XX sJ NN r mJ' l;wt ntr n ...

- can claim to exist in a statistically interesting number, since it is also
substantially

represented

in

the

new

Dahshur

corpus

(see

Table

NEWLY

DISCOVERED GRAFFITI)
It is perhaps more correct to claim that rather than define a model
Besucherinschr(fi we can define a formula without which the Besucherinschrift is not

fulfilling its role of identifying the relationship of the visitors to the visited site.

519

There is a mistake in writing, it seems like mixing the verb Wg, "richly provide with" and 4fdf- drip,
making thus disputable the usc of the apposite dependent or suffixed pronoun, syl-s.
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CONTEXT

El are there any parallel texts?
The question of context, particularly as regards the possibility of existence of
parallel texts, has to be answered in two parts - a/ are there parallel graffiti and b/ are

there other texts with similar characteristics?
As for the part a/, the graffiti in Memphite region have been so far mostly
viewed here as an isolated corpus, which they were not.

520

There is a strong corpus in

the Theban region, the only one so far mentioned. Further, there are New Kingdom

Besucherinschrifien
(Hierakonpolis ).

m

Beni

Hassan 521 ,

El-Kab

522

and

even

Kom

el-Ahmar

523

The Memphite corpus, however, presents some peculiarities

such as the age of

visited monuments, their royal character (a number of The ban inscriptions of
Besucherinschr~ften

sort are graffiti made in private tombs) and thus connections to the

state tradition and state dynastic identity, and the whole complex of uses and meanings
that were proper to Saqqara necropolis in that time. However, a future comparison

524

on

the characteristics of the graffiti, including presumed uses of the past expressed via
graffiti in Thebes and in Memphis can yield some more pieces of information. The
present work lacks the systematic analysis of the Theban corpus, which is not inserted
into the database.
The Theban corpus includes graffiti in tombs and graffiti on the rocks of the
Theban necropolis with a special portion of graffiti in the temple area of Deir el-Bahri.
A conspicuous group of graffiti can be found in the temple of Thutmose III in Deir el
Bahri and in the Deir el Bahri zone in general 525 , but these are pilgrims' graffiti mainly

52

°Compare Negm, DE 40, 115-123.

521

Peden, Graffiti, I 02. A translation is provided by Parkinson, R. B., Voices from Ancient Egypt, 147.
The popular rain of fresh myrrh and incense is mentioned here too, albeit the definition of the monument
is mistaken.
522
Peden, Graffiti, 75, and Gardiner, A. H., JNES 8, 1949, 170, note 23, an unpublished graffito in EIKab, unfortunately without further details or any indication where the documentation is to be found.
523
Peden, Graffiti, 76.
524
There are some observations by Phillips, GM 89/1986, on some Theban graffiti, and his dissertation,
so far inaccessible, can help in this respect too. An overview ofTheban graffiti can be found by Peden
Graffiti, passim.
525
Compare Marciniak, Les inscriptions hieratiques and Sadek, GM7!, 1984, 67-91 and Sadek, GM 72,
1984, 65-86.
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(in the sense that they are dedicated to audience is Theban local deities) ,526 devoted to
deities of the particular temple, so they should be taken into consideration only
partially. 527 The main group of Theban graffiti that comes into comparison with the
Memphite corpus (which neglected on the aforementioned ground - i.e. attention
focused on the specific divine sphere - graffiti found in Serapeum) are the graffiti in
Theban tombs.
There are interesting l8 1h dynasty graffiti in the Theban Western bank tombssuch as TT 60m that admire the tomb:

1/ iw.t in ss 4/:zwtj m?r lzrw' 29

2/rm?Jjspn
3/ n h?.w lzpr-kJ-rr rnb

gt

4/ wn in-f l:zr dw? wr.t

II There came the scribe Djehuti justified,
21 to see this tomb
3/ of the time of Kheperkare- may he live for ever,
41 And then he praised god greatly. 530

The formulations "there came to see" are common to other graffiti on the spot
too.

531

This tomb of vizier Antefoker was 450 years old in respect of the graffiti, so we

can presume here some possible use of the past. The same can be said about TT 319 an 11th dynasty tomb of Queen Neferu (Chief Wife of Mentuhotep I {II}), but it is not
so easy with other tombs with graffiti, that were penned a generation or few generations
after the tomb had been finished. Even these contain some admiring texts. 532 Back to the
tomb of Neferu - this queen has a most interesting tomb, to which a new access was
520
Another point- in fact hitherto neglected here, is the historical shading that can be guessed behind
traditions of religiously exalted spots- the older the place were the better. Such a view cannot be ruled
out for the Egyptian world- so far we know examples of their reverence for old religious texts, and their
presupposed discoveries, cf. some chapters of the Book of the Dead, where it is stated that they were
found in ancient locations.
527
See overview by Peden Graffiti, I 06.
m Overview by Peden, Graffiti, 68.
529
The epithet used for a living person, like if projecting his person into the memory of posterity (?). The
~~estion ca~ be treated here only very sketchily.
.
-- See Dav!Cs- Gardmer, Antejoker, 27-28, pl. 37a, graffito 29, and a translatiOn was made also by
Parkinson, Voicesfrom Ancient t-gypt, 147-148.
531
Cf. Davies- Gardiner, Antefoker, 27-28.
532
See Peden, Graffiti, 71, about TT 161, visited probably even by relatives of the deceased.
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apparently made under the l8 1h dynasty. And there are 17 unpublished graffiti from that
period. 533 These will be of utmost importance for the interpretation of the tomb and its
uses. Peden stated "It says much for the esteem in which this tomb was held by the
Egyptians of the New Kingdom that they were willing to go to such trouble in order to
retain access to a monument from their distant past." 534 This explanation is favourable
to the idea of Egyptian uses of the past. The reverent visits to this royal tomb seem to be
evidence for the ancient uses of the past, especially in the context of what we know
from the Saqqara area. Still, there must be left an allowance for the "pious" explanation,
since Deir el-Bahri was a very exalted place in the religious sense.
The phraseology of the Theban texts provides some clearly corresponding
features to the Memphite corpus. 535 There are very interesting graffiti, which seem to
show a great deal of possible interest in the past, by the vizier of Ramesses II, Paser. He
left his signature in TT 93 and, still more interestingly in TT 311, where he named
Khety, the tomb owner and vizier to Mentuhotep II, as an ancestor. 536 This is a rather
particular type of the use of the past. The attention paid to ancestors is great in this
period, and it is visible throughout the New Kingdom in the royal context, starting with
Ahmose's stela for the Queen Tetisheri 537 and continuing nearer to Paser with the Stela
of 400 years. 538

We can see in these graffiti, as by their Saqqara counterparts, the scribes'
knowledge of their age, 539 as with Antefoker, an admiration for them, inspired by their
decoration. The example of Paser is - as was stated by Peden as well - very suspicious.
He surely had an antiquarian interest, if he made this note in Khety's tomb about this
dignitary being his forefather - in a certain sense Antefoker was a forerunner in the

533

See Peden, Graffiti, 72, some were in notes by Winlock, the excavator, some are in Cerny MSS 6.21.
Winlock, H. E., t-xcavations at Deir ei-Bahri, /911-1931 (New York 1942), 101-104. The problem with
the access to the tomb arose after the building programme of Hatshepsut started to be realised, but the
ancient builders made a visitors' entrance to the tomb ofNeferu to enable the access.
534
Peden, op. cit., 72.
535
Peden, Graffiti, 74, a graffito in TT 504, using stj~y hr verb like the graffito M.2.3.P.l9.3 (the scribe
Hednakht) in Djoscr. The same is true of their nfr formula, which is known from Deir el Bahri, where
Amun is so invocated, Peden, op. cit, 97; Negm, DE 40, 115-123;
536
See KR/lll, 23.17, Kitchen, Pharaoh triumphant, 148, and Kitchen, RITA lll, 18.
537
CG 34002, and further London UC 14402, See Klug, Stelen, 47f.
53
s Sec Stadel mann, R. Vicrhundertjahrstelc, LA VI, I 039-1043, with references. Thanks to Dr. Gae
Callender for directing my attention to this context.
539
Or it could have been read from the walls.
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viziral office. 540 The The ban tombs of non-royal citizens were not so religiously
exalted, but more spontaneously admired, although an occasional prayer for an offering
was not missing, either. 541 The formulae of visitors are much the same as in Saqqara.
Thus we can try to fix a type of a visitors' graffito as that of showing an awareness
(either coming with the visitor or read on the tomb walls) of the age and proprietor of
the monument, where the chief moment of its text was a view of the ancient building.
Both Saqqara and Thebes testify to the decreasing number of graffiti after the
1

19 h dynasty, but the phenomenon of Besucherinschriften does not disappear with the
New Kingdom. 542
The graffiti on the rocks of the Theban necropolis often show the character of
signatures. The graffiti contain the name, and often the persons who left them are just
ssw-- scribes, or draughtsmen (originally ssw ~dw) or ssw nswt- royal scribes, or ss n st
m'U, scribes in the Place of Truth - i.e. Royal necropolis. There were groups of scribes
and other personnel - leaving signatures on the rocks of the valleys of the necropolis,
they define each other as snf- brother, companion 543 , not necessarily a real brother
then.
The formula iw pw ir.n X r

mn

appears as well. The kings buried in the

necropolis appear in the rock graffiti, but not so often in the tomb graffiti (in part, this
can be explained by the fact that visited tombs were often non-royal tombs). Amenhotep
I is an understandable addressee even for possible prayers. However, most rock graffiti
in the Theban necropolis are very short. 544 Other kings are rare in this particular set of
graffiti. Comparing the graffiti in Theban tombs and on the rocks of the Theban
necropolis, there is often a difference in length. The graffiti in tombs are longer and tend
to present Besucherinschriften phraseology of both "antiquarian" and "pious" character.
Rock graffiti are more of the "signatures" character. These observations are, however,
very preliminary as well as any generalising comparisons. One difference is visible the Theban graffiti are comparably less far removed in time from the monuments they
540

The Egyptians liked genealogies, true or fictitious, with illustrious personages of the past, compare
Borchardt, L., Die Miflel zur zeitlichen Festlegung von Punkten der aegyptischen Geschichte und ihre
Anwendung. 92-114, and also Brunner, Abstammung, LA" l, 13-18. "Fiir die Agypter hestand zwischen
korperlicher Abstamung und gcistigcr Schiilerschaft, ja Amtsnachfolge, ein geringerer Unterschied als bei
uns ..." This all despite the fact that the inherited position was formally not acknowledged as anything
meritorious. It was the individual capability, character and skills that were considered as merits. Compare
Assmann, above, Pcrsonlichkeitsbcgriff, und -bcwu13tsein.
541
Cf. Davies- Gardiner, Antefoker, graffito 33, on p. 28 and table 37.
542
Compare the notes on Egyptian archaisms by Ocr Manuelian, P., Living in the Past, xxxv-xlii.
543
Compare Wb IV, 150-152.
544
A corpus including Thcban graffiti is not yet made.
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comment, if compared to the Memphite graffiti. However, this is connected with the
fact when the respective monuments were built; the "graffiti season" (i.e. mainly the
18th and 19th dynasty) for Thebes simply came quicker.

There are also sets of graffiti in Theban temples, which may have served some
similar purpose, i.e. to commemorate a visit or a presence on an important, religiously
or otherwise exalted place. The graffiti in the temple of Khonsu - published
systematically by H. Jacquet-Gordon 545

-

present such a corpus. The graffiti in the

temple of Khonsu are positioned on the temple roof; they are real graffiti - i.e. scratched
inscriptions and drawings. They date to the 20th and subsequent dynasties. They were
made most probably by the temple personnel themselves.
Jacquet-Gordon has an interesting moment for interpretation namely that graffiti in the temple of Khonsu mention no important personages, such as were those,
who left their statues in the temple, later found in the cachette 546

" ...

the titles held by

those whose graffiti are present on the roof belong to the ranks of the lesser clergy, the
web-priests and divine fathers. These were generally humble people who probably did
not have the means or possibly even the right to place statues of themselves in the
sacred precinct, but they did have access to the interior of the temple, and to its roof, to
which some oftheirfunctions may have introduced them. It would seem then that these
people seized the opportunity of leaving their names on the roof slabs in lieu of statues
and added their footprints as a kind of substitute for themselves so that they would
remain forever, at least as long as the temple lasted, in the presence of their god and
under his protection . ...w It is questionable whether temple roof was permanently

accessible or just during some occassions. This is equally well not entirely clear as
regards the necropolis.
Still, the theory on temple graffiti is interesting for the visitors' graffiti
interpretation as well. It would correspond with Megally and his hypothesis on young

545

Jacquet-Gordon, The Graffiti on the Khonsu Temple roof
The reasoning behind these statues and graffiti- if they really corresponded to each other as
expressions of piety and commemoration - might have been different from votive "graffiti" such as the
figures of gods done in regular relief on the outer temple walls and being later objects of popular worship.
Cf. the usc of the term "graffito" by Brand, P. J., A graffito of Amen-Rein Luxor Temple Restored by the
High-Priest Menkheperre. In: Knoppers, G. N.- Hirsch, A., Egypt, Israel and the Mediterranean World,
257-266.
547
Jacquet-Gordon, The Grafliti on the Khonsu Temple roof, 5.
546
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scribes 54 x starting their career visiting the monuments and leaving their graffiti written
with neat "school-handwriting". A school excursion seems to be corroborated on the
walls at Djoser's complex (the scribe Nakht, graffito M.2.3.P.l8.9). This fact would
again seem to be confirmed with texts in the Sun temple of Userkaf, 549 and by scribal
boasts and criticisms of other scribes. 550 Alongside with younger scribes yet without an
advanced career one could assume a presence of lesser officials as well.
However, the priests serving in the temples could have replaced by their graffiti
the statues of wealthier persons; which function could have been ascribed in this context
to the visitors' graffiti? It is not very plausible that they simply were an on-purpose
middle-class versiOn of Khaemwaset's restoration inscriptions 551 ; if not for other
reasons then for the fact that numerous graffiti are considerably earlier than these
inscriptions. In addition, in the Theban corpus there are important dignitaries leaving
their name commemorated, chiefly in the category of visitors' graffiti in tombs; a prime
example is the vizier Paser. 552 A different question is whether the Besucherinschr(fien
were generally a sub-elite version of elite expressions of piety or historical awareness.
Still, it is not fully compatible with Paser. This hypothesis is treated further below.
The priests' traces are in addition to be found also elsewhere. The priestly
personnel left their stelae (dated from the 18 1h dynasty (?) till the Late period, some of
them ink-written) also in the Serapeum 553 , where there are also other later graffiti (the
Ptolemaic ones studied currently by Jaromir Malek).
It is questionable whether some stelae left m Serapeum served a "visitors"'
purpose as well, and therefore are comparable to the graffiti in other places. The texts
on stelae and divinities represented there should be studied further. Generally speaking,
it is a question whether some sorts of graffiti would be comparable to some types of
stelae, while both of them could have served a common purpose - to appease deities on
a certain place. This must be, however, left for a future research.

54

R Indeed, we can question the fact whether all the men who signed the graffiti and rock inscriptions were
really scribes, or whether any literate in ancient Egypt has to be considered a potential "scribe". The
degree of literacy, on the other hand, sometimes cannot be doubted only because the signs are less elegant
than one might expect from an experienced scribe. However, this might have been caused by the less
familiar material than a papyrus. Compare Darnell, Theban Desert Road Survey, 8.
549
Compare Heick, Besucherinschriftcn, and M.l.5.S.I8.4.
550
Again Djoscr's complex, M. 2.3.P.18.15.
551
However, the activities ofKhacmwaset and his scribes arc contemporary to 19'h dynasty graffiti and
are discussed on below.
552
Whereas, as already stated, there were no such statesmen in Memphite evidence.
553
Malinine, M.- Posener, G.- Vercoutter, J., Catalogue des Su?les du Serapeum de Memphis, I-ll.
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As for the part b/ - are there other texts with similar characteristics, we
come to the intertextual relations around the graffiti.

INTERTEXTUALITY

The language and textual characteristics that might be supposed to be inherent to the
graffiti genre 554 move within the 'text space' of graffiti texts and other texts. The graffiti
are eloquent with regards to their authors and ancient kings; let us say, graffiti have
strong relations to the 'sociocultural space'. However, the textual shape of these
relations to extra textual entities is itself again embedded in the 'text space', i.e. the
expressions can be inherited or influenced via intertextuality. 555 The graffiti might have
reflected any other period text, for example they might have reflected various cultural
texts or the stock phraseology of the scribal administrative training. 556 Relations of
graffiti to e.g. "instructions" have already been analysed .. Marciniak has supposed in
his corpus textual relations to a "classic", namely the Instructions of Ptahhotep. 557 A
relation to hymnal literature/eventually certain instruction phraseology can be guessed
behind the Memphite graffito M.2.3.P.l9.1. 558 Fischer-Elfert559 supposes even that the
apprentice scribes might have trained phrases recurring in the graffiti - this is suggested
e.g. by phrases present on the 0 Glasgow 0.1925.88/0 Colin Campbell 22. 560 In any
case, the presence of similar phrases throughout the graffiti and outside graffiti points to
a common stock of useful phrases; however, in this case the context is also hymnal - 0
Glasgow 0.1925.88 bears a short hymnus to Amun. Furthermore, Fischer-Elfert quotes
an ostracon found in the tomb of Senenmut, bearing a phrase translated as "Did come
the scribe Djeserka in order to see ... " 561 The same piece of text is preserved in many
graffiti.

554

Some expressions used in this section may suffer from the rather undefined state. Compare Schenkel,
W., Agyptische Literatur und agyptologische Forschung: cine wissenschaftsgeschichtliche Einleitung. In:
Loprieno, ed., Ancient Egyptian Literature, 21-38; 21.
555
Again, these definitions are descriptive tools. However, they help in Egyptological interpretation, as
any other theory, compare Compare Loprieno, Defining Egyptian Literature: Ancient texts and Modem
Theories, 39-58; 42-43.
556

Compare J. Assmann, Cultural and literary texts, 12-13.
Marciniak, M., BIFAO 73, 1973, I 09-112, and also Fischer-Elfert, Representations of the Past, 132.
558
Compare the observation of H. Fischer-Elfert, Representations of the Past, 132, who supposs an
influence of the instructions (sb:;yt).
559
Fischer-Eifert, Representations of the past, 132.
560
McDowell, A. N., Hieratic Ostraca in the Hunterian Museum Glasgow [The Colin Campbell Ostraca}
(Oxford 1993), 29-30.
561
Fischer-Eifert, Representations ofthe past, 132.

557
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In addition, the nammg and titling of ancient kings in the graffti texts is
comparable to other contemporary records regarding the rulers of the past, as we have
already encountered while comparing the presence of the kings in the graffiti and in the
period cultic assemblages.
Possible influences of other period texts and sources on the Memphite graffiti
thus include king-lists, especially as regards royal names: 562
The kings were noted with their various names in annals and in various kinglists, although the full series of all names a king possessed was not always indicated.

563

, ... In general the use of names is a weaker alternative to pictorial representation ... For
the king there is a hierarchy of types of representation in the following order ... direct
depiction, statue (position variable), royal Horus name, prenomen (nomen is relatively
rare), epithet or circumlocution. " 564 This opinion is interesting in comparison with the
various king-lists and indeed the graffiti material itself; if applicable here it may
indicate that the cultic assemblages with full figures were of "higher order" than grids
with cartouches 565 and names only as used in the graffiti.
The same can be said about the possible influence on royal titles:
The lists indicated stereotyped titles, often just nswt, the almost abstract term for
kingship and an existence of king. 566 Again there were not full title strings of individual
sovereigns. The Royal Canon of Turin for example indicates all kings with nswt bitj. 567
The cultic list in the Akh menu uses alternating or combined nswt hitj and ntr nfr. Ntr
nfr expresses no special stress on the divine side of the king; it denoted a reigning living
56

king as well. x If the king was connected more closely with the divine world he might
have adopted a divine name directly

569

,

but, again, the name of e.g. Horus can be an

562

Note Aufrere, S., BJFAO 89, 1989, 1-13.
Compare Redford, King-lists, 5-7. The preference was given to the prenomen, resp. the Horus name or
the throne name to be registered. The difficulties can be connected with the fact that sometimes the
personal and the Horus or even throne name were identical; in different periods the ruler accepted his
personal name ("Geburtsname") as the Horus name etc. See e.g. Beckerath, J. von, Konigsnamen, LA. III,
540-542; id., Handhuch.
564
Compare Baines, Fccundityfigures, 278.
565
Compare various king-lists in Redford, King-lists, e.g. 40-41.
566
See Barta, W., Konigsbezeichnung, LA. III, 477-480.
567
See Gardiner, The Royal Canon of Turin (Oxford 1959), passim.
568
See Barta, Konigsbezeichnung, LA. III, 478, Beckerath, Handhuch, pp. 37-38.
569
Wildung, Die Rolle, 230 for Snofru, based on his Horus designation in the graffiti. Snofru, however,
posed as Horus even a as living king.

563
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epithet of the soveretgn m general. 570 Graffiti also often use a cartouche for the
deceased king, 571 as do all the king-lists in question.
There are also graffiti which in part formally resemble royal inscriptions (e.g.
Thutmoside stelae), because their authors left a description of what was their king doing
in the moment and they, as loyal servants of the royalty, felt obliged to commemorate
the achievements of their ruler also in the graffito.
This is suggested e.g. in one of the graffiti in the Sun temple of Userkaf at Abu
Ghurob 572 :

11 .. swt] hjty Mn-[bpr]-R~" s3 R~" 4/:lwtj-msw nfr-bprw

~"nb

(}t r n/:1/:1 ist /:lmf /:lr (}3hj

21 tJ.wfn]b.w bhbh bJ.w /:lr st-sn br w(} itf1mn-R~" nswt ntr.w
31 iw.t pw ir.n wbm nswt 1Jmw-ndb r mn mr pn pJ

~"tb (In~"

nJ n brj.w n

~"t

41 IIIII m-pt 1mn-btp Sc~ Mntw-btp ss dbwtj-m-bJ.t bwms

51 remnants of signs ... ss

I I [ datation] under the Majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt,

Menkheperre, Son of Re Thutmose - Neferkheperu, living for ever and ever. As his
Majesty was in Syria
21 [he} trampled the lands of the Fenkhu and Hurrians in their place as was the

command ofhisfather, Amun-Re, King o.fgods.
31 [there came} the royal herald Amunecijeh to see this pyramid. The Brewer and

those o.f bread [production}
41 ... .. m-pet, Amenhotep, Scribe Mentuhotep, Scribe Djehutimhet, Humesh,

51 traces of names and a title [scribe?]

Similar formulations can be found in the graffiti in the complex of Djoser and in the
complex of Senusret III at Dahshur. 573

570

Barta, Konigsbezeichnung, LA. III, 478.
An analysis of the uses of the cartouches in the visitors' graffiti is being prepared by the present
author.
572
Heick, Besucherinschriften, 115-121. Heick, ZDMG I 02, 1952; 39-46. Ricke, "Dritte Bauperiode",
Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userka( l, 19-28.Peden, Graffiti, 58-59.
573
Information courtesy J. P. Allen.
571
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FORMULAE SUMMARY

It is possible, to repeat the traditional division (compare following paragraphs with

divisions ofWildung and Peden, mentioned above), with the use ofthe aforementioned
formulae overview. However, I would consider as more precise to detect formulae sets,
not exactly strict graffiti types. We will detect "antiquarian", "signatures" and "pious"
formulae sets. Although this can be ascribed to the incomplete state of many
inscriptions, which therefore limit the accuracy of any statistical work (see overview
Undamaged and damaged texts), certain formulae tend to be present only in certain

periods; in addition certain formulae appear in sets.

Undamaged and damaged texts
Graffiti sum

97

Relatively undamaged texts

22

"Antiquarian"
There are formulae - a descriptive set - that pay attention to the visited
monument, and name its proprietor and its part (temple etc., which they term J:zwt ntr).
These we find mainly in the complex of Djoser, and some are found within the complex
of Sahure and of Sen us ret III. They are dated mainly to the 18th dynasty, but not
exclusively. 574 Then there are graffiti using a partial "descriptive set", speaking about a
monument, not mentioning the proprietor. There are further 18th dynasty examples from
the Sun Temple of Userkaf. These graffiti tell us that their authors did know that they
were in an important building. Yet, preserved examples in the Sun Temple of Userkaf
do not name the owner. We cannot compare Niuserre's sun temple graffiti,
unfortunately; however, a Sun temple, per se perhaps not "belonging" to one king 575 ,
might have been identified as an important building, but without one specific royal
owner. In addition, the graffito M.l.5.S.l8.1 complicates the situation by identifying the
monument as a pyramid.

574

Cf. e.g. firth- Qui bell, Step pyramid I, 79. graffito D, M.2.3.P.I9 _20.1.
The questions and problems around Sun temples summarised by Verner, M., Die Sonncnhciligtiimcr
dcr 5. Dynastic, Sokar 10 (1/2005), 38-49.

575
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The typical formula is ij. w pw ir X r mn, and and it can be accompanied with a
standardised formalised description of the temple, connecting the place to the Sun God
and myrrh of heaven. The graffiti containing these formulae may be formally defined as
antiquarian, since they in majority name the monument and name the royal owner.
These graffiti might have been written out of a sense of curiosity and piety, and with
regard and respect to the great monuments of a distant past; as Peden termed it. This
regard and respect could not have been entirely tom off any sense of piety. Graffiti in
the Theban area provide parallels, cf. above.

"Signatures"
Another sort of formulae consists of simple signatures, short inscriptions with a
name and a date, and short texts like a number of graffiti in the complex of Djoser, that
mention only the presence of the visitor. These short texts do not explain themselves,
and can be connected with a number of reasons for the visit, with their main scope being
most probably the commemoration of the presence of their author(s) on the site,
whatever reason for this presence there might have existed and might be hypothesised
with the help of longer texts. These graffiti have a number of formal parallels in
signatures left on the rocks of the Theban necropolis and even in the pious corpus in
Deir el-Bahri 576 .

"Pious visitors"
A third sort can consist of those formulae that do not pay attention to the actual
monument, or its proprietor, but primarily commemorate the scribe's presence at the
Memphite necropolis and record his invocation to the deities of the site (deities include
the important kings of old). They are a testimony to an act of piety, a prayer etc 577 . We
should distinguish "specific pious set" - like ir nfr- and "non-specific pious set", like
various offering formulae which can be attached to other formulae sets.
Both are in no special connection. So far it seems, with the building itself. In this
instance, we can explain the fact that Djoser and Teti were worshipped in Pepi II's
complex; for the same reason, long prayers at the complex of Djoser that do not
mention Djoser at all, may also belong to this group of Besucherinschriften. Graffiti
576

Marciniak, Les inscriptions hieratiques. 31.
These texts arc known in a great number from other contexts where we should not consider them as
classical Besucherinschri/ien (such as is the corpus in Deir el-Bahari) although we have used them here as
parallel to show where the Besucherinschrifien took pious contents and forms.
577
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containing these formulae only are not the classical visitors' graffiti of the sort name,
title & came to see; these pious graffiti are often to be found in the l9 h dynasty. 578
1

The "antiquarian" set can be combined with the offering formulae, esp. if these
are directed in favour of the ancient king. It can be also combined with the "stroll set".
Usually it does not combine with the the main representant of the "specific pious set",

their nfr.
This formal division, however, seems not to cover the entire meaning graffiti
had for their authors and their contemporaries; and it still also neglects the fact that
often one graffito corresponds to more than one typology aspect. For solving this
problem, one must move to a more detailed insight into the language and phraseology of
the graffiti texts, which will be possible with the corpus on a more advanced stage.
It is also necessary to ask more questions about the sociocultural status of their

authors. In addition, one could further inquire on the graffiti audience as well. These last
two questions will be treated below.

7

x Noted already by Philips, in Martin, Horemheh, 157, 158, footnote I. A. K. Philips has finished a
dissertation on this topic in Copenhagen (for this information I am indebted to Dr. J. Baines), but this is
currently not accessible to me.
'
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INTERPRETATIONS

The previous chapter has provided the overview and chosen statistics 579 of the graffiti
corpus. In this chapter, the ad interim solutions should be indicated, following the
structure of the introductory questions:
~Who
~

When the graffiti were written and which period was most prolific?

~How
~

much did the authors know ofthe site?

With whom the ancient monuments in question were connected?

~Are
~

were the authors ofthe graffiti?

there variations or different text types in the visitors' graffiti?

Which text types can we encounter?

~Which

text types are proper to which period?

Tentative answers to these questions and eventually the uses of the past present
or absent in the graffiti, will be analysed.

- Who were the authors of the graffiti?
The authors of hitherto known and analysed Besucherinschriften were probably
mostly

~

with a few exceptions

~

scribes of middle to lower rank, members of the

literate sub-elite ofthe Egyptian society of the New Kingdom. They generally were well
versed in the hieratic script, which they used as a most common form of script for
visitors' graffiti, in accordance with their using this script for most of their written
agenda and for private religious and letter use. Some graffiti (e.g. Dahshur
III M.3.12.P.NK.l, Saqqara

~

Djoser, M.2.3.P.19.1 and Abusir

~

~

Senusret

Sahure, M.l..P.l8.1)

are very neat. The scribes liked to present themselves as scribes, able and competent.
579

Statistics that was possible at the present state of the source database.
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They can be expected to maintain a considerable cultural level, compatible to the
official culture of the given period. This could have indicated also a certain degree of
historical awareness. The scribes as members of the literate sub-elite in a society where
the literate strata were - or presented themselves as such - the cultural norm, should be
expected to bear the tradition and cultural identity.
Some of the graffiti authors had a high opinion of their own scribal practice
(Nakht in Djoser, M.2.3.P.l8 .9, or M.3.12.P.NK.l in Senusret III), which, however, was
not always shared by other colleagues [M.2.3.P.18.15 or M.1.5.S.l8.3].

- When the graffiti were written and which period was most prolific?
The Memphite necropolis hosts a range of graffiti. The following table shows an
overview of graffiti presence in time. The most prolific period in the present corpus is
the 18th dynasty, followed by the Ramesside period. Saite graffiti were perhaps not
equally well documented. The attribution of some "Saite" graffiti might also be disputed
(see below).
Table Graffiti account per dynasty, 261h dynasty graffiti not included in their entirety

grafittl account per dynasty

40

[l'otet z identification code)

-

35
30
~

1l

25

E
~

c 20

~"' 15

r-- _ ,

-·
r--

~-'"-

10

-nX

? NK

r--t

r--t

? OK

13th dynasty

II
18th dynasty 18th dynasty? 19th dynasty

r--t
2tith dynasty

II n
NK

Ramesside

?
d1tatlon

~ffitidatati0<1]

-How much did the authors know of the site?
The scribes, especially those of the 18th dynasty, knew quite a lot. They
attributed often the monument correctly. The only monument where there is no
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indication of the owner, although the monument itself is identified, is the Sun Temple of
Userkaf. Nor was it only Djoser or Snofru, who enjoyed most popularity; scribes
identified equally well Senusret III at Dahshur or Sahure at Abusir. Khendjer served,
according to the Nashuy's graffito [M.2.13.P.19.1 ], only as a notice board for Djoser.
Except for the notice board style graffiti, in the longer graffiti the building was often
mentioned, and therefore we might ascertain that the wall, on which a graffito was left,
was not a casual choice.

-With whom the ancient monuments in question were connected?
The visited monuments were often connected with the actual owner. Sometimes
gods or kings with a special divine position are mentioned on their walls, but without
having any direct relation to the building. This might have meant that the graffito was
left on a necropolis wall, this time like on a notice board (cf. the possible similarities to
the letters to the dead, or to the gods).

-Are there variations or different text types in the visitors' graffiti?
There are different sorts. The phraseology is almost standardised in some cases
and a number of longer graffiti are small compositions, containing short "codified"
sequences of expressions. However, there are also numerous graffiti which are just
signatures, like tags of modem graffiti makers. This variety within the graffiti helps to
maintain the theory that graffiti were an informal sort of writing. The "codified"
formulae themselves are variable.

-Which text types can we encounter?
Main stereotypes among the longer texts are came to see, admired, with an
optional prayed and prayed as a main activity. "Prayed" here means an offering formula
and eventually ir nfr formula. Signatures contain author title and name and titles and
names of accompanying persons if present.

- Which text types are proper to which period?
The graffiti changed throughout time, and a shift is visible from the 18th dynasty
toward the 19th dynasty. The 18th dynasty was more "king-centred" and the 19th dynasty
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more "divine world-centred". Also, the 18th dynasty paid more attention to the
monument and its owner, the 19th dynasty to the visitor.
There was not so much a complete shift in phraseology as a shift in emphasis.
The 18th dynasty scribes were also more descriptive, although they used a stereotyped
set of phrases, which were not specified for a monument. The most conspicuous
singularity is a naming ofthe Sun Temple ofUserkafas "Two Temples" [M.l.5.S.18.2].

The analysis that enabled these summarising remarks, albeit some have been
made with a considerable allowance for hypothesis, is explained in previous chapters,
Evidence and Context. During the process, several other questions, some already

alluded to throughout preceding chapters as well, arose and required a summarising
treatment; in addition, one of the opening questions has not been directly answered as
well. These yet unanswered questions concern:
- More details on the differences between the 18th and the Ramesside era.
- Relations of the 19th dynasty graffiti and the special 19th dynasty activities on the
Memphite necropolis, i.e. Khaemwaset' restoration inscriptions.
-The relations ofthe graffiti to the king-lists, again especially in the 191h dynasty.
-Eventually, the response to the opening question: graffiti can be considered as one of
the key groups of sources for the study of Egyptian uses of the past, and the historical
tradition of kings. Indeed, but how did the historical tradition or a "use of the past"
actually work? Are we right in replacing "can" in the sentence with "are to be"? The

problem of the graffiti audience is also related to this question. An interpretation
discussion concerning these problems has therefore been inserted.
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INTERPRETATION DISCUSSION

THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE

18TH DYNASTY AND RAMESSIDE

PERIOD

If we were to simplify: the earlier group ~ mainly of 181h dynasty inscriptions ~
might have been expressing the interest in the ancient buildings, in any case, the
buildings and owners are often correctly identified. The graffiti betray therefore
contemporary knowledge of some facts related to the past. The later group ~ Ramesside
inscriptions

~

is much less historical in this respect and would debate Assmann's

presupposition that Ramesside Egyptians were "revealing the past"! 580 Ramesside
scribes were even making mistakes in writing of the ancient royal names. 581 And this
process seems even to mirror what we know e.g. from the long-term developments of
tradition of Imhotep and Amenhotep, son of Hapu, both of whom passed from the
tradition ofwise men of old (well-known figures ofthe past therefore) to the position of
healing gods. 582
The change in the graffiti would indicate a change from divine kings to deities
as well. Cartouched nswt bit}, whose temple was admired and for whose k:J one
dedicated an offering (see graffito M.2.13.P.l9.1 ), would become uncartouched and
otherwise untitled god invocated with ir nfr. It would be like if great kings (or at least
King Djoser) passed from the position of traditional ruler with a magnificent stone
tomb, the first of that type, into a status of a local deity, albeit this passage would occur
during a mere generation or so.
The difficulty is, however, that so straightforward a solution would be a little
superficial. One reason is the graffiti like the Nashuy's graffito from Khendjer's
complex [M.2.13.P.l9.1]. He names the kings by the epitheta that made them
exceptional and had connections to their particular (historical) deeds. Despite this, to
make the situation even more complex, Nashuy's graffito is a prayer, containing ir nfr

°

58

Cf. Assmann, Stein und Zeit, 303-313, and especially for the city of Memphis, "Memphis und die
Entdeckung der Vergangenheit", 312-313. Assmann considered the graffiti typical product of that time
(ie. Ramesside) "In dieser Zeit wird man sich der jahrtausendealten Denkmiiler bewuf3t, in deren Mitte
man bis dahin gelebt hatte, offenbar ohne Notiz von ihnen zu nehmen" (Assmann, op. cit., 306). This is
contradicted by the presence of the 18'h dynasty graffiti.
581
It will be worth trying compare their writing options in King lists, especially the Ramesside ones.
582
See Wildung, Egyptian Saints, passim.
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formula. In the same moment, the Djoser epithet, "Opener of Stone", is historical - no
matter what strength his personal divine tradition in that period had. 583
In addition, it is most probably not entirely possible to extricate the memory of
significant past events and deeds and the reverence to the deified king or even a
nonroyal person, who made or authorised them. At least to Egyptian mentality, these
moments might have resulted intertwined. It has been noted elsewhere that Egyptians
prized highly the individual achievements and that New Kingdom king-lists canonised
the "Grilnderkonige", Djoser among them. 584 Other reasons contrary to the simplified
grouping of the graffiti are more technical - our corpus of graffiti is incomplete and
fragmentary, there may have been Ramesside graffiti that expressed some knowledge
on tomb proprietor.
However, it must be admitted that the enhanced Ramesside attention to
expressions of piety, as documented by the existing graffiti, corresponds well to the
supposed personal piety development of the period. This specific personal piety is not
just the other-than-official-temple-cult religion (which must have existed for
millennia 585 ), it can be religion made more "personal" under period circumstances. 586
The practical religious interest in the communication with the dead, which we should
also account graffiti (or one of the aspects of the graffiti) to, is present in the Egyptian
tradition as a longue duree phenomenon. 587 The Ramesside innovation would therefore
have been in the stronger inclination to the personal contact with the deified or powerful
dead.
The presence of the pious graffiti is proved for this period in the Theban region
as well. Therefore in spite of the complex character of the veneration of kings and in
583

Paradoxically, Wildung came to the conclusion that a historical deed enhanced a king's position too,Wildung, Die Rolle, 73-74, although otherwise he is in favour of the piety explanation, cf. above "State
of Research: 4/ Interpretations"
584
Assmann, "Entdeckung der vcrgangenheit" in: Stein und Zeit, J. Baines noted that the Royal Canon of
Turin introduced King Djoscr in red. The singularity ascribed to Djoser in the RCT might theoretically
have corresponded to his popularity elsewhere.
585
Compare Sadek, Popular Religion in Egypt during the New Kingdom, the problem is here rightly
named as that of scanty sources, sec p. 3, it is not that the New Kingdom is exclusive with its material on
the popular and practical religion; the point is that in New Kingdom this phenomenon is undebated
because we have sufficient sources. The practical religion and personal piety are considerably well
documented for the New Kingdom, which does not say there were no such phenomena existing earlier.
Cf. J. Baines, JEA 73, 1987, 79-98, noting as well the structured relations which might have been present
in a given society toward one particular problem, e.g. communication with the dead.
586
See further also Assmann, J., .-4'gypten. Theologie und Frommigkeit einer frilhen Hochkultur (Stuttgart
1984), 258-268 (first complex treatise), on the possible specific features of the Ramesside piety, given by
the historical developments during and after the Amama intermezzo. The human being tried to enter into
a closer relationship with the god, which was not bound to a ritual or a cult place.
587
Cf. Baines, JEA 73, 1987, 86--88.
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spite of the incompleteness of our material, a shift in orientation of the visitors' graffiti
is probable.
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THE

19T"

DYNASTY

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES ON

THE

MEMPHITE

NECROPOLIS

Another phenomenon that marks out the Memphite corpus context belongs
entirely to the 191h dynasty, and it is represented by the activities of the Prince
Khaemwaset. I preferred to mention it at the end as a contextual remark on the Saqqara
graffiti, as it comprises only one part of the treated period, and as it represents only one
specific activity, limited in duration, whereas the burial ground uses of Saqqara etc.,
were a constant in the existence of the necropolis. In addition, to measure justly
importance and range of Khaemwaset's activities is a task beyond the scope of the
present work, especially as new evidence is emerging. 588 However, the presence of the
inscriptions of Khaemwaset coincides in some cases with the presence of the visitors'
graffiti. It can be presumed that the sites with reported activities of Khaemwaset should
be again searched for the presence of the visitors' graffiti.
Khaemwaset was active in the whole area of the Memphite necropolis, from
Giza to South Saqqara, and his activities were manifold. Some were connected with his
support for the Apis bulls' burial complex - the Serapeum. Others were directly
connected to so-called restoration works. On the other hand it cannot be excluded that
Khaemwaset could have had a role as overseer of the workmen's activities including the
quarrying of re-used stones. 589 The double face of the Ramesside interest in Memphite
necropolis could be then illustrated with his example. He surely displays some
knowledge of the necropolis, was interested in cult renewals 590 and proved knowledge
of Saqqara topography as regards the attribution of each building. 591
Khaemwaset installed so-called restoration inscriptions. These were m fact,
often "labels", which added the name of a king to his pyramid. 592 Thus there are
inscriptions by Niuserre, Sahure, Djoser, Unas, Shepseskaf, a fragment at Userkafs
funerary temple 593 too, and extant activity in Giza. The name as an important vehicle of

58

x Cf.

Yoshimura- Takamiya, Waseda excavations, 164-166.
See Malek, Meeting of the old and new, passim.
590
Such as that of Prince Kawab, see Gomaa, Chamwese, 67f.
591
Cf. his restoration inscriptions in an overview, cf. Gomaa, Chamwese, 61 ff., I 05.
592
Sec Drioton- Lauer, ASAE 37,201-211.
593
See Gomaa, Chamwese, 64/note 4.
589
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remembrance in Egypt is well-known 594 so Khaemwaset's activity was that of
perpetuating the remembrance of these kings. 595
In addition, Khaemwaset himself seems to be a man of knowledge as regards
ancient monuments, as he was inspired by ancient inscriptions and monuments he
encountered (cf. the statue of Kawab ). His own inscriptions bear evidence of archaising
tendencies. 596
Helck 597 pointed out that the prince's inscriptions are a sort of counterpart to the
Besucherinschr?ften of the period. This statement is both possible and at the same time
rather imprecise. The inscriptions are certainly a fruit of a different ideological and
social stratum as by Khaemwaset there are kings, who are remembered by a member of
the current royalty, with explicit mentioning of his father, the reigning Pharaoh. The
inscriptions are in formal Middle Egyptian598 and can be considered as a proof,
alongside with cultic assemblages of kings in Abydos, of Ramesside ancestor
veneration (confined to "ancestors on the throne"). Graffiti were left by commoners,
commemorated royalty and authors themselves, and were ~ from 191h dynasty onwards
~

in Late Egyptian and mostly in hieratic.
Heick was right, however, in pointing out that the Ramesside activities on the

necropolis were manifold and alongside Khaemwaset there were scribes visiting ancient
royal complexes, maybe even in connection with Khaemwaset and his duties on the
necropolis

~

for his inscriptions speak about his father's intention to restore the names

of the kings, which must have surely required scribes visiting, inspecting the
monuments and organising the inscriptions' realisation. 599

594

See Gomaa, Chamwese, 64, see further on the opposite process Brunner-Traut, E., Namenstilgung, LA.
IV, 338-341.
595
Compare also literary remembrance of certain kings, Loprieno, King's novel. In: Loprieno, A., ed.,
Ancient egyptian Literature, 277-296.
596
See Fisher, M, The Sons of Ramesses 11, 1, 97f., and I 03- a short reconstruction of Khaemwaset's
biography.
597
Quoted by Gomaa, op. cit. 64.
598
Cf. Drioton, ASAE, 26, 210.
599
See the collation in Drioton, ASAE 26, 208-209.
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The presence of Old and Middle Kingdom kings in the Besucherinschriften and related material

Unas
Sneferu
Inscriptions of
Khaemwaset

Djoscr

Shcp_seskaf Userkaf Sahure

X

X

X

X

Niuserre

600

X

X

Teti

601

named
in
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complex of
Khendjer
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III
Khendjer

X,

Visitors'
graffiti
Presence in the
King-list
of
Mahu

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

not
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X,
X

X

THE GRAFFITI AND THE SAQQARA KING-LISTS

Moreover, there is another peculiar source, regarding uses of the past, from
Khaemwaset's time in Saqqara necropolis. It is the tomb- or what is registered of itof Mahu. 602 This tomb includes in its decoration a king-list, 603 respective a group of
kings, but these seem to have no chronological order. But their composition suggests the
composition as a group of kings that had their pyramids near each other on the fields of
Saqqara necropolis. 604 Could that be a group of kings, whose tombs were repaired- or
provided with some restoration inscription? 605 It could be quite an interesting source for
Saqqara necropolis past being known in terms of its distribution ofthe monuments.
Mahu's list of kings is not the only one at the Saqqara necropolis. Another one,
much more famous, we can find in the tomb of Tjeneroy, a relative of Paser,606 whose
tomb was excavated in the New Kingdom hub of tombs southeast of Djoser. Tjeneroy
was known in the 19 1h century, resp. his tomb was noted, its relief taken away, and now
it is placed in Cairo Museum. The actual position of the tomb was not indicated in any
plan, 607 and now it is among those many Saqqara New Kingdom tombs, whose owners,

600

The cult around the pyramid complex of Unas was thriving in the Middle Kingdom, but it has not
hitherto been defined for the New Kingdom. See Baines, JEA 73, I 987, 88, note 50, Altenmiiller, H., SAK
I, I 974, 1~18, Altenmiiller compares the cult ofUnas, wich can be traced well into the Middle Kingdom,
to the cult ofSnofru at Dahshur. The monuments ofUnas and Snofru seem to be connected by the same
character of the cultic tradition ~ cultic reverence that starts in the Old Kingdom and continues in the
centuries to come; cf. also the following note.
601
See also Malek, Old Kingdom rulers as local saints, 241~258.
602
Wildung, Die Rolle, 74ff., Taf. V 2.
603
Kings portrayed as figures accompanied by cartouches.
604
Gomaa, Chamwese, 64.
605
Gomaa, Chamwese, p. 63~64.
606
Not the Vizier Paser, who left his graffiti in the Theban tombs.
607
See further Martin, Hidden tombs ol Memphis. 12 I -124.
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and parts of decoration are well known, but whose tomb position remams
unidentified. 608
Tjeneroy (Tjunuroy, Tjuloy) is otherwise known as a priest, bearing the title of
Lector priest and overseer of works (jmj-r kJ.wt m mnww nb.w n nsw). 609 His tomb is
known due to slabs with decoration, and his position and titles are known due to other
monuments of him, known from Qantir, or from stela of his brother Paser, whose tomb
is known, and neighbouring to the tomb of Horemheb. 610 The actual king list has now a
designation CG 34516 and seems to be one of blocks taken from the tomb in 191h
century. 611 It is a grid with royal cartouches.
Tjeneroy is rated among the greater traditional cultic assemblages holders, as his
list resembles that of the temple cultic assemblages of the Ramesside kings. 612
Interestingly enough he is depicted with a scroll in front ofrows ofnames. 613
Both king-lists of Saqqara, however, can express each a different layer of the
uses of the past. Albeit both of them - Tjeneroy and Mahu - can be cui tic assemblages,
one is a list of important kings to be venerated, and they are successive in a
chronological order, the other seems a cultic assemblage of local character, similar to
Theban tombs that were decorated with pictures of Ahmes Nefertari and Amenhotep
1.614

The Tjeneroy list (Saqqara kings-list) is an assemblage of cartouches, which
respect a certain chronological order and Tjeneroy is standing in front of this list with a
papyrus scroll in his hand. It seems that his office of chief lector priest should bring him
in contact with cults of deified - or otherwise venerated - kings of the past. The list is
peculiar; as it presents considerable problematic points, reverse chronologies of 11th and
Ith dynasty etc. It was argued that it should belong to the Memphite king-lists tradition,

based on local archive documents. 615 This seems quite logical, and such a tradition plus the iconographic type of the representation, i.e, cartouches, not figures of kings,

608

See a list by Martin, Hidden tombs of Memphis, 199f.
Cf. about him- Malek, JSSEA, XII-I, 1982, 21 - 28.
610
See Martin, Hidden tombs of Memphis, 120ff. with genealogy and family of Paser.
611
Alongside with other objects, such as even his canopic jars, cf. Martin, op. cit.
612
See above, chapter 2.
613
He is just holding it, not reading. Nonetheless, this scroll could have been of similar importance to that
of a scroll that young Prince Ramesses is reading in Abydos by Sethi king-list. There were litanies- nis
~knw, a sort of ,laudatory invocation", read probably for ancestor kings. This would explain as well the
Medinet Habu king-list of Ramesses Ill, connected with Min cult, and the Turin Litany. See Redford,
King-lists, 37-39.
614
Cf. Gitton, L 'epouse du dieu Ahmes Nefertary, and Cerny, BIFAO 27, 1927.
615
As for this cf. Chapter 2, for the uses of king-lists, and see Malek, JSSEA, 1982 vol. no.I, 24f.
609
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points to an archival document as a source. 616 The actual meaning, however, in the
tomb, could have been closer to a cultic assemblage, as far as the inscription alongside it
says, for it is a htp-di-nsw formula (or a similar one). 617 The inscription continues with a
request for Tjeneroy himself, as he imitated his royal master in the veneration of ancient
618
.
k mgs.
The list of Mahu is of another type, even iconographically - the kings are
represented as seated figures with royal insignia, facing the divinities - Re and Osiris.
They have hands raised in an adoration gesture. Each figure is accompanied by a proper
cartouche. The preserved figures on the fragment (CG 33258) are Djoser, Teti (?) and
Unas, but further kings followed. The order is not chronological, but it must be admitted
that it respects the constellation round the pyramid complex of Djoser. Furthermore, we
meet Djoser and Teti as venerated kings in the graffito of the Scribe Nashuy
[M.2.13.P.l9.1 ].
In the Memphite necropolis zone, these king-lists are not the only ones, not even
the only known ones. Some fragments show not only a list - this time kings portrayed
full-figure, but also important men, high priests, viziers etc. 619 There is an Abusir kinglist from a private tomb too. These are once more kings represented in persons, no mere
grid of cartouches. The names are these of kings of the 41h dynasty. 620
All these king-lists, except for Mahu, cannot be easily connected with the local
tradition of kings in documents. Mahu can be connected with tradition of owners of the
distinct buildings within the necropolis. 621 Since the necropolis was a living organism,
the levels of old and new must have necessarily met, and the structure of their meeting
was manifold. The physically present and visible pyramids cannot be forgotten, and
their identification proves that literate members of the scribal elite were either capable
of studying old inscriptions622 , however, we cannot always say what was visible in the
New Kingdom - or they possessed some source of knowledge that told them, what
belonged to whom. The key to their knowledge is further obfuscated by the fact that e.g.

616

Malek, JSSEA 1982-1, 28, the mistakes thus can have different character from non-chronological order
ofMahu, cf. below.
617
See Redford, King-lists, 21, Wildung, Rolle, 34. the phraseology is collated after the Abydos king-list.
618
See further Redford, King-lists, 21 f., passim.
619
Cf. Redford, King-lists, 26, and Fischer, H. G., Varia 1, MMA Egyptian Studies I (New York 1976),
fig, 3, by p. 63. This would indicate an interesting regional historic tradition- as there are Memphite high
priests too, portrayed in this otherwise anonymous assemblage.
620
Redford, King-lists, 26.
621
See too Redford, King-lists. 27.
622
Cf. Baines, Man, New Series, Vol. 18, No.3, 582-593.
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Khufu's pyramid bears as such no inscription, its temple might well have been
destroyed by that time, and yet Khaemwaset put his label on it. 623 Who kept this
knowledge and where? The response should again be sought in the archives and kinglists,624 and in the scribal education as we indicated above.
But how did a regional tradition of Memphis work? 625 For the New Kingdom,
there is no simple answer. The New Kingdom with its graffiti and king-lists, and royal
interest in commemoration and comparison seems to be fruitful in providing for a
general impression on various levels of the uses of the past. 626 The scribes leaving their

Besucherinschriften on various monuments might have been one such level.
What seems to be important is the capability of correct identification of the
monuments and appropriate kings, as it occurs in the graffiti. This capability connects
the graffiti, the restoration inscriptions and possibly also some of the cultic king-lists in
tombs. In addition the literate milieu of the necropolis' workers might have played its
practical role in supplying the presence of the graffiti authors. The milieu of the
necropolis and its inhabitants is so far better mapped in Thebes than in Memphis. This
is due to the accessible information on the life of the workmen's village, st m;('t, Deir
el-Medina. The percentage of complete or partial literacy in the particular milieu of
tomb builders' village is special.

627

This Theban suburb was no ordinary village either,

not even in the characteristics of the means of subsistence. This special literacy niveau
of royal tomb-builders is therefore unique, however, and in this point the analysis of
literacy again touches the analysis of graffiti. The literate or partially literate groups of
scribes, tomb-builders and chiefly tomb-decorators could be expected in the other great
necropoleis too, and their supposed presence could have corresponded to the graffiti
groups' presence. We have already seen the plausible educational background of the
scribes ("Excursus: Schooling of scribes"). In addition, various inspection and
overseeing groups and committees can be expected in the Memphite necropolis,

623

To be more precise, his official left there his evidence, so it is probable that Khaemwaset was active in
Giza too. Sec Gomaa, Chaemwese.
624
Redford, King-lists, 176-201.
625
There is, I suppose a reasonable background to speak about regarding the regional tradition, since
there was a regional tradition perceivable in Thebes, which had its own tradition of venerated kings.
626
Compare Redford, King-lists, 192-197.
627
Subsequently treated in Baines- Eyre, GM, 86--91; also McDowell, A. Teachers and Students at Deir
el-Medina. In: Demaree, R. J. -Egberts, A., Deir ei-Medina in the Third Mi//enium AD, 217-233; the
scribal office functioning, albeit not directly related to the levels of literacy, but indicative of the scribal
activities in a necropolis see Donker van Heel, K.- Haring, B. J. J., Writing in a Workmen's Village.
Scribal Practice in Ramesside Deir ei-Medina (Leiden 2003).
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although on a lesser scale than e.g. in the Valley of the Kings and its neighbourhood. 628
In addition, another similarity might have connected the Theban and the Memphite
milieu. The workers of the necropolis and the inspecting dignitaries might have left
their - mostly pious - graffiti on or near the places their duty led them to. If the The ban
mountain was the home of Hathor or Meretseger, whom one could address pious pleas
regarding one's burial (like the vizier Paser did, e.g. KR1 III, 22, nos. 14, 15), then
Memphis possessed "gods of Western Memphis" and powerful deceased kings.
The Memphite tradition worked marvellously later, in the Late Period, regarding
Imhotep, who was correctly connected with the Step pyramid, and possessed his cultic
object in Saqqara. 629 lmhotep, however, was deified, and his cultic presence under the
Ptolemies went as far a field as in Nubia, so his fame grew considerably beyond the
regional cultic dimension.
Memphis, however, kept its tradition of an important city and Late Period
Memphis must have been a formidable city, still, where the king had a palace - like
Apries, and where there lived the Apis bull. The tradition regarding pyramid builders
had not died either, as the Herodotian narration tells us.
The Besucherinschr!fien in the region did not disappear entirely, they still
accompany us in Giza, even with revived attention in the Saite period, as the cult of Isis,
Lady of Pyramids took place here, with likelihood, that it revived the cultic services for
the

4th

dynasty kings as well. 630 The Abusir Sakhmet of Sahure may have still existed in

that time too, since there is a visitors' graffito of Khaemwase, a prophet of Sakhmet of
Sahure, in the temple of Sahure. The inscription is dated to the 51h year of Amasis. 631
Djoser complex yielded one graffito from under the Saite rule - a wish for king
Necho. 632 One of the New Kingdom Saqqara tombs- the tomb of Tia and Tia- has a
graffito on one stela; the graffito mentions two scribes. 633 Even Dahshur - the Bent
pyramid - has two scratched hieroglyphic graffiti with names and titles of period
628

for the official visits in the Valley of the Kings or Deir c)-Medina compare Janssen, J. J., Village
Varia. En studies on the History and Administration ofDeir ei-Medina (Leiden 1997), 147-173; much of
the dignitaries' traffic to the royal necropolis was of course connected with the royal burial itself, so no
such activities can be supposed in Memphis. However, the necropolis was teeming with other tombs,
including, at least from the 19th dynasty onwards, tombs of the members ofthc royal family.
629
Wildung, D. Imhotep und Amenhotep. MA."S 36, 1997.
630
Sec Zivic-Cochc, Ch.,Giza au premier milh!naire, Wildung, Die Rolle, 177- 181, 186-188.
631
Sec Moller, G., Hieratische Palaographie III, (Leipzig 1912), 8, and signs passim; compare Leahy, A.,
The Libyan Rulers in the Onomastic Record, in: Studies in Pharaonic Religion and Society in Honour of
J. G~vn Griffiths, cd. by A. B. Lloyd, London 1992, 151; Peden, Gra.fftti, 278-279; Baines, GM 4, 1973.
632
Firth-Quibcll, Step pyramid, I, 79, graffito H, and Peden, Graffiti, 279.
633
Peden, Graffiti, 280, Martin, G. T., The Tomb ofTia and Tia. A Royal Monument of the Ramesside
period in the Memphite necropolis (London 1997), 45 and pl. 93.
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officials, priest of Ptah, Pairptah and a w('b priest Nuferhor. 634 However, these graffiti,
although we still number them among Saite inscriptions, must be revised- their dating
should not be considered as confirmed. 635
So the tradition of visiting places, by now maybe considered holy, lived on. The
connection ancient -- venerable - sacred can be sometimes seen as an Egyptian
pattern 636 for historical memory. The actual historical ownership of the ancient
monuments, known in the New Kingdom, may, or may not be forgotten by that time.
The Late Period, on the other hand, was a time when the tradition of golden days of
Ramesside rule was not going to be lost, and the Memphite tradition of wisdom was
once more revived in two Demotic Tales of Setne Khaemwaset, none other than the
Prince and High Priest, who supervised the Memphite royal activities in the heyday of
New Kingdom visitors' graffiti, and whose interest in past was renowned. The tales,
however, turned his likely interest in libraries and archives, and tombs, into a hunt for
magical papyri, which the led the wise prince into many particular situations. In general,
the Late Period, known for its archaisms in visual and literary art, 637 gives us only hints
regarding the actual remembering of particular past periods and its personages.

634

See Peden, Graffiti. 280 and Petrie, A season in Egypt 1887; Pl. XIX, Graffiti and Quarry Marks, nos.
695,696.
635
The analysis is in progress. I am indebted to Mgr. Renata Landgnifova, PhC, for her very valuable
help.
636
Sec Wildung, t:gyptian Saints, passim.
637
See Ocr Manuel ian, Living in the past. passim.
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HOW DID THE HISTORICAL TRADITION OR A "USE OF THE PAST"
ACTUALLY WORK?

THE GRAFFITI AND THE SCRIBES AS BEARERS OF HISTORICAL AWARENESS
AND TRADITION

It has been noted (see above) that the scribes (in the general sense) might represent sub-

elite of the Egyptian society of the period, therefore we might expect in the
manifestations of the historical memory/awareness/knowledge similar procedures as by
other sociocultural phenomena related to the elite/sub-elite division. The elite and the
sub-elite might have had different outcomes 638 also in historical awareness. Therefore, if
there were very official expressions of a relation to the past, one might expect a flow of
the sub-elite expressions on a different level, of course not simply divided - like it is in
the modern historical culture - along the lines of science vs. awareness.
If we move within the ambience of the funeral monuments, the necropoleis offer
a seemingly clearcut solution for the 19th dynasty only, and the division, if accepted, in
fact runs between royal/non-royal. Along the restoration inscriptions of Khaemwaset
there are visitors' graffiti. However, the problem is that best antiquarian639 visitors'
graffiti are dated to the 18th dynasty, where there is no known counterpart of
Khaemwaset and extant lists of kings and famous men in elite tombs; whereas these
phenomena are present in the 19th dynasty where there are best pious graffiti.
It is noticeable and can be traced in this text as well that the current

Egyptological opinions connect the advent of history in Egyptian thought chiefly with
the New Kingdom. This is not the place for another extant discussion of this topic (cf.
above). Generally speaking there are recognized two moments of importance- first of
all, Ramesside period, following the Amarna intermezzo. Jan Assmann connects, as has
already
638
639

been

mentioned,

the

Ramesside

period with the

"Entdeckung der

Baines, Man, New Series, Vol. 18, No.3, 193, 574.
ir.n X r mn, gm.nf sy mj pt, monument/owner identified etc. Compare above.
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Vergangenheit". The exclusivity of the Ramesside period ts, however, to a certain
extent undermined by the testimony of the graffiti as well.
Antonio Loprieno noted an onset or advent of history in the context of texts in
the New Kingdom with the Hyksos as a turning point, which then corresponds to the
onset of "historicisation". In this respect he compares similar or corresponding views of
Baines and Homung640 and the opinion of Redford can be added as well, 641 and their
theses are not contradicted by any Egyptian sources. 642 The historicisation thus startsor attracts a renewed attention - with the 18th dynasty - which then corresponds to the
advent of royal stelae. The historical Besucherinschriften of the period might suit this
development as well.
Therefore we might try to sum up, that the visitors' graffiti of the 18th dynasty
are a parallel to the social and cultural development, which favoured closely expressed
relationships to the past. The 18th dynasty, so far as it is nowadays known, did not label
ancient monuments, although the kings frequently claimed restoration efforts (Ahmose,
Hatshepsut and others, cf. above).
The l9 1h dynasty added the royal labelling of the monuments and royal +
commoner religious-cum-identity interest in king-lists, presented in temples and tombs.
The kings were not forgotten to be kings, but were in addition and perhaps more
prominently than before, deities. This last fact might have corresponded to the
development of the concept called by the Egyptologists the personal piety,643 whose
presence is supposed to be typical for the New Kingdom, and the individualistic prayers
contained in the graffiti and often consisting of the ir nfr formula, are again in

640

Loprieno, Definining Egyptian Literature, 39-58; 45, footnotes 50, 53 and 54. Loprieno quotes Erik
Hornung, Geschichle als Fest, 9-29, and Baines, Ancient Egyptian Concepts and Uses of the Past, 131149.
641
Redford, King-lists, 165-167.
642
Cf. also the collection by Pascal Vemus, tssai sur Ia coscience historique, passim.
643
Brunner, Personliche Frommigkeit LA. IV, represents a classical overview; the phenomenon, more
recently discussed by Jan Assmann, relates to the social, cultural and religious development of the 18th
and 19th dynasty. The Ramesside era is moreover considered different from its predecessor, since it
followed the Amama intermezzo. H. Brunner names following sources for the Personliche
Frommigkeit/personal piety - prayers, wisdom texts, autobiographies, formulae in letters. The graffiti can
be included too, or they can be considered a sort of prayer. The main corpus Brunner treated came from
Deir el-M edina. The graffiti in the Memphite necropolis would therefore add another regional aspect. The
content is to be expected to coincide. Even in the Deir el-Medina corpus he names as a possible divine
addressee a deceased King (Amenhotep I or Thutmose 111), in the area of the Memphite necropolis one
could add graffiti addressees Djoser and Teti.
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accordance with this general phenomenon. 644 The sub-elite of scribes, the graffiti
authors, thus might have reacted to the changes in the period uses of the past.
However, the factor of the personal piety leads us from the dynastic and social
concepts of the uses of the past to the individual uses and concepts. What was the
graffito in the eyes of its author?
Social function of writing can cover graffiti as well - they surely related to selfrepresentation and decorum. 645 Decorum is related to the sociocultural role of writing
and its development, but some of the decorum aspects might be also understood as
related to the care devoted to the inscriptions as well. This is true both for the outward
appearance and contents. The scribes obviously wanted their inscriptions neat, visible
and readable. Some graffiti were written with care - compare trial signs in Medum,
where the scribe tried the pen and the surface. 646 These were no casual scribblings made
in haste, and to be forgotten soon. They took some amount of time to make as well;
therefore the graffiti makers' visit might not have been an entirely fleeting pop into the
temple. If they devoted efforts to the graffiti making and to presentation of their person,
it can be presumed that some of the authors wanted to be commemorated, presumably
most of them. Some form an exception, such as the notorious Anonymus of
M.l.5.S.l8.3. Those who wanted to be commemorated indicated their name and a title,
sometimes with a scribal epithet. Their aim must have been often a complex one - they
were aware of the ancient building and often correctly interpreted its owner, whom, esp.
in the l9 1h dynasty they might have invoked as their support in the Afterlife. The history
(in Egypt maybe better termed as historical or social memory) and piety are
intermingled within the graffiti texts. Taking into account previously mentioned
sociocultural tendencies; we might sum up the personal motives behind the visitors'
graffiti as follows:

644

It might be of interest to compare formulations known from other prayers attributed to the personal
piety and the formulations in the graffiti. Cf. esp. the Deir el-Medina stelae. See e.g. Assmann, J.,
A"gyptische Hymn en und Gebete (Freiburg-Gi.ittingen 1999), 380-381, 391, 400-40 I, 402-405; earlier
treatise Gunn, B., JEA 3, 81-94; the comparison should be considered by now unfinished and therefore
no conclusion has been drawn yet. Some examples of the personal piety texts are not strictly datable to
the Ramesside era.
645
Written evidence is a prestige sign, and the uses and roles of writing were broadening in the New
Kingdom- so far as it is discernible from hitherto known evidence. Cf. Baines, Man, New Series, Vol.
18,No.3, 193,574,578,582f.
646
Petrie, Medum. 40-41, plates 33-36, and also Peden, Graffiti, 65. Trial signs on pl. 36, bottom.
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GRAFFITI AUDIENCE

The graffiti audience is a factor, whose existence is proved and in part it is also
proved that the graffiti writers were aware of their audience. The audience has at least
two facets: 11 the eternal audience of the deceased kings and gods and 2/ the audience of
other visitors of the monument. The authors had taken the first group into consideration
for sure, for they praise the monuments and honour the deceased.
The "antiquarian" graffiti praise the monument and its owner. The "pious"
graffiti ask for help and support, resembling in this way the letters to the dead, 647 as if
the graffiti were a sort of "postcards to the Dead". 648 The reason lies not so much in
affinities of style, because even if they were present (hitherto not significantly attested
in the Memphite corpus), this might have been caused by the fact that the scribes had a

considerable load of letters649 in their curriculum, and had the phrases in their stock.
However, the formal affinities are not present, on the contrary, the pious graffiti often
start with a straightforward asking, but do not indicate to the mighty deceased that they

647

Compare Baines, JEA 73 , 1987, 86-88, for the trends of practical religion and piety, where the
communication with the dead has a substantial role.
648
At this place I would like express my thanks to my colleague Dr. Jiri Janak, who directed my attention
to this context.
649
See also Caminos, R. A., Brief, LA' I, 855- 864.
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would have been in any manner dependent on the petitioner. 650 Rather, the purpose, not
the appearance, of the graffiti and of some of the letters to the dead might have been a
common one.
Some of them are very touching in their anxiety to gather as much support in the
Afterlife as possible, which seems to corroborate tendencies of personal piety. Such is
the example ofthe scribe Nashuy, whom we have already seen above (M.2.l3.P.l9.l).
The second audience group, other visitors, existed as the critic Amenemhet
testimonies in the complex of Djoser (graffito M.2.3.P.l8.l5). His outraged sense of
scribal honour (and honour to the place possibly too) is felt even over the gap of time:
"The scribe of clever .fingers came, a clever scribe without his equal among any men of
Memphis, the scribe Amenemhet. I say: Explain to me these words. My heart is sick
when I see the work of their hands. It is not [damaged?] who arrived before me[?]. It is
like the work

l~{ a

woman who has no mind; would that we had one who could have

denounced them before ever they entered in to see the Temple. I have seen a scandal;
they are no scribes such as Thoth has enlightened"651 . Fischer-Elfert supposed that the

authors competed with their professional ancestors652

-

they might have equally well

competed with a contemporary.
The eloquent rogue, the Anonymus of the graffito M.l.5.S.l8.3, must have been
equally scandalised: "See that bloody bastard/poltroon". Or, otherwise, did he doubt the
neighbouring poetical commentaries vis-a-vis the real state of the monument? 653
The audience formed a part of the graffiti world. The scribes wanted to be
commemorated: that they have been there, paid homage to the rulers of the past and
invoked the divine kings' help. They possibly wanted to be known both by their eternal
and earthly audience.
This fact should not be considered as contradicting the presence of the use of the
past. There is the knowledge of the past king. Namely, even if the eternal audience deified kings - would often be just intermediaries propitiating the good survival on the
Memphite necropolis,

654

they were chosen for this role because of their singular

achievements and particular importance. Besides that, kings were often beneficiaries of
offering prayers present in the graffiti, not only intermediaries for the benefit of the
65

°

For letters to the dead compare Wente, E., Letters from ancient Egypt (Atlanta 1990), 210ff.; and
Grieshammer, R., Briefe an Tote, L/{ I, 864-870; O'Donoghue, M., BACE 10, 87-104.
651
Firth- Quibell, Step Pyramid I, 81, graffiti L. Translation made most probably by Gunn.
652
Fischer- Eifert, Representations of the Past, 133.
653
Compare Fischer-Elfert, Representations ofthe Past, 133, and 137, notes 5, 8, 12 and 13.
654
Wildung, Die Rolle, 70.
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graffiti writers. Both the role of a beneficiary and a benefactor is rooted in the
exceptionality of the given king and conditioned by the fact he possessed a special
tomb/cult place in the necropolis. The knowledge of these two facts is historical and
therefore empowers also the insertion of Besucherinschriften among the expressions of
the uses of the past.
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CONCLUSIONS

The ancient Egyptian model of the sense and uses of the past possessed
distinctive traits. It would seem at first that their perception of past as a cultural
dimension was strong --there were once even gods in the past that were inserted into
king-lists, there were powerful magical papyri found in old tombs etc. However, the
uses of the past cannot be treated as a seamless stream of though, that would have went
throughout Egyptian history. The past has otherwise a lot to do with cultural identity
{and various claims of Egyptians, even taken at random from various periods, seem to
confirm this role}. The identity pattern, however, must react to, or counteract,
sociocultural processes. Thus the uses of the past pattern can be expected to change as
well.
The period of the New Kingdom is rich in challenges of Egyptian sociocultural
patterns. The Hyksos, the reign of Hatshepsut, the Amarna period, the intensified
"international" relations, and also the challenges posed to and changes of the royal
office - these are all characteristic traits of the period.
The king needed to compare himself to his past, or to his royal ancestors, whom
he had surpassed, whose works he had embellished, and whose legitimate successor he
claimed to be. Thus he claimed all these merits, like privates of Middle Kingdom did in
their autobiographies, wanting their offerings, and proclaiming their truthfulness and
righteousness. Moreover, the king of the 18th dynasty wants to be remembered as well.
The 19th dynasty witnessses a continuation of this trend; The cultic attention to the
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ancestors is confirmed by numerous royal temple cultic assemblages etc. In short, the
kings had the lion's share in Egyptian uses of the past, for their having the dominant
pattern position even in this respect. Not only might the historiography of Egypt have
been an autobiography series of kings, but also the whole Egyptian sense of the past
seems to be pervaded by the royal presence.
The subjects of the king must have reacted to this milieu. The literate
subjects, scribes, had in their schooling (more texts were preserved from the Ramesside
period) a chance to meet the rulers of the past. Whichever formation and whichever
appearance the uses of the past took; the past was sought as a model, and revered for its
beauty, and surpassed - especially if one wanted once more to be remembered, as the
present of one generation turned into the past for their posterity. The New Kingdom
sources can enable us partial answering of the Ri.isen questionnaire:
l I Who are the bearers of tradition and sense of the past?
The literate elite and sub-Clite of the Egyptian society are the bearers of written
tradition, which is including the sense of the past and written remembrance of their
deeds.
21 Who uses the past?

The literate strata lefi evidence that they used the past as a tool to express the
quality of their earthly existence and as a measure one can use for comparison.
31 Does the Pharaoh serve himself with the uses ofthe past?

Yes, the sovereign uses the past as a tool of legitimation of his power; he
compares himse(l to his ancestors and shows he is a rightful occupant of the throne
whose reign is truthful and deeds meaningful to maat.
41 Who else uses the past as a confirmation for his position in the social pattern?

As said, other literate social strata, which connect their position with their
service to the king as well.

51 Does there exist a past as a general confirmatory pattern - something has a
past; therefore it has a right to existence?
Past serves very ofien for comparison, as aforementioned, but it can also add
importance, this is visible also later, in the 1st millennium.

Some scribes , although we cannot prove it so far, might have worked with
archival king-lists, and maybe even archival information about important necropoleis.
This sort of "historical" education found then its testimony in the visitors' graffiti.
166

To sum up the main points of the Memphite area visitors graffiti- we should say
at the very beginning these graffiti are not exactly a type of historical text {if not
considered a personal history record of a scribe}. They register a visit, with differing
reasons, to the Memphite necropolis area. They have their Theban - and other Egyptian
sites - counterparts.
Basically the Memphite corpus that interests us can be divided according to
datation and phraseology. The phraseology changes coincide to a certain extent with
chronological developments, but the exact development and change is hard to assess,
since we cannot claim to have an exhaustive corpus of Besucherinschrifien. These are
registered in part at random {de Morgan, Dashur}, or as a selection of what was
accessible, visible, and chosen by excavators. As the most precise corpus seems to
present itself the Djoser corpus. Often, the graffiti were lost or destroyed after their
discovery and/or exposure to light etc., and so to verify the corpora can present a major
difficulty, if any revision is attempted. The estimate then can tell us that the 18th dynasty
graffiti are covering more or less the same area as those of the l9 1h dynasty, but present
a different sort of texts.
The 18th dynasty graffiti are keen on registering to whom the visited and seen
building belonged, and then comes often a personal impression of the visitor, regarding
the building. A feeling of sacred awe - given the character of the visited place {most
often a funerary temple} was present by some, but by no means all the visitors. Some
even showed an arrogant attitude of making the temple walls a space for their impolite
written conversation with their predecessors.
The graffiti are showing us scribes, that were - maybe on some other than
antiquarian - errand in the Memphite necropolis, and followed their interest - for what
else might have guided them 655

-

to see the ancient buildings, and leave in imprint of

their presence.
They looked at the kings as Kings, with the same titulary as their earthly ruler
possessed, and sometimes their inscriptions -esp. in Abusir and in Saqqara by Djoser,
betray a scribal pride of leaving their signature on such a place, in front of their
colleagues, or maybe - fellow students a scribal school. On the other hand, should we

655
Even if they had been there searching for re-usable stone only, still, nothing else than genuine interest
in whose the building was, and how it did look like, would have caused their leaving signatures and
poetic remarks.
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presume educational tours of scribal schools, or training offices, to the ancient
necropolis? That must remain an open question.
The presence of literate Egyptians on the paths of the Memphite necropolis
could have had many a different reason - starting with the perpetuated use of the burial
ground during the 18 1h dynasty, which was only natural, seen the fact, that Memphis was
a capital, with bustling administrative activity. The need of a burial ground must have
been quite pressing. Thus the scribes went organising, supervising and planning the
tombs and tomb-chapels round the necropolis. Nearer to the cultivation, there stood
(possibly from the rule of Amenhotep III onwards) the Serapeum, adding thus another
hive of life to the waste spaces of the necropolis. In the north, in direction to Giza and
ancient Sun temples, the funerary complex of Sahure hosted a cult of mighty goddess
Sakhmet, a consort of the Memphite Creator God- Ptah.
The visitors could have included priests, mortuary priests, and family membersand the necropolis had its feasts, and the tombs were visited on certain regional
Memphite feasts. Thus, an inflow of the living to the City of the Dead must have been
consptcuous.
Even farther parts of the ancient necropolis were visited, such as Dahshur and
Meidum, and admired, even a Middle Kingdom king Senusret III, otherwise not
peculiarly enhanced in tradition, 656 was known as an owner of one of the lesser Dahshur
pyramids. Meidum was greatly admired, and the family members of the King Snofru
were not forgotten either. Yet Snofru might have had more a position of a divinity than
a king of the past, however religiously exalted even this very last mentioned position
was in the Egyptian eyes.
Another great time of the necropolis then came with the rule of Horemheb, and
the early Ramesside era. The visitors were coming and going continually, but the
character of some of their testimonies changed. The names and memories of old kings
were not lost, the Pharaoh himself pointed out his reverence to his royal ancestors, and
an important Ramesside dignitary, the Prince Khaemwaset, put anew the names of
ancient rulers on their pyramids. Yet, the actual connection of a building and a ruler
might have been slightly fading. The figures of certain kings, once provided with fully
"historical" royal cartouche and titulary, and thus identified as a personage that once
ruled the Two Lands, glided into position of enhanced "saints", whom one could ask the
656

In difference to Senusret I. Cf. Redford, King-lists. There is, however, a New Kingdom tradition of
him as a deified ruler, cf. above.
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same things as a full-fledged traditional divinity. "History became legend, and legend
became myth". 657 But not entirely, because nothing has the sharp lines of "either-or" in
Egypt. 658 Not only their view on history and myth was not ours, but furthermore their
religious respect to a royal person was in no contradiction to remembering the historical
role, and uniqueness of that person, as the position of Djoser, "Opener of Stone"
reveals. He was sometimes no longer titled as a king, and had no cartouche, but this
epithet tells us that he was remembered because of the prominence of his building on
the necropolis.
Yet he might have been an exception - in the same inscription as that which
names him "Opener of Stone", is named Teti - in cartouche, and with cultic
denomination as "Beloved-of-Ptah"! This evidence shows us Egyptians as possibly
having more than one tradition remembered in one context.
Generally speaking, the 19th dynasty graffiti are explaining us mainly the
religious awe and prayers for a good burial and often they are just left in a monument,
without paying special attention to that monument proper. It may seem strange in
context of Khaemwaset labelling in the same time great pyramids over the Memphite
necropolis, and yet it does correspond. The piety in royal dimension led to this care
most probabll 59 , and the dignitaries followed their lord by royal lists in their tomb,
naming kings that were important personages in the region. But when the scribes went
to the monuments of these figures, they prayed to the gods of Memphite necropolis, to
whom they most probably might have added these ancient kings, as supporters for the
Netherworld. They must have been powerful indeed in the Egyptian eyes, if they
possessed such a great tomb, and of such an age.
The religious importance of an ancient king seems to be perfectly coherent
with a conscience about his existence as an ancient king, and with an awareness his
having a tomb in the neighbourhood.

The 19th dynasty thus made of the necropolis, still intensely used, a place, to
where one could make a pilgrimage - or in which one could make a digression on an
official errand into a pilgrimage. Thus might have been the case of the scribe Nashuy,
whom we have met in the extreme South Saqqara, praying to Djoser and Teti, as patrons
657

As a popular motion picture motto said (cf. The Fellowship of the Ring by Peter Jackson, 200 I).
Egyptian polyvalent logic in Hornung, E., Der Eine und die Vie/en, and subsequent editions, incl.
Conceptions olgod in ancient egypt. The one and the many (London 1983). throughout his text this idea
is present. See esp. his Der Eine und die Vie/en., 233ff.
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See Gomaa, Chaemwese, passim.
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of the area. These inscriptions maybe were sorts of parallel to the otherwise popular
"letters to the dead". 660
A similar pattern can be observed in the Theban zone. That an "antiquarian"
moment in the visits can be suspected as still present, can be derived from the Theban
examples, where there is enough of Ramesside material that shows an interest in the old
tombs, such as the graffiti of vizier Paser do.

Thus I suppose we consider Besucherinschriften as expressing a sort of the sense
of the past and uses of the past. These are more visible in the 18th dynasty, where we
should consider them a proof of historical awareness, and interest in ancient buildings,
although an accompanying destruction activity for stone re-use is not to be excluded.
They are a proof of the historical memory of the place present by literate layers of
society (others are scarcely documented). The dimension of purposefulness in these
visits was most probably varying, as the other reasons for a visit to the necropolis, as we
have seen, were numerous enough.
The 19th dynasty, as said, presents more levels of the interest in the past
throughout the society ,but the actual testimony of the Besucherinschriften loses its
eloquence as regards the past kings in this period.

The graffiti in the Memphite necropolis certainly still pose a challenge - for a
new research, for a new mapping and a systematic reediting. Moreover, they deserve
attention, as they reveal considerable uses of the past in the New Kingdom. It was a
period, that was marked by new - or newly formulated - phenomena in Egyptian state
and culture development, and therefore shall be repeatedly questioned for them, in
context of internal changes and challenges inside the Egyptian society, in comparison to
preceding Middle Kingdom, and following III Intermediate and Late periods, which
seems to be no particular discoverer of the past, but a continuation.
Furthermore, there is sti II the question of the Memphite region as such, as a sort
of Egyptian lieu de memoire. Memphite region should be compared to Theban eventhough we still cannot say exactly the names of parts of Memphite necropolis, the
road map, which would tell us more about the people moving on terrain etc. These

660

for this theme sec O'Donoghue, BACE 10, 1999.
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questions will accompany us when creating a living picture of the City of the Dead,
which had always a strong influence on the City of the living, and vice versa.
Graffiti as expression of general historical awareness and
unreflected
are

~

~

albeit theoretically

respect for the past, eventhough coined partly in the religious expression,

~paradoxically ~

evidence for knowledge, interest and relation to proper past.

Therefore, they are inspiring for modem view on history as well

~

it is not maybe an

ideal proof of historical awareness to scribble one's name over an important fayade, but
at least to notice that fayade and remember its scope, age and author would be a
creditable expression of historical culture. So far, Egyptian scribes easily outdo a
number of our contemporaries, and it requires quite a slight simplification only to claim
that the Egyptians can teach us something in this respect. 661

661

This is to contradict the statement of H. U. Gumbrecht, who claimed that "Ancient Egyptian culture is
so remote from our everyday concerns that we cannot easily hope or even claim to 'learn' anything
immediately useful from it. Becoming familiar with Egyptian culture will not provide us with solutions
for everyday problems ... " Gumbrecht, H. U., Does Egyptology need a 'theory ofliterature'? In:
Loprieno, A., ed., Ancient egyptian Literature, 16. There are undoubtedly better proofs for such a
contradiction, but this one may serve as well.
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THE CATALOGUE OF THE VISITORS' GRAFFITI
Abusir (Sahure, Ptahshepses and the Sun
temple of Userkaf) and Saqqara (Djoser and
Veserkare Khendjer)

INTRODUCTION
The graffiti at Abusir and Saqqara are documented in various excavation reports, publications,
and above all, in unpublished documentation. All these have to be collated, and possibly also
complemented with an observation in situ. This catalogue presents a collation of published
and hitherto found archive material on the graffiti from Abusir and Saqqara. It also aims at
showing that the collection of material in one place, as it is planned in the Graffiti Database
(cf. above the relevant chapter) makes an easier access to this type of Egyptian epigraphic
material. However, this catalogue is but one stage of the research. At this stage, for example,
not all of the graffiti possess a full record, including a vectorised drawing and a palaeography
is also planned for the future.
However, not all the graffiti are documented in the same way, and by
not all of them will be ever seen in situ

again~

some~

and provided

it may be not possible to make a full record.

The publications of the Abu sir and Saqqara graffiti
As regards the Abusir graffiti, the most systematically published graffiti are those in
the Sun temple of Userkaf and two graffiti from the pyramid temple of Sahure. The graffiti in
the mastaba of Ptahshepses Jack a tracing of their original hieratic appearance. Other Abusir
graffiti, those in the Sun temple of Niuserre and other graffiti in the pyramid temple of Sahure
are an emgma.
The Saqqara graffiti documentation profits from the preserved archived papers of
Battiscombe Gunn and Jaroslav Cerny.

The notebooks and tracings of Battiscombe Gunn, Griffith Institute Archives,

graffiti
Griffith Institute Archives house the original tracings, field notebooks and
transcriptions by Battiscombe Gunn related to his work in the pyramid complex of Djoser.
Tracings have an archive numbering starting with B, then I or 2, for North or South Chapel of
Djoser, and an alphabetic sign corresponding to the lettering in the Firth

~

Gunn, Step

pyramid I. The Notebook (Gunn Mss.31) notes the graffiti, resp. stones on which they were
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found, very briefly. Another record (Gunn Mss XIII) gives the transcription of most of the
Djoser Besucherinschr~fien and also his catalogue numbers and placing of the graffiti on stone
blocks; when found the inscriptions were on blocks that were only later reconstructed to form
the walls of the chapels.
B. Gunn had a complex system of naming and marking the graffiti. A concordance of
these systems, plus later systems in the publication by Cerny, Firth and Quibell was attempted
(see Table CONCORDANCE). The concordance was ony possible thanks to the systematic
arrangement ofGunn's papers in the collection ofthe Griffith Institute.

The editorial comment

The transcriptions and transliterations are mostly based on published or archived
documentation. Therefore the accuracy of transcriptions is limited by the accuracy of tracing
or photograph at disposal, as can be compared in the illustrations.
In a transcription, unclear or disputable parts are marked with a question mark, destroyed or
presumably damaged parts are hatched (!IIIII).
In a transliteration, the unclear parts of texts, where, however, it is presumed one
might expect damaged signs, or parts with an unclear reading of signs, are hatched (/III); the
parts where there is a very ambiguous indication of whether there were any signs at all, are
dotted( ...... ).
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ABUSIR
M.1.5.M.l9.1.1

Place
The mastaba of Ptahshepses, Entrance passage?
Spiegelberg ( 1904) indicated that "In der erwiihnten Mastaba befindet sich eine Reihe
hieratischer Graffiti, deren wichtigstes von Daressy vor liingerer Zeit veroffentlicht worden
ist." 1 This indicates that a number of graffiti in the mastaba of Ptahshepses has not been

properly registered and published. Daressy mentioned one graffito, author being the scribe
Ptahemwia (Daressy mistook the reading of his name), with a hieratic transcription already.

2

Jaroslav Cerny visited the mastaba of Ptahshepses in 1940s and recorded the graffito
of scribe Ptahemwia; photographed it and made a hieroglyphic transcription. Moreover, he
compared the signs visible at the time of his visit with those registered previously by
Speigelberg. 3
A revision in situ is also needed before any conclusion is attempted.

Dating
The indicated regnal year, is relatively high, and might have pointed to the Ramesside
rulers of the 19th or theoretically even 20th dynasty. The length of rules as in indicated by J.
4

Beckerath could point to Ramesses II. Ramesses II's period activities on the necropolis are so
far known as prominent; later Ramessides would be less also probable.

Transliteration
1/ hJt sp 50, Jhd l prt sw 16, ij.wj n ss Ptl:z-m-wjJ /:znr it YwpJ r mn swt mrw m n!Jt
iwt.tw-sn /:znr rjd /.lsy r wdntj //Ill/ ... [n s!Jmt] n sJhw-Rr m rr pn /:znr ss n?[//////ll/1] [det. A1]

2/ ir nfr ir nfr s!Jmt n sJhw-W ir nfr ir nfr n ss Pt/:z-m-wjJ ss YwpJ imm in.tw . .. ./// ....
111-n iw.n rvw-n m-hJb.t (i.e. Sakhmet?) rn nrj /IIIII/
1

Spiegelberg, Rec. de trav. XXVI, 1904, 152.
Daressy,M.G,Bulletind'Institutd'Eb.'VPie 5, 1894; 107-113.
3
Cerny MSS, 2.95-6 and Cerny, notebook 118, 21, 15, 20 verso (transcription), collated with original I'' of
March 1942.
4
Beckerath, J. von, Chronologie des pharaonischen A.'gypten (Mainz 1997), I 04, 117-118.
2
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3/ mtw-n dd w1!J sw R' tw.n m M/:1 Ny-n /:lnwt mtw-n ///////1 ssw 'n r w!J] r ? sp sn mj-! r

p/:1-n rnpt 110 iw.n /:lr dh/:1 mj-t
4/ iw.i.ir-n dd t'y-n spr.w iw-n t!Jw-n m-M/:1 mj /:lsjj /:lsjj.w ntj rf iw.n-n n3 ssw n Pt/:1

p'y.n it i.tjd-n st n-fiw.n fu· spr r [/:lst] /:lsyf Ill ...... .I// Pt/:1 IIIII [Ill/Lost]

Translation
11 Regnal year 50, month 1 of Peret, day 16, coming of scribe Ptahemwia and (his)

father Yupa to see all of the powerful pyramids5, they came and said praises and offerings
........ for Sakhmet of Sahure on this day, with scribe Na .... 6
2/ Do good, do good, Sakhmet of Sahure, do good, do good for the scribe Ptahemwia

and scribe Yupa, let there be brought .... IIIII ... .///we/for us ... , as[?] we are in front of you
again 7, Terrible One, IIIII/I
3/ May we say "Let her endure like Ref" We are in front of our Lady, we will////....

script/inscription again wishing reward once more, let us reach 110 years as we please you to
give[?]
4/ as we are speaking our petitions, as we are [as if} drunk in front, singing praises,

those who are scribes of Ptah, our father, we are saying this to him, we came to sing praises
...... Ptah (rest is lost). 8

Commentary
Context
This graffito confirms the visits, which in this case seem to be a sort of worship
routine; it seems these were no exceptional tours to the zone but that they happened in the
context of the cult of Sakhmet of Sahure. However, the motive of "seeing" the monuments is
present as well. The graffito contains no hint or note on the owner of the tomb. "Dass sie sich

in dem Grabe des Ptah-schepses befindet, ist wahl nur ein Zufall, ftir den es viele ErkHirungen
gibt." 9

5

Spiegelberg, op. cit., 153, translated ,Schatten (?) der Pyramide" . .l'wt here means ,all", ,Gesamtheit", see also
Hannig, Wb, 808.
6
Perhaps Nashuy, as filled in by Kitchen, see below, one Nashuy left a graffito in the complex of Khendjer, see
KRI III, 436.
7
So the visits seem to be regular?
8
Translated also by Peden, Graffiti, 96.
9
Spiegelberg, op. cit., 154.
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,,
!

The graffito combines the phraseology set iw (pw ir.n) X r mJ? an the prayer set, including ir
nfr. It is furthermore interesting to compare phraseology, which these scribes used in the
Ptahshepses graffito, which speaks chiefly about - and to - Sakhmet of Sahure. The goddess,
a consort to Ptah, to whom the scribes speak to as well, is asked in the same phrases for
"doing good", as is King Djoser; or vice versa (compare graffito M.2.13.P.NK.l). Her cult is
attested further in the l9 1h dynasty by numerous finds, fragments of stelae and inscriptions,
invocating her, or Ptah. 10 The later post-New Kingdom tradition of that cult has been
discussed. 11 For the period of the New Kingdom the Sakhmet of Sahure seems to be a fixed
point in the map of Saqqara necropolis. However, the first lines of the graffito, namely the
passage saying that the scribes went to see all of the powerful pyramids, indicates possible
more reasons behind this visit: i.e. not only his reverence to Sakhmet, but also his interest in
the monuments.

Personages,
Yupa Name not listed in Ranke, PN
Ptahemwia

Ranke, PNI, 139.18

Documentation

Cerny MSS, 2.95-6 and Cerny, notebook 118, 21, 15, 20 verso (transcription)

Bibliography

M.G. Daressy, M. G, Bulletin d'Jnstitut d'Egypte 5, 1894; 107-113
W. Spiegelberg, "Varia LXXIX", Rec. de Trav., 26, 1904, 152-154.
KR/III, 437.
PM III 2, 342/8, 9.
A. J. Peden, Grqfflti, 95-96.

10

Cf. Borchardt, Das Grahdenkmal des Koenigs S 'a3-hu-re, 126 ff. Including votive stelae and a lot of objects
made of faience etc.
11
Baines, GM 4, 1973, 9- 14, regarding also the extensive archaism inspiration taken from the reliefs of the
funerary temple of Sahure.
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M.1.5.M.19.1.2

Place

The mastaba of Ptahshepses, Entrance passage?
"Ausser der grossen Inschrift ist noch der Name Ramses II in schwarzer Farbe in dem
Grabe zu sehen: .. ." 12

Transcription

(after Spiegelberg, Varia LXXIX, Rec. de Trav. , 26, 1904, 154)

Transliteration

nswt bitj Wsr-m3rr-w· ~tp-n-Rr
s3 Rr ..... .. ..... ..

Translation

King of Lower and Upper Egypt, Wesermaatre Setepenre
Son ofRe ............ .

Commentary

The cartouche had been for Daressy a key to the dating of the longer graffito (our
M.1.5.M.19.1.1). The graffito has not yet been verified in situ.

Bibliography

M.G. Daressy, Bulletin d'lnstitut d'Egypte 5, 1894; 107- 113

W. Spiegelberg, Varia LXXIX, Rec. de Trav., 26, 1904, 152- 154

12

Spiegelberg, Varia LXXIX, Rec. de Trav. , 26, 1904, 154.
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M.1.5.M.19.1.3 and M.1.5.M.19.1.4
These two graffiti are not included in the statistical overview yet and were not verified. Their
texts are taken from the publication by W. Spiegelberg.

Place
The mastaba ofPtahshepses, possibly near to M.l.5 .M.19.1.1 and M.l.5.M.19.1.2.

Transcription

3:

4:

Transliteration

3: sJ /:lsy m /:lwt nfr . . .

4: Jms ...

Translation
3: the scribe praised (or Hesi, the A2 might be anAl theoretically) in the temple ...

4: follow ... .

Commentary
The incriptions are fragmentary, and can only confirm a presence of literate people on
the spot. If these were with or without a connection to the author(s) of longer inscriptions,
cannot be presently established.

Bibliography
W. Spiegelberg, Varia LXXIX, Rec. de Trav., 26, 1904, 152- 154
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M.l.S.P.18.1

Place

The funerary temple of Sahure, possibly blocks in the southern part of the temple most
probably connected with the cult of Sakhmet. Context of New Kingdom stelae.

Dating

This graffito has the advantage of sufficiently preserved dateline, indicating Thutmose

ill, 18th dynasty.

Text

181

Transcription

(=! -9-~~ -9-GID)~~ -9{ 9 ~ffi if) ~~~-9-k=-~

=-

=0)

1= ~ ~ 0~=~ ~ 9 ~~ r .u 0 ) ~+:--~~ ~ lflli/1~

aP 0)n ~r::~~.! ~~J ;. ~rA~tKcc l ~~~ ~

-~ 9~~ (1[9 ..:~=~~9 ~ ;.r::r-~~
Transliteration

11 [fz3t sp

[J

]bdw swU!Jr /:lm n nswt bjty]

Mn-!Jpr-rr rnb wg3 snb , s] W rjhwtj-msw rnb wrj] snb, Nfr-!Jprw rnb wrj] snb, rnb rjt r
21 [iw.t pw ir n s.\' 0 .. s3 s.\' [?] ... ]. r mn t3 /:lw.t nfr nt nswt bjty s]/:lw-Rr m]r /:lrw gm.n-f
st mj pt D ..

31 [r/:lr n rjd.n-f hwj pt n rn]tj.w 4f4f-s sntr /:lr tp nt /:lw.t nfr nt s]/:lw-Rr m]r /:lr[w]

41 [11111111111111111111111111111111111] .w wrj ink[?] wdntj sy n s]/:lw-Rr m]r /:lrw [IIIIIIII]

51 ...... .... ....... ... .......... .. ... .. .... .. ........ ........ .. ........... ... .. .. .

Translation

11 [year ..., month. ., day ... under the Majesty of] King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
Menkheperre, L.P.H. , Son of Re, Thutmose, L.P.H. , Neferkheperu, L.P.H., living forever and
ever
21 [there came the scribe ... ..... .son of scribe ... ] to see the temple of the King of Upper

and Lower Egypt, Sahure, justified. He found it like heaven .....
31 [and thus he said: "Let the heaven drip myrrh] and pour incense onto the roof of

the temple of Sahure, justified ...
41 ........ ... ...... ....... .. .... ..... ... .. .... ... .... .offering it to Sahure, justifiei 3

51 ... ......... .. ..... .. ........... ...... ......... . .

13

Megally, CdE 56, 198 1, Fasc. 11 2, transliterated consulting also Megally' s transcription on p. 229.
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Commentary

Context
The graffito may have been fitting into the cultic re-use of the funerary temple of Sahure for
the cult of Sakhmet of Sahure. Sakhmet is, however, not mentioned in the preserved text.
Sahure, in addition, is not reduced to an epithet as it is the case later with the 191h dynasty
graffiti like M.l.5.M.l9.1.1; Sahure is a king with titles of nswt bitj, and a cartouche. The
author completed his admiration of the temple by a prayer for the proprietor of the temple,
King Sahure, but unfortunately we do not know whether he also wanted some reward - such
as a good burial, from the king. If not then, it is very tempting to agree with Megally, that the
real reason for their visit was r mn U l_zw.t n{r nt nswt bjty sJhw-Rr mJr l_zrw, to see the temple
of the king Sahure, the justified 14 • Still, the offering formula which most probably might have
been closing this graffito is known from such examples in the complex of King Djoser, which
include also prayers for the author's own benefit.

Text
The scribe, whose name is not preserved, used the popular 15 formula of calling for the
dripping myrrh and the raining incense for the temple of Sahure, which he most probably
found impressive.

Personages
The name of the graffito author is not preserved.

14

Megally, CdE 56, 19R I, 227. The problem is that Megally himself pointed out, that there are later graffiti that

say just iw.t pw ir.n N ... .r wdn n NN. Megally, CdE 56, 1981, 227.
15

The formula is used in a number of the 181h dynasty graffiti.
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Megally's interpretation (+ Ml SP 18 2):
c.
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Documentation
Tracings by G. Moller, Gardiner Mss, AHG/29.60/A

Bibliography

J. Baines, GM 4, 1973, 9ff.
M. Megally, Graffiti from Abusir, CdE 56, 1981, Fasc. 112

A. 1. Peden, Graffiti, 59
PM III, part 1, 2"d ed., 333- 334

L. Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Koenigs S 'a3-hu-rec. 120f.
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M.1.5.P.18.2

Place

The funerary temple of Sahure, possibly blocks in the southern part of the temple most
probably connected with the cult of Sakhmet. Context of New Kingdom stelae.

Dating

The 18 1h dynasty dating can be considered plausible also because of strong similarities
to the hieratic script of M.I.5.P.18.1, which is dated under Thutmose Ill.

Text

185

Transcription

-= ~ ~ 0 1

== o ®

~l-?

Ill

ll @ r

i~ ~) ~~~il=~~= ~ o g [\_

~~ ~~~ ~ cv)~+~r:: ~@llti~=

Transliteration 16
1/ /:t3t sp 2, 3bd 3 3!Jt, [sw] 7, !Jr /:tm [n] nswt bjty [l//////////////ll//ll////////] rn!J wrf3 snb

2/ iw.t pw ir.n ss 1mn-m-[/:t3t s3 ss rn]tj-mnt/ 7
3/ r m33 t3 /:twt nfr nt /:tm n nswt bjty s3/:tw-rr m3r /:trw
4/ gm.n-f sy nfr /:tr ib-f r r3t wr sy m /:tr-f

51 mj t3 pt ssp ir/:t r/:tr n gd.n-f nfr wy
61 [!3 hw.t nfr nt k3] /:tm n nswt bjty s3/:tw-Rr m3r /:trw
7/ [///////] n3 n kr.w 3pd.w t.w

Translation

1/ Year 2, month 3 of Akhet, day 7, under the Majesty of King of Upper and Lower

Egypt, ...... L. P H.
2/ there came the Scribe Amenemhet, [son of Scribe Anat}-menti

3/ to see the temple of the Majesty of the King of Lower and Upper Egypt, Sahure,
justified

4/ he found it beautiful in his heart, in his eyes [lit. face} [it} was great
16

Transliteration reflects also the reading by M. Megally.
See Peden, Graffiti, 60, note 12, and further Schneider, T., Asiatische Personennamen in iigyptischen Que/en
des Neuen Reiches (Wiesbaden 1992), 72- 73.
17
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51 as heaven lit in white by the Moon. Thus he said: This is beautiful
61 [the temple ol ka of the Majesty } of King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Sahure,

justified
7/ [////////] ofbulls,fowl and bread loaves

Commentary

Context
The graffito of the Scribe Amenemhat is of similar composition to another Sahure's
graffito M.l.5.P.18.1. 1x The name of Amenemhet does appear in the context of the complex
of Sahure twice: in this graffito and on a stela Berlin. Mus. 19807 (Borchardt, Das
Grabdenkmal des Konigs S. Abb. 167, p. 123). On the stela one Amenemhet adores Sakhmet

of Sahure. However, the style of the stela is that of late 18 1h dynasty, and the name of Sahure
is misspelled (Borchardt, op. cit., p. 122, visible on the stela, l. c.). These two Amenernhets
therefore cannot be identified as one person.

Text
Graffito mentions the temple of the king; the king himself, except for being defined
nswt hit}, hm and m ~r brw , bears no special nominations or epitheta. The preserved text

concentrates on Sahure, not on Sakhmet. Maybe Sahure was just an important king, without
any powers as a local deity? This would make him different in respect of Djoser, or even Teti,
who bore special epithets, and who were invoked to help in the Netherworld, and for a good
burials in the Memphite necropolis. On the other hand- there are too few of Sahure's graffiti
known precisely to us (there were more in original tracings by Moeller) so an invocation is
not to be excluded because of a lack of material only. Definitely, there is no epithet for Sahure
in these texts. Djoser, in similar circumstances, was often - though by no means always -

named as the "Opener of Stone".
This graffito mentions specifically the offering, asking the usual composition of beef,
fowl and bread for the deceased. It is noticeable with both of the graffiti (both M.l.5.P.l8.1
andM.1.5.P.l8.2) that they use the titles, and even the definition "majesty", the same /:zm, as
can be seen for a contemporary sovereign in the first line, for a king who had died long ago. 19

18

See Megally, Cd£ 56, 1981, hieroglyphic text on p. 229, his translation on p. 227ff. , and Peden, Graffiti. 60.
See even Megally, Cd£ 56, 1981, 225. No conclusion is drawn from it, only that the scribes were aware of
correct writing ofSahurc's name. Which they were not in some of the later materials of the cult ofSakhmet of
Sahure, cf. Borchardt, Das Grahdenkmal des Koenigs S 'a3-hu-re' , 121 f.
19
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Personages
Amenemhat: Ranke, PN I, 28.8, "sehr haufig" for the New Kingdom. Other information on
the scribe Amenemhet presently not known.
Anat-menti = Anat-manata- West-Semitic name. It has been suggested that the scribes were
part of the community of foreigners living in Memphis.
Documentation
Tracings by G. Moller, Gardiner Mss, AHG/29.60/B
Bibliography
J. Baines, GM 4, 1973, 9ff.

M. Megally, "Graffiti from Abusir", CdE 56, 1981, Fasc. 112

A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 59
PM III, part 1, 2nd ed., 333-334
L. Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Koenigs S'a3-hu-rec. 120f.
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M.l.S.P.18.3

The funerary temple of Sahure, possibly blocks in the southern part of the temple,
probably connected with the cult of Sakhmet.

Dating

The l8 1h dynasty dating might have been defended also because of strong similarities
to the heratic script of M.l.5.P.l8.1, which is dated under Thutmose III, unfortunately, the
number of preserved signs is very small.

Transliteration

Fragments of inscriptions

llllllllllllllllllllll/lllllllllllll sy mj Utt]ll/111
21 .. .IIIII? 1111/ll/1/llllllllll mJ'? ... IIIII/III/III? /llllllllllllllllllll/1

Translation

llll/llllllllllllllll/1 it as////////////////////////////
211111111111IIIII/ see ? /Ill IIIIII/IIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Commentary

Context
The text is too fragmentary to allow further discussion.
Text
Remnants of the graffito of possible Besucherinschriften character, showing probably
traces of phrase [gm.nj] sy mj[tt] and mJ' [brw].
Personages,
Not identifiable.
Documentation

Tracings by G. Moller, Gardiner Mss, AHG/29.60.

Bibliography

J. Baines, GM 4, 1973, 9ff.
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'
!!

''1

M. Megally, Graffiti from Abusir, CdE 56, 1981, Fasc. 112

A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 59
PM III, part 1, 2"d ed., 333-334

L. Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Koenigs S'a3-hu-rec. 120f.
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M1.5.S.18.1
Place

The Sun Temple of Userkaf, blocks probably in the area of the obelisk base, Fragment

us 68.
Dating

Thutmose III, as indicated with the preserved date line and a name of dignitary known
to live under this sovereign.

Text

A llU>Ml

Transcription
It is complicated to discuss the reading by W. Heick (W. Heick, Besucherinschriften.

In: Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konig.'> Userkaf 11, 115), while having at disposal his

drawing only; the inscription is damaged and Heick had the obvious advantage of seeing the
actual stone. I would only add the reading of a

J0f -sign at the end of line 3, but since this may

theoretically belong to another graffito 20 , it might not influence the reading and interpretation
of this one.

Transliteration

0/ ??? a datation
1/ .. swt] hjty Mn-[lzpr]-W' s~ W dbwtj-msw nfi'-bprw rntz gt r nbft ist bmf br gJhj ...

2/ tJ.w Jn]!J.w lzhbh [zJ.w br st-sn br wg itf1mn-Rr nswt ntr.w
20

Heick, Besucherinschriften. In: Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkqf /1, 118, suggests that there
was another graffito over this one and discerns more signs.
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31 iw.t pw ir.n wf:zm nswt 1Jmw-n4b r m?J mr pn p? rtb bnr nJ n f:zrj.w n rt ... sJ?

41 IIIII m-pt 1mn-btp sJ Mntw-btp sJ 4/:lwtj-m-/:l?.t bwmJ
51 remnants of signs ...

ss

Translation

1I [ datation] under the Majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Menkheperre,
Son of Re Thutmose- Neferkheperu, living for ever and ever. As his Majesty was in Syria
21 [he} trampled the lands of the Fenkhu and Hurrians in their place as was the

command of hisfather, Amun-Re, King of gods (Amonrasonther).
31 [there came} the royal herald Amunedjeh to see this pyramid. The Brewer and those

of bread [production} ... scribe?
41 ..... m-pet, Amenhotep, Scribe Mentuhotep, Scribe Djehutimhet, Humesh,
51 traces of names and a title [scribe?]

Commentary
Context
Such graffiti as this one deserve further discussion, as there are no hints in them, that
the authors went to the place in order to perform a religious act, there are no explicit pious
prayers and no one asks Userkaf for his intervention in the Netherworld. 21 This graffiti
suggests a sort of statement of a group of minor officials who came to see the monument,
even as modem tourists do.
The other New Kingdom finds in Abusir, however, might indicate other reasons as
well (attendance to burials).
Text 22
This graffito m the Sun temple of Userkaf has the mistaken denomination of the
monument as a pyramid - mr pn.
Personages
Its chief author 1s the royal herald Amunedjeh (Ranke, PN l, 6.27). We know
Amunedjeh from other period documents. 23 He accompanied his king on some of the Syrian
campaigns, and was a person of important administrative position.

21

A question is, whether Wildung in his tgyptian Saints is not on the right path when doubting the automatic
divinity of each king. Maybe only some gained the status of a person mighty in this and the other world, a
gerson, to whom one could pray and ask for help. cf. Wildung, Egyptian Saints, first chapter.
See also Ricke, Sonnenhei/igtum, II, 115, translated anew and Peden, Graffiti, 59.
23
Cf. Heick, Vern·altung, 384ff., 496ff
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Mentuhotep Ranke, PN I, 154.21.
Djehutimhet Ranke, PN I, 408.1.
Humesh this name is not present in Ranke, PN l.

Documentation
Present location not known.
Bibliography
W. Heick, Besucherinschriften. In Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkafll, 115-

121.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
H. Ricke, Dritte Bauperiode, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf, Band I. Kairo 1965,
19-28.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 58-59.
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M.1.5.S.18.2

Place
The Sun Temple ofUserkaf, blocks probably in the area of the obelisk base, Fragment

US67.

Dating
Probably 18 1h dynasty, but the number of comparable signs is low.

Text

Transcription

~~= ~::~o §
~A~4~&t
The scratched sign

~ , s!,

possibly belonging to another graffito?

Transliteration
1/ iw.t pw ir nsf ttj [r m33] /:tw .tj nfr.j nt 0

2/ IIIII

~dw

gm-f s[t mj pt]

Translation
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1) There came the scribe Teti to [see] the Two Temples of

2) the Creator andfound th[em like heaven].

24

Commentary

Context
US 67 is especially useful because it names the building. This is a stereotyped
formula, but it is interesting, that this observer noted the two - upper and lower- parts of the
temple.
Text
The formula iw pw ir.n X r mn. Moreover, the scribe added no pious remark, but
probably just commented on the beauties of the building.

Personages
Teti Ranke, PN 1, 384.4
Documentation
Present location not known.
Bibliography

W. Heick, Besucherinschriften in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf II, 115-

121.
Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
Ricke, Dritte Bauperiode, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf, Band I. Kairo 1965, 19-

28.
Peden, Graffiti, 58-59.

24

Heick, in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum, 119, discussed the reading /(.dw, it seems to have a divine
determinative, however. And pointed out, too, that the temple was correctly understood, even in its having two

parts.
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M.1.5.S.18.3

Place

The Sun Temple ofUserkaf, blocks probably in the area of the obelisk base, Fragment

US69.

Dating
18th dynasty? There is no date line, and the sign shapes have both 18th and 19th dynasty

parallels.

25

Text

Transcription

Transliteration
mk ftm [!]

Translation
See that bastard! 26

25

Compare Moller, Hieratische Palaeographie II, 8;96 and 98. The determinative is probably D53, not D52, as
Heick, Besucherinschriften, in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum, 119, opined. If there were D52, it might have been
closer to a 19th dynasty shape. Compare Wb III, 80, 7.
26
Heick, "Besucherinschriften", in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum, 119, Heick originally translated ace. to a Late
Period use, pederast. It is also translated "weakling", or in German context "Schwuller"; see also Stork, L.,
Schimpfworter, LA·v, 634--638. The word, also in the form /:lmty, is known from the context of the Tale of
Horus and Seth as well, and from other contexts connectible with homosexuality, nevertheless, this connection is
not considered as completely clear and sure, cf. Griffiths, J. G., The Conflict of Horus and Seth (Liverpool 1960),
44, with translation "poltroon" and other occurences of this word - often in the context of spells or offering ritual

texts.
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Commentary

Context
Sometimes there arose a sort of "written conversation" between the graffiti authors,
and often that was quite impolite. We can see further a criticism on walls of the Djoser
complex. Userkafs temple yielded another example - quite surprising on the temple walls,
which are usually covered with references in a usually solemn context. Someone wrote on
fragment US 69 what seems to be a sharper critique than the graffito M.2.3 .P .18 .15 in the
complex of Djoser.
Text
It reminds us strongly of modern graffiti. We might consider it revealing evidence for

ancient Egyptians viewing that place as no more an "active" temple, but a monument of the
past, where certain things, such as commemorating personal opinions on the walls, were
possible. On the other hand, it may be a case of an ancient literate rogue, to whom it mattered
little as to where he left his opinion immortalized. Such graffiti would actually fully
correspond to Peden's notion, namely, that graffiti were a written expression without social
restraint. 27
However, it was a communication regarding a past monument, and it might have been
a proof of its being visited with other than pilgrimage-oriented goals? 8

Documentation
Present location not known.
Bibliography
W. Heick, Besucherinschriften, in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Koenigs Userkaf II, 115-

121.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
R. Miiller-Wollermann, Strafen und Vergehen, 155-157.
H. Ricke, Dritte Bauperiode, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konig<> Userkaf, Band I. Kairo 1965,
19-28.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 58-59.

27
28

Peden, Graffiti, 293.
1am indebted do Dr. Gae V. Callender for a fruitful and inspiring discussion regarding this graffito.
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M.5.5.S.18.4

Place
The Sun Temple ofUserkaf, blocks probably in the area of the obelisk base, Fragment

US69.

Dating
18 1h dynasty?

Text

Transcription

Transliteration

Translation
The Scribe Hatiay.

Commentary
Context

?
Text
It is not clear whether this text forms a part with other texts on US 69, or whether each

line is a fragment of a different text.

Personages
Hatiay - Ranke, PN 1, 233.2. Compare also A. Zivie, Hatiay, scribe du Templed' Aton a
Memphis in: G. K.noppers and A. Hirsch, Egypt, Israel and the Ancient Mediterranean World.
Studies in Honor of Donald B. Redford, Leiden 2004, 223- 231.
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Documentation
Present location not known.
Bibliography

W. Heick, Besucherinschriften in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf II, 115121.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG I 02, 1952; 39-46.
H. Ricke, Dritte Bauperiode, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf, Band I. Kairo 1965,
19-28.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 58-59.
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M.1.5.S.18.5

The Sun Temple ofUserkaf, blocks probably in the area of the obelisk base, Fragment

US69.

Dating
18th dynasty?

Text

Transcription

~~or(d. Heick,

Sament-eiligti..JTl, 120)

Transliteration
1w.y ir.n s~ ... (or /:t.m ntr)//111

Translation
The scribe/priest .... came ...

Commentary
Context
There are neighbouring graffiti texts on US 69, the closest one is M.1.5.P.18.4, but any
supposed relation between the texts must be considered hypothetical. ··

Text
Fragment; the often repeated graffiti formula "there came

" An identification

usually followed.

Personages
No name preserved.
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Documentation
Present location not known.
Bibliography
W. Heick, Besucherinschriften in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf II, 115-

121.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG I 02, 1952; 39-46.
' H. Ricke, Dritte Bauperiode, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs U..<ierkaf, Band I. Kairo 1965,
19-28.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 58-59.
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M.l.S.S.18.6

Place

The Sun Temple ofUserkaf, blocks probably in the area ofthe obelisk base, Fragment
US69.

Dating
18th dynasty?

Text

Transcription

Transliteration

1y. w p[w] ir.n IIIII ?

Translation

There came ....

Commentary

Context
The context ts of numerous other graffiti, often of standard Besucherinschriften
incipit.

Text
The text probably belonged to a longer graffiti with the standard formula ij.w pw ir.n
Xr m~~. (model sgm pw ir.n.f); all except the incipit has been lost.
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Personages
No name preserved.
Documentation
Present location not known.
Bibliography

W. Heick, Besucherinschriften in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf II, 115-

121.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
H. Ricke, Dritte Bauperiode, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf, Band I. Kairo 1965,

19-28.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 58-59.
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M.1.5.S.18.7

Place

The Sun Temple ofUserkaf, blocks probably in the area of the obelisk base, Fragment
US74.

Dating

The signs may be attributed to the 18th dynasty; however, the dateline is not
sufficiently preserved.

Text

Transcription

-§l 9~p 7 __

-~= 71rrT~I9= 1 9~&J~= l\_ ~ fY~
m. GJo ~Att=~p~~~~:;gl"1t"'~ -

-

?~P-???

1 ?

GJP -~

B

-???199· ~~ 1-

-

??? ~ti * l~~--~~

ttB
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Transliteration

1. //////// ...

i~/ 9 l,lr dd n ..... ///////

(in addition Heick reads there x

~~A[ {t ~, swJj,

past)
2 • . .Ill iw.t r

swd~y

l,lr l,lr U)f nw nt Mn-nfr

3 .... Ill pn f!,m.nfsy mj pt m bnw/11 .... m bnw /Ill
4. III fragments

5. Ill/ mr.t Ill l,lr Jbt r' nfr IIIII/III
6. 111/.w n '.t shJw Ill////
7. IIIII fragments 30

Translation
I ..... excellent saying ...
2..... Came to amuse [themselves?] in the desert of Memphis
3 ..... Found its inside beautiful like heaven ....

4 ...... ?
5 .... Loveliness ..... spring, good time ....
6 .... of the school ..
7. . .. fragments

Commentary
Context
As other graffiti in the complex of Userkaf, this text is preserved on two fragments
grouped under the heading US 74.
Text
Other graffiti found in the region of Userkafs temple are very fragmentary and reveal
often just the beginning of a phrase, or a name. A longer inscription on US 74 is very
lacunous, but it was exactly this graffito that led Heick to express strong opinion, that

29

Heick has a different reading, but equally fragmentary. The reading of ikr, however, would require here a

~,,owmg
. wntmg:
. . ~;9_, , compare HW,b 107.

tO
30

The reading of Heick - Nfr-nhf, is not clear. It does not correspond to the usual shapes of these signs in
Moller, Paliiographie II.
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Egyptians of the 18 1h dynasty were keen on their past - as this graffito contains impressive
phrases such as:
Reconstructed line 3/ swJjj pn, which Heick translated as? "Vergangene Denkmal" 31 ;
or
reconstructed line 6/ nJ n shJ.w n r.t shJ- "[Die Lehrer] von der Schule."32
This would make an impression of a considerable interest in and therefore also use of
the past, but the fragmentary state of the inscription warns us against any far-fetched
conclusion.

Personages
Nefemebef (?) Ranke, PN I, I 97.6
Documentation
Present location not known.
Bibliography
W. Heick, Besucherinschriften in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf II, 115-

121.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, I 952; 39-46.
H. Ricke, Dritte Bauperiode, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs U'ierkaf, Band I. Kairo 1965,
19-28.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 58-59.

31

Heick, in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konig.~ Userkaf 11. 120. The word in question swJjj, has connections
"past", swlj.t, "past (thing). Sec Wh IV, 62,1-2.
Heick, in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Kiinigs Userka( If. 120.

insw~.t,
32
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M.l.5.S.18.8

Place

The Sun Temple of Userkaf, blocks probably in the area of the obelisk base, Fragment

US66.

Dating

Possibly 181h dynasty, it was found within the cluster of fragments with graffiti mostly
dated to this period, unequivocal dateline or other such marker is not present.

Text

Transliteration & Translation

Only fragments

of stgns and words, a transcription attempted by Heick,

Besucherinschriften in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf II, 121.

Commentary

Text is too fragmentary to allow further analysis.
Documentation
Present location not known.
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Bibliography

W. Heick, Besucherinschriften in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf 11, 115121.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der iigyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
H. Ricke, Dritte Bauperiode, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf, Band I. Kairo 1965,

19-28.
A. J. Peden, GrG;ffiti, 58--59.
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M.1.5.S.18.9
The Sun Temple ofUserkaf, blocks probably in the area of the obelisk base, Fragment

US65
Dating

New Kingdom, because of its presence in a cluster of 18th dynasty graffiti an 18th
dynasty dating probable.

Text

-l
F~

~.

Transcription

v~ 1r

Transliteration
/:13t sp ...

Translation

Regnal year ?

Commentary

Fragment of a text, further analysis not possible.
Documentation
Present location not known.
Bibliography

W. Heick, Besucherinschriften in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Koenigs Userkaf II, 115-

121.
W. Helck, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.

H. Ricke, Dritte Bauperiode, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf, Band I. Kairo 1965,

19- 28.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 58- 59.
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M.l.S.S.18.10
The Sun Temple ofUserkaf, blocks probably in the area of the obelisk base, Fragment
US64.
Dating

New Kingdom, because of its presence in a cluster of 18th dynasty graffiti an 18th
dynasty dating probable.

Text

Transcription

Transliteration
!Jpr ... p J .. .

Translation

Text is too fragmentary to allow for a translation.

Commentary

Fragment of a text, further analysis not possible.
Documentation
Present location not known.
Bibliography
W. Heick, Besucherinschriften in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Koenigs Userkaf II, 115-

121.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
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I
I

r H. Ricke, Dritte Bauperiode, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf, Band I. Kairo 1965,

! 19-28.
I

A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 58-59.
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M.1.5.S.18.11

Place

The Sun Temple ofUserkaf, blocks probably in the area of the obelisk base, Fragment
US71.

Dating

18th dynasty?

Text

Transcription

~

- 3~&
Transliteration

Nfr 3r [?] r f?33//// ?

Translation

The fragmentary state does not allow for a translation.

Commentary

The text is too fragmentary for further analysis.
33

Compare Heick, Besucherinschri ften in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum, 121, the reading r f is but one possible

variant.
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Documentation
Present location not known.
Bibliography
W. Heick, Besucherinschriften in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Koenigs Userkaf II, 115-

121.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG I 02, 1952; 39-46.
H. Ricke, Dritte Bauperiode, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf, Band I. Kairo 1965,
19-28.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 58-59.
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'
!

t

M.1.5.S.18.12

Place
The Sun Temple of Userkaf, blocks probably in the area of the obelisk base, Fragment
US75.

Dating
l8 1h dynasty?

Text

I IUS

m

Transliteration
IIIII? Ill J

Translation
Not possible, unidentifiable signs and words 34 .

Commentary
The text is too fragmentary for further analysis.
Documentation
Present location not known.
Bibliography
W. Heick, Besucherinschriften in Ricke, Das Sonnenheiligtum des Koenigs U<;erkaf II, 115-

121.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
H. Ricke, "Dritte Bauperiode", Das Sonnenheiligtum des Konigs Userkaf, Band I. Kairo 1965,

19-28.
34

See also Heick, Besuchcrinschriften, in Ricke, Sonnenhei/igtum des Konigs Userkafll, 121.
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A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 58-59.
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SAQQARA
M.2.3.P.18.1

Place

North Chapel of the pyramid complex of Djoser given in publication, the pyramid
complex of Djoser is a probable location. Gunn indicated that part of the graffiti was already
documented on blocks in the magazine, but all three were "said to be all from S. chapel"
(Gunn notebook 31, p. 45).
Graffito A

ofFirth~Quibell,

Step pyramid, I.

Dating

The authors of the transliteration and translation dated the graffito to the 18th dynasty.
In addition, the character of hieratic is comparable to the graffito M.1.5.P.l8.1, which is dated
to the 18th dynasty by its dateline (Thutmose III).

Text

Transliteration 35
II iw.t pw ir.n

s.~

F/.1(-ms) s? 1pt/:l r m?r

2/ /:lwt n[r n dsr gm.n-f sy mj pt m bnw-s Rr
35

Transliteration according to Cerny's hieroglyphic transcription, Firth- Quibell, Step pyramid, l, 78, and Cerny
notebook 13,1, and Gunn tracing B.I.A.
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r
f

31 /:lr wbn im-s

w: n gd.w.n-fimm h t.w .. kJw,

41 Jpd.w b.wt nb.wt nji·.wt wJb.wt n kJ n gsr mJ' /:lrw

51/:!»'} pt m 'ntiw wg 4l4f-s m sn{r 36
61 in ss n 't-m-sbJ sthm/:lb

ins.~

ngs 1'/:1(-ms)

Translation
1I There came the Scribe Ahmose, son oflptah, to see

21 the temple of Djoser. He found it as if"[there were] heaven in it, Re
31 rising in it. And so he said "Let be given loaves (of bread), bulls,
41 fowl, all good and pure things for the ka of Djoser, justffied

51 may the heaven send down myrrh, and provide incense for it I"
61 (written) by the scribe, schoolmaster Sethemheb, and the apprentice scribe Ahmose.

Commentary
Context
We meet a probable teacher=an older experienced scribe and a pupil=apprentice among the
visitors - the scribe Ahmose and his master Sethemheb. This graffito is an example of text
that points toward antiquarian interest on the part of the ancient visitors, and that could have
pointed to one of the uses of the past. Of course, it is in part because it proves qualities that
sound familiar to us - a master scribe visiting an ancient monument with his pupil, who
correctly identifies the monument and makes an inscription. However, we do not know why
they were on a tour through necropolis. Ahmose has said to us, that they went there to see
Djoser's monument, but was that their only purpose? The graffito itself contains- as usualno information that could help us to establish whether or not they could have had things to do

in respect of nearby 18th dynasty tombs, but as there are a few generations of 18th dynasty
tombs in the vicinity, it cannot be excluded.

Text
The text is a combination of descriptive and offerings phraseology. It is oriented
toward Djoser as the beneficiary and the character of the text is corresponding to other texts
dated to the 181h dynasty.

36

The verb wg, "richly provide with" is followed with gj(jf- drip, syl-s.
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The name of Djoser is written (
second occurrence only by

m~r

~=P ) , i.e.

it is not accompanied by any titles, by

brw.

Further information

Gunn's/Cerny's translation: The Scribe Ahmose, son of lptah, came to see the Temple of Zoser.
He found it as though heaven were within it, Ra rising in it. Then he said: Let loaves and oxen and fowl and all
good and pure things fall to the Ka of the justified Zoser; may heaven ram fresh myrrh, may it drip incense! By
the Schoolmaster Sethemhab, and by the Scribe Ahmose.
D. Wildung commented on the text as follows: "Die hier gegebene 'Beschreibung' des
Tempels findet sich in den sonst ftir unsere Fragestellungen unwichtigen Texten C, D des
Nordhauses und A, C, E, J, M, N des Stidhauses, die aile der XVIII. Dynastie angehoren,
wobei besonders hervorgehoben werden mul3, dass auch zur Zeit des Imn-htp IV - Achanjati
(Text J des Stidhauses) der Bezirk der Stufenpyramide Besuche empfing." (Wildung, Die
Rolle, 66).
Personages,
Ahmose, Ranke, PN I, 12.19 The name of Ahmose is transcribed by Cerny (Notebook
/

13,1). as

~r>-<

Sethemheb Ranke PN I, 321.31

Documentation
Gunn Mss XIIJ.5.2, Gunn tracings B.I.A, Cerny Notebook 13.1.
Bibliography
C. Firth-J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.

W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952;
39---46.
D. Wildung, Die Rolle, 66 (Dok.XVI.70.a)
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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M.2.3.P.l8.2

Place
North Chapel ofthe pyramid complex ofDjoser. Graffito B.

Dating
Preserved dateline registers the reign of Tutankhamun, therefore late 181h dynasty.

Text

Plate B.l.B

Transliteration after Gunn, tracing 8.1.8
1/ /:IU sp 4 Jbdw 4 Jmw sw 2 br /:lm nswt bit} Nb-bprw-rr rnb w(/J snb sJ ,-r twtJnb-1mn

MJ 7wnw rnb w(/J snb
2/ iw pw ir n sJ tJ ... r mJJ /:lwt ntr n nswt bit} (/sr mJr brw (/d n. /IIIII
3/ imm pbr 1mntt Mnnfr Wsir .. sms (?)/Ill kJ.k IIIII nfr /Ill Wsir
4/7 ... ir.k sy m nfr ... /llllm Ill n Ill im pbr }Jw nfr

51 mj /IIIII ink(?) /Ill(?)

Transliteration after Cerny Mss 17.13.2
1/ /:It sp 4 Jbdw 4 smw sw 2 br /:lm ////////// [nswt] bit} Nb-bprw-rr rnb wgr snb sJ Rr

/IIIII/ hkr 1wnw rnb wgr snb
2/ iw/11 ss t/1111 r mJ///////////////////////// n

3/ imm pbr //////// 7mntll////// /:lwt ntr n nswt bit} (/sr mJr brw ///////// (/d n //IIIII

11!!1111IIIII IIIII IIIII IIII III IIIII IIII IIIII IIIIII IIII IIIIII I bJk II IIIIII IIIII IIIIIIII IIIIII IIIIIIIII IIIIIII
4/

ir

?

//////////l///l/l/l/ll/lllll/llllllllllm 1111111111111111111111 r

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIISd 111111111?

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII III IIII III IIIIII IIII IIII I nfr II II IIII IIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIII IIIII IIII
51 mj II III IIII IIII IIIII IIII IIIII IIIII IIIIIII IIII IIIIIII III IIIII IIIIII IIIIlink IIIII II IIIII I .... ?
f
t

The comparison shows how much was actually damaged in a mere decade. However,

~it must be noted that even the tracing of Gunn's does show a damaged and hardly legible
graffito. Gunn, however, had the chance of first-hand observation - therefore was able tu
guess more on the site; and graffito most probably was damaged during the decade it was left
exposed to the weather conditions.
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Translation
1) Regnal year 4, Month 4 of Shemu, Day 2, under the Majesty of the King of Upper

and Lower Egypt, Nebkheprure, L. P. H., Son of Re, Tutankhamun, Ruler of Iunu, L. P. H.
2) The Scribe 1]ay (?) came to see the Temple of King of Upper and Lower Egypt, the

justified Djoser. [He} said:
3) Let me reach the West of Memphis; 0 Osiris, may I [serve/follow} thy Ka after a
good [burial?j ... [make it} good ... Osiris ...
4) make it good ... reach a good old age
5) like .... me ...

Commentary
Context
The graffito of the late 18 1h dynasty, with a prayer character, possibly reflecting some
sociocultural changes but still registering the owner of the building. One of numerous graffiti
in the North Chapel.

Text
It is rather a votive text that invokes divine protection for its author. This scribe went
to "see the temple", but accompanied his sightseeing not by a prayer for Djoser (in so far as
we can judge it from a fragmentary graffito), but claimed a nice old age and good rest for
himself, which led to aforementioned conclusions of Wildung and others about the pilgrimage
character of visits to ancient pyramid complexes.

Further information
Gunn' s/Cemy' s translation: Regnal-year 4 , 4. Month k of Shomu, Day 2, under the Majesty of the King of
Upper and Lower Egypt, Nebkheprure, L. P. H., Son ofM Tut'ankhamun, L. P. H. The Scribe Thay came to see
the Temple of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, the justified Zoser. He (Thay) said : Let me come to the
West of Memphis [after death]; 0 Osiris, may I serve thy Ka after a good burial?]. .... Osiris ... if thou makest it
37
good ..... reach a good old age like ..... .

Personages

·

37

Translation by Gunn, in Firth and Quibell, Step Pyramid, 1, 78. Transcription not provided, available partially

by Cerny, notebook 13, 2.
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.

. w=1DD6f~ Ranke, PN, I, 388, 11

fJay (?),perhaps !3],

Oocumentation
Gunn tracing B.I.B, Gunn Mss.XIII.5 .2
Cerny notebook 13 ,2
Publications
C. Firth - J. Qui bell, Step pyramid I, 78

D. Wildung, Die Rolle, 67, (Dok.XVI.70.e)

f ·Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61 - 63.
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M.2.3.P.18.3

Place
North Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser. Graffito C.

Datation
Dated by Gunn/Cemy
to the 18 th dynasty.

Text

Transcription

,.,..>...-;lL,-4b
···

i_ of_ [\_

~ 0~ ~4
~m ~~i~~

-

Transliteration
1/ iw pw ir.n.i sf i*r n ....

2/

W~4

.... Ill/? prt (?)

3/ gm.n.j nfr ?????
4/? 4d ????

Translation
1) There came me, the scribe of clever [fingers] IIIII
2) Wadj IIIII house of provisions(?)
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3) I have found it beautiful .....
4/ ??? said ....

Commentary
Probably a fragment of the descriptive graffito, comparable to the M.2.3.P.18.1.
Gunn 's/Cemy's translation, : The scribe with clever fingers, Waz ..... , came .... .! have found it beautiful
upon ...
Then he said: .....

Documentation
Gunn tracing B.I.C, Gunn Mss. XIII.4.6

Bibliography

C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der iigyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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M.2.3.P.18.4

Place

South Chapel of the pyramid complex of Djoser. Graffito A.

Datation
18th dynasty confirmed by the dateline.

Text

Plate B.2.A and J

Transliteration
11 /:zJt sp 20 Jbdw 4 ?!Jt sw 19 (?) !Jr fzm n nswt bit} 4sr-kJ-rr
sJ ,-r 1mn-fztp rn!J 4t r nfzfz

2/ iw pw ir n ss Ffz-ms r m?J fzwt ntr 4sr gm.n sy mj /Ill [pt]
3/ /Ill m bnw ,-r wbnbn [im.s] gm.n sy mj wr w ...

Translation
1) Regnal year 20, month 4 of akhet, day 19 (?) under the Majesty of the King of

Upper and Lower Egypt Djeserkare, Son of Re, Amenhotep, living forever and ever
2) there came the scribe Ahmose to see the temple of Djoser, found it like (Heaven ?)

3) ... inside, Re was shining in it, he found it like one (unique?) ...

Commentary

The classical Besucherinschr(ft, with descriptive formulae.
Context- other 18th dynasty graffiti in the complex.
Text - The text corresponds to other 18th dynasty graffiti inside and outside the
complex ofDjoser.
Further information:
Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 79, A:
Regnal-year 20, Month 4 of Akhet, Day 19, under the Majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
Zeserkare, Son of Re, Amenophis (1), may he live for ever and ever! The scribe Ahmose came to see the Temple
ofZoser. (I) found it as though heaven were inside, andRe rising in it. (I) found it like one of... ..
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Personages
/

Ahmose, Ranke, P N I, I2.I9 The name of Ahmose is transcribed as

iY.' ~ .

Documentation
Gunn tracings B.2.A and J, Gunn Mss XIII.4.I
Gunn, notebook 3I, 45, Stone A: I
Bibliography
C. Firth - J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78

W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG I 02, 1952; 39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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M.2.3.P.18.5

Place

South Chapel of the pyramid complex of Djoser. Graffito B.

Datation

Datation to the l8 1h dynasty by the editors, confirmed by the presence of Thutmose I's
name and possibly also titulary.

Text

Plate B.2.B

Transcription

11 Ill iw pw /////// !~} (?) ////////
2/ nswt hit} Jr-bpr-kJ-rr rnb gt nbfz gd.nf

3/- 6/ (?)

Translation
1) !Ill there came IIIII Tjay? /IIIII/

2) King of Upper and Lower Egypt Akheperkare living forever and ever. He said IIIII/
3)- 6) ????

Commentary

The descriptive Besucherinschr(fi, probably corresponding to the type of M.2.3.P.18.1. The
scribe Tjay is known from the graffito M.2.3.P.18.2, in the North Chapel. However, if these
two are one person, must remain a guess.
Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 79, B:
The [scribe] Thay(?) came .... .King of Upper and Lower Egypt, 'Akheperkare' (Tuthmosis 1), may he live for ever
and ever'

He (Thay) said ... .

Documentation

? Gunn notebook 31, 46, Stone B:7
Gunn tracing B.2.B
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Bibliography
C. Firth - J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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M.2.3.P.18.6

Place

South Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser. Graffito C.

Datation

Datation to the 18th dynasty by the editors, confirmed by the presence of Thutmose I
or IT's name and possibly also titulary.
Texf8
1

)

I

/

V

.

_./""\

Transcription

Transliteration
11 /:l3t sp ... 3bdw .. 3bt sw (?) 20 br /:tm n nswt bitj 3('-bpr-r('

2/ ir n s! il~r 13/:t-(ms) r m3(3) ....

Translation
1) Year .... ??? ... month ??? day 20 ??? under the Majesty of King of Upper and

Lower Egypt Akheperkare
2) there came clever scribe Ah(mose) to se(e) ...

38

The cartouche of Thutmose I is visible on the tracing, Gunn Mss. B.2.C and E.
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Commentary

The descriptive Besucherinschrift, probably corresponding to the type of M.2.3.P.l8.1.
Context- other early 181h graffiti in the complex.
Gunn's/Cerny's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 79, C:
Regnal-year I, Month ... of Akhct, Day 20(?), under the Majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
Akheper. .. rc (Tuthmosis I or II). The clever scribe Mose came to sec .....

Personages
.!'

Ahmose, Ranke, PN 1, 12.19 The name of Ahmose is transcribed as

~-

Documentation
Gunn, notebook 31, 45, Stone A:5 (storeroom 5), Gunn Mss. XIII. 4.2, "Cat. No. M.5"
Gunn tracing B.2.C and E
Bibliography

C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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j

M.2.3.P.18.7

Place
Presumably South Chapel (indicated by the excavators) of the pyramid complex of
Djoser, Graffito D.

Datation
18th dynasty, rule ofThutmose III, confirmed with the dateline(?).

Text

~

/"

..:~'

\ ,.

(:)

'()

f.p

o: l

~I

Transliteration
According to the tracing, only fragments of text:

11 (1/t sp 1 3bdw 4 [3]b[t] br ftm n ...... .. . .. .
2/ is ... .... ..... .. .......... .... .... ............. .

3/ . .... ... . ... .. ..... ........... .. .... . .... .. ..... ..
4/ ............ .. . .... .... in ............ ..... .......
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Transcription Gunn Mss. XIII.4.8

fl~ ~.lh)~~-11.!.::

coJ!I :;-;;-1 0}

~

,., .

.,

_.J..:-na. . .:r~r ... u;.J
·-'

Translation, Gunn/Cerny:
Regnal year I, Month 4 of Akhet, Day 5, under the Majesty ofthe King of Upper and
Lower Egypt, Menkheperre, Son of Re Thutmose, may he live for ever!
1

Now his Majesty was in the Southern city making memorials to his Father Amenre,

~

his father who begot him, the divine God, self-generated; the Mighty Bull, Lord of the Two

Il and marvels for Harakhte, and ..... his city; A tum who created [him}, Lord of [Heliopolis} ...

I

Lands, Son ofAtum .... the God'i. By .... Ptahhotep. "

39

Commentary
Interestingly, the tracing of B. Gunn's is very fragmentary, but the published translation must
have relied on a hieroglyphic transcription in Mss. XIII.4.8 or some additional observation by

J. Cerny.

Text
The Scribe Ptahhotep here indicated activities of his king in Thebes, as if wishing to
commemorate them on an important spot. This is common to more than one 181h dynasty
graffito, see M.l.5.S.l8.1 or M.2.3.P.l8.9.

Context
The "Southern City" named in the text is Vaset/Thebes.
39

Cemy in firth and Quibcll, Step Pyramid I,

80. graffito D.
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: Personages
'Ptahhotep Ranke, PN 1, 141.5

Documentation

Gunn Mss., tracing 8.2.0, Gunn Mss. XIII.4.8.

Bibliography

C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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M.2.3.P.18.8

Place
South Chapel (indicated in the notebook 31 by B. Gunn, as "on A", A 1s most
probably a wall A in his sketch plan) of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito E.

Datation
18th dynasty confirmed with the dateline of Thutmosis III.

Text

..

.
1 'I

·t

,

. ..
'

Ill

.. ,I

.
''

"'

(
(

,)

Gunn Mss. XIII.4.1lower part, Gunn's transcription
C....,..

•

:a.11

-J{N

,..,'3.

rt:..... f

/ ••

!,., ~ l -- d :~ eo>N~ ..!.t:. =.

U.t.l!lu:~...,.,,,.,...•~

...

~ ~

...

!;

:f_

:.J. j,.

~~-- •l th,n, . !( .( .. ~,

,... ••

Jt.

;:;·..,...t ;1

=

~~>'

1o( A

, .. 6,-<

11!1

•t'l. 4>
r~l ,s~o

~

<-...... ,..... ,...
lllf?1.

.t.•.!.t.! !,:•~-1i"IU0l

Transliteration
11 /:tt:t sp 39, 1bdw 3 ///////// sw 13 (?) !Jr /:tm n nswt bitj Mn-!Jpr-rt: s1 Rt: 4/:twtj-ms nfr-

hprw t:nb 4t ir n ... (?)
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2/ iw pw ir n ... nswt ... n 1mn ... -f lf't ... imn ...
3/ nby n 1mn .... ? ~rs
4/ gm.n.i sy (m)j pt m bnw.s Rr w(bn) ... s ?zr n ..

51 jJw (?) ... m rnw ... m tp.s (?)
6/
40 ...

d_sr

t

!l

Translation

I

1) regnal year 39, month 3 ... day 13, under the Majesty of King of Upper and Lower
Egypt Menkheperre Son of Ra Thutmose Neferkheperu may he live forever and ever, doing

(?) ...
2) there came ... royal (Scribe ?) ... Amon , before ...
3) the Goldsmith of Amon ... ???
4) I found it as heaven being inside, Ra rising ... thus ... ?
5) ... myrrh ... upon the roof of it (?)
6) high

41

(?) ... Djoser

Commentary
Context
One of several graffiti in the chapels of Djoser dated under Thutmose III.
Text
The text of this graffito corresponds to the standard Besucherinschrift.
, Gunn's/Cerny's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 80, graffito E:
Regnal-year 39, Month 3 of ... , Day 13, under the Majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
Menkheperre, Son of Re Tuthmosis, may he live for ever and ever! The scribe
Amun ... , ..... of Amun .... , the goldsmith of Amun, ..... came to see [the Temple of
Djoser]. I found it as though heaven were inside it, Re rising within it. Then [I said: .... heaven] rains with
' myrrh, incense drips upon it.. ... Djoser.

Personages
Names not preserved. The 18 1h dynasty prominent position of Amon may be
confirmed by probable theophorm names including this divinity.

Documentation
Gunn notebook 31, 73, "on A": 4
The~~ group corresponds to Moller, Palaographie II, 66, however, neither this nor Gunn's reading gives an
, unequivocal sense.
41
Not translatable without a determinative and a context.

•

40
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Gunn tracings B.2.C and E
Gunn Mss. XIII.4.1, "Cat. No. M.3"

Bibliography
C. Firth- 1. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78

W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39--46.
A. 1. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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M.2.3.P.18.9

Place
South Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito F.

Dating
Reign of Hatshepsut and Thutmose III, confirmed with the dateline.

Text

r.tHu~~).\'I J.. I !~ • !' ..,~ /\o1

:;.-· fl l•i: IZ1t.:.llt l'; ~Jl4~J~
l

,. ;(;"l} W'- :$1't•lAII''·I!.

·1 1
·

f~

•

i..·.t.:t ~ :. • ':t.IJ ifU ::.f~ l
:"t.{ :.. ..

.......

\

r;o;.Y~tt{t'f
.I
~

fl "

.... ,.
,....
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Transliteration (following Gunn's transcription in absence of a complete tracing; cf.
above).
II I}Jt sp 20 Jbdw 3 prt sw 2 br /:lmn nswt bitj MJJt-kJ-r(' ('nb gt

2/ sJ R(' bnmt-1mn Mt-fpst ('nb gt r n/:1/:1 /IIIII
31 br /:lm n nswt bitj Mn-bpr-r(' sJ r(' 4/:lwtj-ms-sw IIIII (?)

4/ ('nb gt r n/:1/:1 1s /:lm n (?) nswt /:In(' it ...
51 Ill/(?) /:lr st /:lr n? /Ill mj R(' r(' nb
61 iw pw ir nsf Ill(?)

7/ ...........................................................

8/ .......................................................... .
9/ ('l!:w (?)Ill ... ............... Nbt r mn

I 0/ /:lwt ntr n /:lm n (?) nswt bitj gsr-r(' mr brw i.gm.nf nfr s/2
Ill br (?) ......... r ......... Ill pt
12/ Ill(?) mj Pth ..... Ill/('/:!(' n gd.n /:11 /Ill(?) ......
13/ ... Ill/ .... IIIII .. ..
14/ ........................................... N /:lm n gsr m /:lwt ntrf

15/1 sf nb br ... IIIII .................... w('b sbmt
16/ .............................................. .. Ill pr-J(?)

This is another example, along the graffito M.2.3.P.l8.7 where a translation based on
such incomplete material would be much more lacunous than the already published version,
· except for a series of names

Translation
Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 80, graffito F:
Regnal year 20, Month 3 of Peret, Day 2, under the Majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
Maatkare, may he live for ever, Son of Re Khenemetamun Hatshepsut, may he live for ever and ever! ....
under the Majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Menkheperre, Son of Re Thutmose {III}, may he
live for ever and ever! Now his Majesty was ... king with his(?) father, exalted on the Horus-throne of the
Living, like Re, every day.
The scribe (long gap) ........ , he who enters first and comes out last, Nakht {?},came to see the Temple
43
of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, the justified Djoser. I found it beautiful... heaven ... water like Ptah ...
en he said would that I had ... of the majesty of Djoser in his temple ... 0 every scribe, every ritualist, ... [priest
f] Sakhmet, all priests ... House of Horus, Lord ... Seshat, who made writing, ... in view of the scribe .... (here
ollows a number of names, each preceded by ,in view of the scribe") ... and before all the staff of the school of
. the Ennead, Nakhtwer (?),repeating life, possessor of honour.
One could expect nfr.wj.
Once more a titulary of the King as king, not a divinity. See observations ofGoedicke, H., Die Stellung des
onigs im a/ten Reich. AA 2, (Wiesbaden 1960). Although the situation might have changed in some respects.
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Additional, mostly fragmentary, names (mentioned by Gunn/Cemy, m Firth and
Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 80,) are in Gunn Mss XII1.4.4; these are introduced by a l:zr bft - in
the presence of ... , followed by a title and a name. Mostly these are scribes, plus one more
priest of Sakhmet; the Sakhmet priest confirms the presence of the Memphite cult of this
goddess (perhaps in the connection with Sahure as well?).

Commentary

Djoser has by his name the sign for Re written as well, see Gunn Mss XIII.4.3. This
makes him cartouche similar to the 181h dynasty Akheperkare etc.

Context
One of numerous Thutmoside graffiti in the complex of Djoser. The scribe presents
· panoply of typical scribal virtues (if we follow the published translation).
Text
This graffito is tantalising in its being so incomplete. The scribe made a most elaborate
datation, and then admired the temple - like most his colleagues on the spot. But we do not
know whether there was any religious momentum, such as a short request directed towards
Djoser, or whether he just continued by praising himself as a capable scribe in front of his
colleagues and a school (?). Was this an excursion, ended by making a long graffito to
commemorate a successful trip on the spot? Worth of attention is also the concentration on the
royal titulary - both contemporary kings and Djoser keep the same titles, even with

I· "Majesty".

I
j'

Personages,

l· . Nakht Ranke, PN I, 209.16

i

l

I

or Nakhtwer Ranke, PN 1, 209.17 indicates this name (Nakht the Elder) for the Middle
Kingdom.
Documentation

. Gunn Mss.XIII.4.3; Gunn notebook 31; 75, C:2
. Gunn Mss XIII.4.4
; Gunn tracing B.2.F (two first lines only)
Bibliography

· C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
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A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63
D. Wildung, Die Rolle, 66 (Dok.XVI.70.b)
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M.2.3.P.18.10
Place
South Chapel ofthe pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito G.

Datation
18th dynasty confirmed with the dateline of Amenhotep II.

Text

Transliteration

ll/:z3t sp 4 3bdw 1 prt ... !Jr l:zm n nswt bitj 3r-!J,pr-rr s3 rr 1mn-l:ztp nfr ntr
2/ 1wnw n !Jrw m Wst /Ill iw pw ir n s~ Ill(?)

3/ ..... . /:zmfrn!J w43 snb ir.n p3 r ... /:zr !J3st r m33 mr (?) st!J (?) psgt (?) .. .
4/ fragments Ill a group with a Seth animal (?) 44

...

(?) iw pw ir n s~ !Jrw m Mn-nfr r

m33 bj3yt ... Ill
51 !Jr fragments ....

Translation
1) Regnal year 4, month 1, peret ... under the Majesty of King og Upper and Lower
Egypt Aakheperre, son of Re, Amenhotep, good god
2) Iunu, appearing gloriously in Waset, ... there came the scribe ...
3) ... His Majesty, LSH, about to make ... on the desert to see the pyramid ...
44

Compare Gunn's reading in Gunn Mss. XIII.4.5.
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4) (?) fragments ... there came the scribe Khaemmennefer to see the wonder ...
5) ... fragments .. .

Commentary

Context
Context of earlier Thutmoside and later Amenhotep III/IV graffiti confirms the
continuity of visits to the monument of Djoser.
Text
The text repeats, so far as can be ascertained in its fragmentary state, the "model"

Besucherinschrift phraseology, but, in difference to most its neighbours, identifies the
monument as a pyramid, not a l:zwt nfr.
It may suggest that the scribe accompanied his king (?) on a trip, but it is just a

hypothesis.
Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid,

L 80, graffito G:

Regnal-year 4, Month I ofPeret, Day 10, under the Majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Akheperre,
· Son of Re Amenophis, the [good] God..... Heliopolis, glorious in Thebes(?),..... The scribe Khaemnefer
came ..... coming forth of his Majesty to make the ..... on the desert to see ..... the pyramid. The scribe
Khaemmenfer came to see the wonder...

Personage
Khaemmennefer not found in Ranke, PN, but built on the same pattern as Khaemwaset,
Ranke,PJVI,263.19
Documentation
Gunn tracing B.2.G, Gunn Mss. XIII.4.5
Publication
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.

W. Helck, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
D. Wildung, Die Rolle, 66 (Dok.XVI.70.c).
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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M.2.3.P .18.11

Place
South Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito H.

Datation
181h dynasty seems to be confirmed with the dateline, probably of Amenhotep III.

Text

The published translation corresponds to the tracing.

Translation
Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 81, graffito H:
Regnal-year 10, Month 3 of Shomu, Day 13, under the Majesty of Horus, Mighty Bull ... (follow fragments of
the titulary of Amenophis III).

Commentary
The preserved part of the text is too short for further analysis, we have only the dateline. It
can be only presumed that the text intended might have been longer, since the dateline usually

opened longer and more elaborate graffiti.
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• Documentation

: Gunn notebook 31, p. 45, "Stone C", no. 11.
Gunn tracing B.2.H

Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Helck, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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M.2.3.P.18.12

Place
South Chapel of the pyramid complex of Djoser, Graffito I.

Dating
The dating by excavators was to the 18th dynasty. It might be revised.

Text and Transliteration
There has been hitherto found no tracing in Gunn's documents related to this graffito.
However, the graffito is transcribed in Gunn Mss. XIII.4.7, and the transcription is
reconstructed (?, marked in pencil) in many places. The translation corresponds almost in all
detail to the transcription.

Translation
Gunn's/Cerny's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 81, graffito 1:
Regnal-year 36(?), Month 4 of Akhet(?), ... The scribe- a native of ThebesBaki, came. Then he said: Homage to you, Kings of the Memphite Nome, Kings ... your
names every day with the Lords of Heliopolis ... May you receive cakes with them, may
your Kas be satisfied therewith! May you drink water from the Temple with ... for ever!
· He said to ...

Commentary
Context
Ifthe length of reign was read correctly, the acceptable ruler (ifbelonging to the 18th dynasty,
, if not then it should be dealt as Ramesside, under Ramesses II) should be Thutmose III.
o

The Kings of the Memphite nome might have been related to the king-list- cultic assemblage

· -in the tomb of Mahu.
Text
The text is of an offering formula character, dedicated to the ancient kings, who are the
' beneficiaries of the offerings.
Personages
Baki? Ranke, PN l, 90.13
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Documentation
Gunn tracing?, not preserved in the Mss.; Gunn Mss. XIII.4.7.

Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
1

W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
D. Wildung, Die Rolle, 67 (Dok.XVI.70.d).

A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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M.2.3.P.18.13
Place
South Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito J.

Datation
1

18 h dynasty confirmed with the dateline of Akhenaten. 45

Text

Plate B.2. A and J

Transliteration
II /:13t sp 14, 3bdw 4 prt, sw (?) br /:zm n nswt bitj Nfr-!Jprw-rr ...
21 iw pw ir n s! ... Ill gm (n)?

31

0

0

0

(?)

Translation
1) regnal year 14, month 4 ofperet, day(?) under the Majesty of the King of Upper
and Lower Egypt Neferkheprure

2) there came the scribe ... found (?)
3)

0

0

0

(?)

Commentary
The text follows probably a "model" Besucherinschrift, but it is too fragmentary for
any precise analysis. The name of the scribe is not preserved.
Gunn'siCemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 81, graffito J:
Regnal-year ih,
Month 2 of Proyet, Day 2 (?), under the Majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
46
ebkheprure (Akhenaten). The scribe..... came..... I found it... ..

Documentation
unn notebook 31, p. 45, no.2
unn tracing B.2.a and J
Bibliography
. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.

The text indicates throne names Neferkheprure, which is that of Akhenaten.
In fact this would be Tutankhamun.
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W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.

A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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M.2.3.P.18.14
Place

South Chapel of the pyramid complex of Djoser, Graffito K.

Datation

18th dynasty confirmed with the dateline of Tutankhamun.

Text

Plate B.2.K and Q

Transliteration
11/:lr kJ .. .
2/itf(?) ... twtfn!J . ..

Translation

Gunn's/Cerny's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 81, Graffito K:
Horus, Mighty Bull... .. from his Father, ..... Tutankhamun

Commentary
As regards the context, the graffito is in a rich group of both 18th and 19th dynasty

graffiti.
The fragment of a graffito, therefore it is not possible to make a more detailed
analysis. The translation by Gunn/Cerny corresponds to what the tracing tells, except for the
, nbt sign behind the bull; this sign is not clearly visible on the tracing.

Documentation
Gunn tracing B.2.K and Q, Gunn Mss. XIII.4.11
Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.

W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
, A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61--63.
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M.2.3.P.18.15

Place

South Chapel of the pyramid complex of Djoser, Graffito L.

Datation

181h dynasty?

Text

Plate XIIL4.8

Transliteration

11 iwt pw ir n ss il_(r n rjb3yfil_(r nn snf
21m nb Mn-nfr ss 1mn-m-/:13t rjd.i r}d(w) n.i
7

31 nn mdw Jc/' 1 ib.i iw.i l:zr m33 bJk
41 n rjt.sn iw.nn st ? w.nn st ? ?? il~r iw r-/:z3t -1
51st mj b3k Ill st-}:zmt iw ??? nn.s l:zr /:1348 pry.s (???) rb st
61 iw.nn r"l_(.sn ? ? ? r mn }:zwt n{r ptrj
71 ir.n.i b3glbgf9 nn.s m ??? ss m srrl~, n.(?)

81 rj}:ztj

Translation
1) There came the scribe of skilled fingers, he has no equal in his qualities
2) in all Mennofer, Scribe Amenernhet. I say - tell me,

3) these words, my heart is distressed (?) while I see the work
4) of their hands. This is not ??? skilled on front of???
5) it is like a work of a woman who is lacking the knowledge 5°
I

i---------------------

1147

Gunn Mss XIII.4.8 has an unclear sign there, a verb fd has usually not the "bad bird" determinative and means

i ''to sweat", could he mean a "sweating heart", as a figurative expression for "anxious" or "distressed" ? The verb

I ais otherwise known from medical context ( Wb l, 582, HWb, 308)However, without the original hieratic sign,

is is a pure conjecture either. There is also an alternative that there is writtenfdk- "to cut apart, sunder", LEG
, 193; which would then make the sentence into "my heart splits asunder"- an equally eloquent description of
ing distressed.
1
1 Gunn, Mss. XIII.4.8 transcribes here as an alternative M (/:11, l:znr), "lack of', compare HWb 501. He gives
ternative readings for a larger part ofline 6, however, without the tracing it is not possible to correct or even to
·scuss his readings.
9
The writing is probably that with a redundant s, compare LEG I, 165.
, There is used r!J.

l

l
I
I

I
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6) were they not allowed to enter ... to see the temple - I
7) saw such sloth this is not ... writing/scribe 51 ended by
8) Thovt
!
I

Commentary

II
il
:1

Context
There are few moments in this graffito that are of importance for our search. The

'1f

scribe is scandalised, that the Temple was desecrated by such scribblings on the walls 52 -so

11

evidently the site was not an ordinary heap of stones. That is clear in the context already, so
there is no surprise in this confirmation. More interesting, however, is the fact that he himself

I is writing about the visits of his denigrated predecessors "They entered to see the Temple".
His text may have echoed the writings he had seen there, but if he had other reason for the
main point of the visit, such as offerings or so, he could have mentioned them. In addition, his
text sounds as if it were a response to the scribal boasts we have met few paragraphs above.
Had he seen these texts already at hand, written on the wall in front of him?
He had also used a couple of favourite scribal boasts, such as that he is of skilled
fingers and that he has no equal - this sounds like a variation on the uniqueness of deeds we
find in the autobiographies and even in the royal inscriptions.

Text
One, however, is completely different. It does not speak about the monument at all, it
is merely a horrified note of a scribe displeased by what he saw on the walls. His name is
Amenemhet, and perhaps the same who left some of the more standard graffiti (see e.g.
· M.2.3.P.l8.17, or other pieces, with names beginning with Amon), besides his complaint. We
have also met an Amenemhet already in Abusir.
Gunn noted in notebook 31, p. 75 that this graffito represents "Remarks about other
people's writing (in large, high, rather ugly writing)".
Gunn's/Cemfs translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 81, Graffito L:
The scribe of clever fingers came, a clever scribe without his equal among any men of Memphis, the
· scribe Amenemhet. I say: Explain to me these words. My heart is sick when I see the work of their hands. It is
not... who arrived before me (?). It is like the work of a woman who has no mind; would that we had one who
could have denounced them before ever they entered in to see the Temple. I have seen a scandal; they are no
' scribes such as Thoth has enlightened. 53

51

Gunn offers alternative readings for both variants, Mss. XIII.4.8.
Wildung, Die Rolle, 67, Dok. XVI. 70.f. the same opinion.
53
Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid I, 81, graffito L, translation Cerny. Original not provided, neither a
. hieroglyphic transposition.
52
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Personages
Amenemhet Ranke, PN I, 28.8, "sehr haufig" for the New Kingdom.

Documentation
Gunn notebook 31, p. 75, C, 1
(Gunn tracing B.2.L ??? not preserved in the Mss.) Gunn Mss. XIII. 4.8

Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Helck, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.

D. Wildung, Die Rolle, 67 (Dok.XVI.70.f).
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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M.2.3.P.18.16

Place

South Chapel of the pyramid complex of Djoser, Graffito M.
Datation

18th dynasty?

Text and Transliteration

The documentation of this graffito was not yet identified.
Translation

Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 81, Graffito M:
... The scribe of clever fingers came, good ... , Priest of Sakhmet, ... to see the Temple of the justified Zoser. He
found it as though heaven were within it, Re rising in it, heaven [raining] myrrh, incense dripping upon it ... in
the Temple of Harakhte ... father ...

Commentary

Context
The graffiti is within context of numerous other 18th dynasty graffiti, but its dating
should be revised or explained. The priest of Sakhmet might have been related to the cult of
Sakhmet in Memphis, or to the cult of Sakhmet of Sahure (?), but there are no convincing
materials to prove it. There is another priest of Sakhmet in the list of people present in the
grafito of the scribe Nakht (M.2.3.P.18.9). It is also another proof for the presence of priestly
presence and the cult ofSakhmet in the New Kingdom Memphis. 54
Text
The text corresponds to the 18th dynasty "model" Besucherinschrift. It repeats a
'complete sequence of formulae, however, the inscription is too lacunose to discuss further
analysis.

Personages,
There is no preserved name

. See Hoenes, Sachmet, 111-115.
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Documentation
Gunn tracing B.2.M ? , not preserved in the Mss.
Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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'

i

M.2.3.P.18.17

Place
South Chapel ofthe pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito N. position C5 on the sketch
plan of Battiscombe Gunn.

Dating
There is no dateline preserved and the excavators dated it to the 181h dynasty.

Text

PlateB.2.N

Transliteration
Gunn, tracing B.2.N, with Gunn'reconstructions:
II iw.t pw ir n wrb br} /:zb 1mn-m-/:z3t r m3r /:lwt ntr /II/IIIII n

2/ nswt bjty gsr

Cerny Notebook 17.4
II iw pw ir.m [wrb] br} /:zb 1mn-m-/:z3t r m[33] /:zwt ntr /Ill/// n

21 nswt bit} gsr

The name of king Djoser is written within a cartouche.

Translation
II There came the wah-priest and ritualist Amenemhet to see the temple ... of

2/ the King of Upper and Lower Egypt Djose?5

Commentary
Context
1

The formula points to the 18 h dynasty, but the dating based on formulae is not an
entirely solved question. The graffito is within a large group of other graffiti in the South
Chapel.
Text
5

See the hieroglyphic transcription by Cerny, Firth and Quibell, Step Pyramid, I, 81, graffito N. The
sliteration and translation is based on this text.
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I
I
I

i
•I

a

il

The text had, as it is visible in Cerny notebook 13.4, seem like having no continuation,

il

but the tracing and Gunn 's transcription (Mss. XIII.4.8) are not so conclusive. As it is, it

II

lr

represents the Besucherinschrift formula, denoting a visit, without further reasoning.

Personages
Amenemhat: Ranke, PN I, 28.8

Documentation
Gunn tracings B.2.N, Gunn Mss. XIII.4.8;
Gunn notebook, 31, p. 75, C, 5

Bibliography

,;

i

C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.

~i

W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39--46.

:i

A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63 .
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M.2.3.P.18.18

Place

South Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito 0.

Datation

181h dynasty?

Text and Transliteration

The text was not yet identified in the documentation of B. Gunn.

Translation

Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 82, Graffito 0:
The scribe Amenhotpe.

The scribe .....

Commentary

Context
A large group of graffiti within the South Chapel of the Djoser complex.
Text
The text is too fragmentary for any further analysis.

Personages
Amenhotep Ranke PN 1, 30.12

Documentation

Gunn tracings ? a "B.2.0" not found.

Bibliography

C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952;

39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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M.2.3.P.18.19

Place

South Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito P.

Dating
18th dynasty?

Text

Transliteration

11 nswt bitj
2/ gsr

Translation
1) The King of Upper and Lower Egypt

2) Djoser

Commentary

Context
A large group of graffiti within the South Chapel of the Djoser complex.

Text
The text is either a remnant of some more extensive inscription (not very probable), or
simply a proof that the scribe was aware of to whom belonged that building? Gunn's/Cemy's
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translation, Firth and Qui bell, Step pyramid, I, 82, Graffito P: The King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
Djoser

Personages
There is no name preserved.

Documentation
Gunn notebook 31, 77, 1 loose blocks ?
Gunn tracing B.2.P

Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39--46.

D. Wildung, Die Rolle, 68 (Dok.XVI. 70.g).
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 61-63.
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M.2.3.P.19.1

Place
South Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito Q.

Datation
19th dynasty confirmed with the name of Sethi I.

Text

Plate B.2. K and Q

Transliteration
Nswt bit} nb tJwy Mn-Mn- (r<") rnb w(}J snb sJ Rr fthj (?)//Ill//

Translation
The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Menmaare Sethi ... Ill

Commentary
Context
A large group of graffiti within the South Chapel of the Djoser complex. The
continuous transition of 18th dynasty to 19th dynasty graffiti.
Text
The text might have had a continuation, as such it is too fragmentary to allow further
analysis. The preserved line is not inserted in any context in the publication. Gunn's/Cemy's
translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 82, Graffito Q:
The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of the Two Lands, Menmare, L. P. H., Son ofRe, Seti ...

Personages
No author name preserved.

Documentation

? Gunn notebook 31, p. 46, "Stone B", 8, middle
Gunn tracing B.2.K and Q, Gunn Mss. XIII.4.11.
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Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103.
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M.2.3.P.19.2

Place
South Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito R.

natation
19th dynasty, confirmed with the dateline.

Text

~

-.....,
?(\\-

J

,_

-

j

v
~<.....

-:..;::,

..,,
(

t
-·

I

l~

/l

h)

Transliteration

11 /:l3t sp? /Ill fmw 1 sw ?? !Jr nswt bitj
2/ . .. Mn-M3rt-Rr rn!J (wg3) snb s3 Rr ...

Translation
1) Regnal year 1 (?) (month ?) of Shemu, day ? under the King of Upper and Lower
Egypt

2) Menmaatre, L (S.) H. Son ofRe ...
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I

Commentary

Context
A large group of graffiti within the South Chapel of the Djoser complex, context of
18th and 19th dynasty graffiti. Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I,
82, Graffito R:
Regnal-year 4, Month I of Shomu, last Day, under the Majesty of the King of Upper and Lower

I Egypt, ..... Menmare L. P. H., Son of Re [Seti ]. ....
I

I

The text is too fragmentary for any further analysis, smce only its dateline Is
preserved.
Personages
No author name preserved.

Documentation

Gunn tracing B.2.R

Bibliography

C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103.
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M.2.3.P.19.3

Place
South Chapel of the pyramid complex of Djoser, Graffito S.

Datation
1

19 h dynasty, probably Ramesses II, suggested also with the high regnal year in
the date.

Text
Plate B.2.S

Transliteration
II IJ3t sp 47, ~bd 2, prt, sw 25. ij.t ir.n sf pr b4 Md-n!Jt.tw s~ sf I snr mwt-ft~-wsr

r swtwt srj~ /:lr [?] /:lr 7mntt Mn-nfr /:lnr sn-f sJ p~-n!Jt n !~tj
21 r rjd nfr.w nb.w 1mntt Mn-nfr psrjt !Jntj t~ rjsr Wsir, ~st, rnb.w fpss.w r~j.w nw
1mntt rn!J-t~wj, imm r~:zr nfr /:lr is H.w-tn Js,rs.t nfr m n!Jt Uw.t nfr.
31r mn 1mntt Mn-nfr mj /:lsj mj Js,dw-k in sf pr
/:lnr sf pJ-n!Jt.tijw

b4 n nb tJwj hJd-n!Jt-tw m~r !Jrw

Translation
II Regnal year 47, month 2 of Peret, day 25, there came the scribe of the

Treasury Hednakhte, son of Se/, his mother is Tawosre, to make a stroll and
amuse/invigorate himse/{,

56

in the West of Memphis together with his brother scribe

Panakhte, ofthe vizier's office 21 saying: All the Gods ofWestern Memphis, the Ennead,
You who reside in the sacred land, Osiris, Isis, all the Blessed Souls of the western

56

sg3: Lesko, Dictionary of Late Egyptian, 2"d edition, vol. II., Fall River 2004; I 00. sgJ

r

=~PPiiJ~ to take recreatiOn,
. relax; ~iti~~ to be exctted;
. sg3 /:lr x~~"" ~ to dtvert
.

oneself.
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I
I,

Ankhtawy,

57

give good lifetime serving to your kas, and a good burial after a strong old

age,
31 in sight of Western Memphis like the praised ones, like your person58, to the
scribe of the Treasury of the Lord of Two Lands, Hednakhte, justifiec/ 9, and the scribe
Panakhte 60

Commentary
Context
The Scribe Hednakhte visited Djoser temple under Ramesses II.

61

There are

other Ramesside graffiti in the complex and Ramesside burial activities at the
neighbouring necropolis.
Text
The scribe Hednakhte has left us an ambiguous - for him surely perfectly
coherent - testimony. On the one hand he went for a stroll to Western Memphis62 ,
together with his brother. On the other hand he does not mention Djoser at all in his
whole text, speaking only about and to the gods of Western Memphis and mentioning
just the souls of blessed deceased, who inhabit in his eyes the necropolis. So no
admiration whatsoever for the pyramid, not even he does name the monument. This
would confirm most of Wildung's opinion - were it not for the "stroll" to Western
Memphis, and for the disputable interpretation of swgJy.
Cerny had interpreted there - ,to make an excursion and amuse himself in the

West of Memphis" .63 There are other translations as well - depending on which shade of
meaning for of the verb we choose; the translations are, moreover, influenced by the
preposition, the author chose - Philips reads here s<f,Jy l.zr and translates ,make good
time" 64 •
The rendering by Cerny is historical - there were some reasons then, to amuse
one while walking among old and venerable buildings. We have already seen a mix of
57

A suburb of Memphis, Wildung, Die Rolle, 70, explains this as a generic name for all the deceased
kings, who were buried in the Memphite necropolis area. This is for him another prooffor the religious
character of visits.
58
This is a puzzle- Could he have meant Djoser?
59
The use of m?~' brw for living persons is quite frequent in the graffiti, though by no means universal.
60
See too KR/111, 148. Wildung, Die Rolle, 68fT.
61
See Firth- Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 82, hieroglyphic transcription by Cerny. Graffito S, and Gunn
Mss. XIII.4.12.
62
See the meaning of swtwt, Wb IV /77 - 12, 13.
63
Firth- Quibell, Step pyramid I, 83.
64
Phillips, GM, 89, 1986,79-81. note 17.
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admiration for the temple, and an offering prayer in the 181h dynasty graffiti. These
make no contradiction to the text of Hednakhte.
On the other hand the verb in question could have had other meanings too,
which would indicate that the scribe went there for "protection", "invigoration" etc. 65
"Protection" would put much more emphasis on the divine character of the place

66
-

moreover, author was not even stating clearly whether he perceived anything of the
monument on whose walls he was writing.

Personages
Hednakhte Ranke, PN I, 23I.20
Panakhte Ranke PN I, I 09.6.

Documentation
Gunn notebook 3I, p. 76, 7, C, overlapping to B; Gunn Mss. XIII.4.12, and
photographs by Gunn in Mss. XII.
Cerny MSS 17, I3.6

Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG I 02, 1952;
39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103.
D. Wildung, Die Rolle, 68 (Dok.XV1.70.i)

65

Verb swcjJ by LEG, III, p. 28, as "to keep safe, to make sound, to save, to invigorate", but scj? see
above.
66
Malek, Meeting of the old and new, 67f.
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M.2.3.P.19.4
Place
South Chapel ofthe pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito T.

Datation
19th dynasty, probably Ramesses II, because of the high regnal year

Text
Plate B.2.T
Transliteration after Gunn, tracing B.2.T (a+b) and Gunn Mss.XI11.4.11
1/ /:13t sp 48 3bdw 2 Jbt IIIII/?

2/ s3/.zr (?) ... /IIIII?
3/ m brt-ntr
4/ not found or registered either by Gunn or Cerny

51 we- m n3 mtw br ~_zc-twfm h3y r Kmt m ir gs3.k iw.k l.zr tp t3 bn /.zr? ... ptr?
6/ wb.k tw l.zr bJbj nt irw nn wn snc-.tw.k prj (n) k r mr.k nnjnt tw.k
7/ c-k.k r hr ib tw.k rdj.tw n.k tw l.znkwt.sn nw tpw prwt m b3/.z n is.tw.k l.znc- /.zsyw

8/ nty m b3/.z nbw-sn rdj-tw rdwj r /.zms l.zry-tw 3lzw c-3yw n k3

Transliteration after transcription by J. Cerny:
II /:13t sp 48 Ibdw 2

Iltt /IIIII

2/? si IIIII IIIII 1//111 IIIII
3/ l)rj ,-r IIIII IIIII IIIII IIIII
4//////////////// 11///1/l/1/1// /////////ll/11
5/-6/ wr m ni mt.w br ~:zrr wf m hij r kmt m ir gsU .... iw.k wrb.k l:zr bJbj nt itrw nn wn fnr.tw.k
prj.k r mr nn iwn
7/ r*.n.k r hr ib.tw.k rdi.tw.n.k t hnk.t.sn nw pr m IIIII/ n ill////11// /:lbsj

8/ nty m-bi/:1 nbw.sn rdj.tw n.k rdwj r l:zms /:lry.tw ?!Jw
9/ sf fry si W3/:l mir !Jrw n imib

Translation
I) Regnal year 48, month 2 of Akhet, day ? ...
2) Son of? ... ??
3) in the necropolis .... ?
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4) ....................... .
5) one of the deceased who preceded him. Do not take sides while you are upon
earth, do not .... See
6) cleanse yourself at the riverbank, be not hindered in going as you like, do not
be held back

7) come in as your heart likes, be given bread, beer, cakes (?), coming from the
divine presence67, be called with the praised ones
8) which are in front of their lords may they give you your feet to dwell amongst
blessed spirits, great kas ...
9) scribe Tjay son of Wah, justified, and blessed

Commentary
Context
A large group of graffiti in the South Chapel of Djoser.

Text
This text is of a prayer type, and like other texts - even some Theban
counterparts, speaks of its living author as of a mJr !Jrw.
Translation Gunn/Cerny, in Firth- Quibell, Step pyramid, 1., 83-84: Regnal-year 48,
Month 2 of Akhet, Day. . . The scribe ..... , son of Hori, ..... came ..... in the Necropolis ..... one of
those who died before him, coming down to Egypt-Do not act corruptly while you are upon
May you cleanse yourself in the swirl of the river! May you not be kept
earth; there is no.....
back, and come forth as much as you like! May you not be hindered, and go in as much as you
please! May they give you bread, and beer, and cakes, that have come out from the Presence!
May you be summoned with the blessed ones who are.in the presence of their lords! May (your)
feet be given you to dwell among (?) the great Spirits! For the Ka of the scribe Thay, son of
Wah, justified, possessor of honour.
Personages
Tjay - perhaps a shortening of another name, in this form not found in Ranke,
PN I.

Documentation
Gunn Mss XIII.4.11 and Xlll.4.13, Gunn tracing B.2.T (a+b+c)
Cerny Mss 17, 13.3

Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
67

Those being previously used in the offerings to a divinity, see the same in M.2.3.P.19_20.3.
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W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 3946.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103.
D. Wildung, Die Rolle, 68 (Dok.XVI. 70.i)
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M.2.3.P.19.5

Place

South Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito U.

natation
19th dynasty, as dated by the excavators. The terminus post quem provided by

the title which includes Ramesses II.

Text

The transcription in Mss. XIII.4.13 is rather more informative than the tracing,
which, however, does not contradict the transcription.

Transliteration
Nby /:l3t n t3 /:lwt Rr-ms-sw Mrj-1mn II

Translation

The head goldsmith68 of the mansion (temple?) ofRamesse Meriamon

Commentary

The text is only a fragment, and contains a title of a ·person whose name is not
preserved. It might have been a signature, but it might have equally well been a longer

68

Since this is a Ramesside graffito (although the cartouche is very fragmentary) this chief goldsmith
cannot be connected to the Chief Goldsmith Amenemone, buried in Saqqara, whose tomb is dated to the
end of the 18th dynasty. (See Ockinga, B., ed .. , Amenemone the Chief Goldsmith. ACE Reports 22.
Oxford 2004).
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inscription. This second option, however, is less probable, since the longer inscriptions
usually started with a dateline.
Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 84, Graffito U:
The Chief Goldsmith ofthe Mansion ofRa'messu-maiamun (Ramesses II) ...

Documentation

Gunn tracing B.2.U, Gunn Mss. XIII.4.13

Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.

W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 3946.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103.
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M.2.3.P.19.6

Place
South Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito V.

natation
1

19 h dynasty, as dated by the excavators.

Transliteration

Gunn tracing B.2.V, Gunn Mss.XIII.4.12, the tracing is, as with M.2.3.P.19.5,
less informative than the reconstructed (?) transcription, whom it does not contradict.
Gunn:
1/ 1r nfr ir nfr Wsir ir nfr ir nfr nsf 1mn-m-1pt s3 Msw, mwtfk3h n Mn-nfr
21 ir sf 1mn-m-1pt /.zJt sp? 3hdw 2 fmw sw 23 (?)

Cerny notebook 13.4 hieroglyphic transcription;
Cerny:
1/ ir nfr, ir nfr Wsir ir nfr ir nfr nsf IIIII s3 //IIIII II

2/ ir sf 1mnj //l///ll///l/ll////ll/l///ll/l///ll/l///ll//l/ll//l//lll///// Jhd 2 fmw 23

Translation
The translation can be followed m Gunn's/Cerny's translation, Firth and
Qui bell, Step pyramid, I, 84, Graffito V:
Be good, be good, Osiris, be good, be good to the scribe Amenemopet, son of Mose, his mother
being Kah, of Memphis. Done by the scribe Amenemopet in regnal-year.... , Month 2 of Shomu, Day
23(?).

Commentary
Context
A large group of graffiti in the South Chapel ofDjoser.
Text
The character of the text follows other known ir nfr formulae, known both from
the Memphite and other (Theban) graffiti corpora. These texts usually start with ir nfr,
ir nfr, therefore their dateline is postponed to the later part of the text.
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Personages
Amenemipet Ranke, PN I, 27.I8

Documentation

Cerny notebook

I3 .4

Gunn tracing B.2.V, Gunn Mss.XIII.4.I2

Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG I02, I952;
39--46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-I03.
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M.2.3.P.19.7

Place
South Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito W.

natation
19th dynasty, the expressions in the text would suggest parallels with other 19th
dynasty graffiti.

Text

' -=•'- -

f'" H ~~·~ ...:'~1"t'-a..
Transliteration
1/ 1r nfr ir nfr 1mn (?)
2/ 1r nfr n (?) wrb ??? (rests of a name)

Translation

Gunn's/Cerny's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 84, Graffito W:
Be good, be good, Amun, be good to the priest ...

Available tracing and transcription do not contradict nor allow for expansion nor
discussion on the original translation.

Commentary
The text repeats a formula found often in the graffiti, but it is directed this time
to Amun, therefore - so far as can be considered this fragment - there is no relation to
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the building it was left in. The analysis of the text is, however, complicated by its
lacunose state.
Personages
There are no preserved names, only fragment of a title.

Documentation
Gunn notebook 31, p. 73, "On A", 3, Gunn Mss XIII.4.9
Gunn tracing 8.2. W
Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid l, 78-85.
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952;
39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103.
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M.2.3.P.19.8

Place

South Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito X.

Datation

19th dynasty, as dated by the excavators.

Text

Transliteration
[ir nj]r ir nfr n (?) s369 IIIII pr 3r rnb wg3 snb

Translation

Be good, be good to Sa (or son of?) .... The Pharaoh, L. S. H.
Commentary

The text is in context of a large group of graffiti placed by the excavators in the
South chapel, and corresponds to the ir nfr graffiti formula, found in the Memphite and
The ban graffiti context. The formula ir nfr would- also point to the 19th dynasty.
Gunn'siCemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 84, Graffito X:
Be good, be good to the .....ofPharaoh, L. P. H

Personages
There are no names preserved.
Documentation
Gunn tracing B.2.X, Gunn Mss.XIII.4.1 0
69

Gunn Mss.XIII.4.1 0 reads pJ.
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Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG I 02, 1952;
39--46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103.
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M.2.3.P.19.9

Place

South Chapel ofthe pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito Y.

Datation

19th dynasty, as dated by the excavators.

Text

Transliteration

II s! Pn-nwt n rt ???? 70
2/ W34ji (?)

Translation
1) The scribe Penniut of ....

2) Wadji

Commentary
The graffito might be of the signature type. However, its state, which caused the
diiferent interpretations as well, prevents a conclusive reading.
Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 84, Graffito Y:
The scribe Pennewet. The steward (?) Amenemweza

70

Gunn Mss XII1.2, offers a reading 7mn-m, and connects it to the next line(?) as a name Amenemwadj.
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Personages
Penniut - name not found in Ranke, PN

Documentation
Gunn notebook 31, p. 45, "Stone A", 6, Gunn Mss. XIII.2. Gunn tracing B.2.Y
Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952;
39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103.
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M.2.3.P.19.10

Place
South Chapel ofthe pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito Z.

natation
19th dynasty, as dated by the excavators.

Text

Transliteration

1w pw /:l.r ... (br-msw ?) /:l.n(' snnwf('3...

Translation
There came Har(mose?) with his colleague71 Aa ...

Commentary
The graffito suggests a longer text similar to more eloquent graffiti, but the
fragmentary state excluses an analysis. This type of graffiti has a number ofTheban
parallels as well.
Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 85, Graffito Z:
Harmose came with his brother ...

71

This is rather a snnwfthan snf, therefore I prefer ,colleague, friend" to ,brother". This would also
point to a visit of two professional colleagues who were on some errand there. However, it might have
been an excursion of two friends.
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Personages
Harmose Ranke, PN 1, 251.14 (?)
Documentation
Gunn tracing B.2.Z, Gunn Mss.XIII.4.1 0
Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.

W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 3946.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103.
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M.2.3.P .19.11

Place
South Chapel ofthe pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito AA.

Datation
19th dynasty, as dated by the excavators.

Text

Transliteration
s~WB

Translation
Scribe Wia
Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, L 85, Graffito AA:
The scribe Wia

Commentary
The graffito - signature.
Personages
Wia - Ranke PN l, 175.24
Documentation
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Gunn tracing B.2.AA, Gunn Mss. XIII.4.12

Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG I 02, 1952;
39-46.
A. J. Peden, Grafjiti, 96-103.
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M.2.3.P.19.12

Place
South Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, Graffito BB.

Datation
19th dynasty, as dated by the excavators.

Text

.,.,

Transliteration

/:lrj mrw .. (fragments)

Translation
Chief of the subjects(?) (or weawers) ... (fragments)
Commentary
The graffito - signature, with a partially preserved title. Fragmenary state not
allowing further analysis.
Gunn's/Cerny's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 85, Graffito BB:
The Chiefofthe Weavers, .....

Documentation
Gunn tracing B.2.BB, Gunn Mss. XIII.4.12

Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
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W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der ligyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG 102, 1952; 39-

46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103.
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M.2.3.P.19.13

Place
The South Tomb in the complex of Djoser.
Datation
191h dynasty, as dated by the excavators.
Text and Transliteration
There has not yet been identified a documentation for this graffito.
Translation
;1

ii
jl

I
I

Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 85, Graffito in the
"South Mastaba":
Regnal-year 36, Month 3 ofShemu, Day 10; the first (day) ofthe work ofthe stone-hewers(?) from the
quarry.

Commentary
Context
The South tomb was reported to have only this published graffito.
Text
This graffito suggests the quarrying of re-used stone from the complex of Djoser,
therefore significantly different from other (contemporary?) graffiti. However, without
tracing or further information, a discussion on its dating is not possible. The graffito
might have been possibly in connection with the activities of stone-hewers not only
because they might have been there for quarrying stone for re-use; they might have been
there because of the restoration activities of prince Khaemwaset. Alternatively the
prince may have been responsible for the restoration inscription and works in one part
of the complex of Djoser and for the quarrying of stone for the re-use in other parts of
this pyramid compound. There might have been a similar situation in the pyramid
complex of Senusret III at Dahshur (see above in the part "State of research Dahshur").
Documentation
Not yet found.
Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der ligyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG I 02, 1952; 3946.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103.
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M.2.3.P.19 20.1

Place
North Chapel ofthe pyramid complex ofDjoser, graffito D.

Dating
Identified by its editors as Ramesside.

Text

I(

Transliteration
1/ /.z3t sp 14 3bdw prt (?) 4 sw 21 rr n ijt ir.n
2/ sJ Rr Ill sJ 1mn-m-1pt sJ J.z Ill
3/ r mn 111?72 gsr mr3 brw
4/ iw.sn Ill/ gm (?)

Translation
1) Regnal year 14, month 4, day 21, day (?) of coming done ...
2) scribe Ra ... scribe Amenemipet, scribe H ...
3) to see ... Djoser justified

4) they ... found
Commentary
The graffito with a standard visitors' formula. Unfortunately the text is damaged,

72

Gunn Mss.XIII.S.I reads -sn here.
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but this formula and the name of Djoser in a cartouche are visible.
Gunn's/Cerny's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 79, D:
Regnal-year 14, Month 4 of Proyet, Day 21, the day that the scribe Ra ....... and the scribe Amenemopet
and the scribe Huy came that they might see the (Temple of the) justified Zoser. They ...

The context - other Ramesside graffiti.

Personages
Amenemipet Ranke PN I, 27.I8

Documentation
Gunn tracing B.I.D, Gunn Mss.XIII.5.I
Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid l, 78-85.
W. Heick, Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften, ZDMG I 02, I952; 3946.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-I03.
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M.2.3.P.19 20.2
Place
North Chapel of the pyramid complex ofDjoser, graffito E.

Dating
Identified by its editors as Ramesside.

Text and Transliteration
Two fragments, in the tracing (Gunn, B.1.E) there are fragments of a
hieroglyphic inscription 1mn-ms-s[w] (on a) and fm('y 1mn and s!Jmt (on b, in two lines).

Translation
The translation of Gunn/Cemy ( Firth and Qui bell, Step pyramid, I, 79, E) can be left
without further notes:
..... Amenmose ..... the Singer of Amun ..... Sakhmet.....

(On two loose fragments).

Commentary
Text is too fragmentary for a further analysis. The interesting issue is the
occurrence of the name of goddess Sakhmet; since it is in context of a title of a singer of
Amon, it may be that the name of Sakhmet too was a part of a priestly or similar title
mentioned in a graffito. This would corroborate further the presence of a priestly
personnel of Sakhmet in the Memphite zone.
Personages
Amenmose Ranke PN 1, 29.8.

Documentation
Gunn tracing B.I.E (a+b)
Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Qui bell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952;
39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103.
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M.2.3.P.19 20.3
Place
North Chapel of the pyramid complex of Djoser, graffito F.

Datation
Identified by its editors as Ramesside.

Text

Plate B.I.F

Transliteration
II f:up dj nswt IIIII// nh ntrw imjwt l;rt ntr (?)

2/ l;tp dj nswt 1mn-rr nh nswt t~wj lmtj ntrw jm Ill f
3/ prt-fpw k~w ~pdw l;r IIIII IIIII lily m l;wt nwt prt
4/ jj m ??? l;r !J~wt l;r n k~ n wr m n Ill l;sy

51 is (?) 11/(im~l;w ?) 1mn-m-l;~t m~r !Jrw

Translation
1) An offering the King gives to .... Lord of gods in the necropolis

2) An offering the King gives to Amon-Ra, Lord of the thrones oftwo Lands,
over the gods in his (?) ...
3) funerary offerings, oxen, fowl, ... every nice thing coming ...
4) and going from (?) the altar of Hor to the ka of the one perfect ... praised
5) ... (blessed and provided) Amenemhat

Commentary
This is a hieroglyphic inscription. The gods of the necropolis might have been
the deceased kings, and therefore might be in the same category as the Kings of the
Memphite nome, that are mentioned in M.2.3.P.18.12.
Gunn's/Cemy's translation, Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 79, F:
An offering that the King gives to [Ptah-Socharis?], Lord of the Gods that are in the Necropolis(?); an
offering that the King gives to Amenre\ Lord of Karnak, presiding over the Gods
who are in his [Ennead?]: funerary offerings ofbread, beer, oxen, fowl, ... [everything]
on which a god [lives], everything which comes forth from the Presence and off the altar of
Horus, for the Ka of the only excellent one ... , the favoured one ... Amenemhet,justified.
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Personages
Amenemhat: Ranke, PN I, 28.8

Documentation
Gunn tracing B.I.F

Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102, 1952;
39--46.

A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103
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M.2.3.P.19 20.4

Place

North Chapel ofthe pyramid complex ofDjoser, graffito G.
Datation

Identified by its editors as Ramesside.

Text

Transliteration
s~

Pn-1mn

""'t''-'-~ ~~~'-'.

Gunn's/Cemy's translation (Firth and Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 79, G), can be
followed: The scribe Penamun

Commentary

Scratched graffito, further details currently not available. The graffito has a
signature character.
Personages
Penamun- name not found in Ranke, PN I

Documentation

Gunn tracing B.I.G
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Bibliography
C. Firth- J. Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78-85.
W. Heick, "Die Bedeutung der agyptischen Besucherinschriften", ZDMG 102,
1952; 39-46.
A. J. Peden, Graffiti, 96-103.
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M.2.13.P.19.1

Place
Found by G. Jequier in the pyramid complex of Veserkare Khendjer in South
Saqqara. The graffito was found with other inscriptions, some of which Jequier dated to
the Middle Kingdom. The precise position and context of the inscription were not
accurately given.

Dating
19th dynasty, very probably the reign ofRamesses II (see the high regnal year).

Text (drawing by G. Jequier)

Transliteration

1/ir nfr sp sn tti Mrn-pt/:l ir nfr n s§ n3§wj p3? p3y-k b3k.w n4m m mrw.t
2/ ir nfr sp sn 4sr Wp-inr ir nfr ir nfr n s§ n3§wyw
31 ij.t n s§ n3§wyw r-gs p3 mr n ttj Mr-n-pt/:1. /:znr mr n gsry wp-inr

4/ iw-f /:zr 4d n n3 ntr.w nb.w 1mn[tt] Mn-nfr tw.i r-gs-tn ink p3y-tn b3k
51 /:z3t sp 33, 3bdw 4 §mw, rr 25, rr n /:zb pt/:z rsj inb. w-f nb rn!J-t3wj iw-f /:zr /:1.3 m ??

Ill stp Ill /:zr itrw r w/:1.3
6/ iw s§ n3§wy
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Translation
II Do good, do good, Teti Merenptah, do good to the Scribe Nashuy, [?],your
servant{?] sweet in love
2/ do good, do good, Djoser, Opener-of-Stone {Discoverer of Stoneworking/

3
,

do good, do good, to the scribe Nashuy
31 There came the scribe Nashuy to the side of the pyramid of Teti, Merenptah,
together with the pyramid ofDjoser, Opener of stone
4/ and he said: All the Gods of Western Memphis, Let me be by your side, I am

your servant
51 In the Regnal year 33, month 4 of Shemu, day 25, day of the festival of Ptah,
who is in South of his wall, the Lord of Ankhtawy, He appeared .../Ill ... in the evening
time.
61 by the scribe Nashuy.

74

Commentary
In our search for the uses of the past, this graffito ofNashuy seems a peculiarly complex
source. First of all, it is a Ramesside graffito most probably, and it can thus speak about
the same Nashuy as aforementioned graffito in Abusir, which conserves a prayer to
Sakhmet ofSahure. This would indicate activities ofthe scribe all over the necropolis.
Jequier understood this graffito as a confirmation of the widespread activity ofNashuy
as the man who was in charge of quarrying stone in older structures for Ramesside reuse. The text, in fact, says something completely different, but its presence in the looted
temple ofKhendjer (although we cannot say how much of it was looted in that time)
suggested probably this solution.
Furthermore, Nashuy here left a valuable testimony to the cultic relationship to
Djoser, who possesses, in contrast to Teti in this inscription, no cartouche, and no
special determinative, but he has an epithet- he is an "Opener of Stone" - or
"Discoverer ofStoneworking". The missing cartouche and determinative deserve
attention, as he has titles and a cartouche in his temple further North in Saqqara.

73

74

Alternatives, Peden, Graffiti chapter 6, 7, passim.
Hieroglyphic rendering by Cerny in Jequier, Deux Pyramides, 14.
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Nashuy names two kings in his prayer- the second one has at least a cartouche,
although he is once more without titles- it is Teti, called Merenptah 75 - "Beloved of
Ptah" 76 • He is here in the rank of a divinity or probably a saint of the Memphite
necropolis. 77 Nashuy asks these two personalities of Djoser, and Teti, for protection,
and help, declares himself their servant (had he anything to do with the necropolis?),
and adds a datation with a typical Memphite feast. The feast visit to the site is
•

suggestive too.

78

On the other hand, why has he left his pious pleas to Djoser and Teti in South
Saqqara in a complex that is quite a way from them? Was there some access to the
necropolis? Had he really been there on some errand, as Jequier suggested, and left the
inscriptions as testimonies to his thoughts about that place?
The idea of Ramesside Egyptians freely using Saqqara pyramids as a handy
quarry, and sparing only the complexes of kings that were somehow religiously exalted,
comes to mind in this context. In spite of its handiness, this theory can be easily
misleading- the complexes ofTeti and Djoser were not left entirely out of the interest
ofstoneworkers, as e.g. Teti's funerary temple is in no particularly good state of
preservation.
Thus we must ask ourselves different questions. Why it is that precisely Teti and
Djoser were the kings, who gained so much in the eyes of posterity? 79 Are there any
graffiti, unregistered, omitted or unpublished, that belong to Teti's complex? We can
explain Djoser tradition a little, since there are various moments that point to the
Ramesside knowledge of his name. But still, even here nothing is as clear as it seems to
be. Djoser in - mainly 18 1h dynasty - graffiti in his complex is named as a "King of
Upper and Lower Egypt, Djoser, justified" and has a cartouche. 80 So has e.g. Sahure in

75

Teti could have been remembered due to surviving funerary establishments near his pyramid, such as
Djedesut. See Malek, Old Kingdom rulers as local saints, 247fT, also the presence ofbasiliform names,
such as Tetiemsaf, suggests a survival of a remembrance, cf. Malek, op. cit, 250f. Teti also had a New
Kingdom temple personnel.
76
This epitheton ofhis is to be found also on stela Marseille Chateau Borely 211 which attests his
worship in his Saqqara complex. See Peden, Graffiti, 99, ftnote 252.
77
Wildung, Die Rolle, 72-73. Jequier, Deux Pyramides, 14-15.
78
It seems that he could have been there on occassion of a holiday, not on duty.
79
As for Teti, he was not the only Old Kingdom ruler of that zone, remembered in the Middle Kingdom,
the same can be said, e.g,. for Unas, who as moreover invocated alongside Ptah. See Malek, "Old
Kingdom rulers", I. c.
8
° Cf. Firth- Quibell, Step pyramid, l, 78, graffito A, 81, graffito N etc.
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graffiti in his temple (cf. above) 81 • These kings are named and treated as kings, fully
titled.

i~

Surprisingly, Teti in the Nashuy text has a cartouche too, but no title. Instead
both he and the uncartouched and untitled Djoser have epitheta, connecting them with
some activity or quality that made them memorable and exceptional, so that the pious
Egyptian asks them for a help in the same words as he did when asking help from
Sakhmet, a powerful goddess. Here it can be said that the name of Sahure, when
considered an epithet of Sakhmet under 19th dynasty, ceased to be written accurately, in
contrast to 18th dynasty examples. 82
Djoser may have gained his place in posterity memory by his having
monumental stone funerary complex, and by his employing Imhotep, who was
numbered among the wise men of Egypt. 83 Teti's pyramid lies quite near to Serapeum
so some memory of his name can be explained by this fact. This could be why he could
have been given his epithet- "Beloved of Ptah", due to the Apis obedience to this deity.
So, both of them, Teti and Djoser, are considered divine enough to be able to protect
Nashuy. 84 None of their monument is named in that text, and there is expressed no
direct connection to any prominent building of these sovereigns.
The inscription of Nashuy is in a position that invites further questions
concerning Djoser and Teti. Why exactly he was there and remembered these godkings, etc. Jequier suggested he was overseeing qarrying of stone for a re-use. Nashuy
dated his inscription, however, to a feast day, and prayed. This fact seems inconsistent
with such a work practice. Was he perhaps on a religious tour around the necropolis and
made there his commemoration? Which stops would his tour then include?

Personages
Nashuy- name not found in Ranke, PN I

Documentation
81

So it is not absolutely precise the statement ofWildung that connects Sakhmet ofSahure with the
divine character ofSahure, as we can see by the graffiti published by Megally, and others, Sahure has his
cartouche, either when named alone, or when bein~ only an epithet for Sakhmet. He looses cartouche,
when playing the epithet role, only later, under 19 dynasty. For the original theory see Wildung, Die
Rolle, p. 15, and Anm. 2.
82
Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Sa '-hu-re", 121 ff.
83
Cf. Wildung, Egyptian Saints, passim.
84
Text Jequier, Deux pyramides du Moyen Empire 1933, Le Caire,p. 14. And above.
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PLATES
tracings by Battiscombe Gunn
Graffiti in the North and South Chapel of the pyramid complex of
Djoser
Courtesy Griffith Institute, Oxford
(THE NUMBERING AND ORDER FOLLOWS THE NUMBERING OF THE TRACINGS AND THE
ORDER OF THE RESPECTIVE GRAFFITI IN THE CATALOGUE)

The plates are rendered in grayscale; one colour plate B.2.T band c.
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Griffith lnstitvte, Oxford

OXT 2LG

Gunn Mss. © Griffith Institute Archives
In this plate the original shading and grading of the grayscale scan has been preserved to

enable a comparison with modified scans used in other plates.
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PLATE B.2.A and J right

Gunn Mss. © Griffith Institute Archives
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PLATE B.2.A and J left

Gunn Mss. © Griffith Institute Archives
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PLATEB.2.B
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PLATE B.2.K and Q
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PLATE XIII.4.8
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Gunn Mss. © Griffith Institute Archives
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PLATEB.2.N
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PLATE B.2.S a right
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Gunn Mss. © Griffith Institute Archives
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PLATE B.2.S a left
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Gunn Mss. © Griffith Institute Archives
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PLATEB2
· .S bright
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PLATE B.2.S a left
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PLATE B.2.T a

Gunn Mss. © Griffith Institute Archives
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PLATE B.2.T band c

Gunn Mss. © Griffith Institute Archives
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PLATE B.l.F
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TABLES

TABLE AUTHORS' TITLES

idaotificatlao coda
M.1.5.S.18.1
M.1.5.S.18.2
M.1.5.S.18.3
M.1.5.S.18.4
M.1.5.S.18.5
M.1.5.S.18.6
M.1.5.S.18.7
M.1.5.S.18.8
M.1.5.S.18.9
M.1.5.S.18.10
M.1.5.S.18.11
M.1.5.S.18.12
M.1.5.P.18.1
M.1.5.P.18.2
M.1.5.P.18.3
M.2.3.P.18.1
M.2.3.P.18.2
M.2.3.P.18.3
M.2.3.P.19 20.1
M.2.3.P.19 20.2
M.2.3.P.19 20.3
M.2.3.P.19 20.4
M.2.3.P.26.1
M.2.3.P.18.4
M.2.3.P.18.5
M.2.3.P.18.6
M.2.3.P.18.7
M.2.3.P .18.8
M.2.3.P.18.9
M.2.3.P .18.1 0
M.2.3.P.18.11
M.2.3.P.18.12
M.2.3.P.18.13
M.2.3.P.18.14
M.2.3.P .18.15
M.2.3.P .18.16
M.2.3.P .18.17
M.2.3.P .18.18
M.2.3.P .18.19
M.2.3.P .19.1
M.2.3.P.19.2

,,
'·

·'

j;
j!

II

I

graffiti author title
whm nswt
s!
Anonymous
teachers?
s!
bm ntr
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
s!
s!
X
s!.w
s~
s~

s!.w
!mry 1mn?
X
s~

X
s!
s!
s!
X
s!
s!
s~

X
s!
s!
X
s!
s!, wrb shmt
wrb, /:lrj/:lb
s!.w
Anonymous
X
X
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l

M.2.3.P.19.3
M.2.3.P.19.4
M.2.3.P.19.5
M.2.3.P.19.6
M.2.3.P.19.7
M.2.3.P.19.8
M.2.3.P.19.9
M.2.3.P .19.1 0
M.2.3.P.19.11
M.2.3.P.19.12
M.2.3.P.19.13
M.2.6.P.18.1
M.2.6.P.X.1
M.4.4.P.OK.1
M.4.4.P.13.1
M.4.4.P.X.1
M.4.4.P.X.2
M.4.4.P.18.1
M.4.4.P.NK.1
M.4.4.P .NK.2
M.4.4.P.18.2
M.4.4.P.X.3
M.4.4.P.NK.3
M.4.4.P.NK.4
M.4.4.P.NK.5
M.4.4.P.NK.6
M.4.4.P .NK. 7
M.4.4.P.NK.8
M.4.4.P.NK.9
M.4.4.P.18.3
M.4.4.P.18.4
M.4.4.P.19.1
M.4.4.P .19.2
M.4.4.P.19.3
M.3.4.P.NK.1
M.3.12.P.X.1
M.3.12.P .X.2
M.3.12.P.X.3
M.3.12.P.19 20.1
M.3.12.P.X.5
M.3.12.P .X.4
M.3.12.P.NK.1
M.3.12.P .NK.2
M.3.12.P.NK.3
M.3.12.P.NK.4
M.3.12.P.NK.5
M.3.12.P.NK.6
M.3.12.P.NK.7
M.1.5.P.19.1.1
M.1.5.M.19.1.1
M.1.5.M.19.1.2
M.1.5.M.19.2

s~

of Treasury

s~

Chief goldsmith
s~

1priest ...
X
s~. steward ?
X
s~

The chiefofweawers?
none

hmwtj
X
none
X
s~

none
s~

none
X
scribe of measuring
X
sculptor
sculptor
X
X
X
X
X
s~

none
s~
s~
s~

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
s~

X
X
X
X
X
s~
s~

nswt

s~.w

X
s~?
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IM.2.6.P.19.1
M.2.13.P.19.1

I~

There are cca 47 identified authors of the graffiti, out of 97 examples, and there are
40 of these identified as scribes in the first corpus. The "new Dahshur" (see TABLE
NEWLY DISCOVERED GRAFFITI) shows an identical prevalence of scribes.
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TABLE MONUMENT IDENTIFICATION

("X" means here either and unidentifiable or not yet Identified text)

idaotificatiao cada
M.1.5.S.18.1
M.1.5.S.18.2
M.1.5.S.18.3
M.1.5.S.18.4
M.1.5.S.18.5
M.1.5.S.18.6
M.1.5.S.18.7
M.1.5.S.18.8
M.1.5.S.18.9
M.1.5.S.18.10
M.1.5.S.18.11
M.1.5.S.18.12
M.1.5.P.18.1
M.1.5.P.18.2
M.1.5.P.18.3
M.2.3.P .18.1
M.2.3.P.18.2
M.2.3.P.18.3
M.2.3.P.19 20.1
M.2.3.P.19 20.2
M.2.3.P.19 20.3
M.2.3.P .19 20.4
M.2.3.P.26.1
M.2.3.P.18.4
M.2.3.P.18.5
M.2.3.P.18.6
M.2.3.P .18. 7
M.2.3.P.18.8
M.2.3.P.18.9
M.2.3.P.18.10
M.2.3.P .18.11
M.2.3.P.18.12
M.2.3.P.18.13
M.2.3.P.18.14
11.2.3.P.18.15
M.2.3.P.18.16
M.2.3.P.18.17
M.2.3.P .18.18
M.2.3.P .18.19
M.2.3.P.19.1

maoumaot idaotifiad
yes as a pyramid
yes, "Two Temples"
no
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
hwt_Ell"
hwt ntr
X
hwt ntr
hwt ntr
X
hwtntr
X
no
no
no
hwtntr
X
X
no
X
hwtntr
p_yramld
X
no
X
X
hwt ntr
hwt ntr
hwt ntr
X
no
X
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;.,

I

M.2.3.P.19.2
M.2.3.P.19.3
M.2.3.P.19.4
M.2.3.P.19.5
M.2.3.P.19.6
M.2.3.P.19.7
M.2.3.P.19.8
M.2.3.P.19.9
M.2.3.P.19.10
M.2.3.P.19.11
M.2.3.P.19.12
M.2.3.P.19.13
M.2.6.P.18.1
M.2.6.P.X.1
M.4.4.P.OK.1
M.4.4.P.13.1
M.4.4.P.X.1
M.4.4.P.X.2
M.4.4.P.18.1
M.4.4.P.NK.1
M.4.4.P .NK.2
M.4.4.P.18.2
M.4.4.P.X.3
M.4.4.P.NK.3
M.4.4.P.NK.4
M.4.4.P.NK.5
M.4.4.P.NK.6
M.4.4.P .NK. 7
M.4.4.P.NK.8
M.4.4.P.NK.9
M.4.4.P.18.3
M.4.4.P.18.4
M.4.4.P.19.1
M.4.4.P.19.2
M.4.4.P.19.3
M.3.4.P.NK.1
M.3.12.P.X.1
M.3.12.P.X.2
M.3.12.P.X.3
M.3.12.P.19 20.1
M.3.12.P.X.5
M.3.12.P.X.4
M.3.12.P.NK.1
M.3.12.P.NK.2
M.3.12.P .NK.3
M.3.12.P.NK.4
M.3.12.P.NK.5
M.3.12.P.NK.6
M.3.12.P.NK.7
M.1.5.P.19.1.1
M.1.5.M.19.1.1
M.1.5.M.19.1.2

X

no
X
X

no
no
no
no
X

no
X

no
no?
no
no
no
no
no
hwt nt.r

no
X
X
X

no
no
X
X

no
X
X
Qm~mid

no
no
no
no
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
hwt ntr
X
X
X
X
X
X

no
no
no
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M.1.5.M.19.2
M.2.6.P.X.2
M.2.6.P.X.3
M.2.13.P.NK.1
M.2.13.P.19.1

X
X
X
X

no

The monument identification was intelligible in approx. 16 cases out of 97 + 5 out of
44 (owner cartouche, see TABLE CARTOUCHES)The identification that was used
most often was that of /:lwt ntr 1 -literally the mansion of god, temple. So far it was not
found that the funerary temples would be identified e.g. as /:lwt k3 in any graffito.

1

Compare Wb III, 4-5. Also for J:zwt kl, Wb III, 5-6.
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SUMMARY TABLES
OVERVIEW, PHRASEOLOGY, NEW
DAHSHUR GRAFFITI AND
CARTOUCHES

320

THE SUMMARY TABLES
The summary tables give an overview of the graffiti; they include also the
graffiti at Meidum and at Dahshur, inclusive the newly discovered graffiti in the
pyramid complex of Senusret III at Dahshur. These last were at my disposal due
to the kindness of James p. Allen and due to the generous mediation of Do. and
Di. Arnold and A. Oppenheim.
As regards the table "Phraseology overview" some observations are still
to be considered as preliminary and they are marked as such.
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1
7

SUMMARY
site

monument

Abusir/Abu
Ghurob

The Sun
Temple of
Userkaf

Abusir/Abu
Ghurob

The Sun
Temple of
Userkaf

Abusir/Abu
Ghurob

The Sun
Temple of
Userkaf

Abusir/Abu
Ghurob

The Sun
Temple of
Userkaf

Abusir/Abu
Ghurob

The Sun
Temple of
Userkaf

Abusir/Abu
Ghurob

The Sun
Temple of
Userkaf

Abusir/Abu
Ghurob

The Sun
Temple of
Userkaf

Abusir/Abu
Ghurob

The Sun
Temple of
Userkaf

Abusir/Abu
Ghurob

The Sun
Temple of
Userkaf

Abusir/Abu
Ghurob

The Sun
Temple of
Userkaf

Ghurob

The Sun
Temple of
Userkaf

Abusir/Abu
Ghurob

The Sun
Temple of
Userkaf

Abusir

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sahure

~ir

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sahure

~ir

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sahure

~ara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

~sir/Abu

.
~ra

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

a

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

a

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

monument
datatlon

5th dynasty

5th dynasty

5th dynasty

5th dynasty

5th dynasty

5th dynasty

5th dynasty

5th dynasty

5th dynasty

5th dynasty

5th dynasty

5th dynasty

5th dynasty

monument
type

solar temple

solar temple

solar temple

solar temple

solar temple

solar temple

solar temple

solar temple

solar temple

solar temple

solar temple

solar temple
pyramid
temple

monument
owner name

part of
monument

graffiti
datatlon

graffiti author name

graffiti author owner
title
named

Memphite necropolis graffiti

owner's titles monument
cartouches
Identified

contemporary
ruler

Identification In exlatlng
publlc.tlonal•rchlve source

Other •ctlvltles on the alte,

documented

NK, etc

Identification
code

published/

contempon~neoua to~ gl'llflltl -

Userkaf

loose blocks in
the upper
18th dynasty Bmw-ng/.1
sanctuary

w/.lmnswt

no

no

yes , as a
pyramid

Thutmose Ill

US 68, Ricke, Sonnenheiligtum

Heick, in Ricke,
sonnenheiligtum 11

activities at Abusir, cult of Sakhmet,
burial(s)

M.1 .5.S.18.1

Userkaf

loose blocks in
the upper
sanctuary
18th dynasty

s!

no

no

yes , "Two
Temples"

X

US 67. Ricke , Sonnenheiligtum

Heick. in Ricke ,
sonnenheiligtum 11

activities at Abusir, cult of Sakhme~
burial(s)

M.1.5.S.18.2

Userkaf

loose blocks in
the upper
18th dynasty Anonymous
sanctuary

Anonymous

no

no

no

X

US 69, Ricke, Sonnenheiligtum

Heick, in Ricke,
sonnenheiligtum 11

activities at Abusir, cult of Sakhme~
burial(s)

M.1.5.S.18.3

Userkaf

loose blocks in
the upper
sanctuary
18th dynasty Anonymous , ?

teachers?

no

no

no

X

US 69-fragm.d . Ricke,
Sonnenheiligtum

Heick, in Ricke ,
Sonnenheiligtum 11

activities at Abusir, cult of Sakhme~
burial(s)

M.1.5.S.18.4

Userkaf

loose blocks in
the upper
18th dynasty /.l ltjljj
sanctuary

sJ

no

no

no

X

US 69-fragm.c, Ricke,
Sonnenheiligtum

Heick, in Ricke,
Sonnenheiligtum II

activities at Abusir, cult of Sakhme~
burial(s)

M.1.5.S.18.5

Userkaf

loose blocks in
the upper
sanctuary
18th dynasty Anonymous

/.lmn[r

no

no

no

X

US 69-fragm.b, Ricke ,
Sonnenheiligtum

Heick, in Ricke,
Sonnenheiligtum 11

activities at Abusir, cult of Sakhmet.
burial(s)

M.1.5.S.18.6

Userkaf

loose blocks in
the upper
sanctuary
18th dynasty Anonymous

A nonymous

no

no

X

X

US 74, Ricke, Sonnenheiligtum

Heick, in Ricke ,
Sonnenheiligtum 11

activities at Abusir, cult of Sakhmet,
burial(s)

M.1.5.S.18.7

Userkaf

loose blocks in
the upper
Anonymous , ? Nfr18th dynasty /.lbf
sanctuary

Anonymous

no

no

X

X

US 66, Ricke , Sonnenheiligtum

Heick. in Ricke,
Sonnenheiligtum 11

activities at Abusir, cult of Sakhmet,
burial (s)

M.1.5.S.18.8

Userkaf

loose blocks in
the upper
sanctuary
18th dynasty Anonymous

Anonymous

no

no

X

X

US 65, Ricke, Sonnenheiligtum

Heick, in Ricke,
Sonnenheiligtum II

activities at Abusir, cult of Sakhmet,
burial(s)

M.1.5.S.18.9

Userkaf

loose blocks in
18th
the upper
dynasty?
sanctuary

Anonymous

Anonymous

no

no

X

X

US 64, Ricke , Sonnenheiligtum

Heick, in Ricke ,
Sonnenheiligtum II

activities at Abu sir, cult of Sakhmet,
burial(s)

M.1.5.S.18.10

Userkaf

loose blocks in
the upper
18th
sanctuary
dynasty?

Anonymous

Anonymous

no

no

X

X

US 71 , Ricke, Sonnenheiligtum

Heick, in Ricke,
Sonnenheiligtum II

activities at Abusir, cult of Sakhmet,
burial (s)

M.1.5.S.18.11

Userkaf

loose blocks in
the upper
18th
sanctuary
dynasty?

Anonymous

Anonymous

no

no

X

X

US 75, Ricke , Sonnenheiligtum

Heick, in Ricke,
Sonnenheiligtum II

activities at Abusir, cult of Sakhmet,
burial(s)

M.1.5.S.18.12

/.lwtn[r

Thutmose Ill

Gardiner MSS AHG/29.60 A

Megaily, CdE 56,
1981

yes , cult of Sakhmet, ? Ceramics in
neighbourtlood, NK burial activities
in Abusirs

M.1.5.P.18.1

Gardiner MSS AHG/29.60 B

Megaily, CdE 56,
1981

yes, cult of Sakhmet, ? Ceramics in
neighbourtlood, NK burial activities
in Abusi<$

M.1.5.P.18.2

MOiler, Pal. II. , unpubl.

unpublished, single
signs in MOiler.
Palaographie II

Step Pyramid I, N Chapel, A

tombs in the vicinity , re--use of stone
Firth, Quibeil, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook

M.2.3.P.18.1

Step Pyramid I, N Chapel, B

tombs in the vicinity , re--use of stone
Firth Quibell, Step
Pyra~id I, Gunn MSS. in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook. ?

M.2.3.P.18.2

Step Pyramid I, N Chapel, C

tombs in the vicinity , re--use of stone
Firth Quibeil, Step
Py~id I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook • ?

M.2.3.P.18.3

Step Pyramid I, N Chapel, 0

Firth Quibeil. Step
Pyr~id 1, Gunn MSS, tombs in the vicinity , re--use of stone
in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook • ?,
19th dynasty
KRill I, 439,196-1

M.2.3.P.19_20.1

Sahure

the pyramid
temple

Sahure

the pyramid
temple

Sahure

the pyramid
temple

5th dynasty

pyramid
temple

5th dynasty

pyramid
temple

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

North Chapel

[II}

yes ,
cartouche,
18th dynasty X
18th
dynasty?

s.~

yes

nswtbitj

yes ,
cartouche,
1mn-m-Mt

18th dynasty X

18th dynasty 1r/.l-ms, st-m-Mb

s!

X

s!.w

yes

X

yes

nswt bit}

X

no

/.l wt n[r

X

bwt n[r

?, not preserved

X

X

nswtbitj ,

North Chapel

North Chapel

North Chapel

18th dynasty Thay

18th dynasty wr...

Ramesside

Amenemope, Huy,
Ra ...

s!

sJ

s!.w

yes

X

yes

cartouche

.
X

X

/.lwt n[r

X

bwt n[r

Tutankhamun

X

X

yes, cult of Sakhmet, ? Ceramics in
neighbourtlood, NK burial activities

inAbusirs

M.1.5.P.18.3

Memphite necropolis graffiti

SUMMARY
paqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

,saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

paqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

I

~Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
Djoser
complex

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
Djoser
complex

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
Djoser
complex

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

South Chapel

18th dynasty Ahmose

sf

yes

no

/:lwtl!{r

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

South Chapel

18th dynasty Thay

sJ

X

X

X

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

sJ

y

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

North Chapel

North Chapel

North Chapel

North Chapel

Ramesside

Ramesside

Ramesside

Amenmose

Amenemhet

Penamon

26th dynasty Anonymous

Singer of Amon? X

X

.d

X

no

no

no

X

no

no

no

X

no

Step Pyramid I, N Chapel, E

Firth, Quibell, Step
tombs in the vicinity, r&-Use of stone
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook , ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P. 19 20.2

Step Pyramid I, N Chapel, F

Firth, Quibell, Step
tombs in the vicinity, r&-Use of stone
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook , ?

M.2.3.P.19_20.3

Step Pyramid I, N Chapel, G

tombs in the vicinity, r<HJse of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook , ?

M.2.3.P.19_20.4

Step Pyramid I, N Chapel, H

Firth, Quibell, Step
tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.26.1

Amenhotep I

Step Pyramid S Chapel , A

Firth, Quibell, Step
tombs in the vicinity, r<HJse of stone
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.18.4

Thutmose I

Step Pyramid S Chapel, B

Firth, Quibell, Step
tombs in the vicinity, r&-Use of stone
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.18.5

Step Pyramid S Chapel, C

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell , Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.18.6

Step Pyramid S Chapel, D

Firth, Quibell, Step
tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.18.7

M.2.3.P.18.8

X

X

no

N

no

y

I
r

paqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

I
Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

,Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

r

[
Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

[

I

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

~aqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

~qara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

~Qara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

~-4.2006

South Chapel

South Chapel

18th dynasty Msw

18th dynasty Ptahhotep?

X

no

X

no

X

no

Thutmose I to II

Thutmose Ill

fragmentary

Thutmose Ill

Step PyramidS Chapel , E

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

/:lwtll!r

Thutmose Ill and
Hatshepsut

Step Pyramid S Chapel, F

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.18.9

Step Pyramid S Chapel, G

Firth, Quibell, Step
tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.18.10

Step Pyramid S Chapel, H

tombs in the vicinity, r<HJse of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.18.11

Step Pyramid S Chapel, I

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook ?

M.2.3.P.18.12

Step Pyramid S Chapel, J

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook ?

M.2.3.P.18.13

Step Pyramid S Chapel, K

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook ?

M.2.3.P.18.14

Step Pyramid S Chapel, L

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell , Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook ?

M.2.3.P.18.15

(/:l wtll{r ?),

South Chapel

South Chapel

South Chapel

South Chapel

South Chapel

South Chapel

South Chapel

South Chapel

18th dynasty Amen ... ?

18th dynasty Nakht .. ?

18th dynasty Khaemnefer

18th dynasty X

18th dynasty X

18th dynasty X

18th dynasty X

18th dynasty Amenemhet

sJ

sJ

sJ

Y?

yes

X

X

/:!mil

X

X

no

sJ

kings of kings of
Mernphit Memphite
e nome nome

s.~

X

sJ

X

X

no

no

X

X

no

pyramid

X

no

X

X

/:lwt ll!r

Amenhotep II

Amenhotep Ill

X

Akhenaten

Tutankhamun

none

322-328
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Djoser

saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

~qara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

~qara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

~a

The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
Djoser
complex

South Chapel

18th dynasty Amenemhet

w b,

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
Djoser
complex

South Chapel

Amenhotep , and
18th dynasty others

sJ.w

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
Djoser
complex

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

.

Priest of
Sakhmet

Step Pyramid S Chapel, M

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook ?

M.2.3.P.18.16

M.2.3.P.18.17

sJ,

South Chapel

18th dynasty X

yes

no

/:z w t n!r

X

yes

cartouche

/:z wt n[r

none

Step Pyramid S Chapel, N

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook ?

X

X

X

X

Step Pyramid S Chapel, 0

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth , Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.18.18

Step Pyramid S Chapel, P

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook ?

M.2.3.P.18.19

M.2.3.P.19.1

nswtbitj,

South Chapel

South Chapel

South Chapel

South Chapel

South Chapel

South Chapel

South Chapel

South Chapel

18th dynasty Anonymous

19th dynasty Anonymous?

19th dynasty X

19th dynasty Hednakhte

19th dynasty Thay& comp.

19th dynasty x

19th dynasty Amenemopet

19th dynasty x

South Chapel

19th dynasty X

South Chapel

Pennewet,
19th dynasty Amenemwedja

South Chapel

South Chapel

19th dynasty Harmose

19th dynasty Wia

0

!uj bb

yes

Anonymous

X

no

X

no, ?

sJ

no

of Treasury

X

s.f

Chief goldsmith

no

s.f

no

priest .. .

no

b

sJ,

no?

steward

no

X

X

no

sJ

nswtb itj

no

no

X

X

no

no

no

none

X

Seti I

Step Pyramid S Chapei,Q

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook ?

X

Seti I

Step Pyramid S Chapel, R

Firth, Quibell, Step
tombs in the vicinity. re-use of stone
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.19.2

no

not named , regnal
year points to
Ramesses II

Step Pyramid S Chapel, S

Firth, Quibell, Step
tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.19.3

X

not named, regnal
year points to
Ramesses II

Step Pyramid S Chapel, T

Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Cerny Notebook ?,
in neighbouring complexes, under
KRill I, 438, 195
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.19.4

Step Pyramid S Chapel, U

Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Cerny Notebook ? ,
in neighbouring complexes, under
KRI Ill , 439, 197
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.19.5

Step Pyramid S Chapel, V

Firth . Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Cerny Notebook ?,
in neighbouring complexes, under
KRI Ill, 439, 196-2
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.19.6

Step Pyramid S Chapel, w

Firth, Quibell, Step
tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.19.7

M.2.3.P.19.8

no?

no

no

Ramesses II

X

X

no

no

X

Step Pyramid S Chapel, X

Firth, Quibell, Step
tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook ?

no

no

none

Step Pyramid S Chapel, Y

Firth, Quibell, Step
tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook ?

M.2.3.P.19.9

Step Pyramid S Chapel, Z

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook ?

M.2.3.P.19.10

M.2.3.P.19.11

M.2.3.P.19.12

X

no

X

X

no

none

Step Pyramid S Chapel, AA

tombs in the vcinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid 1. Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook ?

X

X

Step Pyramid S Chapel, BB

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
19th dynasty
Cerny Notebook ?

.

~
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The Pyramid
Complex of
Djoser

3rd dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

South Chapel

19th dynasty X

The chief of
weawers

X

X
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Medum
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Medum

Medum
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Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

Medum
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Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

Medum

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

Medum

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

~urn

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

~urn

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

i 2s.4.2006

3rd dynasty

6th dynasty

6th dynasty

4th dynasty

4th dynasty

4th dynasty

4th dynasty

4th dynasty

4th dynasty

4th dynasty

4th dynasty

4th dynasty

4th dynasty

cultic building
in the pyramid
complex
Djoser

South Mastaba 19th dynasty none

the pyramid
temple

Pepi II

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

Pepi II

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

?OK

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

13th dynasty
?
Sebekhotepemsaf

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

the pyramid
temple

the pyramid
temple

the pyramid
temple

the pyramid
temple

the pyramid
temple

the pyramid
temple

the pyramid
temple

the pyramid
temple

the pyramid
temple

the pyramid
temple

the pyramid
temple

18th
dynasty?

X

X

X

Amenemheb

X

none

Antifi

Ameni

18th dynasty Akheperkaresoneb

none

/.lmwtj

no

no

no?

X

none

?none

yes

no

no

sJ

none

sJ

no

no

X

X

no

no

no

no?

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no, but Snofru
is designated
as Horus
/.l wtn!r

not named , regnal
year points to
Ramesses II

Step Pyramid I, South Mastaba

tombs in the vicinity, re-use of stone
Firth, Quibell, Step
Pyramid I, Gunn MSS, in neighbouring complexes, under
Cerny Notebook ?
19th dynasty

M.2.3.P.19.13

Jequier, Pepi II , T. 11166, Fig. 7

Jequier, Pepi II, T. II.
65-68, temple west
part 1

M.2.6.P.18.1

Jequier, Pepi II , T. 11166, Fig. 8

Jequier, Pepi II, T. II. ,
65-68, temple, west
New Kingdom cemeteries
part 1

M.2.6.P.X.1

not named

Petrie, Medum, graffito 1/pl. xxxii

mastaba 17, re-used, 18. And 19.
Petrie Medum, pp. 40- Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
41 , graffito 1/pl. xxxii
p. 95

M.4.4.P.OK.1

not named

mastaba 17, re-used, 18. And 19.
Petrie Medum, pp. 40- Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
Petrie, Medum, graffito 11/pl. xxxii 41, graffito 11/pl. xxxii p. 95

M.4.4.P.13.1

not named

mastaba 17, re-used, 18. And 19.
Petrie Medum, pp. 40- Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
Petrie, Medum, graffito Ill/pl. xxxii 41 , graffito Ill/pl. xxxii p. 95

M.4.4.P.X.1

not named

mastaba 17, re-used, 18. And 19.
Petrie Medum, pp. 40- Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
Petrie, Medum, graffito IV/pl. xxxii 41 , graffito IV/pl . xxxii p. 95

M.4.4.P.X.2

not named

mastaba 17, re-used, 18. And 19.
Petrie Medum, pp. 40- Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
Petrie, Medum, graffito V/pl. xxxiii 41 . graffito V/pl. xxxiii p. 95

M.4.4.P.18.1

not named

not named

xxxiv

mastaba 17, re-used, 18. And 19.
Petrie Medum, pp. 40- Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
41 , graffito VI/pl. xxxiv p. 95

M.4.4.P.NK.1

Petrie, Medum, graffito VII/pl.

41 , graffito VII/pl.

xxxiv

Petrie Medum, pp. 40- mastaba 17, re-used, 18. And 19.
Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
p. 95
xxxiv

M.4.4.P.NK.2

Petrie, Medum, graffito VIII/pl.

41 , graffito VIII/pl.

Petrie Medum, pp. 40- mastaba 17, re-used, 18. And 19.
Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
p. 95
xxxiv

M.4.4.P.18.2

mastaba 17, re-used, 18. And 19.
Petrie Medum, pp. 40- Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
41 , graffito IX/pl. xxxiv p. 95

M.4.4.P.X.3

Petrie, Medum, graffito VI/pl.

?NK

?NK

none

X

18th dynasty lbi

X

none

no, ?

X

?, not
preserve
d
X

sJ

of measuring

X

X

no

X

X

not named

X

Thutmose Ill

xxxiv

Petrie, Medum, graffito IX/pl.

X

?NK

X

Fai

X

sculptor

X

no

X

no

X

no

New Kingdom cemeteries

X

xxxiv

no

mastaba 17, re-used, 18. And 19.
Petrie Medum. pp. 40- Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
Petrie, Medum, graffito X/pl. xxxiv 41 , graffito X/pl. xxxiv p. 95

M.4.4.P.NK.3

322-32,
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t.ledum

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

4th dynasty

the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

?NK

Ntr-msw

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

? NK

X

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

? NK

Au/?/seneb

sculptor

no

no

no

no

Petrie, Medum, graffito Xl/pl.
xxxiv

mastaba 17, re-used, 1 B. And 19.
Petrie Medum, pp. 40- Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
41 , graffito X l/pl. xxxiv p. 95

M.4.4.P.NK.4

mastaba 17. re-used, 1B. And 19.
Petrie Medum, pp. 40- Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
41 , graffito X II/pl. ~ p. 95

M.4.4.P.NK.5

Petrie Medum, pp. 40- mastaba 17, re-used, 1B. And 19.
41 , graffito Xllllpl.
Dynasty tombs , PM IV, Oxford 1934,
lOO<V
p. 95

M.4.4.P.NK.6

Petrie Medum, pp. 40- mastaba 17, re-used , 1B. And 19.
41 , graffito X IV/pl.
Oynasty tombs , PM IV, Oxford 1934,
lOO<V
p. 95

M.4.4.P.NK.7

lOO<V

Petrie Medum, pp. 40- mastaba 17, re-used, 1B. And 19.
41 , graffito XV/pl.
Dynasty tombs , PM IV, Oxford 1934,
p . 95

M.4.4.P.NK.8

Petrie Medum, pp. 40- mastaba 17, re-used, 1B. And 19.
41, graffito XVI/pl.
Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
p . 95

M.4.4.P.NK.9

~

J.4edum

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

4th dynasty

the pyramid
temple

Petrie, Medum, graffito Xll/pl .

?NK

X

X

illegible

X

illegible

X

~

~

Medum

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

Medum

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

-

i

IMedum

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

4th dynasty

4th dynasty

4th dynasty

the pyramid
temple

the pyramid
temple

the pyramid
temple

Petrie, Medum, graffito Xlll/pl.

? NK

X

X

X

X

X

no, but
Sneferu (?) is
designated as
Horus
no

no

lOO<V

X

illegible

X

illegible

X

lOO<V

X

illegible,
similar to
V?
X

illegible

X

lOO<V

pyramid

yes, Amenhotep
Ill

xxxvi

xxxvi

Petrie Medum, pp. 40- mastaba 17, re-used, 1B. And 19.
41 , graffito XVII /pl.
Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
p. 95

M.4.4.P.18.3

Petrie, Medum, graffito X VIII/pl.

Petrie Medum. pp. 40- maslaba 17, re-used, 1B. And 19.
41 , graffito XVIII/pl.
Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
p. 95
xxxvi

M.4.4.P.18.4

X

X

X

~

Petrie, Medum, graffilo X IV/pl.

Petrie, Medum, graffito XV/pl.

I

Medum

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

4th dynasty

the pyramid
temple

Medum

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

Medum

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

loledum

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

~urn

The Pyramid
complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

~

The Pyramid
complex of
Sneferu at
Medum

~r

The Pyramid
Complex of
Sneferu at
Dahshur

~

The Pyramid
Complex of
Senusret Ill

the pyramid
temple and
surrounds of
12th dynasty the pyramid

~-4.2ooe

4th dynasty

the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

Sneferu

the entrance
and passages
of the pyramid
temple

?NK

... son of Panehsi

18th dynasty Mai

sf

yes

4th dynasty

the pyramid
temple

4th dynasty

entrance
corridor

4th dynasty

entrance
corridor

4th dynasty

entrance
corridor

Sneferu

the pyramid

19th dynasty Jkr- ?

.d

no

4th dynasty

?

Sneferu

?

NK

not yet identified

not yet
identified

Senusret Ill

debris by the
pyramid

?

X

X

Sneferu

Sneferu

the pyramid

the pyramid

18th dynasty Anonymous?

19th dynasty 1mn-ms

19th dynasty 1mn- ?

none

sJ

.d

Horus,
determined
with standart
with a falcon ,
and a seated
king/divinity

Petrie, Medum, graffito XVI/pl.

Amenhotep Ill

xxxvi

no

Newberry, PSBA 1905, 103-103, Newberry, PSBA
105
1905, 103-103, 105

maslaba 17. re-used, 1B. And 19.
Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
p. 95

M.4.4.P.19.1

no

Newberry, PSBA 1905, 103-103, Newberry, PSBA
105
1905, 103-103, 105

mastaba 17. no-used, 1B. And 19.
Dynasty tombs, PM IV, Oxford 1934,
p. 95

M.4.4.P.19.2

no

no

Newberry, PSBA 1905, 103-103, Newberry, PSBA
105
1905, 103-103, 105

mastaba 17, re-used, 1B. And 19.
Dynasty tombs , PM IV, Oxford 1934,
p. 95

M.4.4.P.19.3

not yet
not yet
identified identified

not yet
identified

not yet identified

Cemy, notebooks ???

Cemy MSS, 2,95,
photographs

tombs in the vicinity . NK activiUes,
end of 18th dynasty

M.4.3.P.NK.1

X

X

X

de Morgan, Fouilles I, fig. 183

fig. 183

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

-

X

no

Petrie, Medum, graffito XVII/pl.

)OO(V

no

no

de Morgan. Fouilles I, tombs in the vicinity , NK activities,
end of 18th dynasty

M.3.12.P.X.1

322-328

I
6
1

Memphite necropolis graffiti

SUMMARY
The Pyramid
Complex of
Senusretlll

the pyramid
temple and
surrounds of
12th dynasty the pyramid

Senusretlll

debris by the
pyramid

?

X

X

X

X

X

X

de Morgan, Fouilles I, fig. 184

de Morgan, Fouilles a tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
Dahchour I, fig . 184
end of 18th dynasty

M.3.12.P.X.2

The Pyramid
Complex of
Senusretlll

the pyramid
temple and
surrounds of
12th dynasty the pyramid

Senusretlll

debris by the
pyramid

?

X

X

X

X

X

X

de Morgan, Fouilles I, fig. 185

de Morgan, Fouilles a tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
end of 18th dynasty
Dahchour I, fig . 185

M.3.12.P.X.3

The Pyramid
Complex of
Senusretlll

the pyramid
temple and
surrounds of
12th dynasty the pyramid

Senusretlll

debris by the
pyramid

not yet identified

not yet
identified

not yet
not yet
identified identified

not yet
identified

not yet identified

de Morgan, Fouilles I

tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
de Morgan, Fouilles I end of 18th dynasty

M.3.12.P.19 20.1

The Pyramid
Complex of
Senusretlll

the pyramid
temple and
surrounds of
12th dynasty the pyramid

Senusretlll

debris by the
pyramid

not yet identified

not yet
identified

not yet
not yet
identified identified

not yet
identified

not yet identified

de Morgan, Fouilles I

tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
de Morgan, Fouilles I end of 18th dynasty

M.3.12.P.X.5

The Pyramid
Complex of
Senusretlll

the pyramid
temple and
surrounds of
12th dynasty the pyramid

Senusretlll

' debris by the
pyramid

X

X

X

X

X

de Morgan, Fouilles I, fig. 186

de Morgan, Fouilles a tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
Dahchour I, fig. 186
end of 18th dynasty

M.3.12.P.X.4

The Pyramid
Complex of
Senusretlll

the pyramid
temple and
surrounds of
12th dynasty the pyramid

/.lwt ntr ?

X

de Morgan, Fouilles I, fig . 191

de Morgan, Fouilles a tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
Dahchour I, fig. 191
end of 18th dynasty

M.3.12.P.NK.1

The Pyramid
Complex of
Senusretlll

the pyramid
temple and
surrounds of
12th dynasty the pyramid

The Pyramid
Complex of
Senusretlll

the pyramid
temple and
surrounds of
12th dynasty the pyramid

The Pyramid
Complex of
Senusretlll

the pyramid
temple and
surrounds of
12th dynasty the pyramid

The Pyramid
Complex of
Senusretlll

the pyramid
temple and
surrounds of
12th dynasty the pyramid

The Pyramid
Complex of
Senusretlll

the pyramid
temple and
surrounds of
12th dynasty the pyramid

Dahshur

The Pyramid
Complex of
Senusretlll

the pyramid
temple and
surrounds of
12th dynasty the pyramid

Abusir

The pyramid
Complex of
Sahure

5th dynasty

Abusir

The Mastaba of
Ptahshepses
5th dynasty

oahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Abusir

~Usir

The Mastaba of
Ptahshepses
5th dynasty

The Mastaba of
Ptahshepses
5th dynasty

?

X

Senusretlll

the area of the
the pyramid
temple
?NK

X

sJ

yes,
Khakaur
e
X

Senusretlll

the area of the
the pyramid
temple
? NK

X

X

X

X

X

X

de Morgan, Fouilles I, fig. 192 a

de Morgan, Fouilles a tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
Dahchour I, fig. 192 a end of 18th dynasty

M.3.12.P.NK.2

Senusretlll

the area of the
the pyramid
?NK
temple

X

X

yes

X

X

X

de Morgan. Fouilles I, fig. 192 b

de Morgan, Fouilles a tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
Dahchour I, fig . 192 b end of 18th dynasty

M.3.12.P.NK.3

Senusretlll

the area of the
the pyramid
?NK
temple

X

X

X

X

X

X

de Morgan, Fouilles I, fig . 192 c

de Morgan, Fouilles a tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
Dahchour I, fig . 192 c end of 18th dynasty

M.3.12.P.NK.4

Senusretlll

the area of the
the pyramid
temple

NK

X

X

X

X

X

X

de Morgan, Fouilles I, fig. 193

de Morgan, Fouilles a tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
Dahchour I, fig . 193
end of 18th dynasty

M.3.12.P.NK.5

Senusretlll

the area of the
the pyramid
NK
temple

X

X

X

X

X

X

de Morgan, Fouilles I, fig. 194

de Morgan, Fouilles a tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
Dahchour I, fig. 194
end of 18th dynasty

M.3.12.P.NK.6

Senusretlll

the area of the
the pyramid
temple

NK

Ramose

sJ

X

X

X

X

de Morgan, Fouilles I, fig . 195

de Morgan, Fouilles a tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
Dahchour I, fig . 195
end of 18th dynasty

M.3.12.P.NK.7

pyramid
temple

Sahure

the pyramid
temple

19th dynasty Djehutiherhesef

royal sJ

no

no

no

yes , Ramesse II

KRIIII , 378

pyramid
temple

Sahure

the pyramid
temple

19th dynasty Ptahemwia et al.

s.~.w

yes

no

no

no

Ptahshepses

the entrance
passage to the
mastaba
chapel
19th dynasty X

Ptahshepses

the entrance
passage to the
mastaba
chapel
19th dynasty X

private tomb

private tomb

X

sJ?

no

no

no

no

no

X

Ramesses II

X

KRIIII , 437

Borchardt, Sahure,
cult of Sakhmet
Abb. 170, KRI 378
p!ege1oerg, ec. oe
Trav. 2611904, 154.,
PM Ill, 79, 12, KRIIII,
cult of Sakhmet
437

M.1.5.M.19.1.1

Spiegelberg, Rec. de Trav.
2611904, 154.1

cult of Sakhmet, New Kingdom
objects{?} or later, found in the
Spiegelberg, Rec. de Mastaba {! Large secondary
cemetery, but Late period}
Trav. 2611904, 154.

M.1.5.M.19.1 .2

Spiegelberg, Rec. de Trav.
2611904, 154. II

cult of Sakhmet, New Kingdom
objects{?} or later, found in the
Spiegelberg, Rec. de Mastaba {! Large secondary
camelery, but Late period}
Trav. 2611904, 154.

M.1.5.M.19.2

M.1 .5.P.19.1.
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Memphite necropolis graffiti

SUMMARY

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Pepi II

6th dynasty

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Khendjer

Saqqara

The Pyramid
Complex of
Khendjer

pyramid
temple

Pepi II

rests of the
pyramid temple X

pyramid
13th dynasty temple

Khendjer

rests of the
pyramid temple NK

pyramid
13th dynasty temple

Khendjer

rests of the
pyramid temple 19th dynasty Nashuy

7mn ...

Harmose

sJ

X

X

X

X

XVI lith dynasty burials, New
Jllquier, Pepi II, T . Ill, Kingdom finds , other unregistered
Jequier, Pepi II , T . Ill, 44, Fig. 33 44, Fig. 33
graffiti

sJ

no

no

no

N

Jequier, deux pyramides 1

sJ

no

no

no

no

Jequier, deux pyramides 2

Jequier, Deux
Pyramides , 10-15
eqUier, uttux
Pyramides II , 10.15,
KRI 436, 193,
'Midung, die Rolle, 73

M.2.6.P.19.1

tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
end of 18th dynasty, other
unregistered graffiti

M.2.13.P.NK.1

tombs in the vicinity, NK activities,
end of 18th dynasty

M.2.13.P.19.1

8

25.4°2006

monument

site

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill

Dahshur

the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill

~hur

the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

Dahshur

--

~shur

1/5

Newly discovered graffiti in the pyramid complex of Senusret Ill, Dahshur

the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill

monument datation

graffito datation graffiti texts

graffiti
author
name

12th dynasty

Amenhotep Ill ?

X

X

X

N

9401

12th dynasty

X

fragments

X

X

X

N

9402

12th dynasty

X

fragments

X

X

X

N

9403

12th dynasty

Thutmose 1111

I I b] r /:tm n nsw bjt {Mn-bpr-rr} s3 rr {d/:twtj
[ms]} Nfr-lzpr[w 00 0 21 00 0] st wr[t] nt rnb{t3wj] 000
X

X

X

N

94.4

12th dynasty

X

00 o}jwt pw Uron .. ]

X

X

y

N

9405

12th dynasty

X

II 000] m33 [.. 21 .. ] yw [lp1wjkm n wnwt [ 000
31 00o] s [o 0o] nn p/:ltj.w jrt f:tr [o 0041 .. ] p [0 00]
s3 {000

X

X

y

N

9406

12th dynasty

X

AI I I ooo]jwt pw ir[n .. o Bl I I .. ] s3 rr [ooo ? 21
ooo ]Jmnw [ooo
X

X

y

N

9407

12th dynasty

X

X

X

Y;

9408

12th dynasty

X

II .. 0 [bC']-k3w-[rr:J m3r lzrw [00 021 ooo] ir [n]
f:tmo N k3 nlzt [o oo
X
31 I ljw pw }ron [0 00 21 jw pw iron [0 00 Bl first
line traces 210 0o] w mswt-rr jwt pw iron sJ [00 00
31 00 0] y [00 0] rJps r m3[000
X

X

y

N

9409

12th dynasty

X

I I jwt pw }ron sJ Mr-M n m33 [f:twt ntr] 00021
f:twt n[r 000 nt {/:tr-k3w-rr} m3r [l1w [000 31
gmonf st nfrtj /:tr ib f:twt ntr 000[0 00

Maha

sJ

y

12th dynasty

X

AI rnpt f:tsbt 1+x Bl I I jw 000.. 21 jw pw Uron
000

X

X

y

N

94011

12th dynasty

X

traces, 00. [oo o]w iron sJ [oo 0

X

sJ

y

N

94012

X

I I sJ j[o 0o] 21 jw pw jrton sJ mr-M [o 00 31 jw pw
irton sJ [000 41 jw pw irton sJ [0 00 51 jw pw
irton.U?] sJ
Maha

sJ

y

N

930138

X

I)
2)
3)
4)
51

X

X

X

94014

12th dynasty

12th dynasty

James PoAllen, Metropolitan Museum Expedition

000 rnpt-fi,sb 20 + x

lost
[... ]
[.. o]
.. 0]/:tr tp n db3wjfj 0mr[ .. o".. o]
00 0] /:tr n/:t snbf[oo_o_:_61 ooo] mjw spd [oooo

graffiti author title ~wt pw tr.n X r m33

owner
cartouche

Allen
numbering

yo
I

X

94010

329-333

.4.2006

lahshur

lahshur

lahshur

lahshur
lahshur
lahshur
1ahshur
1ahshur
lahshur
lahshur
lahshur

lahshur
lahshur

2/5

Newly discovered graffiti in the pyramid complex of Senusret Ill, Dahshur
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid
complex of
Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill

the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill

1) /:twt-n!r [ ...
2) r m~~ n.j nfr.s .. .

12th dynasty

X

X

X

y

X

94.15

~

i
12th dynasty

X

wt.j rnpt-/:tsb

X

X

X

X

94.16

12th dynasty

X

fragments

X

X

X

X

94.17

12th dynasty

X

fragments

X

X

X

X

12th dynasty

X

r irt np~ sJ

X

sJ

X

X

94.19

12th dynasty

X

... [ imj-rr pr ] . . .

X

imj-rr

X

X

94.20

12th dynasty

X

author name only

nb.zn

X

X

X

94.21

12th dynasty

X

fragments

X

X

X

X

94.22; 94.564

12th dynasty

X

fragments

X

X

X

X

94.23

12th dynasty

X

fragments

X

X

X

X

94.25

12th dynasty

X

fragments

X

X

X

X

94.24; 94.436

Amenhotep

sJ

y

X

94.26

X

X

y

X

94.28

1I Jmw 22 br /:tm n nswt bjty Mn-bpr-rr
.. .2/nsw-bjt] MN-/:tPR-[W] jj.n sJ [...
3) .. .] tp wj [...
4) .. .] sJ [ ...] jmn-/:ttp
5) .. .] sJ [ ...
12th dynasty

Thutmose 1111

12th dynasty

X

rtesy James P. Allen , Metropolitan Museum Expedition

... ] m~~ [ .... ] st [ ...

-

94.18

329-333

25.4.2006
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Newly discovered graffiti in the pyramid complex of Senusret Ill, Dahshur
fragments,on right hand face of the piece titles of
wrb and scribe, on the left hand inscription: b) lefthand face, 11 lines of black ink inscription:
1) illegible
2) ... nsw bjt ~r-K~w-R1 mH [J1w [... " ... King
KHAKAURE],
justified [... "
3) ...] ,.r ~1w [r!Jtj ... " ...] Re-Harakhti [... "
4) ... ] rn!J 4t (n)~~ mr[ ... " ...Thutmose III], alive
forever
continually, beloved[ ... "
5) ...]pt[ ... ] rn!J (w)g3 s(nb) mj ,.r [ ... " ... ] life,
soundness, health like Re [... "
6) ... ]w jst ~mf bs n [4Y-h[i] ~r smr [ ... " ... ]while
His
Incarnation entered Djahi, killing[ ... "
7) ... ]s [... ]nt r sgm [ ... " ... ] to hear[ ... "
8) ...] jst grt gbr.nf st n pt~ [... "while he also
replaced/adorned it for Ptah [..."
9) ... ] r jr[ ... nsw bjt] ~r-K~w-R1 m H-[J1w m~ r !JIW

'

~wtpw

Dahshur

Dahshur
Dahshur
loahshur

the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill

[... " ...]to make[ ... King] KHAKAURE, justified.
There
came[ ... "
10) ... ]nt pr [ ... " ... ] the house [... " {reconstruction
J. P. Allen}
12th dynasty

Thutmose 1111

12th dynasty

X

12th dynasty

X

12th dynasty

CO\Jrtesy James P. Allen, Metropolitan Museum Expedition

X

11 ss [ . .. .] 2/ .... ] f[ ... 3-1/ ... .]nji· r mH ~wt n!r
[ .... 3-2/ jwtpw [ .. . 4-1 / ... ] rw [ ... 4-2/ ???
Lines 3 and 4 are palimpsests
I I .... ] r mH [ ... 21 illegible
... .] n gb ~wjfj ss [ ... 21 .. .. ] r mH

H [w]-1·r [ . ..

[~wt

X

w("b, sf

y

Y·
'

94.29

... nfr

sf

y

X

94.30

X

X

y

X

94.31

Y·
'

94.32

I

nfr] nt !Jr-

X

sf

y

I

329-333

.4.2006

Newly discovered ·graffiti in the pyramid complex of Senusret Ill, Dahshur

4/ 5

reconstitution J.P. Allen: ... n]t I:{-K3W gm.nf[ ...
" ...] ofKHAKARE, and he
found[ ... "
b) three lines below (a):
I) jwt pw jr.n sf l:tr-f r m3[3 ... "There carne scribe
Hay a
to see [ ... "
2) gm.nf sw nfr /:lr jbf r /:lwt-n[r nb rf.d[.nf . . "and
he
found it better on his heart than any temple, [and]
said

[ ... "

'ahshur
' ahshur
~ahshur

' ahshur
ahshur
~ahshur

lahshur
)ahshur

~ahshur
Pahshur
Pahshur

~hshur

~sy James

L

the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill
the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill

3) ...] mj ,.r /:lr tp-/:lwt nt [... " ... ] like the sun on the
roof of[ ... "
c) three lines below (b):
I) rnpt-spl/:13t sp 1 2 prt 14 br /:lm [ ... " Regnal
Year I, 2 Growing
I4, during the incarnation[... "
2) /:lr /:lr st n[t] jtf [... "Appearing on the seat of his
father[ ... "
3) yf jw.tw (}.d [... " his, and it was said [ ... "
Haja

sJ

y

y ,·

94.33

fragments

Amenemhat

sJ

X

X

94 .34

X

traces

X

sJ

X

X

94.36

12th dynasty

X

sf i*r n gbrwjfj sf[ ....

sJ

X

X

94.37

12th dynasty

X

1I Uwt] pw ir.n sf bw-y 2/ r m33 /:lwt n[r [ ...

Batji

sJ

y

X

94 .38

12th dynasty

X

fragments

X

X

X

X

94.39

12th dynasty

X

fragments

X

X

X

X

94.40

12th dynasty

X

11 ... ]sf1mn-ms" mr[ .. . 2/ ... ]pw

Amenmose

sJ

X

X

94.41

12th dynasty

X

... ] sf /:lr-yr

Haja

sJ

X

X

94.42

12th dynasty

X

fragments

X

X

X

X

94.44

12th dynasty

X

fragments

X

X

X

X

94.45

12th dynasty

not yet available

12th dynasty

X

12th dynasty

X

12th dynasty

P. Allen , Metropolitan Museum Expedition

1

94.47

329-33 3

25.4.2006
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Newly discovered graffiti in the pyramid complex of Senusret Ill, Dahshur
AI 11 rnptl/:{t sp 30 rnpt-sp [ ... "Regnrt Ye rr [.. ."
3) jj[ ...
4) jwt pw jr.n ss [...
5) Uwt] pw jr.n [... ] r~ [ ...
[... ]"
8/ ... ]/[ ...
2) ... ]gf:zWf]-Ms NFR-bPRW rn!Jt r nl:z[l:z ... 6 gr .
... ]
3) ... m b]nw mn-nfr !Jr jtf nb n[IW ptf:z zk[r ... 4 gr .
... ]
4) ...] f:zrt st wrt jst f:zmf bs.w [ ... 5 gr . ... ]
5) ... ] t~ n-hr-ri-nr njtf[ ... 5 gr. ... ]
6) ... ]f st jn.nf pf:zwj.sn nj 4d rwjf[ ... 4 gr . ...]
7) ... ] kmt Sm r j [... ]tt sm~[ ... 3 gr . ... ]

8) ... ] f:zrl:zf:zj.w [n].k [... 7 gr . ...]
9) ...n-h1-r[i]-nr sm~m.k st [... ]nf[ ... 4 gr .. ..]

Dahshur

the pyramid complex
of Senusret Ill

10) ... ]
11) ... ]
12) ... ] nfr [... ]n.k

12th dynasty

Cclurtesy James P. Allen , Metropolitan Museum Expedition

Thutmose 1111

sJ

X

y

X

94.48

329-333

Memphite
necropolis
graffiti

TABLE Phraseology overview
offering
identification
code

signature

M.1.5.S.18.1
M.1.5.S.18.2
M.1.5.S.18.3
M.1.5.S.18.4
M.1.5.S.18.5
M.1.5.S.18.6
M.1.5.S.18.7
M.1.5.S.18.8
M.1.5.S.18.9
M.1.5.S.18.10
M.1.5.S.18.11
M.1.5.S.18.12
M.1.5.P.18.1

N
N
N
X
X
X
X
N
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

y

y

y

M.1.5.P.18.2
M.1.5.P.18.3

date

twtpw tr.n X
tr nfr ...
rmii

y
X
N
X
X
X
X
X

y

y
y
N
X

y
y

y

y

y

X

X

X

y
y
y
y
y

y
y

y
y

X

X

dynasty

notes

N
N
N
X
X
X
X
N
X
X
X
X
N

18
18
18 imprecation
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

N
X

18
18 fragment

N

18 rain myrrh ...
18
18

n

gm.nfsy
mjpt

Rr /:lrwbn

kin ..

tm.s

Owner

offering/prayer
in favour of
"myrrh
the author
sequence"

N

N
N
N
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

N
N
N
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

N
N
N
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Y?
X

X
X

N
X

y
N
X
X
X

y
X
X
X
X
X

y

gm.nfsynfr mj t~ pt ssp
X
X

nt

.

N
N
N
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

y

may heaven
M.2.3.P.18.1
M.2.3. P.18.2
M.2.3. P.18.3
M.2.3.P.19 20.1
M.2.3.P.19 20.2
M.2.3.P.19 20.3
M.2.3.P.19 20.4
M.2.3.P.26.1
M.2.3.P.18.4
M.2.3.P.18.5
M.2.3.P.18.6
M.2.3.P.18.7
M.2.3. P.18.8
M.2.3.P.18.9
M.2.3.P.18.10
M.2.3.P.18.11
M.2.3.P.18.12
M.2.3.P.18.13
M.2.3.P.18.14

M.2.3.P.18.15
M.2.3.P.18.16
M.2.3.P.18.17
M.2.3.P.18.18
M.2.3.P.18.19
!2.3.P.19.1
!2.3.P.19.2
!2.3.P.19.3

~-3.P. 19.4
~.3.P.19.5
~.3.P.19.6

~3.P.19.7
~3.P.19.8

~3.P.19.9
.2.3.P.19.10

~.4.2006

N

y
N

y
y
y
X

y
y
y
X

y
X
X

y
y
y
y
N
X
X
Y
Y
Y
Y
X
X
Y
..... Y

y

y

X
N
N
N

X
N
N
N

y

y

X

X

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

y

X

N
X
X
X
N
X

y
y
y
X

y
X
X
N
X

X

y
y
y
X
X
X
X

N

y
y
X
N
X
X
N
N
X
N
N
X
N
X

y
X
X
X
N
N
N
N
X
X
X
N
N
N
X
X
X
X

N
N
N
X
N
X
X
N
N
X

y
y
y
N
X

19/20
19/20
19/20
19/20

/:ttp-di-nswt

26
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

y

y

y

N

y

N
gm.nfsynfr
X
X
N
N
N

N
X
X
X
N
N
N

y

y

y

X
X
N

X
X
N

N
X
X
X
N
N
N
X
X
X
N

y
y

y

N
X
X
X
N
N
N
X
X
X
N
X
X
X
N

X
N
N
X
N

X
X
N
N
X
N

scribe
scandalised by
18 previous graffiti N

N

y

y

N
X
N
X
X
N
N
X
N
N
N
N
X

N
X
N
X
X
N
N
X
N
N
N
N
X

18
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

y
X
N

N
X
N
X
N
X
X
N
N
X
N
N
N
N
X

X
X
X

y
N
N
X
X
X
N
X
X
X
N
X
X
N

N
X
N
X
N
X
X

y
y
X

y
y
y
N
X

y
X
X
N
N
X
N

N

y
N
X
N
X
X
N
N
X
N
N
N
N
X

i
I

I
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2
2
M.2.3.P.19.11
M.2.3.P.19.12
M.2.3.P.19.13
M.2.6.P.18.1
M.2.6.P.X.1
M.4.4.P.OK.1
M.4.4.P.13.1
M.4.4.P.X.1
M.4.4.P.X.2
M.4.4.P.18.1
M.4.4.P.NK.1
M.4.4.P.NK.2
M.4.4. P.18.2
M.4.4.P.X.3
M.4.4.P.NK.3
M.4.4.P.NK.4
M.4.4.P.NK.5
M.4.4.P.NK.6
M.4.4.P.NK.7
M.4.4.P.NK.8
M.4.4.P.NK.9
M.4.4. P.18.3
M.4.4.P.18.4
M.4.4.P.19.1
M.4.4.P.19.2
M.4.4.P.19.3
M.3.4.P.NK.1
M.3.12.P .X.1
M.3.12.P.X.2
M.3.12.P.X.3
M.3.12.P.19 20.1
M.3.12.P.X.5
M.3.12.P.X.4
M.3.12.P.NK.1
M.3.12.P.NK.2
M.3.12.P.NK.3
M.3.12.P.NK.4
M.3.12.P.NK.5
M.3.12.P.NK.6
M.3.12.P.NK.7
M.1.5.P.19.1.1
M.1.5.M.19.1
, M.1.5.M.19.2
' M.2.13.P.NK.1

~-2.13.P.19.1
M.2.6.P.19.1
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TABLE Phraseology overview
y
y
N
y
y
N
y
y
y
y
N

?

N
N
N
N
y

N
X
N
X
X
N
N
N
N
y

N
y

N
X

X
X
y
y
y

N
X
N
X
X
N
N
N
N
N
N
X

19
19
19 stone hewers
X
X
X

X

?

?

X
N
X
y

X
N
N
X

N
N
N
X

N
X
X
y

N
X
X
y
y
N

N
X
X
y
N
y
y
y
X

N
X
X
N
N
N
N
N
X

X

X

19/20

X
X
X
X

X

X

N
X
N
X
X

N
X
N
X
X

N
X
N
X
X

N
X
X
X
X
N
X

N
X
X
X
X
N
X

N
X
X
X
X
N
X

N
X
X
X
X
N
X

N
X
X
X
X
N
X

N
X
X
X

N
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

y
X
X
X

N
X
X
X

N

N

N

N

N

fragment

X

X

X

X

X

fragment

X

X

X

X

X

N

N

N

y

X

X

X
N
X

X
N
X

X
y
X

X
N
X

PRELIMINARY

X
X

y

X

N
X
N
X
X

13 PRELIMINARY

y
X
y
y
X

X
N
y
y

N
X
N
X
X

X
X
X
X

18
X
X

19
19
19
NK
X
X

PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY

'

19/20
y
X
X

X
X
X

y
y
X

X
X
X

X
NK
NK
NK

y
X
y
y

y
y
y
y

X
X
y
y

X
X
X
X

NK
NK
NK
NK

y
X
y
y
y

y
X
y
y
X

N
X
X
N
X

19
19
19

y
X
N
y
X

PRELIMINARY

X

19
N
19 PRELIMINARY X

'

!
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TABLE CARTOUCHES

soverelgn 1

18th dynasty royal culdc
assemblage,
Theban;Thutmose Ill,
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Grafftd of the 18th and 19th dynastY. Memphlte necropolis

r ~)

Snofru
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7.

(~) r~ cv)~~ ~ p~~~~
~

.8

'

'

r {:::: ~ ~ )4-&1 GID
13.

~

<==>
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damaaed

r t~~)
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~

()lev)~+ [9~0)~+ [Jlcv)
17.

18.

'

'

~
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( {Jr cv)

~~

..-=d<
<::>

.

8

Sahure 16

Other: New Kingdom
culdc assemblages

List of Mahu 11 ,
'

Djoser6

19th dynasty royal culdc 19th dynasty private culdc
19th dynasty administrative
assemblage; Abydos king- assemblage, Memphlte;
llstl
ldng·llst; RCT 5
TJeneroy4

~

'

<[_

lE

4-~P~)~+

[::~~)

Saaaara:

·~

?15

-<X>--

~

.

~

damaaed

I .DJJ 20

-

1

For Djoser and Snofru compare more extensive list ofWildung (Wildung, Die Rolle, 240-242), including pre and post New Kingdom material as well.
See Urk. IV 608f. The kings are usually indicated as nswt bitj and/or as nfr nfr. This list might be considered as a list of cultic statues kept in the temple (there were many various statues, as proved also by the Karnak cachette). See Wildung, Die Rolle, e.g.
; Redford, King-lists, 31. The list is not complete and in parts it is damaged, but it often respects chronological sequence of kings.
·
3
See PM VI, 25, 229-230, Meyer, AegyptischeChronologie, Berlin 1904, 1908; Wildung, Die Rolle, Abb.l. (Detail Djoser).
4
See J. Malek, JSSEA 1982, 1, 21- 28, the Tjeneroy list might be, according to Malek, connected to the document like the Royal Canon of Turin, a possible administrative king-list. This would suggest an origin within scribal circles -the same social group,
therefore, that generated graffiti. Text reproduced also in KRJ, 418-9, further PM III 2 , 666-7. The kings have a standardised nswt before the cartouche and a m3r !Jrw behind. The list is a grid of cartouches, in front of a deity (Osiris), behind the list stands the
figure of Tjeneroy with a scroll in his hand. The list copies the Abydos grid with cartouches.
5
See A. H. Gardiner, The Royal Canon of Turin, KRI II, 627-644.
6
Compare variants, Beckerath, Handbuch, 50, 176.
7
See Firth-Quibell, Step pyramid, I, 78, Cerny Notebook 13.1, Gunn Mss tracing B.I.A. Dynasty 18, the same writing has a later 19th dynasty example.
8
See Cerny Notebook 13,2. Firth-Quibell, Step pyramid I, 78, Gunn Mss tracing B.l.B. Dynasty 18.
9
See Firth-Quibell, Step pyramid I, 80, Gunn notebook 31, 75, C:2, Gunn Mss XIII.4.3 . Dynasty 18.
10
See Jequier, Deux Pyramides Du Moyen Empire, 13- 14, Fig. 12; hieroglyphic transcription J. Cerny, KRI III, 436, 193.
11
See Wildung, Die Rolle, Abb.V/2.
12
Compare variants, Beckerath, Handbuch, 52, 178.
13
See Petrie, Petrie, Me dum, Plate XXXIII, line 10 and 19. The writing corresponds to the 19th dynasty cultic assemblage but is more elaborate than 18th dynasty cultic assemblage. 18th dynasty.
14
See Petrie Petrie, Medum, Plate XXXV. 18th dynasty.
15
Other documents naming Snofru- compare Wildung, Die Rolle, 104f. PWestcar cannot be used for it is too early (15th dynasty).
6
: Compare variants Beckerath, Handbuch, 54, 181.
7
SeeM. Megally, CdE 56, 1981, Gardiner Mss, AHG/29.60 A-B, graffito 1 Dynasty 18.
18
See. Megally, CdE 56, 1981, Gardiner Mss, AHG/29.60 A-B graffito 2. Dynasty 18.
1
: Graffito ofthe 19th dynasty in the mastaba ofPtahshepses, Spiegelberg, Rec. de Trav 26, 1904, 152- 154, Cerny MSS, 2.95-6 and Cerny, notebook 118,21, 15, 20.
2
See Borchardt, Grabdenkmal des Koenigs S'aJ-hu-rec, 122-123, Abb. 167.
2
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TABLE CARTOUCHES
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m
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v
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23
Sekhemkhet.
Relief of Thutmose
Ill, Buhen 27 :

~
J-1

m
lQj
damaQed

Compare variants, cf. Beckerath, Handbuch, 56, 184 .
Jequier, Deux Pyramides, 13-14, Fig. 12; KRl III, 436, 193 . The divine determinative behind the name is comonly found in the RCT. See Gardiner, The RCT, passim.

w.

23

See Wildung, Die Rolle, 97, albeit the writing of the name here is not different from the 6th dynasty TetiSee CG 33258. This interpretation is in accordance with the fact that there is Sekhernkhet written as simply as Teti in the Abydos list and, of
course, if Mahu's Teti is really Sekhemkhet, then the list ofMahu is chronologically correct. If the Teti in question is the 6th dynasty Teti, the list is out of chronological order. Either way it may be a list of kings with more or less neighbouring pyramids (see
Gomaa, Chamwese, 64).
24 c
. c.f Beckerath, Handbuch, 66, 199.
ompare variants,
25
Courtesy
James
P. Allen, graffito from the Pyramid temple of Senusret III, Dahshur, 18th dynasty Besucherinschrift.
26
Graffito
M.3.12.P.NK.l,
i.e. De Morgan, Fouilles Dahchour I, Fig. 191. New Kingdom hieratic Besucherinschrift.
27
Caminos, R. A., The New Kingdom Temples ofBuhen, I. (London 1974), 77- 78, and Pl. 91.; PM VII, 135.

a
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